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Abstract 

 
 

The thesis presents experimental work conducted on environmentally altered 

bloodstains over four distinct experimental stages. Bloodstains that have been 

exposed to and altered by the environment are frequently encountered in crime scene 

analysis and developing accurate methods of quantitatively identifying, interpreting 

and analyzing them is important for crime scene reconstruction. Over the course of 

the four experimental stages bloodstains were progressively exposed to a range of 

environmental conditions and their responses to this exposure recorded. 

 

During the first stage stains were dried at a range of temperatures between -10 and 

50oC in order to establish the influence of temperature on stain appearance. In the 

second stage stains were longitudinally exposed to natural environmental 

fluctuations over the course of a 6-month experimental period. In the third stage 

stains were exposed to a variety of extreme environmental conditions, including fire, 

freezing, freeze-thaw and extreme heat, in order to establish the influence of these 

conditions on stain appearance and behavior. In the final experimental stage the 

influence of environmental conditions on stain drying time was examined.  

 

During the course of stain analysis a new quantitative method for digitally capturing 

and measuring bloodstain colour was designed.  

 

The findings of the experimental work conducted represent the first empirical 

confirmation of relationships between the environmental conditions explored and 

bloodstain appearance and behavior. Quantitative confirmation of these relationships 

has direct implications for developing methods of spatial and temporal crime scene 

reconstruction from bloodstain pattern analysis.  
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Forensic Science 

 

Forensic science is a multidisciplinary approach applied to evidence associated with 

a crime event. It incorporates scientifically proven methods from a range of scientific 

disciplines in order to interpret and present physical evidence within a legal context. 

The progression of physical evidence from crime scene to courtroom occurs through 

a series of distinct stages, which can be illustrated holistically as a forensic ‘process’ 

(figure 1). 

 
          

Figure 1 Illustration of the ‘forensic process’      (Source: Author. 2010) 
 

Facilitating the progression of physical evidence through this process is the domain 

of the forensic scientist. As evidence progresses from preservation and collection, 

through validation and identification to laboratory analysis and interpretation, a 

series of inferences about it can be made, relating to the origins and circumstances 

surrounding its generation and presence at a scene (Chisum. Turvey. 2000. 

Baryamureeba. Tushabe. 2004:2). Inferences which identify the likely sources of 

physical evidence and activities which led to its deposition at a scene can allow 

investigators to reconstruct the events immediately prior to, during and following a 

crime event.  

 

There are many types of physical evidence that may be encountered at a crime scene. 

Strands of hair, both natural and man-made fibres, fragments of glass or paint, 
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gunshot residue (GSR) and bodily fluids are examples of some of the most 

commonly encountered physical evidences (Evett. 1987: 1), known generically as 

trace materials or evidence on account of the often small, fragmented or even 

microscopic volumes in which they are usually encountered.  

 

Fluid trace evidence and specifically blood trace evidence is often encountered by 

forensic investigators, particularly in violent crimes involving fatalities where 

surviving eyewitness testimonies are absent (James et al. 2005: 1). The value of 

developing accurate methods of identifying, analysing and interpreting fluid 

evidence, in the case of blood through the forensic sub-discipline of Blood Pattern 

Analysis (BPA), is therefore significant.  

 

The development of techniques for identification, analysis and interpretation of all 

types of evidence should be conducted with respect to the entire forensic process, as 

the different stages evidence progresses through (in a robust forensic investigation) 

are relevant to and dependent upon each other. As evidence progresses through 

preservation and collection, to validation, identification, analysis, interpretation and 

finally presentation for evaluation by a lay jury, the importance of ensuring 

continuity and integrity in the handling of evidence at each of these stages is vital to 

allow the meaningful progression of evidence through the whole process, from crime 

scene to courtroom.  

 

For example, when presenting physical evidence in a courtroom, it could be 

considered that certain presentation methods might be more persuasive than 

probative, or indeed more persuasive than others. Making considerations towards the 

methods of presentation of evidence in a courtroom, where the probative value of 

any opinions regarding the evidence collected is assessed, are therefore ultimately an 

equally vital part of forensic science as original stages of evidence collection or 

handling.  

 

Despite this, in many discussions of developing forensic techniques, including the 

body of BPA research published thus far, little attempt has been made to identify or 

confront courtroom issues that specifically affect the presentation of evidence or its 

interpretation by a layperson jury. 
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1.2 Development of trace evidence analysis 

In the field of trace evidence analysis the development of two particular forensic 

theories have supplied the fundamental philosophies underpinning trace evidence 

analysis and its use in crime scene reconstruction. These are Locard’s exchange 

principle (Locard. 1930) and the principles of Evidence Dynamics (Chisum. Turvey. 

2000).  

 

1.2.1 Locard’s exchange principle  

The relationship between physical evidence and its original source was first 

summarised by Edmond Locard and his exchange principle, which stipulates, “every 

contact leaves a trace” (attributed to Locard. 1930 in Houck. 2001). The implications 

of this are that when two surfaces (A&B) come into contact with each other a two-

way transfer of material takes place. Traces of surface A will be deposited on surface 

B and vice versa. The volume of traces exchanged depends on the extent and length 

of contact between the surfaces and surface characteristics of A and B (Houck. 

2001). Following contact, a quantity of trace materials exchanged will remain on 

each surface to bear “mute witness” (Kirk. 1974) to contact having occurred. 

Examination of traces exchanged can indicate the provenance, or source and in 

certain instances the nature and extent of any exchange may additionally be 

indicative of specific actions (Cwiklik. 1999).   

 

A secondary tenet of Locard’s principle relates to the persistence of trace materials 

on a surface. Over time exchanged traces will be naturally shed by the surface 

according to a natural decay curve over time, a typical illustration of which is given 

in figure 2. The persistence of traces varies according to a series of variables, which 

include characteristics of the parent material and target surfaces as well as any 

deliberate actions taken by a suspect to attempt to remove trace materials, for 

example by washing or brushing. Experimental studies have demonstrated however 

that some trace materials are capable of significant periods of persistence on 

surfaces. Both tulip and daffodil pollen particles for example, were recoverable from 

fabric up to 168 hours after pollen particles had been deposited on it (Bull et al. 

2006).  
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Using methods of identifying trace evidence, presence of evidence on a surface or at 

scene can be interpreted as evidence of a contact having taken place between two 

specific surfaces. This evidence is described as source level evidence.  

 

1.2.2 Source level evidence 

Source level evidence can be broadly understood as evidence that purely by its 

presence gives investigators some indication of events; what has happened or “where 

the incident occurred” (Boonkhong et al. 2010: 169).  

 

For example gunshot residue (GSR) evidence recovered from a glove might suggest 

that contact was made between that glove and a gun/gun cartridge at some point or 

blood pattern evidence observed on the garments of a suspect may indicate that they 

came into contact with a bleeding victim. In these cases source level evidence may 

be incriminating in itself by attesting to the presence of exchanged trace materials in 

a crime scene and allowing some additional inferences regarding the nature and 

extent of exchange to be made. In most instances however the presence, alone, of a 

trace material on a surface is often not sufficient or powerful evidence to implicate 

the wearer of the glove, for example, with handling a weapon or indeed firing it. In 

the case of blood evidence, presence of blood on a suspects garment is certainly 

suspicious but it alone does not imply the suspect was definitely present or involved 

during a bloodletting attack on a victim. Without further information it could be 

reasonable to argue that the bloodstaining of the suspect had occurred following the 

victims attack, perhaps as the suspect went to their aid. Empirical studies on the 

Figure 2 Trace material 
decay-curve 
demonstrating 
persistence of particles 
over time 
 
(Author. 2010) 
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persistence of different trace materials on a variety of surfaces (Pounds. Smalldon. 

1975. Robertson. Grieve. 1999. Houck. 2001) and evidence of the presence of 

secondary (Lowrie. Jackson. 1994. Houck. 2001), tertiary and further (Taupin. 1996. 

French et al. 2012) levels of indirect transfers of trace materials have shown that 

source level evidence is vulnerable to being explained away by innocent indirect 

contact at some point with the trace materials, in exactly this way.  

 

These studies illustrate that a limitation exists if using source level evidence in 

isolation for crime scene reconstruction, in that it relies heavily on an assumption of 

evidential integrity (Chisum. Turvey. 2000). This is an assumption that evidence 

collected at a crime scene is pristine and has not been altered, either intentionally or 

unintentionally, prior to or during its collection. This assumption is not always 

accurate and failing to incorporate the possibility of evidence having been altered is 

problematic.  

 

Interpretation of source level evidence is an undoubtedly important stage in crime 

scene reconstruction. It assists investigators in identifying the presence of exchanged 

trace materials in a crime scene, and may allow some inferences regarding the nature 

and extent of exchange to be made, which in itself can be probative. In order to 

establish the significance of the presence of trace materials however, an 

understanding of the second fundamental philosophy of trace evidence analysis: 

evidence dynamics, is also necessary.  

 

1.2.3 Evidence Dynamics  

Evidence dynamics refers to any activities or “any influence that changes, relocates, 

obscures, or obliterates physical evidence, regardless of intent” (Chisum. Turvey. 

2000) between the initial point of evidence exchange and transfer and the ultimate 

conclusion of the investigation. These influences often complicate the process of 

interpreting and analysing traces of evidence for the purposes of contextualising their 

presence at a crime scene. Developing an understanding of evidence dynamics 

affords investigators a theoretical basis from which to incorporate any pertinent 

evidentiary influences into the process of crime scene reconstruction.  
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There are many different types and sources of potential influence to consider. 

Influences can include an individual’s actions either during or post-event. An 

offender may be motivated, for example, to attempt to conceal their involvement 

with an event, their identity or indeed any evidence of the crime having taken place 

at all (Turvey. 1999). Actions of a victim prior to, during and after a crime may also 

influence physical evidence at a scene. If a victim suffers an accidental bloodletting 

event such as a cut finger, for example, immediately prior to an event, observation of 

the resulting blood spatter evidence during a subsequent investigation of the scene 

could be interpreted as resulting from the crime event, despite its innocent origin – if 

evidence dynamics are not considered. Other animate parties such as any witnesses, 

emergency services, investigating officers, animals or even insects at a crime scene 

during or after an event can also be responsible for influencing physical evidence 

present. At a relatively simple level movement of these parties in and around a crime 

scene can lead to evidence being transported around or even away from the scene, 

unwittingly, by footwear.  

Environmental conditions at a crime scene should be included in discussions on 

evidence dynamics as they too can act on evidence at a scene. Precipitation, wind, 

snow and more extreme features like fire can all obscure or completely destroy 

traces. In an instance of fire occurring, either intentionally or otherwise, the effects 

any fire suppression efforts employed may have had must also be considered as they 

may have caused alterations on top of the effects of fire.  

One of the most delicate areas of evidence dynamics concerns secondary transfer. 

During an initial exchange material is transferred from a source to a surface. 

Secondary transfer refers to the onwards transfer of that material to other surfaces, 

through contacts following the initial exchange (Houck. 2001). Secondary transfer 

becomes problematic when objects or surfaces involved in secondary exchanges are 

not associated with the original exchange event. During analysis, presence of traces 

on these surfaces could be misinterpreted as evidence of the surfaces’ presence or 

involvement with the initial exchange event. The likelihood of this interpretation 

being made is almost guaranteed if investigators only apply Locard’s exchange 

principle to the analysis of trace evidence.  
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Incorporating considerations of the issue of secondary transfer as well as influences 

other activities exert on evidence into the analysis of a crime scene is essential to 

avoid these kinds of possible misinterpretations of evidence. The principles of 

evidence dynamics assist with this by interpreting and explaining the possible 

activities surrounding generation of evidence. An understanding of evidence 

dynamics allows investigators to infer whether the presence of evidence on a surface 

could be the result of certain mechanisms and activities having surrounded the 

generation of evidence. This evidence is described as activity level evidence.  

 

1.2.4 Activity level evidence 

Activity level evidence is evidence that explains the circumstances of evidence 

generation, i.e. through what mechanisms physical trace evidence has been deposited 

at a site. It achieves this by applying principles of evidence dynamics to the 

interpretation of source level trace evidence.  

 

Following a discussion of evidence dynamics, the limitations and possibilities for 

misinterpretation that may result from conducting source level analysis alone 

becomes clear. Two examples of source level evidence were outlined (1.2.2) in 

which GSR particles were observed on a glove and blood pattern evidence was 

observed on a suspect’s garments. Source level analysis in these two examples is 

limited to indicating that the materials are present on both the glove and garments 

and does not offer any propositions as to the investigative significance of their 

presence. If the evidence is then analysed at activity level however, investigators can 

begin to make propositions about the context surrounding and significance of the 

evidence. Activity level evidence in the example of GSR recovered from a glove 

might be an observation that GSR particles on the glove are present in a quantity that 

has been empirically established to be typical of direct contact transfer. In the 

example of blood pattern evidence observed on a suspect’s garments, activity level 

evidence could be derived from an observation that blood patterns observed are 

consistent with the suspect having been exposed to a particular blood spatter 

mechanism. For example standing in close proximity to an impact event. Both 

examples illustrate, albeit fairly basically, the investigative value activity level 

interpretations of evidence can provide, in combination with source level analysis.    
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Activity level evidence analysis is not without its limitations however, in certain 

instances differences in interpretations of activity level propositions from trace 

evidence can occur, particularly when empirical knowledge regarding certain 

evidence generation mechanisms is lacking or limited, as the following case 

examples: R v Jenkins (1998) and State of Indiana v. Camm (2002) demonstrate. 

Both cases show how activity level propositions relating to certain aspects of blood 

pattern evidence can differ and how those differences became pertinent to crime 

scene reconstruction. 

 

In R v Jenkins (1998) the case centred on the murder of 13 year old Billie-Jo Jenkins 

on the 15th February 1997 and the subsequent discovery of 158 microscopic 

bloodstains on the upper clothing of her foster father, SiÔn Jenkins (Gibson. 2006). 

At the original trial (1998) blood pattern analysts testified to these stains being 

consistent only with the garment having been in close proximity to the victim during 

an impact spatter event, for example whilst the victim was being violently beaten by 

the garment wearer (Thorne. 2006. Woffinden. Jenkins. 2008). This testimony was 

based on the classification of stains according to certain criteria, including size; 

morphology and distribution, as impact spatter stains. An understanding of the 

relationship between size of stain and distance travelled was also applied during 

analysis. Blood drops of small volume lack sufficient mass to travel any significant 

distance from the impact site they have originated from (Bevel. Gardner. 2008) and 

observation of microscopic impact spatter stains on a surface is therefore usually 

indicative of the surface’s close proximity to the original impact. Knowledge of this 

assisted experts with their interpretation of the blood evidence, resulting in their 

activity level proposition of the stains being consistent with impact spatter. Jenkins 

was subsequently convicted. Following two retrials the conviction was quashed, in 

no small part due to expert disagreements with the activity level propositions posited 

in the initial trial. During retrial other blood pattern analysts disputed that stains 

observed were ‘typical’ of impact spatter and suggested they were more likely to be 

expirated stains, generated by the victim suddenly breathing or coughing out trapped 

blood in the presence of her father (Gibson. 2006). In this staining scenario, the 

proximity of her father to her was explicable through the innocent act of going to his 

daughter’s aid, post bloodletting event, and moving her – unwittingly providing a 

release for the trapped blood. With medical examiners reports testifying to the 
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presence of a blockage in Billie-Jo’s airway and presence of blood in her throat 

(Laville. 2006), this new activity level proposition could not be excluded from 

consideration. SiÔn Jenkins was released.  

 

In State of Indiana v Camm (2002) the case centred on charges brought against 

David Camm for the murders of his wife Kim Camm, son Bradley Camm and 

daughter Jill Camm (Kozarovich. 2009).  Kim was found on the floor of the family 

garage with a single fatal gunshot wound, whilst Bradley and Jill were found shot in 

the backseat of the family car. In the original trial prosecutors drew particular 

attention to eight microscopic bloodstains identified in a small section (‘Area 30’) of 

the shirt David Camm was wearing on the night of the murders. The blood was 

identified as Jill’s. During the course of the trial, expert blood pattern analysts for the 

prosecution and defence differed in opinion over the activity level propositions they 

proffered, regarding the most probable stain generating mechanism for ‘Area 30’. 

Prosecution experts testified that stains were consistent in size, morphology and 

distribution, with spatter stains that would have been generated if David Camm shot 

Jill from a distance of no more than 4 feet, concluding that ‘Area 30 specifically was 

in range of a gunshot wound in which backspatter was created’ (Bevel. 2013, cited in 

Kircher. 2013b). The defence disagreed; arguing that the stains were in fact 

consistent with contact stains transferred from Jill’s bloody hair to Camm’s t-shirt as 

he leant into and across the backseat of the car to pull Bradley’s body out of the car 

(Goetz. 2013, cited in Kircher. 2013a). The defence experts claimed that the 

presence of “painted fibers” supported their activity level proposition and excluded 

the possibility of the prosecutions (Bevel. Gardner. 2008: 265).  

 

 
Figure 3 Example of 

“painted fibres” (A) on 

fabric, formed away 

from main body of stain 

 

(Author. 2013) 
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The defence described “Painted fibers” as fibres that appear coated in blood despite 

being separate to the main body of a fabric stain (figure 3) and claimed they are a 

unique feature to contact stains. The defence’s discussion of “painted fibers” was 

considered highly contentious, given that prior to the Camm case the term and 

characteristics of “painted fibers” had never been heard, or even discussed, within 

the blood pattern analysis discipline. As such no experimental research had been 

conducted or subject to peer review on these “fibers”. In fact, simple experimentation 

carried out following this first use of the term has since shown that “painted fibers” 

occur in both contact and spatter events. This suggests the probative value of them, 

in this case at least, is insignificant (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). Following consideration 

of all evidence presented, David Camm was found guilty and sentenced to 195 years 

in prison.  

 

Issues with blood pattern evidence presented in the Camm case continued to be 

contended by prosecution and defence analysts beyond the initial trial, as the case 

has been brought to appeal (Camm v State 2004, Camm v State 2009) and retrial 

(State v Camm 2006, State v Camm 2013) several times since. Amongst other points 

of contention, the bloodstains in ‘Area 30’ continue to be one of the most 

problematic pieces of evidence, dividing the expert blood pattern analysis 

community between the prosecution and defence’s activity level propositions.   

 

Both the Jenkins and Camm case highlight several issues regarding the interpretation 

of activity level evidence and it’s interpretation alongside source level evidence. The 

cases provide examples of the importance of conducting activity level evidence 

analysis and the role it fulfils in crime scene reconstruction. By incorporating an 

appreciation of the role of evidence dynamics into interpretation of physical traces, 

activity level analysis significantly develops the conclusions of source level analysis, 

establishing a context for evidence generation and inferring the significance of traces 

present.  

 

The limitations of activity level analysis are also highlighted. As a secondary level of 

evidence analysis, activity level analysis is fundamentally reliant on accurate 

completion of source level analysis preceding it. Without this, activity level analysis 

is likely to be misinformed, inaccurate or even incomplete. Even in cases where 
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source level analysis is conducted robustly, activity level analysis may still 

experience limitations. In both cases, opposing analysts experienced difficulties in 

agreeing on a singular activity level proposition amongst themselves. This was in 

large part due to a lack of available empirical understanding of the particular 

propositions being discussed, in the context of the exact case-specific scenarios 

presented, which limited the ability to ultimately dismiss or accept one activity level 

interpretation over another. Lack of empirical research, sufficient to justify activity 

level propositions, leaves activity level analysis vulnerable to this limitation. 

 

1.2.5 Source and activity level analyses 

 

Source and activity level analyses are not mutually exclusive and it is prudent to 

approach them as aspects of joint importance in trace evidence analysis. The 

significance and accuracy that can be attached to each is somewhat dependent upon 

the other. Source level analysis provides the initial identification of trace material 

and association to its origin through an application of the exchange principle. 

Activity level analysis then provides the context for the presence of a material 

through an application of the principles of evidence dynamics. Activity analysis is 

reliant upon source analysis for identification of evidence and source analysis in turn 

relies upon activity analysis to give probative value to that evidence. Together they 

allow investigators to identify and explain the presence of trace materials at a crime 

scene, which assists in the process of crime scene reconstruction.  

 

1.3 Extrapolation of techniques to crime scene reconstruction 

By combining source and activity level evidence analyses, a forensic investigator can 

begin to carry out crime scene reconstruction. Crime scene reconstruction is the 

process of reconstructing the most probable chain of events that occurred at a crime 

scene, on the basis of the evidence recovered. In the face of conflicting witness 

accounts it can provide an ‘objective’ perspective for investigators (Chisum. Turvey. 

2000). The aim of crime scene reconstruction is to create an accurate and plausible 

account of the circumstances surrounding the generation of evidence, which will then 

be produced in a “tangible form” before a judge and jury in the final stage of the 

‘forensic process’: a courtroom presentation (Chisum. Turvey. 2007).  
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Findley and Hopkins (1984) provide a deconstructed view of the process of crime 

scene reconstruction that identifies several distinct phases of it, including the analysis 

of both source and activity level evidence and logical formulation of theories. Their 

recognition that the process of crime scene reconstruction extends beyond scientific 

scene analysis and interpretation of physical evidence is important. Whilst analysis 

and interpretation of physical evidence recovered from a scene provide the 

foundation for reconstructing the events surrounding a crime (Saferstein. 1998), 

crucially, the process of crime scene reconstruction incorporates a systematic study 

of related information in order to facilitate the logical formulation of a theory or set 

of theories within the context of the entire scene (Lee. 1994 cited in Chisum. Turvey. 

2000). To reinforce this idea of a more holistic crime scene appraisal Findley and 

Hopkins identified four distinct areas of possible evidentiary input (figure 4), each of 

which should be considered during any reconstruction.   

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Identification of four distinct evidentiary input streams to the process  
of crime scene reconstruction (Findley. Hopkins. 1984) 

 

The separate evidentiary input streams in combination, assist investigators in the 

processes of both source and activity level analyses. Analysis of the crime scene and 

physical evidence found at the scene accounts for source level evidence analysis, 

whilst expert examination of recovered evidence and the formation of opinions 

relating to events surrounding the criminal act relates to activity level evidence 

analysis. Emphasis is placed on the importance of underpinning the whole 

reconstructive process with a combination of logic and scientific principles in order 

to ensure accuracy and plausibility in crime scene reconstruction presented. 

 

The power of crime scene reconstruction is ultimately reliant upon three things: 

1. The crime scene itself (i.e. location, environment, condition, etc.) 

2. Physical evidence found at a crime scene 

3. Results of examinations of physical evidence by qualified experts 

4. Information obtained from all other sources in order to form opinions 
relative to the sequence of events occurring before, during, and after the 
criminal act 
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1) Accuracy and plausibility of reconstructions offered by experts (derived from 

evidence of the application of logic, scientific principles, training and a 

certain extent experience to crime scene analysis). 

2) The existence of scientifically robust, technique specific (for example Blood 

Pattern Analysis), methods for analysing:  

a. Source level evidence 

b. Activity level evidence 

3) Ability of a jury to accurately appreciate, decipher and critique both the crime 

scene reconstructions presented to them and the logic or methods experts 

have employed to arrive at them.  

When conducting research aimed at developing specific forensic techniques of crime 

scene analysis, consideration of these conditions should be incorporated into 

experimental design and methodologies.  

 

The process of crime scene reconstruction in relation to blood trace evidence 

specifically will now be discussed.  

 

1.4 Crime Scene reconstruction in the case of Blood Pattern Analysis (BPA) 

Blood is a type of trace evidence. It is therefore subject to the same philosophies of 

source and activity level interpretation and analysis and extrapolation of the results 

of these to crime scene reconstruction, as other types of trace evidence.  

 

The analysis of bloodstains, spatters and the patterns formed by bloodletting events 

at crime scenes is a technique known as Blood Pattern Analysis (BPA). The 

scientific basis of BPA is in fluid mechanics and physical laws, as blood is a fluid 

and therefore reacts in predictable ways to certain forces being exerted upon it. Of all 

fluid evidence presented at a crime scene “blood is one of the most significant and 

frequent types of physical evidence” an investigator may encounter (James et al. 

2005:1). BPA is the process by which the two-dimensional morphologies of 

bloodstains are interpreted in the “aftermath of a blood transfer event” (Laber et al. 
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2008: 4) to help investigators reconstruct the circumstances under which they were 

generated, by drawing inferences about the three-dimensional origins of the blood 

(Raymond et al. 1995. Laber et al. 2008). 

 

Elements of possible crime scene reconstructions from blood pattern analysis range 

from the fairly simple reconstruction of single bloodstain directionality which 

roughly indicates the direction blood was moving at the time of deposition 

(SWGSTAIN. 2009), to more complex analyses of a collective stain pattern to 

“determine the approximate source in three-dimensional space of those bloodstains” 

(Raymond et al 1996: 162). Current analytical techniques available to Blood Pattern 

Analysts for interpreting both source and activity levels associated with blood 

evidence, which may be used in crime scene reconstruction are outlined below. 

 

1.4.4 Source level analysis of Blood Pattern evidence  

Source level analysis of blood evidence deals broadly with confirming the presence 

of blood at a scene as an indicator of injuries sustained and possible location(s) of 

bloodletting events.  

 

Blood presence is confirmed by a two-step process, 1st) visual identification and 2nd) 

chemical identification. Where possible visual identification should be carried out at 

a crime scene but where this is not possible the process can be done from scene 

photographs. Visual identification relies on assessment of suspect fluids through an 

“ABC approach to Bloodstain Verification” where the ABC refers to Appearance, 

Behaviour and Context (Wonder. 2001: 11). Appearance indicators rely on the 

distinctive colour, hue, tint and saturation of blood that investigators learn to 

recognise with experience. Additionally, as bloodstains age, they progress through a 

sequence of colour changes that alter their appearance (James et al. 2005). 

Behavioural indicators rely on the unique and distinct composition of blood to other 

fluids, which enables it to clot, separate and haemolyse. Its deformation when drying 

results in recognizable and unique behaviour. The particulate nature of blood can be 

observed in a dry stain and a distinct odour resulting from decomposition and 

biochemical changes is also produced during the drying process. Context indicators 

relate to the ability to recognize individual stains as part of a pattern, therefore 
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overcoming the need to individually identify each individual bloodstain (Wonder. 

2001).  

Once visual identification has been conducted chemical identification of bloodstains 

should be carried out as a confirmatory step. This is necessary due to the experiential 

basis of visual identification methods. Chemical tests available are either 

presumptive or confirmatory for blood. Presumptive tests give two possible 

outcomes; a) that a sample is definitely NOT blood or b) that the sample probably is 

blood but it cannot be excluded from being one of a small range of other substances. 

Presumptive tests are mostly useful for identifying possible areas of interest when 

dealing with a large crime scene (Tobe. David. 2007). Smaller areas highlighted by 

presumptive tests can then be selected for more focused confirmatory testing. 

Examples of presumptive tests for blood include the Kastle-Meyer 

(Phenolphthalein), Leucomalachite Green (LMG) (Cox. 1991), Hemastix, Bluestar 

and Luminol tests (Barni et al. 2007). Once a possible bloodstain has been identified 

via presumptive testing further laboratory based confirmatory tests can be carried out 

on the sample. Examples of confirmatory tests include the Hexagon OBTI, 

Takayama and Teichmann tests. 

 

Through visual and chemical identification of bloodstains at a crime scene 

investigators are informed that a bloodletting event has taken place, and locations of 

stains gives an indication of the location of these events. Observations relating to 

volume of blood found at a scene may give an additional indication of the severity of 

injuries sustained and extent of blood loss suffered by involved parties. Intrinsic 

qualities of blood can also contribute to source level evidence where identification of 

blood type, DNA extraction and species identification can help identify the most 

likely individual source of the blood, whether there are single or multiple blood 

sources and in cases where multiple sources are identified they can help distinguish 

patterns derived from a suspect and victim.   

 

1.4.5 Activity level analysis of Blood Pattern evidence  

Activity level analysis of Blood Pattern evidence builds from the source level 

identification of bloodstains to interpret stain patterns and infer the mechanisms 

through which the patterns were generated. This becomes hugely important in 
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scenarios where the presence of blood at a scene or on a suspect is not disputed but 

the innocence of its origin is, as demonstrated in the case examples of R v Jenkins 

(1998) and State v Camm (2002) (section 1.2.4). In both these cases the presence of 

blood itself was not contended, instead the differing activity level propositions over 

the circumstances that led to the presence of blood were disputed.  

 

In attempting to reach activity level propositions, analysts are guided by three 

founding principles. These principles assist with pattern identification and other 

aspects of activity level analysis and can be broadly defined as [1] the pattern 

diversity principle, [2] the principle of stain shape and vector correlation and [3] the 

physically altered bloodstain (PAB) principle (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). 

 

In order to identify the bloodletting mechanism responsible for generation of a 

bloodstain pattern investigators carry out pattern identification in accordance with 

the pattern diversity principle. A series of ‘objective criteria’ (Wonder. 2001) help 

investigators categorize stain patterns into spatter or non-spatter stains and a range of 

discrete patterns within both of those categories, including: impact spatter, cast-off, 

drip, spurt, expirated, flow, contact and void stains. Each of these pattern types is 

caused by a distinct mechanism, for example impact spatter patterns are generated by 

an impact or force acting on pooled blood (SWGSTAIN. 2009) whereas contact stains 

are generated by a blood-soaked surface coming into contact with a clean surface. 

Identification of the mechanisms responsible for the generation of certain patterns is 

reliant upon principles of fluid dynamics and informed by fluid responses to a range 

of different forces. 

 

Following pattern identification, the principle of stain shape and vector correlation 

can be applied, in activity level analysis of blood pattern evidence, to contribute to 

crime scene reconstruction (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). The principle is based on two 

experimental observations relating to bloodstain morphology. According to collapse 

mechanics, stains impacting at angles display scalloping or tail features, which are 

related to direction of travel at impact (Piotrowski. 1895). In addition, the width and 

length ratio of stains is a direct empirical function of impact angle (Balthazard et al. 

1939). These two observations allow investigators to establish the directionality and 

impact angle of stains through the application of associated trigonometric functions. 
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This allows a three-dimensional reconstruction of the area of stain origin to be 

carried out (figure 5). 

 
Figure 5 Sketch diagram of three-dimensional reconstruction  

of bloodstain origins from two-dimensional stains (James et al. 2005: 219) 

 

The use of the principle of stain shape and vector is usually restricted to the analysis 

of spatter stains and in particular, impact spatter. Three-dimensional reconstructions 

of area of stain origin can be extremely useful when trying to establish the exact area 

of a crime scene where impact spatter originated. An example of where this might 

become critical might be in cases where a suspect claims they attacked a victim out 

of self-defence. By reconstructing the exact position and height of origin of an 

impact spatter pattern a distinction between the victim having been standing, sitting 

or lying when attacked may be possible. The inference drawn from victim 

positioning could be that had a victim been lying down during an attack, it is unlikely 

that the actions of the suspect were in self-defence. Activity level analysis can be 

further strengthened by cross-referencing pattern identifications and counts with 

forensic biological reports from medical examiner’s observations of injuries 

sustained (pers. comm. Wolson. 2011).  

 

A final consideration during activity level analysis of blood pattern evidence regards 

the physically altered bloodstain (PAB) principle (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). This 

recognises that blood, once exposed to environmental conditions, will react to 
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influences such as temperature, humidity and surface characteristics. These 

influences will most likely vary on a case-specific basis but may contribute to 

analysis if they exhibit some known predictability. For example, blood drying or 

coagulation times for a specific surface at a certain temperature. Whilst research has 

been conducted in some aspects of PABs, a much more concerted and focused effort 

is required in order to validate a wider inclusion of them in activity level analysis 

(Gardner. Griffin. 2010). The importance of this is undoubted, given that the 

majority of stains analysed will be affected by some environmental fluctuations. 

 

By combining both source and activity level analysis of blood pattern evidence, 

forensic investigators can make a series of observations about the identity and 

location of bloodstains origins. The process of making these observations allows 

them to carry out crime scene reconstruction.  

 

1.5 Limitations in forensic science and BPA 

A report published by the National Academy of Science (2009) entitled 

“Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A path forward” singled out 

many forensic science disciplines, including Blood Pattern Analysis, for critical 

review. The acknowledgements that “faulty forensic science has, on occasion, 

contributed to the wrongful conviction of innocent persons” (NAS. 2009:42) and that 

many forensic techniques have never been subjected to stringent scientific scrutiny 

provided the impetus for the NAS’s report, highlighting current limitations of 

forensic techniques. Over the course of three pages Blood Pattern Analysis was 

afforded particular attention. Criticisms were made of the perceived over-reliance on 

an expert’s personal experience given “the importance of rigorous and objective 

hypothesis testing and the complex nature of fluid dynamics” (NAS. 2009: 178) with 

the opinions of experts held as more subjective than scientific. The tendency for 

some experts to extrapolate experimentally established findings for certain blood 

stain analyses to other more unknown, highly variable situations was also identified 

by NAS authors as a cause for concern. Both the Jenkins and Camm case are 

examples of how this sort of extrapolation can become problematic, when the 

credibility of certain hypotheses proposed has not been experimentally established in 

a relevant case-specific context. The NAS authors demanded an increased volume of 
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case-specific experimental work as a necessary step to set about overcoming this 

trend (NAS. 2009: 178).  

 

The NAS report highlighted general concerns with the state of forensic science at 

present as well as specifically with blood pattern analysis. As well as drawing 

attention to the weaker areas of the discipline, the observation of results being 

extrapolated from better-known areas of the field to less well-researched ones is an 

important one. It highlights the real need for increasingly scientifically based, case-

specific empirical work in the field of blood pattern analysis, the impetus towards 

which should be driving future research projects.  

 

At present certain aspects of blood pattern analysis remain under-researched and to 

an extent misunderstood, despite them being aspects which investigators may 

reasonably encounter on a regular basis. It should be reiterated that this assessment 

does not extend to the entire discipline and only to certain aspects of BPA and 

absolutely does not concur with the NAS report’s claim that “The uncertainties 

associated with bloodstain pattern analysis are enormous” (NAS. 2009: 179). The 

aspects referred to include the behaviour of blood on fabric surfaces, methods of 

visualizing bloodstains on dark surfaces, methods of determining the age of 

bloodstains, determining the extent of bias in bloodstain pattern analysis, examining 

the effects of variability in blood composition on resulting bloodstain pattern 

formation and the effects of environmental variability on identification of bloodstain 

patterns (SWGSTAIN. 2011: 1-4). By extension, in some of these areas, whilst an 

accepted level of understanding of certain phenomena may exist amongst the expert 

practitioner community, relatively little of that understanding may remain 

documented in peer-reviewed literature (Laber et al. 2008. Gardner. Griffin. 2010). 

 

In order for practitioners to be qualified to give empirically based, objective 

testimony on these more (at present) ambiguous areas of blood pattern analysis, an 

experimental body of research into each area needs to be produced and subjected to 

peer-review. Until this is completed limitations exist to the extent to which Blood 

Pattern Analysts can produce definitively accurate source and activity analyses and 

crime scene reconstructions for the entire range of stains encountered. 
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1.6 The future of forensic science and BPA 

The response of forensic science, and in particular Blood Pattern Analysis, to the 

criticisms levelled by the NAS report has to be clearly organised. Whilst 

orchestrating this response it is important to acknowledge that certain criticisms 

made by the report appear somewhat contradictory or inaccurate and as such the 

contents of the report should be digested accordingly. The report ignores the 

scientifically founded principles of pattern diversity, stain shape and vector and 

physiologically altered bloodstains on its way to claiming the discipline’s emphasis 

is on ‘experience over scientific foundation’ (NAS. 2009: 178) for example. A more 

general criticism is also made that with the exception of DNA analysis other forensic 

methods, such as BPA, have ‘evolved piecemeal in response to law enforcement 

needs’ and have never been ‘closely scrutinized by the scientific community’ (Frueh. 

Yeibio. 2009).  This is somewhat at odds with the reality that as a forensic discipline 

BPA has been reported in scientific literature for over a hundred years with its first 

major developments noted by doctors of forensic medicine, well versed in scientific 

methods of research (Gardner. Griffin. 2010).  

 

Notwithstanding some of the inaccuracies contained within the NAS report, it does 

however prompt some necessary and valuable discussions regarding the future 

direction of the discipline. Where possible, focus needs to continue towards 

establishing a set of universally accepted objective criteria for source and activity 

level analysis (Wonder. 2001). Development of such criteria should aim to be 

conducted through a combination of experimental studies, case-specific analyses and 

peer-review, in both academic and practitioner-based environments, to ensure 

scientific robustness of research conclusions (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). Ensuring 

practising analysts are then proficient and familiar with these criteria is essential.  

 

Areas of the discipline for which objective analytical criteria are lacking, or are in 

the process of development, should be identified and acknowledged as areas about 

which activity level propositions and crime scene reconstructions should be very 

cautiously, if at all, made. For example, the limitations at present of incorporating 

certain physiologically altered bloodstains (PABs) into analyses should be 

acknowledged and adhered to.  
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Throughout, the development of analytical techniques should be conducted with an 

appreciation of their role within the context of the entire forensic process, which 

progresses from crime scene to courtroom. The analysis of evidence exists as a stage 

within the wider processes of crime scene investigation and reconstruction. In order 

to ensure initial relevance of enquiry, the development of appropriate techniques and 

proper communication of techniques and results to a layperson jury, the development 

of analytical techniques therefore should be conducted with a more holistic 

appreciation of the entire investigative process.             

 

Research in the field of Blood Pattern Analysis should always be conducted with a 

consideration to its future possible application in crime scene reconstruction. The 

power of crime scene reconstruction is reliant on several conditions: accuracy and 

plausibility of reconstructions, existence of scientifically robust methods of analysing 

source and activity level evidence and the ability of a jury to attach appropriate 

evidential weight to reconstructions offered. The research outlined in this thesis is 

concerned majorly with the first two of these conditions, focusing on the 

development of analytical techniques for interpreting bloodstains that have been 

exposed to environmental variations. A set of hypotheses, informed by peer-

reviewed literature and discussions with practitioners were tested through a series of 

experiments to ensure the scientific robustness of data collected and associated 

conclusions drawn from them. 	  

	  

	  

1.7 Outline of content 
Content is set out in three sections, each of which consists of a number of chapters. 

An explanation of the content of each section and chapter follows.  

 

1.7.1 Section 1  
In section 1 Bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA) as a forensic technique for crime 

scene reconstruction is introduced. A literature review for the discipline and existing 

gaps in related experimental research is presented and experimental hypotheses 

formulated.  
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1.7.1.1 Chapter 1 

Chapter 1 introduces the forensic discipline of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) 

through discussion of its role in trace evidence analysis. The relevance of Locard’s 

exchange principle and evidence dynamics to the interpretation of Bloodstain Pattern 

evidence are discussed in the context of interpretation of evidence at source and 

activity levels during the process of crime scene reconstruction. Case-specific 

examples of the use of BPA in real forensic scenarios are provided.  

 

1.7.1.2 Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 contains a literature review of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) and 

outlines the research project. In depth reviews for the particular areas of research 

focus (identification of bloodstains, physically altered bloodstains and influence of 

surface characteristics on stains) are included. 

 

1.7.1.3 Chapter 3 

Chapter 3 sets out an experimental overview and the formulation of specific 

hypotheses for testing by separate experimental stages. The development of a general 

methodological approach is prescribed and general methodological considerations 

relevant to all experimental work are outlined.  

 

1.7.2 Section 2  
Section 2 sets out all methodologies and results for individual experimental stages. 

 

1.7.2.1 Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 provides a methodological overview of experimental stage 1, which 

examined the effects of controlled environmental variations on bloodstain patterns. 

 

1.7.2.2 Chapter 5 

Chapter 5 presents analysis of results from experimental stage 1.  

 

1.7.2.3 Chapter 6 

Chapter 6 provides a methodological overview of experimental stage 2, which 

expands the experimental design of experimental stage 1 to explore the effects of 
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natural fluctuations in environmental influences on bloodstain identification 

methods, over longitudinal and monthly timeframes.  

 

1.7.2.4 Chapter 7 

Chapter 7 presents analysis of results from experimental stage 2. 

 

1.7.2.5 Chapter 8 

Chapter 8 provides a methodological overview of experimental stage 3, which 

examines the influence of extreme environmental conditions on bloodstains.  

 

1.7.2.6 Chapter 9 

Chapter 9 presents analysis of results from experimental stage 3. 

 

1.7.2.7 Chapter 10 

Chapter 10 provides a synthesis of results from experimental stages 1, 2 & 3. 

 

1.7.2.8 Chapter 11 

Chapter 11 provides a methodological overview of experimental stage 4, which 

examines the influence of environmental variations and surface characteristics on 

stain drying time.  

 

1.7.2.9 Chapter 12 

Chapter 12 presents analysis of results from experimental stage 4. 

 

1.7.3 Section 3 
Section 3 contains a synthesis of experimental results to allow conclusions to be 

made about the validity of interpreting of environmentally altered bloodstains for the 

purposes of crime scene reconstruction.  

 

1.7.3.1 Chapter 13 

Chapter 13 presents a discussion of experimental research in the context of 

implications for source & activity level interpretations of bloodstain pattern evidence 

and the process of crime scene reconstruction.  
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1.7.3.2 Chapter 14 

Chapter 13 presents a concluding discussion of the main findings and implications of 

research. 
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2. Literature Review  
 

2.1 Blood and Bloodstain Pattern Analysis 
 

2.1.1 Blood 

 

Blood is the circulating fluid tissue found in humans and other vertebrate animals 

accounting for approximately 8% body weight in humans (Peschel et al. 2011). The 

fluid and formed elements suspended in it circulate in axial laminar flow (Wonder. 

2001: 29) continually through the body and the circulatory system, the heart, arteries, 

capillaries and veins (Stedmans Medical Dictionary. 2005) (figure 6). As an organ 

blood has two primary functions, it facilitates the transportation of 1) Oxygen and 

nutritive materials to the tissues and 2) Carbon dioxide and metabolic waste products 

away from the tissues.  

 

 
 

Figure 6 Schematic diagram of the human circulatory system  

(Tracleer.com) 

 

The internal composition of blood can be broken down into two component groups; 

plasma and formed elements. Plasma is the liquid portion of blood, made up of 

approximately 91% water. The remaining 9% consists of various dissolved materials, 

such as hormones, metabolic waste products (including urea), carbohydrate food 

materials (including glucose, amino acids and lipids) and gases (including oxygen, 

nitrogen and carbon dioxide). The formed elements are the second component group 

of blood, consisting of everything that is not plasma; erythrocytes (red blood cells), 
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leucocytes (white blood cells) and platelets (small, cytoplasmic fragments central to 

process of blood clotting) (Christman. 1996).  

 

As a fluid, blood has no shape of its own (Peschel et al. 2011). It relies upon the 

influence of surrounding surfaces as well as internal and external forces acting on it 

in order to maintain any shape. Whilst inside the body the structural walls of blood 

vessels enclose the blood and restrict its shape to that of the circulatory system. 

However, once released from the confines of these vessels, a number of complex 

mechanisms involving internal and external forces act on the blood, dictating its 

behaviour and dispersal through space (Raymond et al. 1995). This is an important 

consideration when attempting to interpret the morphology of blood outside of the 

circulatory system, for example, bloodstains at a crime scene. 

 

Blood, as a fluid, is influenced by internal forces, which include surface tension, 

internal cohesion and viscosity as well as external forces such as air resistance, 

gravity and the external application of force (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). Internal forces 

significantly influence the behaviour of all fluids to the extent that they can be 

categorized according to their properties of surface tension, internal cohesion and 

viscosity into Newtonian and Non-Newtonian fluids (Elena. Mohamed. 2009).  

Differences in properties between these groups of fluids dictate differences in the 

ways they behave. The behaviour of Newtonian fluids (for example water) is largely 

determined by surface tension whereas the behaviour of Non-Newtonian fluids (for 

example blood) by contrast is dictated more by internal cohesion (Wonder. 2003) 

(figure 7).  

 

                      
 

Internal cohesion acts throughout a fluid, whereas surface tension acts at the surface 

of a fluid. This means that blood experiences much greater internal stability than 

Figure 7 Spherical drop of blood 
in cross-section indicating forces 
of surface tension (black arrows) 
and internal cohesion (yellow 
arrows)  
 
(Wonder. 2001: 27) 
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water, which prevents drop separation. Within the circulatory system this resistance 

to drop separation is vital to maintaining the constant flow of blood required for 

circulation. Outside the circulatory system, it means that a much greater force must 

be applied to blood, in order to overcome internal cohesion acting throughout the 

blood and generate and disperse it as drops. Once dispersed as flows or drops, this 

stability is imparted to resulting fluid flows or drops (Wonder. 2001), establishing 

parameters for their behaviour when acted upon by external forces such as gravity, 

air resistance or the application of force (Bevel. Gardner. 2008).  

 

These parameters, dictated by the unique characteristics and Non-Newtonian nature 

of blood, mean that when a volume of it is dispersed by external forces it results in 

“predictable and reproducible patterns” (Wonder. 2001: 28). If sufficiently 

understood, these patterns can be interpreted as records of the dynamic events 

responsible for their generation, allowing calculation of forces and mechanisms that 

have been applied to a mass of blood. The ability to do so makes patterns formed by 

Non-Newtonian fluids particularly suitable to interpretation (Raymond et al. 1995) 

unlike patterns generated from Newtonian fluids such as water. 

 
 
2.1.2 Blood in a forensic context  

 

The significance of blood to the forensic scientist is in its association with crime 

events as physical evidence generated during a bloodletting event or mechanism 

(Laber et al. 2008). Of all physical trace and fluid evidences “blood is one of the 

most significant and frequent types of physical evidence associated with the forensic 

investigation of death and violent crime” (James et al. 2005: 1). As such, bloodstains 

analysed in the aftermath of a crime event is one of the most important evidence 

interpreted at a crime scene (Boonkhong et al. 2010).  

 

During a crime event, external forces acting on a body bring about injuries that often 

result in the expulsion of blood as blood drops or flows. Interactions between the 

internal forces of surface tension, viscosity and internal cohesion and external forces 

of gravity, air resistance and applications of force determine the manner in which 

blood is expelled. These interactions determine with certain predictability, the nature 
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and formation of blood drops, the forces required to disperse blood from a source 

and how blood behaves upon interaction with external forces.  

 

Following impact with a surface, droplets of blood deform to generate bloodstains. 

The Non-Newtonian nature of blood dictates that stains will be formed in a 

predictable manner. With knowledge of blood dynamics therefore the morphology 

and characteristics of stains can be interpreted to infer the mechanics required to 

generate them (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). This may include estimations of the 

magnitude, direction and type of force involved in a bloodletting mechanism.   

 

Accurate analysis and interpretation of bloodstains and patterns formed collectively 

by them allows investigators to establish the nature, locations, directionality and 

chronology of bloodletting events associated with a crime scene (Bevel. Gardner. 

2008). The forensic technique of analysing bloodstains and patterns associated with a 

crime is Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA). 

 
 
2.1.3 Bloodstain Pattern Analysis 

 

Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) is a forensic technique concerned with the 

collection, categorization and interpretation of bloodstains connected with a crime 

(Peschel et al. 2011). It draws heavily on the scientific disciplines of mathematics, 

fluid dynamics, chemistry, forensic biology, physics and medical science (Wonder. 

2003) to determine from the size, shape and distribution of bloodstains which 

activities and mechanisms produced them (James et al. 2005:1).  

 

As it is concerned with the interpretation of traces of blood, the technique is an 

example of trace evidence analysis (section 1.2). The fundamental trace evidence 

analysis concepts of Locard’s exchange principle and evidence dynamics can 

therefore be applied to analysis of blood traces. This allows bloodstain pattern 

“Bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA) is defined as the examination of the shapes, size, locations 
and distribution patterns of bloodstains, in order to provide an objective analysis of the physical 
events that gave rise to their origin by application of concepts of biology, biochemistry, physics 
and mathematics”             
                                                                                                                     IABPA. 2009 
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analysts to complete source and activity level analyses in their interpretations of 

blood evidence, identifying where and what bloodletting event has occurred.  

 

Through inferences about source and activity level origins of bloodstains and pattern 

evidence investigators can contribute to crime scene reconstruction (section 1.3), a 

process of holistically analysing a scene in order to achieve a fuller understanding of 

a crime event and objective interpretation of the crime dynamics (Chisum. Turvey. 

2000. Fratini et al 2006). In this regard the practice of BPA can provide a significant 

contribution to criminal investigations (Pizzamiglio et al. 2006). 

 

Areas of the discipline have and continue to be empirically developed in order to 

enhance the ability of analysts to complete both source and activity levels of 

analysis. Development of techniques has focused on establishing, through 

experimental work and an understanding of fluid dynamics, sets of objective criteria 

and methods through which to analyse stains and patterns. As a result, a range of 

different methods for the analysis of bloodstain patterns has been developed. A 

description of the development of these methods and the principles that underpin 

them is set out in section 2.2. 

 

2.2 Development of basic Bloodstain Pattern Analysis techniques  

 
The discipline of BPA draws on many scientific disciplines such as mathematics, 

physics, biology, chemistry, fluid dynamics and medical science, which provide an 

underlying framework of knowledge in which it is grounded. The specific theoretical 

tenets of the discipline have been developed through a process of empirical research, 

which has resulted in the formation of a set of founding principles of BPA. These 

principles include the general application of Locard’s exchange principle and 

evidence dynamics but also principles particularly pertinent to the interpretation of 

bloodstain evidence. These principles include the 1) Principle of stain size and 

vector, 2) Pattern diversity principle and 3) the Principle of Physically Altered 

Bloodstains (PABS) (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). These three principles act as founding 

principles from which both basic and advanced techniques of BPA have developed, 

providing robust guidance to analysts, and were prescribed as the theoretical 
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fundamentals of the discipline in response to the National Academy of Sciences’ 

2009 report critiquing the discipline (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). The principles are 

individually, as well as collectively, reliant on perhaps the most fundamental 

theoretic of BPA – an expectation that blood, acted upon by force, responds in a 

predictable and reproducible manner (Wonder. 2001). The role of these principles in 

the development of BPA techniques is expanded on in sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.3.3. 

 
2.2.1 Determining horizontal origin, impact angle and vertical origin of a stain 

 

As a blood drop in flight encounters a surface it deforms on impact in a defined 

fashion to form a bloodstain (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). Stain characteristics are 

generated as a function of the collapse mechanics of a drop and can be interpreted to 

calculate direction and angle the drop was travelling in upon impact.  

 

Direction of travel can be determined through an analysis of directionality from 

characteristics ‘of a bloodstain that indicate the direction blood was moving in at the 

time of deposition” (SWGSTAIN. 2009). These characteristics are generated when a 

drop impacts a surface at an angle (figure 8).  
 

 
Figure 8 Sketch diagram of the different stages of collapse mechanics of a blood 

drop impacting a surface at an angle    (Bevel. Gardner. 2008: 151) 
 

As the drop impacts, a portion of the drop makes contact with the surface first and 

stops moving, creating the beginning of an ellipse [1] (Wonder. 2001). The 

remainder of the drop continues to travel in the original direction, collapsing as it 

continues (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). As it does so the ellipse generated by the initial 

contact will widen until approximately half of the drop has collapsed [2]. As mass of 
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blood decreases following this point, during the second half of this elongated 

collapse, the stain narrows in the direction of original travel [3] (Bevel. Gardner. 

2008). The narrowing of the stain may conclude in the formation of characteristics 

such as a tail, scallops and spines or satellite stains [4] (figure 9).  

 

   
 

Figure 9 Narrowing of stains to form directional characteristics: tail (left), 

scallops (middle) and satellite stains (right) (Bevel. Gardner. 2008: 171) 

 

As impact angle decreases from close to a 90o perpendicular impact towards a more 

acutely angled impact of 10o, the elongation of a stain increases and formation of 

directional characteristics becomes clearer (figure 10). 

 
Figure 10 Images of stains generated at a range of impact angles demonstrating 

elongation of stain body and emergence of clear directional characteristics. Angles of impact for 

stains, from left to right: 90o, 78o, 62o, 56o, 44o and 22o.  (Author. 2009) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Illustration of major and minor axis 

of two stains with different directional 

characteristics 

 

(Bevel. Gardner. 2008: 171) 
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Figure 12 Image illustrating elongation of a 

stain into a tail and indication of direction of 

travel through alignment with the major axis 

(length) 

                                 

(http://forensics4fiction.wordpress.com) 

 

The axis along which a stain collapses and is elongated is labelled the major axis of 

the stain (figure 11). This axis is always aligned to the direction of travel and the 

elongation of a stain along it can therefore be used to indicate the directionality of an 

impact (Bevel. Gardner. 2002. Elena. Mohamed. 2009) (figure 12).  

By running a string back along a tail and along the major axis of a stain, opposite to 

the direction of travel, a line can be drawn back towards the origin of a stain. Use of 

this technique to identify the horizontal origins of a stain is known as ‘stringing 

method’ (Bevel. Gardner. 2008).  

 

 

Figure 13 Collective stain pattern comprised of 

multiple stains, with yellow arrows indicative of 

general directionality of pattern 

 

(James et al. 2005) 

 
For certain bloodstain patterns, namely impact spatter patterns, the stringing method 

can be carried out for multiple stains within a collective stain pattern (figure 13) to 

generate an area of string convergence (figure 14). The location of this area will 

approximately correspond to the source or area of origin for a spatter generating 

impact (Pizzola et al. 1986: 37).  
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Figure 14 Photograph identifying an 
area of string convergence, (circled in 
yellow), for multiple stains within a 
collective stain pattern 
 
(Author. 2011) 

 
 
The development of “stringing methods” (Bevel et al. 2002) as a method of drawing 

straight lines back from bloodstains to determine the origin of each stain is based on 

observations made during the earliest experimental studies in the field of BPA, of the 

relationships between directionality and tailing of a stain.  

 

In one of the earliest published experimental manuscripts on Bloodstain Pattern 

Analysis; “Concerning the origin, shape, direction and distribution of the 

bloodstains following head wound caused by blows” (1895) Dr Eduard Piotrowski 

was the first to comment on the elongation of bloodstains and the layout of collective 

stain patterns. Having conducted beating experiments on animals he observed that 

varying the implement and force applied was reflected in stain patterns generated 

from impacts. As bloodstains impacted at angles he also noted the tendency for them 

to exhibit tailed stain morphology, aligned to directionality of impact. This 

manuscript was the first to postulate, “the formation, shape and distribution of 

bloodstains follow specific rules” (Piotrowski. 1895: 32 cited in Bevel. Gardner. 

2008: 6). Exploration of the possible investigative applications of these rules was 

carried out in 1939 by Dr Victor Balthazard, who pioneered the idea of using 

‘stringing techniques’ to locate the horizontal origin of multiple stains within a 

collective pattern (Bevel. Gardner. 2008).  

 

Conducting directionality analysis for a bloodstain pattern assists analysts with the 

identification of an area of origin for bloodstains on a horizontal plane. As 

Balthazard recognised however, there are limitations to only being able to estimate 

the horizontal area of blood origin. Occasionally, he stated, “it is necessary to find 
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out [from a bloodstain] whether a victim, at the moment he was injured, stood on his 

feet or was lying” (Balthazard et al. 1939: 25 cited in Bevel. Gardner. 2008: 11). In 

order to infer which position is more likely some method of calculating the vertical 

origins of a bloodstain is necessary. 

 

Development of a method of identifying the vertical origins of a bloodstain was 

furthered by Balthazar’s observations that width-to-length ratios of individual stains 

are a function of impact angle (Balthazard et al. 1939). The angle at which a drop 

impacts therefore defines the shape of the resulting stain. Circular stains are formed 

by impacts close to the perpendicular (90o) whilst more elliptical stains are generated 

by impacts at more acute angles (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). These observations were 

further refined, until it was established that by entering the width/length ratio of a 

stain into a specific trigonometric function (the sine function) impact angle could be 

calculated (Macdonell. 1982 reported in Bevel. Gardner. 2008: 171) (figure 15).  

 

	  

	  
	  

Length: 
5mm 

 
 

Width: 
3mm	  

(1) Sine impact angle = Width/Length: 
Sine impact angle = 3/5 
                              = 0.6 

(2) Inverse Sine impact angle = impact 
angle: 

0.6 Sin-1 = impact angle 
 = 36.8 

  
Impact angle = 36.8o 

 
 

Figure 15 Calculation of Impact angle from stain length and width measurements with trigonometric 

Sine function (Bevel. Gardner. 2008: 173) 

 

This function allows analysts to give “an estimate of impact angle with an 

acceptable accuracy” (Balthazard et al. 1939 cited in Bevel. Gardner. 2008), of 

within 2-7o depending on the stain shape. Impact angles for elliptical stains can 

generally be calculated with greater precision than impact angles for more circular 

stains.    
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Whilst calculations of both directionality and impact angle can be used in the 

analysis of individual stains, use of them to calculate the vertical origin of a 

bloodstain is most effective when applied to multiple stains within a collective 

pattern (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). Most specifically, they are used for calculating the 

vertical origin for stain patterns generated by particular impact spatter mechanisms. 

The use of them in calculations of vertical origins of blood is therefore restricted to 

these patterns and impact spatter analysis.  

 

Impact spatter analysis combines methods of establishing an area of convergence 

(two-dimensional approximation of blood source or origin) with calculations relating 

to individual stain sizes and shapes to draw an inference about the approximate 

three-dimensional source of those stains (Raymond et al. 1996: 162. Laber et al. 

2008). In order to calculate the three-dimensional source of a bloodstain through 

impact spatter analysis, multiple stains within a pattern must be included in the 

analysis.  

 

For multiple stains within an impact spatter pattern the process of identifying the 

vertical area of origin or source is as follows. Directionality analysis is carried out 

for a number of stains within a pattern and horizontal stringing is completed for these 

stains in order to identify an area of convergence (figure 16). Impact angles are then 

 

Figure 16 Photograph of area of 

convergence with addition of vertical 

(green) strings running back from leading 

edges of stains, at impact angles, to the 

area of convergence, to give vertical 

origins of stains 

 

(Author. 2011) 
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calculated from the width to length ratios of each stain. Having calculated the impact 

angle of each stain, analysts attach a string to the leading edge of each bloodstain and 

run it back towards the area of convergence at the corresponding angle (Bevel. 

Gardner. 2008).  

 

The point where the vertical string meets the area of convergence is the 

‘approximate’ vertical positioning, and point of origin in three-dimensions for each 

individual stain (Boonkhong et al. 2010). The term ‘approximate’ is used because it 

is rare that bloodstains in a spatter pattern will have emanated from a single point. 

More commonly a source of blood is an object with three-dimensional area and 

multiple ‘points of origin’ within that area may emerge for a single spatter pattern as 

stains within the pattern are analysed. In combination, these points indicate an area 

of vertical origin. This can be extremely useful to analysts, particularly in cases 

where it is necessary to identify the upright position of a victim at the point of 

bloodletting. Stringing carried out for stains generated on vertical surfaces can 

similarly give indications of vertical positionality of a blood source (figure 17). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A mathematical ‘tangent’ method can be incorporated into impact spatter analysis, to 

act as a substitute for the often laborious process of identifying vertical origins of 

stains through physical stringing (Bevel. Gardner. 2008).   

 

In the tangent method, directionality of stains is analysed first to identify a point, or 

area of convergence (C/POC). Once this has been done, for each stain, the distance 

 

Figure 17 Example of physical 

stringing technique for multiple stain 

patterns generated on vertical 

surfaces 

 

(Author. 2011) 
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(D) from the leading edge of the stain to the point or area of convergence is 

measured (figure 18).  
 

 

Figure 18 Illustration of 

relationship between point or area 

of convergence (C/POC), distance 

to the leading edge of a stain (D) 

and vertical area of origin (AO) 

 

(Bevel. Gardner. 2008: 184) 

 

Width and length measurements of individual stains are then used to calculate impact 

angles (i) for individual stains.   

 

The tangent method is based on the known relationship for a right-angled triangle 

that: tan Ø = opposite side/adjacent side (Ø: angle). Once distances (D) and impact 

angles (i) have been calculated, a right-angled triangle is imagined between the three 

points of (1) leading edge of a stain, (2) point/area of convergence (C/POC) and (3) 

vertical area of origin (AO) (figure 19). The height (H) of the vertical area of origin 

(AO) represents one side of this triangle. Other known measurements within the 

triangle can be used to calculate height, which locates the vertical position of origin 

of blood.  

 

 

Figure 19 Right-angled triangle drawn between 

leading edge of stain, point/area of convergence 

(C/POC) and vertical area of origin (AO) with 

distance between stain and point/area of 

convergence (D), impact angle (i) and height of 

vertical area of origin (H) also labelled 

                                         (Author. 2013) 
 

As the tangent formula dictates; tan Ø = opposite side/adjacent side : so tan i = 

height (H)/distance (D). To calculate the unknown H the formula is rearranged so 

that; H = tan i x D (Bevel. Gardner. 2008).  
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Techniques developed from the initial observations of Piotrowski and Balthazard 

allow analysts to calculate the impact angle, horizontal and vertical origins of a 

bloodstain. These techniques have developed as the basic tools of Bloodstain Pattern 

Analysis, assisting investigators to achieve an “accurate interpretation of bloodstain 

morphology, geometry and directionality [to] allow the calculation of an angle of 

impact and blood source position within a 3-dimensional space” (Millington. 2004: 

3) from analysis of two-dimensional stain morphologies. By calculating the three-

dimensional sources of blood within a crime scene an investigator can establish the 

positionality of individuals involved during each bloodletting event, the chronology 

of events and the nature of the bloodletting mechanisms involved.  

 

This allows blood pattern analysts to begin reconstruction of a crime scene on the 

basis of blood evidence observed at the scene. 

 

In addition they can use more complex tools such as pattern identification to help 

them build up a more informed reconstruction of a crime scene.  

 

2.2.2 Pattern identification  
 

Pattern identification is based on the expectation that, due to inherent characteristics, 

blood responds to forces in a predictable and reproducible manner (Wonder. 2001). 

Variations in volume of blood and forces acting on blood generate a range of 

reproducible responses, which allows classification of bloodstain patterns according 

to pattern type. Classification of pattern type therefore corresponds to the nature of 

the underlying events or mechanisms responsible for stain generation (Bevel. 

Gardner. 2012. b). Six basic, reproducible, pattern types exist and each type 

corresponds to a particular underlying blood generation mechanism. The 

corresponding mechanisms are:  

 

§ Ejection of blood from a point source 

§ Ejection of blood from an object in motion  

§ Streaming ejections of blood 

§ Dispersal of blood through air as a function of gravity 
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§ Accumulation of blood on a surface 

§ Deposition of blood through a transfer  
(Bevel. Gardner. 2012. b).  

 

Within each of these basic mechanism types sub-types exist.  

 

Identification and classification of discrete stain patterns relies on the comparison of 

a set of objective criteria to distinct stain patterns (Wonder. 2001). These criteria 

relate to the morphology of primary stains, overall stain distribution, the size or 

range of sizes of individual stains within a pattern, the presence of volume in 

individual stains, margin characteristics and satellite or spine characteristics (Bevel. 

Gardner. 2008). A taxonomic classification system can be used to work through 

objective criteria for stains observed in order to identify pattern types present. The 

system advocates a top-down approach to pattern identification, which begins with 

distinction of stains according to broad objective criteria, for example, dividing stain 

patterns between two groups; spatter (figure 20) and non-spatter (figure 21) stains, 

according to the circular or elliptical nature of primary stains (Bevel. Gardner. 2012).  

 
 

 
Figure 20 Taxonomic classification system for spatter stains (Bevel. Gardner. 2013) 
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Figure 21 Taxonomic classification system for non-spatter stains (Bevel. Gardner. 2013) 

 

Once patterns have been classified as either spatter or non-spatter stains, further 

criteria are chronologically applied in order to further classify pattern types (figures 

20 & 21). For example, identifying a pattern as an impact pattern would require 

confirmation of certain criteria, in the following order: spatter stain (Spatter), non 

linear or curvilinear distribution (Non-linear), radiating distribution (Radiating 

spatter), no ringlets or vacuoles and a small number of stains sized < 0.1mm. By 

chronologically progressing through the classification systems at any point if further 

classification is impossible, classifications made up to that point are still valid.  

 

Once discrete patterns have been identified and classified, inferences can be made 

regarding the generating mechanism or source event for the pattern (James et al. 

2005). For example, a pattern identified as an impact spatter pattern will be 

characterised by circular or elliptical primary stains with a radiating distribution from 

a central point and a progressive change in the shape and size of stains throughout 

the pattern. Patterns with these characteristics are associated with the generating 

mechanism or source event of a ‘blood source being broken up at some point by 

some force’ (Bevel. Gardner. 2012. b:18). Generation mechanisms or source events 

generally associated with different classifications of patterns (figures 20 & 21) are 

outlined in figure 22.  
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Pattern  
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Generating mechanism or source event 

Spurt 

  Stream of blood escaping under pressure usually from a breach 

in an artery or the heart showing pressure, pressure fluctuations 

in a discrete pattern 

Cast-off 
Blood being flung or projected from an object either in motion, 

or which suddenly stops some motion 

Drip Trail 
Deposition of individual bloodstains on a surface, 

demonstrating movement of the item 

Drip Deposition of an individual bloodstain on a surface 

Impact Breaking up of blood source by application of force 

Mist Breaking up of blood source by application of explosive force 

Expiration 
Blood being forced from the mouth, nose, or respiratory system 

under pressure 

Blood into 

blood 

  
Liquid blood dripping into blood or another liquid 

Gush/Splash 
Large volume of blood escaping under pressure, usually from a 

breach in an artery or the heart 

Smear 
Transfer of blood from one object to another through contact 

involving lateral motion 

Swipe 
Transfer of blood onto a target by a bloodstained object in 

motion 

Wipe Movement of an object through a pre-existing stain 

Pool 
Pooling of liquid blood according to gravity and container 

characteristics of the pooling area 

Saturation Contact with a significant blood source (pool/flow) 

Flow Movement of fluid blood as a mass under the effect of gravity 

Pattern 

transfer 

Transfer of blood from one object to another in which a 

recognizable image or characteristic is visible in the pattern 
 

Figure 22 Description of generation mechanisms or source events generally associated with different 

classifications of bloodstain patterns (Bevel. Gardner. 2012: 15-21) 

 

Identification and classification of bloodstains according to objective criteria and 

pattern type allows analysts to interpret bloodstains in the context of a particular 

source event, or generating mechanism (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). This allows them to 
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infer types of bloodletting events and activities associated with bloodstains at a crime 

scene.    

 

 

2.3 Development of methods for advanced Bloodstain Pattern 

Analysis  
 

The focus of research to date in the field of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis has largely 

been on developing methods of stain and pattern analysis through experimental 

observations. Early experimental observations regarding stain shape and size have 

ultimately led to the development of two principles, which remain key to modern-

day bloodstain pattern analysis: the principle of stain size and vector, and the pattern 

diversity principle. Analysts continue to apply these principles to stain analysis in 

order to objectively identify horizontal and vertical origins, impact angle and source 

event or generating mechanism for a bloodstain.  

 

Increasingly however, in recognition of the existence of increasingly complex stain 

and pattern interactions, the discipline has progressed to developing more complex 

understanding of the influence of other variables, for example impact surface 

characteristics and environmental factors on bloodstain analysis. This progression 

has sought to develop advanced techniques for interpretation and analysis of stains, 

which go beyond the relatively simple analyses of directionality, width and length 

measurements or pattern identification (Hulse-Smith et al. 2005). Given the 

extraordinary variability in crime scene circumstances an analyst may encounter, the 

development of more complex BPA methods for analysing stains within these case-

specific circumstances is highly necessary.  

 

A review of the literature, to date, highlights the need for the development of more 

advanced methods of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis. It identifies several more complex 

characteristics of bloodstain patterns, the understanding of which is empirically 

incomplete, that currently place limitations on the ability of an analyst to complete 

advanced crime scene reconstructions from bloodstains. 
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2.3.1 Formation of spines and satellites 

 

High-speed photography of a blood droplet impacting with a smooth, non-porous 

surface (in this case cardboard) demonstrates the characteristically sudden transfer of 

momentum within a falling drop from the vertical to the horizontal upon impact 

(Thoroddsen. Sakakibara. 1998: 1359) (figure 23). 

 

	  
Figure 23 High-speed photography of a blood droplet impacting  

with smooth cardboard displaying transfer of momentum  
from the vertical to the horizontal direction                          

(Laber et al. 2008) 
 
As the blood collides with the dry, solid surface it impacts with a ring-shaped 

liquid/solid contact area within which air is trapped to temporarily form a semi-

convex bubble of air. As the momentum is transferred to the horizontal the non-

contact area of fluid held in the bubble collapses to result in the drop forming a 

constant contact with the surface (Fujimoto et al. 2000). These are the characteristics 

of a liquid drop impacting with a smooth, dry, solid surface however which can be 

regarded as fairly ‘ideal’ and perhaps not that commonly observed in realistic 

forensic scenarios. Impacts occurring under more variable impact conditions 

generate more complex impact characteristics, such as stain distortion in impacts 

with rougher surfaces (Bevel. Gardner. 2008).  

 

As a liquid drop impacts with a smooth surface it deforms, with momentum shifting 

from the vertical to horizontal as described above, and dries to form a stain. Impact 

surface characteristics, which deviate away from this smooth, solid, ‘ideal’ surface 

exert disruptions on this deformation process. As the roughness of a surface 

increases the impacting jet of fluid loses axisymmetry leading to the development of 

undulations in the radial edge of the horizontally expanding stain (Thoroddsen. 

Sakakibara. 1998). These undulating ‘finger-like perturbations’, or spines are a 

distinctive morphological feature of bloodstains generated on the majority of 

relatively smooth, flat, non-porous surfaces such as ceramic tiling, linoleum, or 

stainless steel (Mehdizadeh et al. 2004) (figure 24).  
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Figure 24 Illustration of spines 
formed in a bloodstain on paper 
 
(Author. 2009) 

 
Empirical observations of spine formation established that increases in size and 

number of spines generated in a stain correlate to higher impact velocity and droplet 

diameter (Mehdizadeh et al. 2004:353) as well as surface roughness (Hulse-Smith et 

al. 2005). Hulse-Smith et al (2005) conducted a series of experiments where 

bloodstains were generated on a range of different surfaces, including glass, steel, 

plastic and paper to observe the effects of these different surface characteristics on 

the generation of spines. A range of different surfaces was selected to more 

realistically mimic the variety of surfaces typically encountered at a crime scene with 

surfaces deliberately chosen for their relative similarity, all being reasonably smooth 

and with the exception of paper: non-porous. They concluded that even within this 

relatively close range of values, surface roughness exerted a significant effect on the 

morphology of spines generated (Hulse-Smith et al. 2005). They later concluded that 

number of spines generated correlates to both the vertical source (height origin) of a 

bloodstain as well as drop volume. This conclusion, in theory, could allow 

investigators to combine directionality analysis, impact angle and spine analysis to 

calculate the horizontal origin of a stain, the impact angle and vertical origin of a 

stain. The calculation of either an unknown vertical source or drop volume however 

requires the other value to be known (pers. comm. Wolson. 2011) so their 

conclusions about the contributions spine analysis can make towards determining 

drop volume and vertical blood source remain limited at present. Although they 

experimented with a range of different surfaces, a further limitation of their research 

was in their focus purely on bloodstains which had been generated at a vertical, 90o 

impact angle.  

 

If a surface is sufficiently rough the disruption caused to fluid drops upon impact 

may be substantial enough to cause the tips of expanding spines to break free from 
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the main stain body and dissipate the parental drop as smaller, individually 

ineffective satellite drops (Moss. 1989:2) (figure 25). 
 

	  
	  

Figure 25 Sketch illustrations comparing a non-disrupting impact on a smooth surface (a) and a 

disrupting impact on a rough surface (b) and dissipation of satellite drops (Moss. 1989) 

 

These satellite drops then settle and dry to form satellite stains around the main stain 

body. Satellite stains are commonly observed in stains formed on rougher surfaces 

such as fabrics (White. 1986. Elena. Mohamed. 2009) (figure 26).  
 

 

Figure 26 Examples (circled) of 
satellite stains generated as part 
of a bloodstain on fabric 
 
(Author. 2009) 

 
 
Although stains on fabrics have been explored briefly, no empirical assessment of 

the relationship between the surface roughness of a fabric and the volume of satellite 

stains generated has been conducted for bloodstains. Observations for water impacts 

suggest however that there is a direct correlation between surface roughness and 

volume of satellite spatter generated (Stow. Hadfield. 1981) and preliminary work on 

proxy blood impacts with fabrics of varying surface roughness confirms this (Miles 

et al. 2014). Further work needs to be conducted with bloodstains on the exact 
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influence of surface roughness characteristics on satellite spatter however before 

there is any possibility of satellite stains being used in BPA in real casework.  

 

2.3.2 Angled impacts 

 

Limitations of experimental work conducted on developing methods of analysing 

bloodstains have included the fact that fluids other than blood have been examined, 

with observations about their behaviour then extrapolated to the behaviour of blood 

(Stow. Hadfield. 1981. Moss. 1989). Research has also been limited to stains 

generated on paper, a relatively ‘ideal’ surface (Karger et al. 1998: 85) or to 90o 

impacts (Hulse-Smith et al. 2005). The repercussions of such a narrow body of 

research are that the abilities of analysts in real forensic case scenarios are somewhat 

limited as a result. For example, accurate interpretation of a bloodstain, generated at 

an angle on a fabric surface is extremely difficult if no empirical observations of the 

particular case-specific dynamics involved have ever been made. Without empirical 

observations it is extremely difficult to rigorously justify and demonstrate the 

connection made between particular evidence characteristics and specific 

mechanisms (e.g. angled impact) responsible for generation of evidence (Mnookin et 

al. 2011).  

 

The particular significance of work on impact characteristics being limited largely to 

90o impacts is that in the context of realistic forensic scenarios “droplets usually 

impact upon a surface obliquely” (Kang. Lee. 2000:580). Despite this tendency 

however hardly any studies have been conducted on the characteristics of angled 

droplet impacts (Knock. Davison. 2007: 1045). For the purposes of extrapolating 

conclusions of work on impact characteristics to the more realistic reconstructions 

required of crime scene analysts, work focused on stain generation from angled 

impacts is necessary. Some research into angled impacts has been carried out on 

right-angled corners (Bussmann et al. 1999) and inclined slopes (Kang. Lee. 2000) 

but as with research into advanced impact characteristics the work has been largely 

limited to aqueous drop dynamics and impact characteristics (Pizzola et al 1986:36).  

 

Having identified an absence of research into angled impact dynamics for 

bloodstains Knock and Davison (2007) developed an experimental design with the 
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aim of establishing whether tentative relationships observed between size of stains, 

spine characteristics, drop height and impact velocity for stains generated at 90o 

impact angle applied to stains generated at angled impacts. Bloodstains were 

generated on paper at a series of different angles ranging from 22.7o up to 90o with 

stains then analysed to determine stain width, length and number of spines. Results 

of analysis demonstrated that impact angle has a significant influence on stain 

morphology, as impact angle was increased (from 22.7o through angles of 43.5o, 

56.3o, 61.6o, 78.8o to 90o) stains were observed to shorten whilst the number of 

spines increased (Knock. Davison. 2007:1049). With known impact velocities and 

drop heights Knock and Davison devised a set of equations incorporating all 

measurements relating to stain size, spine count, drop height, drop volume, impact 

angle and impact velocities. In combination their conclusions were that for 

bloodstains generated on paper, at angles it is possible by measuring the width, 

length and spine count of a stain to determine the impact velocity and therefore the 

vertical position of the stain source (Knock. Davison. 2007: 1049). As acknowledged 

by Knock and Davison themselves however, these relationships remain confined to 

impacts on angled paper surfaces. Surfaces more likely to be encountered by 

investigators include hardened surfaces such as glass, steel, asphalt, concrete, wood 

or fabrics, which are all likely to exhibit much higher surface roughness values than 

paper and a higher degree of variability between themselves as well. Experimental 

findings must therefore be replicated on such surfaces before any inferences can be 

made about the possibility of the relationships and analytical possibilities outlined by 

Knock and Davison (2007) being applicable to other surfaces. 

 
2.3.3 Secondary Change Mechanisms and Physically Altered Bloodstains 

(PABs) 

 

Secondary change mechanisms are mechanisms that act on a stain after it has been 

generated, to alter its morphology in some way (Peschel et al. 2011). The result is 

Physically Altered Bloodstains (PABs) (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). Mechanisms that 

alter stains may be either anthropogenic in origin or occur naturally. Examples of 

anthropogenically forced secondary change mechanisms include attempts by a 

suspect to obliterate or remove incriminating evidence through flooding or burning 

of a crime scene (Paonessa. 2005), washing (Spector. Von Gemmingen. 1971. 
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Quickenden et al. 2004) or possibly bleaching (Castello et al. 2009). Examples of 

alterations to stain appearance or behaviour, which may occur naturally, usually 

follow exposure to various weather conditions such as precipitation and subsequent 

surface flow (Leak. 2010) freeze thaw cycles (Lovelock. 1953. Leak. 2006), 

degradation over time (Gurfinkel. Franklin. 1987) or high levels of humidity (Brady 

et al. 2002) and heat (Fechner. Gee. 1989). The likelihood of investigators 

encountering stain patterns that have been exposed to secondary change mechanisms 

is reasonably high, particularly when dealing with crime scenes located outdoors, 

scenes exhibiting a significant lag time between generation and investigation and in 

light of the increasing forensic awareness of criminals (Pye. 2004: 2). Despite the 

likelihood of having to analyse physically altered bloodstains and patterns that have 

been subjected to secondary change mechanisms, the area remains under-researched 

and in need of empirical research. 

 
2.4 Crime Scene Reconstruction 
 

Although it is not uncommon to find blood pattern evidence at the scene of a violent 

crime, accurate and correct interpretation of the evidence to estimate its probative 

value depends largely upon crime scene reconstruction (Raymond et al. 1995: 154. 

Raymond. 1996).  Crime scene reconstruction, as described in section 1.3, is the 

process of reconstructing chronologically the most probable sequence of events 

associated with a crime scene, on the basis of source and activity level evidence 

analysis. Different levels of reconstruction are possible by blood pattern analysts, 

from relatively simple reconstructions of stain directionality to more complex three-

dimensional reconstructions of entire impact spatter patterns. In scenes exhibiting 

large blood spatter patterns, for example resulting from extremely dynamic, varied 

and sustained bloodletting events, investigators are often faced with much more 

‘complex scenarios’ (Pizzamiglio et al. 2006:538). In these instances, conducting 

crime scene reconstruction integrating bloodstain analysis with other forensic 

techniques such as DNA analysis is the only way to achieve a full understanding of a 

complete event and give an ‘exact interpretation to the crime dynamics’ (Fratini et 

al. 2006: 537). The application of crime scene reconstruction as a technique in order 

to achieve this has developed to such an extent that it is now recognised as an 

independent step in crime scene investigation.  
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Methods of reconstruction for bloodstain patterns specifically range from graphically 

reconstructing a sequence of events, to applying known techniques to reconstruct 

individual events, to conducting experiments to reproduce characteristics of 

bloodstain patterns (Wonder. 2003). The final approach is usually employed when 

new and uncharacteristic blood patterns are encountered and investigators must 

attempt by trial-and-error method to experimentally replicate observed patterns in 

order to identify the mechanisms that generated them. Experimental reconstructions 

are a fundamental aspect of crime scene reconstruction, reliant upon intelligence 

gathered from a crime scene to allow accurate interpretation of evidence in the 

context of specific scene variables (Chisum. Turvey. 2007). Reconstruction allows 

investigators to scientifically test particular theories or hypotheses about a crime 

against physical evidence recovered from an individual scene (Chisum. 2006). These 

theories and hypotheses are usually concerned with establishing activity level 

propositions that explain evidence generation in a specific environment or scenario. 

Intelligence about evidence recovered, surrounding evidence or the environment at a 

crime scene all play an important role in ensuring investigators test these 

propositions in a experimental scenario which mimics the forensic reality in which 

evidence was recovered as closely as possible. For example, an observation of a 

bloodstain with an unusual appearance at a particular scene has limited use in 

inferring the likely cause of its unusual appearance, by itself. Further intelligence 

gathered from both the stain (colour, physical characteristics) and the scene 

(temperature, humidity, microclimatic features) however can begin to help 

investigators in formulating possible hypotheses regarding the cause of the stain’s 

unusual appearance. Intelligence about the environment can then be replicated in the 

laboratory, for example, to ascertain whether environmental variables may have been 

a factor. Information about temperature, humidity and other environmental variables 

at a scene, is not evidentially probative in itself. Neither is purely an observation of a 

stain’s unusual appearance. When incorporated as contextual information in an 

experimental reconstruction however, they may carry increased evidential weight by 

supporting or a refuting particular activity level propositions that require certain 

conditions. Inherent variability in conditions, circumstances and evidence types at 

crime scenes means that scenes are highly individualized. To accurately 

contextualize and test hypotheses relating to the generation, presence or nature of 

evidence at any individual scene, therefore, intelligence about the scene must be 
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sought to assist in the design and adaptation of a case-specific experimental 

reconstruction. An illustration of this approach to reconstruction is demonstrated by a 

case where it was used to help investigators establish whether the cause of death in a 

case of gunshot trauma was suicide or homicide (Karger et al. 2002). In the case in 

question, spatter was observed on the hands of both a suspect and the victim and 

investigators sought to determine the origin of each spatter. By determining whether 

the origin of spatter on the hands was back spatter, impact spatter or derived through 

contact, investigators could establish positionality of the suspect relative to the 

victim at the time of weapon discharge (Karger et al. 1998). If a suspect has offered 

an innocent explanation for the presence of blood spatter on their hands, determining 

positionality may eliminate or confirm the likelihood of their explanations. Other 

information that could be gained from such an analysis could help indicate likely 

posture of a victim at time of discharge, shooting distance and possible line of fire.  

 

Limitations in crime scene reconstruction exist, as it is almost impossible to re-create 

and replicate all of the dynamics and variables associated with a crime exactly 

without re-enacting the actual crime for example. Continuing development of 

methods that enhance the analysis and interpretation of bloodstain pattern evidence 

as spatial and temporal indicators of crime events, for use in crime scene 

reconstruction, remains necessary however to contribute to the ability of 

investigators to perform reconstructions. 

 
 
2.2.1 Analysis of blood as a spatial indicator 

 

Analysis of blood pattern evidence as a spatial indicator is largely based on the 

development of stain analysis to enable investigators to determine where a 

bloodletting event has taken place and where blood has originated. Methods of 

spatial analysis include determination of directionality for a single stain (Elena. 

Mohamed. 2009: 78) and interpretation of a bloodstain pattern’s collective 

morphology, geometry and directionality to calculate impact angles and therefore the 

position, in three-dimensions, of the pattern’s blood source position (Millington. 

2004: 3). The development of research into deriving spatial reconstructions from 

bloodstains has been consistently thorough with the outcome that investigators are 
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able to determine locations of involved individuals and individual bloodletting events 

relatively comprehensively. By contrast methods of analysing blood as a temporal 

indicator, to indicate chronology of bloodletting events and individuals movements 

during and post-event, have remained under-researched.  

 

2.2.2 Analysis of blood as a temporal indicator 

 

The analysis of blood as a temporal indicator allows investigators to reconstruct the 

chronology of events associated with a crime event. Within a crime event there are a 

minimum of three events associated with blood spatter sequencing:  

 

1) exposure of a blood source,  

2) distribution of blood following exposure (whilst it is still liquid) and  

3) discovery of the crime scene (Wonder. 2003).  

 

Investigators attempting to reconstruct a crime event need to determine the tightest 

possible chronology surrounding these events in order to narrowly pinpoint possible 

windows of activity surrounding evidence generation. This may then allow them to 

include or discount a suspect from being in the general vicinity or close proximity of 

the crime scene at a particular time when blood evidence was either generated or 

altered post-event. Establishing as precisely as possible when exactly biological 

material such as blood has been deposited is crucial, for example, in cases where 

victims and suspects share close personal ties and an already therefore significant 

window for explaining away a sample innocently is increased (Anderson et al. 2005).  

 

Determining through blood evidence analysis the chronology of certain events has 

the advantage that it may also speed up and focus parallel lines of inquiry. For 

example if faced with a high volume of CCTV footage to review, identifying a 

narrow window in time when the blood letting events are most likely to have 

occurred will significantly reduce the workload. 

 

Temporal inferences about bloodstains are somewhat limited at present to 

rudimentary methods of determining visually the approximate age of stains. As a 

stain ages it breaks down chemically. This chemical breakdown is characterised by 
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changes in the chemical make-up of a bloodstain as well as discolouration and 

sometimes an emission of odour, which may be measured quantitatively. Medical 

research has led the development of quantitative methods of measuring the age of 

blood. For example, as a dried bloodstain breaks down it is characterised by a 

diffusion of chloride towards the edge of the stain to form a black border. This black 

border increases incrementally every nine months giving a rough indication of time 

since deposition (Anderson et al. 2005). The application of this knowledge in 

bloodstain pattern analysis is of course limited to bloodstains that are older than 9 

months, which depreciates its use in analysis at a majority of crime scenes. 

Formation of a black-border in stains concurs with an internal breakdown of 

haemoglobin (the oxygen-carrying component of blood) into bilirubin. This 

breakdown is characterised by a measurable discolouration of blood from bright red 

to brown-yellow and finally yellow. In the field of medical physics spectroscopic 

methods of quantifying this discolouration have been developed for applications in 

forensic medicine: determining the precise age of bruises associated with child abuse 

and domestic violence (Aalders et al. 2010). The implications to this field of making 

this technology available are significant, and could be transferable to certain aspects 

of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis, in measuring much more precisely the colour 

changes associated with ageing blood than is currently possible through the 

experienced eyes of an analyst. This could be of significant use in estimating the age 

of stains and deducing from that time of generation and so occurrence of a 

bloodletting event. In several other areas of forensic science, technologies for 

determining the nature of ageing processes associated with criminal acts have been 

developed for specific scenarios. Infrared imaging has been applied to both skin 

burns and corpses to assess skin temperature distribution, as a means to approximate 

the age of a burn, or time of death (Ammer. Ring. 2005). This kind of technology 

may have some possible application to the analysis of bloodstains. 

 

There is a significant lack of published research into methods of ageing bloodstains 

despite recognition of the investigative strength of being able to objectively 

determine drying time (age of stain) not only for stains drying under ‘normal 

circumstances’ but also following secondary change mechanisms. Observations of 

the effects of environmental influences such as extreme temperatures, either negative 

or positive, and humidity on bloodstain pattern analysis suggest that the 
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morphological characteristics of stains are unaltered and subsequent pattern analysis 

of them unaffected (James. Eckert. 1999). These conditions do however affect other 

stain characteristics and behaviour, such as drying time, with drying times 

significantly lower at higher temperatures (Brady et al. 2002). Experiments exposing 

stains to a relatively limited range of different temperatures (18oC, 71oC, 102oC) also 

yielded observations that the colour of stains generated differed according to 

temperature (Brady et al. 2002) although the cause or level of colour variation 

remains unknown.  

 

For the purposes of temporal analysis of bloodstains for crime scene reconstruction, 

these fledgling observations demonstrate the significant considerations that must be 

given to environmental influences on drying times, ageing and identification of 

bloodstains. Environmental influences must be researched in much greater depth 

however before theories generated about their effects on bloodstains can be utilised 

in real-case stain analysis, interpretation and crime scene reconstruction. Underlining 

of the necessity of conducting discipline-specific research is recognition of the 

increasing importance of establishing empirical data to justify, when challenged, the 

evidentiary inferences and interpretations made by analysts (Mnookin et al. 2011).   

 
 
2.5 The importance of experimental studies to Bloodstain Pattern 

Analysis  

 
Despite its importance in generating objective criteria for the analysis of case-

specific bloodstains, the depth and breadth of experimental research into BPA in the 

published literature to date, has been relatively limited. This is problematic given that 

the level of informed understanding and appreciation of blood related evidence often 

necessary for proffering an expert opinion is “only achieved through practical 

experimentation of simulated blood spatter” (Raymond. 1995). Particularly in light of 

the criticisms made of BPA in the 2009 NAS report, of its purported over-reliance on 

subjective expert opinion and experience based logic (SWGSTAIN. 2011), the need 

for robust, scientifically replicable and proven experimental studies to base expert 

reasoning on has increased.  
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From an investigative point of view experimental studies may provide the only way 

of increasing the evidentiary value of trace evidence by differentiating between 

innocent and guilty explanations of evidence origins (Karger et al. 1998. Morgan et 

al. 2009). As evidence presented in connection with a particular crime is usually 

case-specific, in order to validate related theories experimental studies must 

demonstrate ecological validity. They must be designed to incorporate and mimic the 

exact conditions of a crime scene and event, for example, environmental conditions 

at a scene (Peschel et al. 2011). Experimental design should be two-tiered, with an 

initial experimental stage dealing with general studies of forensic reality and a 

second focussing on much more case-specific scenarios where all attempts to 

replicate the exact conditions in question should be made (Morgan et al. 2009). Only 

by conducting replicable experiments, which adequately mimic real-life scenarios, 

can specific knowledge of particular phenomenon be attained (Hicks et al. 2005). In 

addition, experimental research gives an indication of error margins that may be 

associated with the interpretation of particular phenomena and formally validates 

forensic techniques (Risinger. 2010). Information on these margins is increasingly 

being demanded in association with forensic expert testimony (NAS. 2009) and 

particularly more so following the publication of the NAS report (Risinger. 2010).    

 

In BPA the general mechanisms of bloodstain generation are covered in sufficient 

depth by the body of discipline specific peer-reviewed literature to make source level 

analysis, for example recognition of a bloodstain pattern as impact spatter, possible. 

The possibility however of accurately determining the probability of recovering that 

level or kind of source evidence given a certain activity level proposition, for 

example “the victim was beaten with a golf club” as opposed to “the victim was 

beaten with a baseball bat”, without case-specific experimental testing of opposing 

propositions within a realistic reconstruction of the event, is unlikely. When it is 

considered that more often than not it is the activity level propositions, rather than 

source level analyses, that provide the main evidentiary point of contention, the 

importance of these case-specific experimental studies is clear. 

 

Although it is not always possible to identically mimic case-specific circumstances 

associated with an evidentiary enquiry, attempts should be made to provide as 

accurate as possible a re-creation with comparable proxies. In forensic research, due 
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to the nature of incidents researchers may be attempting to replicate, the issue of 

substituting with comparable proxies may be more pertinent than in some other 

fields. Difficulties in sourcing human blood are commonly encountered and 

differences in viscosity and surface tension between human blood and more readily 

available bovine, ovine or avian blood may provide a source of experimental 

variability (Illes et al. 2010). This variability is relatively negligible for the majority 

of forensic experimental purposes but in certain cases awareness of it, in light of 

questions being made, may be crucial (Laurent et al. 1999. Millington. 2004). In 

research conducted specifically on examining the nature of bloodstains on fabric a 

balance was required between meeting financial limitations and achieving accurately 

a replication of the natural three-dimensional contouring of clothes around a persons’ 

body (Veldhoen. 2006). The solution was to employ overalls stuffed with a relatively 

rigid material, hanging from a coat hanger, with limbs pinned into required positions. 

Although this approach arguably appears fairly crude, this proxy had the advantages 

of affordability, disposability and increased validity and weight of experimental 

results generated in court (Veldhoen. 2006). In another instance, knowledge of rates 

of cadaver decomposition within a heavy clay soil at low seasonal temperatures was 

required. Replication of the specific climatological and sedimentary conditions in 

question was achieved by burying pig carcasses (a proxy for human corpses) in 

heavy clay soil for periods over which the temperature was monitored (Turner. 

Wiltshire. 1999).  

 

Although, as illustrated by the examples given, it is not always possible to identically 

mimic or recreate the materials and circumstances associated with a specific crime, 

viable experimental proxies can be sourced and should be used to provide as accurate 

as possible a re-creation. The importance of doing so was illustrated in a case where 

a victim had been fatally kicked and beaten around the face and neck and extensive 

blood spatter patterns on the walls surrounding the victim were observed 

(Ristenblatt. Shaler. 1995). An experimental simulation of the crime was required to 

establish the level of force required to generate such spatter patterns. This was 

required to allow investigators to either accept or reject the admission made by a 

suspect that although he had administered the fatal blows to the victim, he did so out 

of self-defence and so was only employing reasonable force whilst the victim was 

standing. A re-creation of “stomping” motions was carried out in a room 
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reconstructed to the exact dimensions of the crime scene (Ristenblatt. Shaler. 1995). 

Using a selection of stains from the real crime scene the approximate location of the 

head of the victim during the attack was estimated, with spongy Styrofoam serving 

as a representation of the head. Interpretation of the stains generated in the 

experimental re-creation of the crime scene concluded that the stains observed at the 

real crime scene were only consistent with those that had been generated by a 

forceful “stomping” motion being applied to a prostrate victim. This conclusion 

allowed the prosecution to dismiss the explanations of self-defence offered by the 

suspect (Ristenblatt. Shaler. 1995).  

 

Experiments carrying out crime scene re-creations involving the use of proxies have 

similarly been successfully conducted in several areas of BPA. These have included 

the disputed case of a homicidal v. suicidal shooting (Karger et al. 1996), 

experimental determination of proximity of source through backspatter analysis 

(Karger et al. 1996. 1997. Yen et al. 2003), a case disputed for insurance purposes 

which sought to determine whether the death of a man on a goods loading ramp was 

accidental or due to negligence (Burnett et al. 1997) and a case where the persistence 

of bleach to act as an evasive agent against the detection of bloodstains was unknown 

but required by investigators (Castello et al. 2009).  

 

In light of the need for increasingly scientifically robust expert BPA testimony the 

requirement for empirical demonstrations consolidating the conclusions 

investigators’ present in court is also increasing. Successes in certain areas of BPA 

have demonstrated that even with the use of proxies, such demonstrations can be 

conducted to add probative weight to expert opinions. In light of this, the importance 

of experimental studies to the validity and reputation of BPA is underlined.  

 
 
2.6 Outlining the research project 
 

The focus of the research design takes into account: the increasing demand for 

experimental studies of realistic case-inspired scenarios, the importance of locating 

these studies within the context of crime scene reconstruction and a holistic 

awareness of the forensic process.  
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A series of case-specific scenarios to provide the focus of the research were 

identified following an extensive review of both the body of existing peer-reviewed 

literature in the discipline and discussion with current practitioners of BPA. At the 

2010 European IABPA conference a distinct lack of knowledge of environmental 

influences on bloodstain analysis was cited as particularly problematic, due to the 

frequent encountering of environmentally exposed stains by analysts (Leak. 2006. 

2010. Morris. 2010). The effects of temperature, humidity and surface characteristics 

as the main influences over bloodstain drying time is generally recognised (Leak. 

2006. 2010. Lovelock. 1953. Brady et al. 2002. Fechner. Gee. 1989) through a small 

existing body of research investigating the persistence of stains exposed to limited 

ranges of environmental conditions. However extensive empirical data on the 

relationships between each of these influences and bloodstain morphology and 

drying time, which may affect the methods of their interpretation, has never been 

produced and certainly not within the context of the holistic forensic process. This 

research was proposed in order to attempt to redress this oversight.  

 

This thesis focuses on environmentally altered bloodstains, exposing stains to a range 

of naturally occurring temperature variations as well as more extreme temperature 

conditions in order to gain some indication of how stains which may have been 

subjected either accidentally or purposefully to these extremes may differ 

behaviourally from more ‘ideal’ and unaltered stains. The stains were subjected to 

both visual and chemical identification and measurement of drying times in order to 

make observations about behavioural responses to environmental fluctuations. As to 

whether either environmental conditions or surface characteristics exerts the 

dominant influence over stain characteristics, this was tested by varying the surface 

characteristics stains were generated on. The significance of experimental findings 

regarding the behaviour of environmentally altered stains was contextualised within 

the process of crime scene reconstruction and finally, results discussed in the context 

of presentation methods for environmentally altered bloodstains in a courtroom. 

 

This thesis therefore has a research focus on: 

• Visual and chemical methods of identifying bloodstains 

• Environmental and anthropogenic influences on bloodstain  
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• The influence of surface characteristics on stain morphology and 

behaviour 

 

A more focused literature review of those specific areas follows. 

2.6.1 Identification of bloodstains 

 

Figure 27 outlines the most commonly used and available methods through which 

investigators can identify bloodstains. Several methods, which historically proved 

popular, have been deliberately excluded from consideration. One example is the 

Benzidine test, the use of which has been discontinued on the basis of concerns 

surrounding the carcinogenic properties of chemicals involved in its application 

(Ingham. 1932)
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    Figure 27 Table outlining currently available and commonly used bloodstain identification methods 
 

Test 
Name 

Presum-
ptive 

Confirm
-atory Method of Application Observation 

If Positive Specificity Sensitivity in 
solution Advantages Disadvantages 

Visual 
Identifica

tion 

  

 

Examine exhibits in natural 
light for observable stains. 

Exhibits can also be 
examined under 230-269 nm 

frequency UV light. 
 

Brown/Reddis
h-Brown 
stains or 
powder. 

Low N/A Inexpensive and easy to 
conduct. 

 

Subjective. High 
frequency of false 

positives. Accuracy 
reliant on experience 
levels. Stains must be 

patent. 
 

Luminol 

Spray luminol evenly across 
suspect area whilst 

environment is in a darkened 
state. 

Blue-green 
chemilumines

cence. 
Low 

1: 5,000,000 
(Proescher. 

Moody. 1939. 
Webb et al. 

2006) 

 
 

Commercially available. 
Highly sensitive. Can detect 

latent stains. Non-
carcinogenic and safe to 
use. Highly sensitive, so 

suited to detection of dried 
or old stains (Larkin. 

Gannicliffe. 2007) 
 
 

Not specific for blood; 
several substances 

cause false-positives.  
Application must be in 

a darkened 
environment. 

Photographing 
reaction requires 

training. 

Kastle-
Meyer 

(Phenolph
thalein) 

Swab or rub stains onto 
filter paper. Add 2-3 drops 

of KM solution to the paper. 
If no colour develops add 2-

3 drops of 6% Hydrogen 
Peroxide solution. 

Intense pink 
colour. Low 

1:100,000  
(Webb et al. 

2006) 

 

Relatively quick results. 
Considered safe if handled 
with gloves. Relatively long 
shelf life. Reaction is well 

marked and immediate with 
very few false positives 

(Glaister. 1926). 
 

Not specific for blood; 
some substances such 
as horseradish cause 

false positives. 
Hydrogen Peroxide is 

an irritant.  

LMG 
(Leucoma

lachite 
Green) 

 

Apply distilled water to the 
tip of a sterile swab. Swab 

the suspected stain. Apply 1-
2 drops of LMG reagent. If 
there is no colour change 

add 1-2 drops of 3% 
Hydrogen Peroxide to swab. 

 
 

Immediate 
blue-green 

colour change 
(after addition 
of Hydrogen 

Peroxide) 

Low 

1: 1,000 
(Grodsky et al. 
1951. Webb et 

al. 2006) 

Produces rapid results. 

Not specific for blood. 
Prone to false-

positives. Suspected 
carcinogen. Hydrogen 
Peroxide is an irritant. 
Not specific for blood. 
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Hemastix 

 

For an indirect test, rub a 
moistened swab over the 
suspected stain and then 

touch to a moistened reagent 
strip. For a direct test, swab 

a small portion of a 
suspected stain and then 

touch to a moistened reagent 
strip. 

 

Strip turns 
yellow- dark 

green 
depending on 

the 
concentration 

of 
haemoglobin 

present. 

Low 

1:1, 000, 000 
in dilution 

(Webb J. L et 
al. 2006) 

Commercially available. 
Easy to conduct. 

Not species specific 
(Johnston. E et al. 

2008). 

Bluestar® 

Apply Bluestar® on to 
suspected stains with a spray 
atomizer from a distance of 
50cm whilst environment is 

in a darkened state. 

Blue 
chemilumines

cence. 
Low 

1: 5,000,000 
(Webb. J. L et 

al. 2006) 

 

Extremely sensitive. Strong 
and long lasting 

luminescence. Does not 
damage DNA. Very long 
shelf life pre-mixing, Can 

detect latent stains.  
 

Not specific for blood; 
several substances 

cause false-positives.  
Application must be in 

a darkened 
environment. 

Photographing 
reaction requires 

training. Once mixed 
only lasts few days. 

Takayam
a 

  

 

Place material to be tested 
on slide. Add drop of 

Takayama reagent. Warm 
slide gently at 65oC for 10-
20 seconds. Allow to cool 

 

Appearance of 
pink needle 

shaped 
crystals. 

HIgh 
 

1: 1000 in 
dilution of 

whole blood 
(Miller. L. B. 

1969) 

Confirmatory test for blood. 

Requires a significant 
quantity of a sample 

(Dixon. 1976). 
Confirmatory of 

presence of blood, not 
species specific. 

Teichman
n 

 

Place material to be tested 
on slide. Let reagent flow 
under cover slip. Warm at 
65oC for 10-20 seconds. 

Allow to cool 
 

Appearance of 
brown 

rhombohedru
m shaped 
crystals. 

High 
 

1: 1000 in 
dilution of 

whole blood 
(Miller. L. B. 

1969) 

Confirmatory test for blood.  

Confirmatory of 
presence of blood, not 
species specific. Less 

effective than 
Takayama test.  

ABAcard
® 

Hematrac
e® 

Swab suspected bloodstain 
and then immerse swab in 

liquid test vial. Shake gently. 
Dispense 2 drops from vial 

into sample well of test stick. 

Observation of 
two visual 
markers. 

Very high 
(although 

some cross 
reactivity)  

1: 500,000 
(Atkinson. C et 

al. 2003) 1: 
10,000,000 in 

dilution 

 

Quick and easy to conduct. 
Commercially available. 

High specificity for human 
haemoglobin as use anti-

Cross reactivity exists 
with some ‘higher’ 
primates (Reynolds. 

M. 2004). 
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(Swander. 
Stites. (1998) 

human antibodies in 
detections. Confirmatory test 
for blood. No false-positives. 

 

Hexagon 
OBTI 

 

Swab suspected bloodstain 
and immerse swab in 

transport medium (contained 
in collection tube). Shake 

gently. Leave for 30 minutes. 
Dispense 2 drops into 

sample well of test stick. 
Wait 10 minutes. 

 

 

Appearance of 
both a blue 
control line 

and blue 
secondary 

‘test’ line after 
approx. 10 
minutes. 

Very high 
(although 

some cross 
reactivity) 

1:1,000,000 in 
dilution 

(Johnston et 
al. 2008) 

 

Quick and easy to conduct. 
Commercially available. 

High specificity for human 
haemoglobin as use anti-

human antibodies as 
detection means. 

Confirmatory test for blood. 
No false-positives (Johnston 

at al. 2008) 
 

 

Cross reactivity exists 
with the blood of a few 

species, which are; 
primates, ferrets and 

skunk (Hockmeister et 
al. 1998. Rowley. 

1999). 

With all tests a positive control and negative control should be carried out, prior to testing, to demonstrate they are working correctly (Bevel. 
Gardner. 2008). 
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In the table a distinction is made between presumptive and confirmatory tests. 

Presumptive tests are used to indicate the possible presence of blood, as a method to 

help exclude certain areas and focus further testing on a smaller, more manageable 

scale (Garner et al. 1976. Tobe et al. 2007). They act as a kind of ‘search tool’ 

(Bevel. Gardner. 2008). Confirmatory tests in contrast are, by definition, tests that 

confirm the presence of blood. Once a sample of a possible bloodstain has been 

identified via presumptive testing, the sample should be submitted for confirmatory 

testing (Johnston et al. 2008). The use of both as a two-step identification method is 

essential as both have disadvantages that prohibit the use of each exclusively in the 

identification of bloodstains at a crime scene.  

 

In the context of processing a large crime scene or a scene which is in danger of 

degrading over time, where speed in pinpointing suspect areas for closer scrutiny is 

imperative, presumptive tests offer a distinct investigative advantage. Their 

application is relatively quick and easy and certain tests, for example Luminol and 

Bluestar®  test reagants, are capable of identifying latent stains, i.e. those which are 

not visible. In cases where attempts have been made by a suspect to clear evidence 

from a scene this can be of significant use. In this context presumptive tests for blood 

afford investigators an advantage over both time and resource limitations. 

Presumptive tests give two possible outcomes; that a suspect sample is either 

definitely not blood or that the sample probably is blood but simultaneously cannot 

be conclusively excluded as being one of a small range of other substances, i.e. a 

‘false positive’.  

 

2.6.1.1 False Positives 

 

False positives are caused by substances capable of reacting with the presumptive 

reagents in a similar way to blood, making it falsely appear that blood is present 

when in fact it is not. Discussion exists as to the extent to which these substances can 

truly replicate and mimic the reaction of tests to actual blood, with arguments about 

the significance of their “interference” being dismissed as defence orientated 

arguments (Grodsky. 1951). Experimental studies have examined the veracity of this 

by testing the ability of commonly encountered household substances, surfaces and 

chemicals to trigger false positives (Tobe et al. 2007). The most comprehensive of 
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these tested up to 250 commonly encountered household substances, surfaces and 

materials, to measure the extent to which they were capable of triggering a false 

positive reaction when subjected to the luminol test (Creamer et al. 2003). The 

wavelength of chemiluminescence given off by each of the substances was compared 

to the levels of luminescence that would be expected by a luminol reaction to blood 

and only 9 of the relatively comprehensive catalogue of household substances gave 

off a level of luminescence realistically comparable to that of blood. These 

substances were; turnips, parsnips, horseradishes, commercial bleach, copper metal, 

certain furniture polishes, some enamel paints and some interior fabrics from motor 

vehicles (Creamer et al. 2003).  In certain circumstances these substances may very 

likely be encountered at a crime scene and for that reason the problem of false-

positive reactions in presumptive testing remains a significant one.  

 

In order to negate, or overcome, the problem of ‘false positives’ a 2-step process of 

following up presumptive testing with confirmatory testing is recommended. The 

application of confirmatory tests initially to crime scenes, in place of presumptive 

tests is not considered a realistic one, given the increased cost, skill and focus 

required of their application. 

 

2.6.2 Secondary change mechanisms & PABs  

 

Secondary change mechanisms are those that act on a stain to alter it in some way 

(Peschel et al. 2010). The consequence of exposing stains to these mechanisms is the 

generation of physically altered bloodstains (PABs) (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). PABs 

can be caused by either innocent and intentional human actions, for example 

bleaching of a bloodstain pattern or washing of a garment to remove incriminating 

traces of blood, or by exposure to naturally occurring environmental conditions such 

as precipitation or freeze-thaw temperature cycling. The likelihood of investigators 

encountering stain patterns that have been exposed to secondary change mechanisms 

is reasonably high, particularly when dealing with crime scenes located outdoors, 

scenes exhibiting a significant lag time between generation and investigation and in 

light of increasing forensic awareness amongst criminals (Pye. 2004: 2). Despite, 

however, the likelihood of encountering stains affected by these mechanisms, they 

have to a certain extent escaped experimental scrutiny.  
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Aspects that remain particularly under-researched in the published literature include 

considerations about the effects of these mechanisms on the ability of identification 

tests to continue to accurately identify bloodstains and their influence on the 

behaviour of blood. Exposure over a lengthy period to the environment, evasive 

cleaning attempts by suspects or extreme events such as fire or freezing, whether 

intentional or accidental, are all factors that may influence identification of a stain or 

interpretation of it for the purposes of crime scene reconstruction. 

 

Over time bloodstains naturally degrade, both visually and chemically. The rate and 

extent of this degradation is influenced by natural conditions and fluctuations in 

humidity, temperature and precipitation levels (Cotton et al. 2000). These influences 

are environmentally natural and are therefore referred to as ‘environmentally forced 

secondary change mechanisms’. 

 

As well as environmental alterations to bloodstains, investigators must also consider 

the effects of secondary change mechanisms originating from deliberate actions 

employed by perpetrators to obstruct the ability of identification and therefore 

evidential value of stains. These actions may include washing of stained clothing for 

example (Spector. Von Gemmingen. 1971), burning or flooding a crime scene 

(Paonessa. 2005) or attempted removal of a stain pattern with the aid of cleaning 

products, for example household bleach. These actions are collectively termed 

‘anthropogenically forced secondary change mechanisms’.  

 

2.6.2.1 Environmentally forced secondary change mechanisms 

 

Environmentally forced secondary change mechanisms are mechanisms that act on a 

stain after it has been generated to alter it in some way. They occur naturally within 

the environment surrounding a crime scene and most commonly, although not 

exclusively, are encountered in the analysis of crime scenes located outdoors (Cox. 

1990). Investigations dealing with stain analysis in unusual or microclimatic indoor 

environments, for example in vehicles where temperature and humidity may be 

artificially inflated or walk-in fridges and cool rooms, may also require an 
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understanding of the influence of relatively natural ranging environmental conditions 

on bloodstains.  

 

Outdoor crime scenes may be exposed, for different lengths of time, to a variety of 

climatic elements, which each may bring about a visual or chemical change in 

bloodstains generated (Brady et al. 2002. Lovelock. 1953). These elements include 

fluctuations in temperature, to both negative and positive extremes, varying levels of 

precipitation that may initiate surface run-off over ground stains (Leak. 2010), 

fluctuations in humidity (Cotton et al. 2000) and exposure to snow, ice and diurnal 

freeze-thaw cycles. The possible influences of these conditions on stain analysis are 

important in light of the fact that whilst some experimental results have demonstrated 

that blood may be remarkably persistent when exposed to natural temperature 

variations for significant lengths of time (Jain. Singh. 1984. Waldoch. 1996. Adair. 

2008) others have identified significant alterations in both the aesthetical appearance 

and internal structure of stains when exposed to certain environmental conditions 

(Brady et al. 2002. Leak. 2006. Morris. 2010). It is these alterations, which increase 

the difficulty for investigators to visually as well as chemically identify bloodstains, 

as colour changes (Brady et al. 2002) and internal breakdowns such as haemolysis 

(Lovelock. 1953. Fechner. Gee. 1989) subsequently occur hindering tests that rely 

upon consistency in chromatographic values and bio-chemical structure. 

 

The effect of temperature, in particular, on Bloodstain Pattern Analysis is one of the 

main areas requiring further empirical research. The importance of increasing 

understanding of the effects of temperature on stain analysis is two-fold, firstly 

concerning the effects of temperature on subsequent stain identification either 

visually or chemically and secondly in the significance of temperature being a main 

influence on stain drying time. The three main influences on drying time are 

temperature, humidity and characteristics of the surface a stain has been generated on 

(Peschel et al. 2011) with drying time being of significant use to investigators 

attempting to reconstruct a timeline of events associated with a crime scene (Wonder. 

2003). 

 

Early observations of the effects of temperature on bloodstains identified the possible 

effects of temperature ‘extremes’ on stain identification, through their effects on 
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internal stain components. The resulting alterations inhibit identification tests that 

rely on the detection of stains in their unaltered forms (Lee. De Forest. 1976). 

Observations of this influence of temperature on stains have been largely restricted to 

examining the effects of extremes of heat, consistent with stain exposure to fire 

(Fechner. Gee. 1989), or extremes of cold, consistent with stains generated on ice or 

snow in outdoors locations (Leak. 2006). Observations of stains generated at sub-

zero temperatures remarked upon stain discolouration (Brady et al. 2002. Leak. 

2006) and argued the possible cause as temperature induced changes within the 

blood, as cells freeze and haemolyse (Leak. 2010). Lovelock hypothesized that as red 

blood cells were exposed to freeze-thawing, as might reasonably be naturally 

expected when dealing with a nocturnal or outdoor crime scene, the concentration of 

electrolytes in and around the cells associated with ice formation causes damage to 

the internal structure of the cells (Lovelock. 1953). This may have repercussions for 

chemical identification tests reliant on reactions with internal components of blood. 

 

Although temperature is thought to be the cause of these alterations to the visual 

appearance and bio-chemical structure of bloodstains it is also acknowledged that the 

limited published empirical research into the effects of temperature on stains means 

that experts are far from definitively, or even quantitatively linking the two (Morris. 

2010. Leak. 2010). In addition, empirical work on the possible influence of even 

relatively benign temperatures on stain analysis is lacking. There is no quantitative 

knowledge of the critical temperature margins where bloodstain characteristics start 

undergoing alterations, both visually and chemically. Limitations therefore exist in 

investigators’ knowledge of which identification methods may be most appropriate 

for stain identification or how bloodstains may appear visually, given the 

environmental conditions at the scene. 

 

Although limited results have been generated for the success of application of 

luminol to environmentally altered stains (Waldoch. 1996. Creamer et al. 2003. 

Adair et al. 2008. Tontarski et al. 2009), other chemical tests have not been subjected 

to similar scrutiny. The reaction of bloodstains to exposure to a range of 

temperatures, from simulated diurnal variations to more extreme temperatures 

associated with fire or freezing, remains an important one to establish, particularly in 

the context of analysing crime scenes located outdoors, in extreme climates or those 
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which have been intentionally subjected to extreme conditions and associated 

secondary change mechanisms. 

 

The second main area of the interest in influences of temperature variations on stain 

analysis is related to stain drying time and its implications for crime scene 

reconstruction. Drying time fluctuates in accordance with environmental variations 

in temperature and humidity as well as characteristics of a stained surface (Peschel. 

2010). As temperature increases for example drying time decreases and stains dry 

faster (Brady et al. 2002). Quantitative knowledge about this relationship could assist 

crime scene investigators attempting to reconstruct from discovery of a wet stain on 

glass, for example, what the upper limit of possible deposition time for that stain may 

have been. The empirical research necessary to allow crime scene investigators to 

draw reconstructive temporal inferences from the dry versus wet state of a 

discovered stain however has not yet been completed. The subtleties of influence of 

temperature over drying time variability therefore remain unknown. Influence of 

other environmental variables, such as humidity on stain drying time are similarly 

unquantified in the published literature to date.   

 

A focus on the influence of environmentally forced secondary change mechanisms 

on bloodstains and lack of research in this field has been outlined. In other forensic 

disciplines a more significant exploration of the interaction of time and temperature, 

as environmentally forced secondary change mechanisms, on physical evidence has 

been undertaken.  

 

The forensic discipline of forensic taphonomy focuses on quantitatively evaluating 

and interpreting post-mortem alterations to and decomposition of a body in order 

primarily to estimate a Post-Mortem Interval (PMI) (SWGANTH. 2013). Once 

calculated, PMI can be indicative of time of death and may therefore provide critical 

intelligence to an investigation (Simmons. Cross. 2013). Complications regarding 

calculations of PMI arise from an acknowledgement that environmentally forced 

mechanisms such as weathering, freeze-thaw cycling, sun-bleaching and variables 

such as temperature, humidity, rainfall and elevation all influence rates of 

decomposition (SWGANTH. 2013), largely through their influence on insect and 

scavenger activity (Kasper et al. 2012. Dabbs. Martin. 2013). The possible 
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interactions of a wide range of environmentally forced mechanisms results in the 

process of decomposition of human remains being highly volatile and variable 

(Parks. 2011). This, in turn, increases the complexity of calculating accurate 

temporal reconstructions of PMI from observations of levels of decomposition. 

Acknowledging the importance of quantifying the influence of environmental 

variables on rates of decomposition in order to facilitate more accurate, site-specific 

estimations of PMI, forensic anthropologists have conducted experimental work 

exploring environmental influences on decomposition. In particular work has 

examined differential rates of decomposition in geographical locations presenting 

different climatic conditions. Observations indicated that temperature (Brown. 

Peckmann. 2014), humidity (Galloway et al. 1989) and seasonality (Mann et al. 

1990. Komar. 1998) all exert a significant influence on rates of decomposition and 

seasonality and reiterate the importance of incorporating a consideration of active 

scene-specific environmental mechanisms into taphonomic calculations.  

 

The discipline of forensic entomology has also attempted to quantify interactions 

over time between environmental mechanisms and physical evidence to increase the 

accuracy of interpretations relating to levels of decomposition. Forensic entomology 

is the investigation of insect and arthropod species recovered from crime scenes to 

allow calculations about PMI to be made (Benecke. 2001). These calculations are 

based on the premise that each species has a unique life cycle and rate of 

development associated with it (Wolff et al. 2001) and that identification and 

evaluation of the stage of development insects are observed at can be used to make 

inferences regarding the length of time since decomposition and insect activity 

began, which may be indicative of PMI. The development and life cycle of insects 

are sensitive however and can be modified by climatological variables such as 

temperature and humidity (Wolff et al. 2001). The potential influence of these 

environmental variables on insect development therefore needs to be considered 

during calculations based on stages of insect life.  

 

Current estimates of PMI are largely based on historical observations of insect 

development and succession made in the late 19th to mid 20th centuries (Turchetto. 

Vanin. 2004) tested within the geographical limits of the USA and Western Europe 

(Myburgh et al. 2013). There is acknowledgement however that due to the gradual 
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effects of global warming  (Turchetto. Vanin. 2004), differences in climate across 

global regions (Myburgh et al. 2013) and site-specific variabilities (Ames. Turner. 

2003) estimates of PMI based on these historical observations may result in 

inaccurate calculations of PMI (from entomological inferences) if an assumption is 

made of their continued and universal relevance. Within the discipline it has been 

recognised therefore that forensic entomologists must make careful site-specific 

environmental measurements in order to focus generalised trends towards more 

accurate, precise and environmentally specific calculations (Oliveira-Costa. Antunes 

de Mello-Patiu. 2004) of PMI.  

 

As outlined, in both disciplines of forensic anthropology and entomology, the 

necessity of understanding site-specific variables when addressing environmentally 

forced secondary change mechanisms has been demonstrated. The research outlined 

in this thesis develops and expands on this by addressing these mechanisms for 

PABs. 

 

 

2.6.2.2 Anthropogenically forced secondary change mechanisms 

 

As well as environmental alterations to bloodstains, investigators must also consider 

the effects of secondary change mechanisms originating from deliberate actions 

employed by perpetrators to obstruct the identification and possible evidential value 

of stains. These actions may include washing bloodstained clothing (Cox. 1990), 

burning or flooding a crime scene (Paonessa. 2005) and attempted removal of a stain 

pattern with the aid of cleaning products, for example household bleach (Castello et 

al. 2009).  

 

Similar to environmentally forced secondary change mechanisms these mechanisms 

may alter the appearance of blood to the extent that stains no longer are visible to the 

unaided eye or the internal composition of blood in a manner that inhibits chemical 

tests applied for the purposes of identification. Additionally some anthropogenically 

forced mechanisms, such as application of household bleach to stains, have the 

opposite effect of confusing results by conversely inducing false positives (Castello 

et al. 2009).  
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These effects have significance for investigative attempts to reconstruct a crime 

scene in the same way that environmentally forced alterations of stains do. They may 

prevent investigators from accurately identifying bloodstains at a scene and disrupt 

the natural drying time of stains, increasing the difficulty in temporally 

reconstructing events associated with a crime. In this manner, accurate interpretation 

of the effects of anthropogenically forced secondary change mechanisms can prove a 

highly valuable investigative tool for crime scene reconstruction.  

 

Anthropogenically forced mechanisms can also provide investigators with an 

additional evidential consideration. If their influence can be detected it serves as 

evidence of evasive actions having been purposefully taken, adding weight to the 

guilt of a suspect. If investigators can definitively distinguish between 

anthropogenically forced alterations, derived from attempts to destroy incriminating 

evidence, and those that may possibly have been caused by natural degradation for 

example the evidential value of that distinction is extremely significant. Despite the 

investigative interest in developing an understanding of the effects of 

anthropogenically forced secondary change mechanisms, the area has remained 

relatively unsupported by empirical evidence (Brady et al. 2002).  

 

Some preliminary experimental studies that address the ability of chemical tests to 

positively identify blood, following its exposure to anthropogenic change 

mechanisms, have been conducted. Discussions on the efficiency of luminol in 

detecting traces of blood following different washing techniques demonstrated that 

washing stains with water only effectively removed about 50% of haemoglobin 

present in stains (Quickenden et al. 2004). The addition of soap to water increased 

the removal of haemoglobin to approximately 90% but this was still sufficient to 

gain a positive identification of stains with the luminol reagent (Jain. Singh. 1984. 

Quickenden et al. 2004). The implications of these results aids crime scene 

reconstruction by inferring whether the washing level an evidential item had been 

subjected to had been intentional or accidental from the level of activity required 

(Cox. 1990). The ability of luminol to positively identify stains following cleaning 

methods will vary depending not only on the cleaning mechanisms used on stains but 

on other variables too, such as composition and characteristics of surfaces stained 
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(Cox. 1990). The results of such preliminary studies however do strengthen the use 

of luminol as a stain identification test which can overcome certain anthropogenic 

change mechanisms (Gross et al. 1999). 

 

The use of bleach as an obstacle to identification has also been examined, with 

results suggesting that bleach is a much more effective ‘cleaning’ agent than water 

and/or a water and soap combination at preventing detection of bloodstains by 

luminol. It was observed that the ability of bleach to interfere with the detection of 

bloodstains however, although effective, was restricted to a approximately 8 hours 

(Creamer et al. 2005) for non-porous surfaces included in the experiments (Castello 

et al. 2009). The implication of experimentally observing this, for investigators, is 

that by waiting a matter of time, for bleach interference levels to decrease, the 

luminol identification test could be successfully conducted.  
 

Further experimental work aimed at establishing the interference caused to stain 

identification by burning or freezing also needs to be conducted. As yet, the levels of 

possible interference by such activities are unknown, despite preliminary suggestions 

that production of soot associated with burning and haemolysis associated with 

freezing act as a barrier to positive identification of bloodstains by several chemical 

tests (Tontarski et al. 2009).   

 

 

2.6.3 Influence of surface characteristics on stain morphology and behaviour 

 

Consideration of the potential influence of the characteristics of a surface on 

bloodstain morphology or behaviour is highly important given the likelihood of 

encountering a variety of stained surfaces at a crime scene (Hulse-Smith et al. 2005). 

An analyst may encounter, at a crime scene, stains on wooden, metal, glass, ceramic, 

lino or textile surfaces such as carpet, clothing and other fabric surfaces. Despite the 

likelihood of encountering stains formed on different surfaces, relatively little is 

empirically understood about the influence of surface characteristics on bloodstains 

formed on them. This limits the use of these stains in bloodstain pattern analysis, and 

with stains formed on clothing, this is particularly problematic (Elena. Mohamed. 

2009). Clothing is the ‘most commonly examined textile product in forensic science’ 
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(Grieve. Robertson. 1999 cited in Elena. Mohamed. 2009), passing through police 

hands on a regular basis (Elena. Mohamed. 2009). The variability of fabric surfaces 

means patterns formed on fabrics demonstrate less predictability or reproducibility 

(Wonder. 2003) in comparison to patterns formed on more regular or uniform 

surfaces. As a result, bloodstained fabrics are often approached with caution, as 

interpretation is expected to be inherently erroneous (Elena. Mohamed. 2009), risky 

and difficult (Slemko. 1999 cited in Elena. Mohamed. 2009). This assumption is 

derived from a relative lack of published experimental work examining the particular 

nature of stains formed on ranges of surfaces, despite the fact that careful 

examination of surfaces such as bloodstained fabric in clothing can ‘potentially 

provide information regarding the movements and activities of the wearer’ at a crime 

scene and during bloodletting events (Holbrook. 2010: 3).  

 

Surfaces differ according to a range of properties including absorbency, 

permeability, surface roughness and chemical treatment (Elena. Mohamed. 2009). 

Any one of these properties might exert an influence on the behaviour of blood as 

well as morphology and characteristics of stains, once generated on surfaces. In order 

to be capable of analysing and interpreting stains formed on a range of surfaces, 

analysts need to understand the influence of varying properties of stain morphology 

and behaviour and how to incorporate interpretations of them into bloodstain pattern 

analysis.  

 

Some preliminary experimental research has been conducted on examining how 

stains formed on a variety of surfaces differ or may be affected by surface 

characteristics.  Surface characteristics may affect identification of bloodstains by 

increasing or decreasing the persistence and tenacity of blood on a surface. This is of 

particular interest in cases where either innocently or intentionally a stained surface 

has been exposed to cleaning actions (Cox. 1990).  In experiments conducted on 

bloodstained carpet, lino, wood, concrete and sheet rock the ability of various 

cleaning methods to completely remove all traces of blood were tested. Luminol was 

used after cleaning to identify any residual traces. Results showed variable levels of 

blood detection between different surfaces after cleaning (Gross et al. 1999). Perhaps 

amongst such differing surfaces these results are not entirely surprising. Similar 

relationships between surface characteristics and the retention of blood were also 
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observed however for stains generated across a range of much similar surfaces 

(twelve different fabric types) (Cox 1990). Once stained and subjected to washing a 

significant difference in stain retention rates was observed across these twelve 

fabrics, with results suggesting that the retention rates were largely dependent upon 

fibre compositions of each fabric (Cox. 1990). Even in cases where extreme cleaning 

methods, such as bleaching of surfaces or a prolonged immersion in water are 

involved, surface characteristics have an influence on bloodstain persistence. It has 

been shown it is possible to detect blood on fabrics following immersion in water for 

up to 20 days (Jain. Singh. 1984). Experimentally it has also been established that in 

cases where extreme cleaning methods such as bleach are used, for certain porous 

surfaces, the ability of bleach to mask detection of latent bloodstains is limited 

(Castello. et al. 2009). This suggests that even when evasive actions are taken by a 

suspect to remove stains, there may still be an increased chance of recovering 

evidence from certain surfaces. Results of both experiments support a suggestion that 

bloodstains generated on absorbent and permeable surfaces and materials are likely 

to exhibit significant persistence. Further experimental work is required to establish 

whether persistence is indeed highest for these surfaces and whether absorbency and 

permeability are important factors in controlling persistence.  

 

Another aspect of interest to analysts regarding the influence of surface 

characteristics on bloodstains is their influence on stain morphology (Elena. 

Mohamed. 2009). The influence of surface roughness in particular is of interest due 

to its perceived role in the generation of ‘satellite stains’ and control over stain size 

and shape.  Observations of water impacting with soil demonstrated the generation 

during some impacts, of satellite stains. Satellite stains form as an impacting drop 

disrupts upon impact and is partially dissipated as numerous, smaller ‘satellites’ 

(Moss. 1989). The formation of satellite stains is believed to be a function of surface 

roughness, with rougher surfaces likely to exhibit a greater presence of satellite 

stains (Moss. 1989). Observations have been limited however to water droplet 

impacts. Further experimental work is required to establish whether this proposed 

relationship is valid for impacts involving blood and whether any relationships 

between surface roughness and the formation of satellite stains could be usefully 

incorporated into analysis of bloodstained surfaces, such as clothing where satellite 

stains are commonly observed.  At present, a lack of understanding over the exact 
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mechanisms and interactions, which lead to the generation of satellite stains, is 

extremely concerning for continuing interpretation of them. Currently, the extent of 

bloodstaining observed on a surface is interpreted as an indication of levels of 

proximity or involvement of that surface with a bloodletting event.  If surface 

roughness has a significant influence on the tendency of impacting drops to disrupt 

on impact and form numerous stains, surfaces with higher roughness will 

demonstrate increased levels of staining as a function of surface characteristics rather 

than involvement with an original blood letting event. Consideration of this 

alternative needs to be incorporated into the analysis of surfaces exhibiting satellite 

staining. Until further experimental work on the relationships between surface 

roughness and satellite stains has been completed, any analysis of these surfaces and 

suggestion of activity level propositions concerning stains analysed should be 

conducted with extreme caution.   

 

The influence of surface roughness on stain size and shape in the case of blood 

impacts has been examined in more depth in the published literature. Physical 

characteristics such as absorbency and permeability are responsible for the overall 

appearance of a stain. Experiments conducted for blood impacts on a variety of 

fabrics indicated that stain size in particular is dependent upon the absorbency of a 

surface (Elena. Mohamed. 2009). Absorbent surfaces lead to the formation of larger 

stains as blood penetrates the surface further and diffuses within it to a greater extent 

(White. 1986). Absorbency of a surface can also influence stain shape (White. 1986. 

Holbrook. 2010). Highly absorbent surfaces tend to exhibit high levels of distortion 

to stain shape, limiting the investigative use of analysis of stain shape in these 

instances (Slemko. 2003). The influence of surface characteristics on stain size and 

shape has consequences for the suitability of extrapolating calculations regarding 

known relationships between stain width, length, shape, directionality and angle of 

impact, (observed for stains formed on more regular, uniform surfaces), to surfaces 

exhibiting high degrees of surface variability (Slemko. 2003). 

 

An important further consideration for investigators analysing stains generated on a 

range of different surfaces is in the influence of surface characteristics on stain 

drying time. This has potentially major implications when attempting to estimate 

time of stain deposition and reconstruct the chronological progression of a 
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bloodletting event. If drying time of blood on a specific surface is known, for 

example, observation of a wet stain on that surface allows analysts to estimate an 

upper-limit for time of stain deposition. Depending on an understanding of the nature 

of particular surface characteristics, these estimations should vary. Fabric surfaces, 

for example, are likely to exhibit greater absorbency than glass surfaces, which are 

impermeable. This will influence drying time. When blood impacts with an 

impermeable surface, upon impact, the blood disrupts and momentum is transferred 

from a vertical to a horizontal plane – observed through the transformation of an 

impacting drop from a spherical drop to a disc-like stain.  

 
When blood impacts permeable surfaces, such as fabrics, transfer of momentum 

from the vertical to horizontal plane is still observed but there is also a continuation 

of vertical momentum, observed by penetration of blood vertically down through the 

surface (Holbrook. 2010). This means when blood impacts fabric surfaces it is likely 

to be dissipated both vertically and horizontally through the surface, with the effect 

of decreasing and distorting the horizontal surface area of a stain generated on fabric 

compared to a stain generated on an impermeable surface (Slemko. 2003). By 

decreasing the environmentally exposed surface area of the stain, drying time may 

therefore be increased. A similar effect may also be observed where horizontal 

surface area of stains generated on different surfaces varies according surface 

roughness.  

 

Despite the importance of understanding the influence of surface characteristics on 

stain drying time, very little experimental work has been conducted in the published 

literature in order to understand these features  more quantitatively. Recent criticisms 

levelled at the discipline of BPA (and forensic science more generally) have focused 

on the perceived lack of empirical support for inferences and claims made by 

investigators, following their analysis of evidence. Critics claim in lieu of empirical 

evidence disciplines have become over-reliant on ‘experience-based’ judgments of 

expertise. In most instances it is fair to surmise that analysts’ experience-based 

judgments may in fact be relatively accurate (Mnookin et al. 2011). However, in 

order to reduce the vulnerability of the discipline to such criticisms, it is essential to 

promote and establish an empirical body of supportive evidence. Further 

experimental work is therefore required to explore the potential for integrating 
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interpretations of stain drying times on a range of surfaces into crime scene 

reconstructions.  
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3. Materials & Methods 

 

3.1 Outlining specific areas for research 

 
Following a review of existing literature in the forensic discipline of BPA, three 

areas were identified to form the focus of experimental research, concerning 1) 

environmental influences on visual and chemical identification of bloodstains 2) 

environmental influences on bloodstain drying time and 3) the influence of surface 

characteristics on bloodstains. To allow the formulation of experimental hypotheses 

within each area, specific unknowns associated with each were identified. 

 

3.1.1 Environmental influences on visual and chemical identification of 

bloodstains 

 
The initial step in bloodstain identification is usually visual identification of areas of 

interest and suspect stains by an analyst at a crime scene. Early visual identification 

of potential bloodstains allows analysts to prioritise specific areas of likely interest at 

a scene, for further scrutiny.  

 

Despite the contribution visual identification of stains can afford the early stages of 

an investigation use of it remains an arguably subjective technique, reliant upon an 

analyst’s personal experience and opinions. This leaves it as an investigative 

technique susceptible to certain criticism, particularly in the wake of the 2009 NAS 

report which widely criticised the reliance of certain forensic disciplines, including 

elements of BPA, on subjective expert opinions (National Academies Press. 2009).   

 

In stain analysis involving physically altered bloodstains (PABs) the technique 

becomes even more subjective as mechanisms may have altered a stain’s appearance 

dramatically. A limited number of experimental studies and observations have 

commented on the influence of exposing stains to certain environmental conditions 

on stain appearance (Gurfinkel. Franklin. 1987. Brady et al. 2002. Paonessa. 2005. 

Leak. 2010. Morris. 2010). These alterations may obscure interpretation or 

identification of bloodstains, resulting in incomplete evidence recovery following a 
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bloodletting event. In theory this suggests that evidence recovery from sites that 

exhibit PABs may be reduced.  

 

An alternative effect of these alterations may lead to misinterpretation of ‘misfit’ 

stains. ‘Misfit’ stains possess characteristics that are at odds with expected 

characteristics, given conditions of a crime scene.  Accurate identification of “misfit” 

stains allows distinction between stains exhibiting alterations that might have 

occurred naturally and those that cannot have, given the environmental conditions 

known to surround the stains generation. By identifying alterations brought about by 

unnatural processes investigators may then be able to make inferences about possible 

attempts by a suspect to remove incriminating evidence. 

 

Given the likelihood of encountering PABs and importance of ensuring they can be 

accurately identified and analysed very little experimental work has been conducted 

on them and subjected to peer-review. Developing a set of objective criteria for the 

identification, interpretation and analysis of a range of PABs however appears 

essential. The majority of work on PABs to date has focused on the influence of 

extreme temperatures of stain colour (Brady et al. 2002. Leak. 2010). This work 

suggests that stain discolouration is a function of exposure to extreme temperatures 

and can occur to such an extent that identification of discoloured stains can become 

difficult. Observations of stains generated on snow at temperatures of approximately 

-16oC for example demonstrated a pink discolouration and ‘puffy’ appearance that 

led investigators to initially identify the stains as brain tissue (Morris. 2010). This 

has obvious implications for visual identification of stains but as yet attempts have 

not been made to experimentally test this theory, to establish the nature of 

relationships between temperature and colour at benign as well as extreme 

temperatures, to establish if alterations in colour are associated with particular 

temperatures or temperature intervals or to establish the accuracy rates amongst 

practitioners in identifying significantly discoloured stains.  

 

A major focus for this research therefore was to quantitatively establish relationships 

between temperature and colour within a) a relatively benign temperature range (-

10oC to 50oC) which stains could be naturally exposed to on a day to day basis and 
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b) more extreme temperatures which stains could be exposed to in extreme climates 

or under conditions such as fire or freezing.   

 

Following visual identification of potential bloodstains at a scene the next 

investigative step is to positively confirm the presence of and species origin of any 

stains. A range of presumptive and confirmatory chemical tests is available for this 

purpose (outlined in section 2.4.1). The tests work by reacting in a particular way 

with certain components or chemicals found in blood. There is a possibility however 

that under exposure to certain conditions, such as extreme cold, heat or contact with 

bleaching agents that these components may become denatured and remodelled 

following subsequent degradation of stain (Lovelock. 1953. Gurfinkel. Franklin. 

1987). These effects might prevent or inhibit chemical tests from reacting positively 

in the presence of blood, leading to false negatives and potentially misleading 

investigators in evidence recovery. In order to test this theory experimental work was 

included in this research on chemical identification of stains that had been subjected 

to extreme climatic mechanisms: snow, freeze-thaw, freezing, high temperatures and 

fire.  

 

3.1.2 Environmental influences on bloodstain drying time 

 

In addition to influencing stain appearance and subsequent identification, 

environmental mechanisms and conditions have an effect on drying time. This has 

investigative consequences during the process of crime scene reconstruction. The 

analysis of stains at a scene can assist investigators in establishing time elapsed since 

deposition, for stains that remain partially wet (Ramsthaler et al. 2012). Consider for 

example the discovery of a wet stain on a certain surface under certain environmental 

conditions. Knowledge of the time taken for a stain to dry on that certain surface at a 

certain temperature allows investigators to exclude a depositional timeframe beyond 

that time and therefore more precisely reconstruct the temporal evolution of 

bloodletting.   

 

Existing empirical work on stain drying times and how they might be influenced by 

environmental conditions is extremely limited despite the contribution such 

knowledge could bring to crime scene reconstruction. It is known that the main 
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influences over drying time are stain volume, characteristics of the stained surface, 

temperature and humidity (Laber. Epstein. 1983. Peschel et al. 2011. Brady et al. 

2002), however detailed quantitative relationships between drying time and each of 

these influences have yet to be established. Two studies have examined correlations 

between specific temperature intervals and changes in drying time but in each 

observations were limited to three temperature intervals. In one, drying time was 

recorded for stains generated on a range of surfaces, including linoleum, wood, glass, 

tile and mirror, at temperatures of 15oC, 20oC and 24oC. Results indicated a negative 

correlation between temperature and drying time with stains exhibiting an average 

drying time of 75-90 minutes at 15oC, 60-75 minutes at 20oC and 30 minutes at 24oC 

(Ramsthaler et al. 2012). In the other, drying time was recorded for blood deposited 

on lino at -3oC, 22oC and 45oC. Results again supported a negative correlation 

between temperature and drying time with stains exhibiting an average drying time 

of 87 minutes at -3oC and 13 minutes at 45oC (Brady et al. 2002). The results for 

drying time at 22oC however indicated that temperature is perhaps not the sole 

environmental influence on drying time. At 22oC average drying time was 8 minutes, 

shorter than drying time at the much colder temperature of -3oC but also shorter than 

drying time at the higher temperature of 45oC. If temperature is the main influence 

on drying time this result appears anomalous. Relative humidity readings of 64% at -

3oC, 67% at 22oC and 92% at 45oC indicate that humidity at 45oC was very high 

which may have partially affected the drying process, lengthening drying time at 

45oC. In order to establish the true effect of humidity on drying time and the relative 

strengths of temperature and humidity on drying times, much more detailed 

experimental work needs to be conducted on environmental influences on bloodstain 

drying time.  

 

The development of detailed empirical understanding of these influences would 

assist investigators in establishing more accurately drying times and therefore upper-

limits to possible stain deposition times.  

 

3.1.3 Influence of surface characteristics on bloodstains 

 

The influence of surface characteristics on bloodstain morphology and appearance is 

an important consideration when analysing stains generated across a range of 
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different surfaces. Despite the likelihood of encountering stains formed on different 

surfaces, relatively little has been empirically established about the influence of 

surface characteristics on bloodstains formed on them. In relation to their influence 

on stain identification and drying time a limited number of experimental studies have 

been conducted. 

 

In developing a quantitative method for analysing stain colour to infer environmental 

conditions surrounding stain generation, the influence of surface characteristics on 

stain colour needs to be established. In existing studies on stain identification, 

experimental work has largely focused on the persistence of blood on different 

surfaces following washing or cleaning attempts (Cox. 1990. Gross et al. 1999) and 

the consequences of varying persistence on visual identification. No work has been 

conducted on the variability of stain colour between stains generated under identical 

environmental conditions on different surfaces. In developing methods for the 

analysis of stain colour, this variability needs to be experimentally tested. 

 

Results from experimental work indicated that surface characteristics such as fibre 

weave, composition, absorbency and permeability influence stain retention rates with 

surfaces exhibiting high absorbency and permeability supporting higher retention 

rates. These characteristics may also exert an influence on drying time with 

implications for estimating time of stain deposition in crime scene reconstructions. 

Depending on nature of a particular surface, estimations of drying time for stains 

generated under identical environmental conditions should vary for different 

surfaces. Increasing awareness of the magnitude and nature of these variations is 

necessary to allow estimations of drying time to be completed to the highest 

accuracy possible.  

 

Further experimental work is required to explore the true potential for interpretations 

of stain drying times on a range of surface in crime scene reconstructions.  
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3.2 Experimental overview and formation of hypotheses  

 
3.2.1 Experimental overview 

 
Following identification of existing gaps in certain areas of experimental Bloodstain 

Pattern Analysis research, an experimental design was developed. Hypotheses 

relating to the identification of bloodstains, environmental influences on bloodstains 

and influence of surface characteristics were all incorporated into the experimental 

design (figure 28). 

 

 
Figure 28 Experimental overview, outlining general focus of experimental enquiry (‘Exposure of 

bloodstains to a range of environmental conditions and variables’), desired experimental outcome 

(increased accuracy of analysis of environmentally altered bloodstains), three distinct groups of 

hypothesis (A, B & C) and the outcomes associated with each 

 

Bloodstains generated on different surfaces were exposed to a range of 

environmental conditions and variables, across a number of experimental stages. 

Observations and measurements regarding stain responses to these conditions were 

recorded and then interpreted in the context of the associated environmental 

conditions. This allowed identification of quantitative relationships existing between 

certain environmental variables and bloodstain appearance and behaviour. 
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Observations and measurements were organised to facilitate the exploration of three 

separate groups of hypotheses, each of which corresponded to a distinct area of 

experimental enquiry (A, B & C). Individual hypotheses within each group were 

developed from extensive literature review (chapter 2) and grouped collectively to 

focus on A) exploring the relationship between temperature and identification of 

stains B) exploring the relationship between a range of wider environmental 

conditions and identification of stains and C) exploring the relationship between 

temperature, humidity, surface characteristics and drying time. 

 

The overall experimental aim was to increase the accuracy with which Bloodstain 

Pattern Analysts can approach analysis of physically altered bloodstains (PABs) at a 

crime scene for the purposes of crime scene reconstruction. The answering of each 

hypothesis achieved this by providing a basis for the development of quantitative and 

empirically based methods of stain analysis. 

 

3.2.2 Formation of hypotheses 

 
Individual hypotheses were collectively grouped to form three thematic groups of 

hypotheses (A, B & C). Each group was defined according to their relevance to 

separately distinct areas of experimental enquiry.  

 
3.2.2.1 Hypothesis Group A 

 

Hypothesis group A focused on the exploration of the relationship between 

temperature and identification of bloodstains. Results assisted the development of a 

quantitative method for classifying stains generated at different temperatures, 

according to appearance and behaviour, which has implications for crime scene 

reconstruction. Individual hypotheses tested in group A are outlined below. 

 
Temperature and chemical identification: 

HA Stains generated at a range of temperature intervals between -10oC & 50oC can be 
positively identified by a range of presumptive chemical tests. 
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Temperature and stain appearance: 

HA At all temperatures, stains exhibit higher R than G or B values. Stains are therefore coloured 
towards a red hue. 

HA Temperature has a significant influence on stain colour (R, G & B values, RGB totals). 

HA Temperature has a significant negative correlation to quantitative measures of stain colour (R-
values and RGB totals) 

HA Stains generated at high temperatures exhibit lower R-values and RGB totals and therefore 
darker intensities of colour than stains generated at low temperatures. 

HA Within the temperature range -10oC to 50oC, significant alterations to quantitative measures 
of stain colour (R, G & B values, RGB totals) occur at particular temperature intervals. 

 

Answering hypotheses in Group A assisted with the development of a quantitative 

method for interpretation and analysis of environmentally altered stains, based on the 

classification of stain colour according to temperature. 

 

3.2.2.2 Hypothesis Group B 

 

Hypothesis group B focused on exploration of the relationship between a range of 

environmental conditions and identification of bloodstains. Stains were exposed to 

naturally variable environmental conditions over longitudinally progressive periods 

of time or for fixed consecutive periods of time that were characterised by 

differences in environmental conditions. Other stains were exposed to different 

environmental extremes: snow, freeze-thaw mechanisms, freezing, high temperatures 

and fire. Results assisted the development of methods for identifying and analysing 

different classifications of environmentally altered bloodstains. Individual 

hypotheses tested in group B are outlined below. 

 

Environmental exposure and chemical identification: 

HA Presumptive identification of stains is not inhibited by exposure (either longitudinal or 
periodic) to naturally variable environmental conditions 

HA Presumptive identification of stains is not inhibited by exposure to extreme conditions of 
freeze-thaw, freezing, high temperatures and fire. 
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Environmental exposure and stain appearance: 

HA Humidity has an influence on stain colour. 

HA Humidity has significant positive correlation to quantitative measures of stain colour (R 
value, RGB total).   

HA Significant alterations to quantitative measures of stain colour (R, G & B values, RGB 
totals) occur at particular levels of relative humidity.  

  

HA 
Stains exposed to naturally variable environmental conditions exhibit significant 
differences in colour (R, G, B values & RGB totals) to stains generated in laboratory-
controlled conditions.  

HA 
Stains exposed to naturally variable environmental conditions for longer longitudinal 
periods of time exhibit significantly lower R, G, B values and RGB totals than stains 
exposed for shorter longitudinal periods.  

HA Stains exposed to naturally variable environmental conditions for longitudinal periods 
exhibit lighter intensity of colour (lower R, G, B values and RGB totals) than stains 
exposed for monthly periods. 

HA Stains exposed to naturally variable environmental conditions for different monthly 
periods differ significantly according to R, G, B values and RGB totals. 

HA Stains exposed to snow exhibit significant differences in colour (R, G, B values & RGB 
total) to stains generated in laboratory-controlled or naturally variable conditions.  

HA 
Stains exposed to freeze-thaw conditions exhibit significant differences in colour (R, G, B 
values & RGB total) to stains generated in laboratory-controlled or naturally variable 
conditions. 

HA Stains exposed to freezing exhibit significant differences in colour (R, G, B values & 
RGB total) to stains generated in laboratory-controlled or naturally variable conditions.  

HA 
Stains exposed to high temperatures (100oC, 150oC, 200oC, 25oC) exhibit significant 
differences in colour (R, G, B values & RGB total) to stains generated in laboratory-
controlled (-10oC to 50oC) or naturally variable conditions.  

HA Stains exposed to burning exhibit significant differences in colour (R, G, B values & RGB 
total) to stains generated in laboratory-controlled or naturally variable conditions.  

 

Surface characteristics and stain appearance: 

HA Stains generated on three different surfaces (paper, glass and denim) all exhibit higher R 
than G or B values. Stains are coloured towards a red hue. 

HA Stains generated on different surfaces (paper, glass and denim) differ in intensity of red 
colouration according to varying ratios of R, G and B values and RGB totals.  

 

Answering hypotheses in Group B determined whether the development of a 

quantitative method for identification, interpretation and analysis of environmentally 
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altered stains, based on the classification of stain colour according to temperature 

and environmental influences, is possible. 

 

3.2.2.3 Hypothesis Group C 

 

Hypothesis group C focused on exploration of relationships between a range of 

variables and drying time. Variables tested by individual hypotheses in group C 

included temperature, humidity, drop volume, stain diameter, age of blood, surface 

characteristics. Results assisted in the identification of individual as well as 

comparative strengths of influence exerted by each variable on stain drying time. 

From results, a method for quantitative calculation of upper drying time limits for 

bloodstains generated across different surfaces and environmental conditions could 

be developed, which has implications for crime scene reconstruction. Individual 

hypotheses tested in group C are outlined below. 

 
Temperature and drying time: 

HA There is a negative correlation between temperature and drying time.  

HA Within the temperature range -10oC to 50oC, significant changes in drying time occur at 
particular temperature intervals. 

 
Humidity and drying time: 

HA There will be a positive correlation between relative humidity and drying time. 

HA Significant changes in drying time are correlated with specific measures of relative 
humidity. 

 
Drop volume and drying time: 

HA There is a positive correlation between drop volume (10µl or 45µl) and drying time.   

 
Stain diameter and drying time: 

HA There is a negative correlation between stain diameter and drying time. 

 
Age of blood and drying time: 

HA Age of blood has a significant influence on stain drying time. 
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Surface characteristics and drying time: 

HA Surface characteristics and type have a significant influence on stain drying time. 

HA There is a positive correlation between surface roughness and stain drying time.  

 

Temperature, humidity, drop volume, stain diameter, age of blood and surface 

characteristics are all variables that exert an influence on bloodstain drying time. 

Testing of hypotheses focused on the individual influence of each of these variables 

on drying time are therefore underpinned by an assumption that during testing of 

each, all other variables were kept constant. This was achieved with the exception of 

humidity, which due to experimental limitations was not possible to control.  

 

The comparative strengths of individual variables were tested by further hypotheses. 

 
Drying time: 

HA A correlation exists between temperature and humidity. 

HA 
Environmental variables (temperature & humidity) exert the greatest influence on stain 
drying time compared other variables (drop volume, stain diameter, age of blood, surface 
characteristics).  

HA Surface characteristics exert a more significant influence on stain drying time than drop 
volume, stain diameter and age of blood. 

HA Quantitative calculation of upper drying limits for bloodstains generated across different 
surfaces and environmental conditions is possible. 
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3.3 Developing a methodology 

 
An experimental, multi-stage methodology was developed as the most suitable 

approach to testing hypotheses.  

Having outlined criticisms of certain aspects of forensic and Bloodstain Pattern 

Analysis research and highlighted the advantages of shifting the discipline’s 

research-focus towards a more empirical and scientifically robust one (sections 1.5 – 

1.6) an experimental methodology was considered the only suitable approach 

towards establishing an objective set of robust and replicable results in previously 

un-researched aspects of the discipline.  

 

A multi-stage approach was adopted to allow observations and results to be 

interpreted and tested through progressively more complex and ecologically valid 

scenarios. Given the limited empirical understanding of environmental influences on 

bloodstains, it was important that results were initially established in the context of a 

relatively variable controlled environment. Once established, results could be 

extrapolated to observations made in more realistic and variable scenarios, more 

likely to be encountered by forensic investigators. Evidence at a scene is often 

complex and highly case-specific due to the variable nature of crime scene 

conditions (Peschel et al. 2010). Any experimental development of knowledge or 

techniques, involving the interpretation or analysis of evidence, needs to be sensitive 

to this to be relevant across a wide range of possible scenarios. A multi-stage or –

tiered approach ensures this, with initial experimental stages dealing with 

establishing general principles of specific forensic interactions and latter stages with 

developing and introducing increasing number of variables to create an empirical 

understanding of more complex, case-specific interactions (Morgan et al. 2009).  

 

The methodology was divided into four experimental stages (figure 29). Each stage 

was designed to generate a series of specific observations. In combination, these 

observations allowed the answering of numerous hypotheses relating to the analysis 

of environmentally altered bloodstains.  
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Figure 29 Division of experimental methodology into four distinct experimental stages 

 

Each experimental stage was defined by an individual set of conditions and 

variables, expected outcomes and limitations (figure 30).  
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Figure 30 Description of experimental stages, outlining the environmental conditions stains were 

exposed to in each, stained surfaces, independent and dependent variables 

 

3.4 Sourcing generic experimental materials 

 
Certain materials and methods were used generically during the course of all 

experimental stages, in order to maintain fundamental experimental consistencies. 

These included type and source of blood, the chemical tests used to identify blood 

and quantitative methods of visualizing stains. To avoid repetition across the 
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methodologies of each individual stage, these generic methodological aspects are 

discussed here.   

 

3.4.1 Sourcing blood 
 

A decision was made to use ovine (sheep) blood for experimentation, with several 

justifications. The decision to use animal blood rather than human blood satisfied 

laboratory regulations and ethical concerns regarding the use of human blood.  

 

A combination of considerations including fluid characteristics (Laurent. 1999), 

zoonotic disease capabilities (Christman. 1996) and commercial availability of 

animal bloods led to the decision to source ovine blood. In terms of fluid 

characteristics such as surface tension, viscosity and fluidity, swine (pig) blood is 

considered most homogenous to human blood (Laurent. 1999). Differentiation of 

these characteristics between ovine and human blood is however also relatively 

negligible and considered insignificant for the purposes of the research proposed. 

The use of ovine rather than swine blood was therefore based on further 

considerations of zoonotic disease capacities and commercial availability. Swine 

blood carries a higher risk of zoonotic disease transmission and was more expensive 

(per volume) than ovine blood. Taking all considerations into account, ovine blood 

was identified as the most suitable experimental blood.  

 

To facilitate the transportation, storage and extended use of blood, it was necessary 

for the suppliers to add an anticoagulant or preservative to the whole blood product. 

Alsevers solution, an isotonic, balanced salt solution, was selected as the preserving 

agent (figure 31). Once mixed in equal volumes with whole blood it has a 

preservative effect on blood (if stored at refrigerator temperatures) for up to 10 

weeks. (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. 2011). In reality, during experimentation, blood was 

only ever stored (under refrigerated conditions) for a maximum of two weeks. 
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Figure 31 Photograph of 100ml 

ovine (sheep) blood mixed in 

solution with Alsevers solution 

 

 (Author. 2012) 

 

3.4.1.1 Blood sampling considerations 

 
Experimental work was completed over an extended period meaning it was 

necessary to source blood throughout the calendar year. The potential effect of 

seasonal variability on characteristics of sourced blood therefore required 

consideration.  

 

Hematocrit (or Packed Cell Volume – PCV) is an expression of the volume 

percentage of red blood cells (erythrocytes) in blood (Wonder. 2001) which 

influences the overall colour of blood, varying the intensity and strength of 

orientation towards a red hue. The higher the hematocrit, the greater the proportion 

of total blood volume is comprised of red blood cells and therefore the greater the 

intensity and strength of red colouring. In humans, variability in hematocritic values 

exists as a function of age (Maes et al. 1995), according to diet, substance use and 

abuse, general health (Wonder. 2001) and to a lesser extent seasonality (Gallerani et 

al. 2013). In animals, hematocritic variability is most commonly a function of age 

(Jelinek et al. 1984), breed (Shaffer et al. 1981) and seasonality (Lane. Campbell. 

1969. Dini et al. 2011). As an expression of red blood cell count, inherent variability 

in an individual’s hematocrit means there is an inherent variability, or source of 

variability, in the colour of blood. This variability needs to be considered when 

attempting analysis of blood on the basis of colour. 

 

As blood used in experimentation was sourced from animals, in different batches 

over the course of 18 months, the potential effects of age, breed and season of 
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sampling from donor animals on hematocrit values and therefore colour of blood and 

subsequent colour analysis of stains was considered. For the purposes of 

experimental work conducted, the potential variability of haematocrit did not need to 

be incorporated for consideration into the interpretation of results for two reasons. 

Firstly, the source of experimental blood collected blood into Alsevers solution to 

engender a preservative effect upon it. As is laboratory practice, all blood collected 

into Alsevers is then ‘adjusted to a standard packed cell volume to ensure product 

consistency’ (Harlan Laboratories. 2013). This practice ensured that a consistent 

hematocrit was maintained throughout experimental work. Secondly, studies have 

observed that seasonal variability in hematocrit is significantly minimised in animals 

that are being clinically controlled, as the donor animals used for blood sourcing 

were (Dini et al. 2011).  

 

In forensic reality, the hematocrit of blood encountered is likely to be highly 

variable. The causes and effects of its variability on any subsequent stain colour 

analysis must therefore be considered before any conclusions relating to colour 

analysis can be made. 

 

3.4.2 Ethical considerations surrounding the use of animal blood 
 

The use of blood product requires careful ethical consideration. The use of biological 

materials from sentient donor creatures engenders two main ethical concerns. The 

first is with the potential transmission of zoonotic diseases (animal to human 

transmissions) associated with non-appropriate handling, storage and disposal of 

animal blood used in experiments. The second is with the sourcing of blood from 

donor animals, bred and kept specifically for this purpose.  

 

The transmission of zoonotic diseases is an ethical concern given that 

“approximately 75% of recently emerging infectious diseases affecting humans are 

diseases of animal origin” (Center for Disease Control and Prevention. 2011).  

Although the magnitude of the consequences of potential transmissions is clearly 

sizeable, the likelihood of transmission occurring during experimentation was 

minimised in a number of ways. Blood was sourced from an established UK-based 
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supplier who only sample biological products from un-diseased animals in 

accordance with existing UK regulations and restrictions. Many zoonotic diseases 

are transmitted following regular handling of infected animals and by sourcing whole 

blood remotely from donor animals the risk of contracting these diseases is entirely 

mitigated. As a final but nevertheless important precaution, the disposal of animal 

blood used in experiments was carried out in accordance with designated laboratory 

procedures for the disposal of biological materials. As the laboratory space being 

utilised for experimentation is a UCL laboratory, guidelines regarding approved 

methods of disposing of ‘anatomical waste’ set out by UCL Safety Services were 

consulted and adhered to. 

 

The sourcing of blood from donor animals, specifically bred for that purpose, raises 

additional ethical concerns relating to the unnecessary suffering of animals. The 

Animal Welfare Act (2006) and Animal (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986) were 

specifically drawn up to guard against this and to establish basic animal welfare 

rights for animals defined as “protected animals”. This includes any domesticated 

animals in the British Isles and those either permanently or temporarily under the 

control of man (Animal Welfare Act. 2006). The supplier selected for sourcing blood 

is regulated by and monitored in accordance with these Acts to ensure the well-being 

of donor animals, that any unnecessary suffering is minimised and that extraction of 

donor blood is conducted carefully. Total avoidance of use of animal blood was 

unrealistic given the experimental demands of the proposed research, however 

pursuing a policy of; a) substitution b) reduction and c) consistency where possible 

helped responsibly minimise the use of blood and associated discomfort to donor 

animals (Cohen. 1986). Substitution in the case of the proposed research could have 

been achieved through the use of a proxy artificial blood. For the purposes however 

of ensuring ecological validity of observations, the use of real blood during 

experimentation was considered necessary. Reduction in the case of proposed 

research work was achieved by conducting preliminary experiments, designed to 

familiarise the researcher with experimental methodologies, with artificial proxy 

blood so as to not unnecessarily waste donor blood. Consistency in the use of animal 

donors as a blood source refers to consistency between personal and professional 

ethics in relation to the use of animals in scientific research (Macklin. 1997). An 

individuals’ holding of personal objections to the use of animals in scientific 
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research, for example, is arguably undermined and inconsistent if they 

simultaneously condone the killing of animals for other purposes, for example as 

food or clothing materials. Proponents of this argument suggest that the welfare of 

animals destined for the abattoir and methods of killing employed therein are likely 

to cause much more distress and discomfort to animals than suffered by those used in 

scientific research (Cohen. 1986).  

 
Adopting a policy of substitution, reduction and consistency where possible 

somewhat mitigated ethical objections to the use of animal blood in experimental 

work.  

 

3.4.3 Chemical tests 

 
Chemical identification tests are conducted on suspect stains in order to identify 

whether or not the stains are likely to be blood and if so, what species they originate 

from. Several different chemical tests are available to investigators, each presenting 

their own advantages or disadvantages in terms of practicality, cost, sensitivities, 

environmental application and limitations (section 2.4.1). The main distinction 

between chemical tests is whether they are presumptive or confirmatory in nature. 

Presumptive tests, such as Luminol, Kastle-Meyer, LMG, Hemastix and Bluestar, 

are used to indicate the potential presence of blood in a suspect stain. They can 

however give false-positives and their use is therefore limited to providing indicative 

identification methods, which allow investigators to then focus further confirmatory 

testing on a smaller scale. Confirmatory tests, such as Hematrace and Hexagon 

OBTI, can then be used to confirm the presence of blood and also give an indication 

of the species of blood origin.  

 

A range of commercially available and commonly used chemical tests was selected 

for experimental work. Tests selected included the Kastle-Meyer, Hemastix, 

Bluestar and Hexagon OBTI tests. The Kastle-Meyer, Hemastix and Bluestar 

tests are all examples of presumptive tests and were therefore considered appropriate 

tests for use on animal bloodstains. The Hexagon OBTI test, as an example of a 

confirmatory test, only yields positive results in the presence of human blood. As 
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sheep blood was used in all experiments the ultimate exclusion of the Hexagon OBTI 

test from chemical testing was justified (explanation of the application of the 

Hexagon OBTI confirmatory test is provided in appendix 1). 

 

Explanations of the tests used (Kastle-Meyer, Hemastix & Bluestar®), their methods 

of application and guidelines for use are outlined below.  

 
3.4.4 The Kastle-Meyer (KM) presumptive test for blood 
 

     

 
 
 
Figure 32 Kastle-Meyer test kit 
containing 25ml KM reagent and 
25ml Hydrogen Peroxide  
 
(SceneSafe.co.uk) 

 

 

3.4.4.1 Product description: 

The Kastle-Meyer test relies upon the oxidation of colourless phenolphthalin (in KM 

reagent) to pink phenolphthalein. Oxidation is promoted in the presence of both the 

iron element of haemoglobin and hydrogen peroxide.  
 

     
 Figure 32.a Photographs from L to R illustrating bloodstain pre-testing (L), filter paper which 

has been rubbed over a stain and had KM solution added to it (M) and the filter paper following 

addition of Hydrogen Peroxide solution indicating a presumptive positive reaction for blood  

(Author. 2011) 
 

3.4.4.2 Application method: 

A small, clean, dry piece of filter paper was gently rubbed across a suspected stain. 1 

to 2 drops of KM solution were then deposited onto the paper. Following a period of 
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5-10 seconds, if no colour had developed, the test was continued by adding 1 to 2 

drops of 6% Hydrogen Peroxide solution to the paper. Observation of an immediate 

pink colouration following addition of Hydrogen Peroxide indicates a presumptive 

positive reaction for blood. The test solutions naturally oxidize over time, bringing 

about pink colouration, so only reactions occurring ‘immediately’ (within 30 

seconds) were considered presumptive positive for blood (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). 

 

 

3.4.4.3 Guidelines for use: 

Prior to testing test kits and components were checked to ensure they were within 

their expiry date and that the KM reagent did not show any signs of oxidation (pink 

colouration). Whilst conducting the tests protective gloves, clothing and eyewear 

were worn, due to the irritable, flammable and corrosive nature of reagents 

(SceneSafe. 2011).  
 

3.4.5 The Hemastix® presumptive test for blood 
 

     

 
 
 
Figure 33 Hemastix® test strips  
 
(SceneSafe.co.uk) 
 
     

 

3.4.5.1 Product description: 

Hemastix® strips were originally designed for the detection of blood traces in urine. 

By slight adaptation of the method of application however, the test strips can be used 

as a presumptive test for blood. Test strips contain two compounds 1) 

diisopropylbenzene dihydroperoxide and 2) tetramethylbenzidine. The peroxidase-

like activity of haemoglobin, present in blood, catalyses a reaction converting the 

reduced colourless form of tetramethylbenzidine to an oxidized coloured form. The 

catalysis of this reaction is demonstrated by colouration of the pad on the end of test 
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strips from orange to green (and in the presence of high concentrations of blood to 

blue) (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics Inc. 2008). 
 

         
Figure 33.a Photographs from L to R illustrating bloodstain pre-testing (L), indication of a 
presumptive positive reaction for blood through dark-green colouration of the test strip 
(M) and of association of different colours to varying concentrations of blood (R)  
(Author. 2011) 

 

3.4.5.2 Application method:  

2 to 3 drops of distilled water were applied to the pad-end of a Hemastix® test strip. 

The dampened pad was then gently rubbed across a suspect stain. The strip was then 

left for approximately 60 seconds and then observed for any colour changes. A 

colour change through orange to green or dark-blue was interpreted as a presumptive 

positive reaction for blood (Bevel. Gardner. 2008). 

 

3.4.5.3 Guidelines for use: 

Prior to testing, test strips were checked to ensure they were within their expiry date. 

Whenever test strips were not in use they were stored in a tightly closed container, 

containing desiccant. 

 

3.4.6 The Bluestar®  presumptive test for blood 

   

 
 
 
 

Figure 34 Bluestar®  forensic test kit  
 

(SceneSafe.co.uk) 
 

 

3.4.6.1 Product description: 

Bluestar® is a luminol-based reactive agent. Luminol is a chemical compound that 

exhibits chemiluminescent properties in the presence of an oxidizing agent. In order 
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to prepare the agent for use the luminol must be activated with an oxidant (usually 

Hydrogen Peroxide).  

 

When this luminol & oxidant solution is exposed to blood, iron present in 

Haemoglobin acts as a catalyst, speeding up the reaction between luminol and 

hydrogen peroxide to produce the strong chemiluminescent property of luminol, 

demonstrated through the emission of a blue light (Bluestar® Forensics Ltd. 2012).   
 

 
 
Figure 35 Illustration of the reaction of luminol in the presence of blood. The compound to the left 
of the reaction is luminol (a compound consisting of nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen and carbon). It is 
activated by the addition of Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2) and their reaction is catalysed in the 
presence of the iron in haemoglobin. During catalysis the luminol loses nitrogen and hydrogen 
atoms and gains oxygen atoms. This creates a new compound from the former luminol which is 
highly charged. Extra charge is therefore emitted as light. (Bluestar® Forensics Ltd. 2012) 
 
3.4.6.2 Application method:  

Three oxidizing tablets were added to 500ml bottle of Bluestar® Forensic 

chemiluminescent solution which was sealed with a spray-applicator head. The bottle 

was then gently moved in a circular motion for approximately 1 to 2 minutes to 

ensure contents were evenly mixed. Once prepared, the solution was sprayed, from a 

distance of approximately 50cm, towards suspect stains in a horizontal, sweeping 

motion (Bluestar® Forensic Ltd. 2006). 

 

Observations of intense light-blue chemiluminescence were interpreted as 

presumptive positive reactions for blood (Bevel. Gardner. 2008).  

 

3.4.6.3 Guidelines for use: 

The Bluestar® solution promotes chemiluminescence in the presence of blood and 

conditions had to be manipulated in order to allow detection of this luminescence, 
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the intensity of which can vary according to the strength of reaction. To ease 

observations suspect stains were always tested indoors, in a completely darkened 

room, allowing time for eyes to adjust to darkness before conducting detection with 

Bluestar®.  In accordance with guidelines, once mixed, Bluestar® solution was used 

within a 24-hour period. 

 

 

3.4.7 Quantitative methods of visual identification of stains 

 
Visual identification of stains is currently reliant upon an expert’s knowledge of 

likely appearance and colour of bloodstains.  

 

In order to provide a quantitative method for identifying and comparing stains 

generated at different temperatures, a method of digitally capturing and analysing the 

colour of stains was designed.  

 

Immediately following removal from the experimental fridge, stains were digitally 

scanned, using a HP Scanjet flatbed scanner (figure 36) – with 2400 x 4800 dpi (dots 

per square inch) resolution. Stains were placed face down in the centre of the glass 

bed of the scanner. The scanner lid was then lowered and a box placed around the 

scanner, to ensure variations in ambient light levels did not influence stain imaging.  

 	    

       

  

 

 
Figure 36 Illustration of process of digitally scanning stains (Author. 2012)  
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Once captured in a digital format (figure 36), quantitative information about stain 

appearance was extracted through application of colour analysis software to images 

of stains. 

 

	  
	  

The colour analysis software used was the GNU Image Manipulation Program 

(GIMP), freely available software capable of analysing and editing images (figure 

37). Once an image had been opened in GIMP an eyedropper tool allowed selection 

of a certain area of an image. Once a selection had been made, colour analysis of the 

selected area was then carried out. Colour analysis is the process of evaluating an 

image or unknown colour according to known colour references. There are several 

measures through which this evaluation can be conceived. For the purposes of 

experimentation two particular measures were used: RGB values and hexadecimal 

values. 

 

3.4.4.1 RGB values 

 

To form a colour, three separate beams of light are superimposed: red (R), green (G) 

and blue (B). The beams are emitted at varying intensities, depending upon the 

colour being represented. The RGB model is an additive colour model. This means it 

expresses the intensity of the three R, G and B components required in combination 

to produce a certain colour’s spectrum.  

 

Figure 37 Screenshot of GIMP version 
2.8 User interface  
 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GIMP) 
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The intensity of each R, G or B component is expressed as a 3-digit number, for 

example: R 105. This number can range from 000 to a maximum value of 255. 000 

represents the darkest intensity of colour (considered ‘black’) and 255 the lightest 

intensity of colour (considered ‘white’). When the numerical expressions of each of 

the three components are combined an RGB triplet is produced, for example: (R102, 

G204, B153). This 9-digit RGB triplet corresponds to a particular colour. 

An RGB triplet of (R000, G000, B000) appears as black, whilst an RGB triplet of 

(R255, G255, B255) appears as white. If all intensities within the triplet are equal, 

for example R113, G113, B113, the colour produced appears a shade of grey. When 

the intensities expressed are different, a colourized hue, tending towards the most 

intense component is produced. For example, an RGB triplet of (R215, G075, B050) 

will be strongly orientated towards a red colouring (figure 38).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38 Expression of RGB 

triplet (R215, G075, B050)  

 

(www.colorspire.com) 

 

 

 

The strength of orientation is determined by the difference between the strongest 

component (R215) and the weakest components (G075 & G050). The greater the 

difference, the stronger the expression towards one component, in this case: towards 

red, rather than green or blue.  

 

The RGB model is used in computer monitors and other digital screens employing 

light, and therefore was deemed the most appropriate measure for analysing the 

colour of digital images.  It also has the advantage of being a relatively simple and 

accessible method of quantifying colour. 
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3.4.4.2 Hexadecimal values 

 

Hexadecimal values refer, as RGB values do, to colours used primarily in computing 

and digital screen formats.  

 

Hexadecimal (or hex) values are expressed as 6-digit numbers, which broken down, 

consist of two digits coding for each of the levels of red, green and blue components 

present in a single colour. This 6-digit number is known as a hex triplet. Within the 

triplet the first two digits represent the red value, the middle two digits represent the 

green value and the final two digits represent the blue value (RRGGBB).  

 

To generate a hex triplet (RRGGBB), RGB value triplets (RRRGGGBBB) have to 

be converted into 6-digit hexadecimal format, by dividing each RGB value (ranging 

from 000-255) by 16. The number of times 16 divides as a whole into each value 

becomes the first hexadecimal digit. The remainder is then used to derive the second 

hexadecimal digit. Hexadecimal digits used range from 0-F: (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, A (10), B (11), C (12), D (13), E (14), F (15)), i.e. letters A-F are used to represent 

the numbers 10 to 15.  

 

Using these conversion rules therefore, a RGB colour value of (R005, G158, B243) 

would be presented as 059EF3 in hexadecimal notation (figure 39).  

 

Figure 39 Conversion process of RGB value (R005, G158, B243) to Hex value #059EF3 

In hexadecimal notation, digit pair’s range from 00 to FF. 00 represents the lowest 

intensity possible and FF the highest intensity possible for a coloured component.  

/16	  
	  
=	  	  
	  

R:	  0	  (.5)	  
G:	  9	  (.14)	  
B:	  15	  (.3)	  

First	  digit	  
	  
=	  
	  

R:	  (0)	  à 	  0	  
G:	  (9)	  à 	  9	  
B:	  (15)	  à 	  F	  

Second	  
digit	  
	  
=	  
	  

R:	  (.5)	  5	  
G:	  (.14)	  E	  
B:	  (.3)	  3	  

Hexadecimal	  
digit	  pairs	  

	  
=	  
	  

R:	  05	  
G:	  9E	  
B:	  F3	  
	  

Hex	  value:	  
059EF3	  
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3.4.4.3 Colour analysis using GIMP software package 

Using GIMP and RGB and Hexadecimal values generated, quantitative colour 

analysis of stains was possible. The process of conducting this analysis through the 

software was as follows. Scanned images of stains were opened in the GIMP 

software package (figure 40). 
 

 
Figure 40 Scanned image of blood stains generated on paper at -10oC opened in GIMP software and 

displayed via the user-interface (GIMP software. 2012) 

 

Stains were enlarged to 100% zoom magnification (figure 41). This allowed 

selection of the greatest area possible per individual stain and therefore the most 

thorough method of colour analysis.  

 
Figure 41 Bloodstains enlarged to 100% magnification (GIMP software. 2012) 
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An ‘eyedropper’ tool (figure 42) was used to select areas of individual stains to 

sample colour from. Under tool options several criteria were outlined prior to area 

sampling. The ‘Sample Average’ option was chosen, to instruct the eyedropper to 

compute an average colour value for the whole area of a stain sampled. The radius 

option allowed adjustment of the size of area to be sampled. This varied for each 

different surface, as stain size varied from surface to surface. The radius sizes for the 

different surfaces were: paper (24), glass (26) and denim fabric (30). Radius size was 

determined by the size of stains on different surfaces, so that for each stain the 

maximum area was included in computing an average colour. Finally, the option of 

using an ‘information window’ (figure 43) was checked, which generated a visible 

output when sample averages were calculated.  

  
 

 
Figure 42 (Left) Eyedropper tool 
options 
 
(GIMP software. 2012) 

 
Figure 43 (Above) ‘Information 

window’ for sample analysed, 

indicating average R, G and B values, 

number of pixels represented by each 

colour and hexadecimal value 

 

(GIMP software. 2012) 

 

 
RGB and hexadecimal values were then recorded for comparative and interpretative 

purposes.  
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Figure 44 Completed GIMP software colour analysis of bloodstains generated on paper at -10oC 

(GIMP software. 2012) 
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4.	  Experimental Stage 1 – Exploration of environmental 
influences on bloodstain identification (laboratory 
controlled conditions) 

	  
4.1 Overview 
 
Experimental stage 1 consisted of a series of drying experiments. Bloodstains, on a 

variety of surfaces, were dried at a range of different temperatures. Temperature was 

the main independent variable. Once stains had been dried they were subjected to 

observations about visual appearance (discolouration/translucency) and presumptive 

chemical tests. The primary objective of stage 1 was to establish whether visual or 

chemical identification of bloodstains, dried within a certain range of temperatures, 

was influenced by temperature.  

 
 
4.2 Materials 
 
The materials utilised for the experimental work in this chapter are set out in figure 
45. 
 

 

Experimental equipment 
 

Additional specifications 

100ml whole Ovine blood With Alsever’s solution 
MESM Portable laboratory refrigerator With temperature range -10oC to 60oC 
Temperature & relative humidity data 
logger 

Ebro. VWR. EBI 20-TH1 

Paper Ryman’s A4 white laid paper, 100 gm2 
Glass microscope slides CellPath. 90o ground edges. 25.4 x 76.2 mm. 

Thickness 1.0-1.2mm 
White denim cloth 100% cotton. Weight: 345g/metre 
Plain white record cards Ryman’s Silvine 127x77mm 
Thermo Scientific Finnpipette® F1 
Variable Volume Single Channel Pipette 

Volume range between 1-10µl 

Biological waste disposal unit  
Kastle-Meyer testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K160 
Hemastix® testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K162 
Bluestar testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K285 
Digital scanner HP Scanjet G2710 

Figure 45 Table of materials used in experimental stage 1 (Author. 2012) 
 
Justification for the selection of presumptive tests is provided in section 3.4.3. 
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4.3 Methodology 
 
4.3.1 Temperature 
 
During the experiment single blood drops, of a fixed 10µl volume, were deposited 

onto three different surfaces (paper, glass, denim fabric). Three surfaces were chosen 

to allow comparison of stains generated across surfaces exhibiting different 

characteristics in addition to being surfaces that are representative of a range of 

surfaces, with each readily available and commonly encountered in case work. Stains 

generated were then dried at a range of temperatures, chosen to mirror temperature 

ranges selected in previous experimental studies on the influence of temperature on 

bloodstains (Ramsthaler et al. 2012. Brady et al. 2002). The chosen range minimum 

was -10oC and the maximum was 50oC. Experimental temperatures were 

incrementally increased between the minimum (-10oC) and maximum temperature 

(50oC) through 5-degree intervals. This generated a set of stains dried at the 

following temperatures: -10oC, -5oC, 0oC, 5oC, 10oC, 15oC, 20oC, 25oC, 30oC, 35oC, 

40oC, 45oC and 50oC. Temperature was increased by incremental intervals in order to 

facilitate the identification of any critical temperature margins where discolourations 

of stains or differential responses to chemical tests were observed. If, or once, any 

margin of change was identified, stains could be dried at 1oC intervals within that 

margin, to determine more precisely at what exact temperature changes were likely 

to occur at.  

 

Temperature was controlled throughout experimentation by drying stains in a MESM 

portable laboratory refrigerator (figures 46 & 47), chosen for its ability to 

individually reach and sustain all designated temperature intervals within the chosen 

experimental range (-10oC to 50oC).   

 

  
 

Figures 46 (L) and 47 (R) Images of portable laboratory refrigerator (Author. 2011) 
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4.3.2 Stain Sets 

 

At each temperature interval a series of stain sets were generated. This allowed stains 

to be generated at each interval across the three different surfaces (paper, glass, 

denim fabric), in sufficient number to allow testing of each with 3 chemical 

presumptive tests. In total, at each temperature interval, 9 distinct stain sets were 

generated. A matrix (figure 48) outlines the parameters defining each stain set.  

 

Paper Glass Denim Fabric 
 

AAA BBB CCC Kastle-Meyer 

AAA BBB CCC Hemastix 

AAA BBB CCC Bluestar 

 

Figure 48 Matrix of 9 stain sets 

 

In the matrix 3 letters are used (A, B & C) to indicate stain sets formed on paper, 

glass & denim fabric respectively.  

 

Stain sets formed on each surface were subjected to Kastle-Meyer, Hemastix and 

Bluestar presumptive chemical tests. In order to avoid any possible cross-

contaminations, false-positives or negatives, a decision was made to conduct each 

presumptive chemical test on a previously untested stain set. Therefore, three 

separate stain sets were generated on each surface (AAA, BBB & CCC), under the 

same environmental conditions to allow for separate chemical testing.  

 

Each of the 9 stain sets generated at each temperature interval was comprised of 6 

replicate stains (figure 49). This allowed for repeat testing and identification of any 

possible errors across chemical testing results.  
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Figure 49 Sketches of 6 replicate stains on a) paper slips b) glass slides & c) denim fabric (L-R) 

(Author. 2012) 
 

In total 702 individual bloodstains were generated, accounted for by 9 sets of 6 

replicate stains at 13 temperature intervals (figure 50). The order in which they were 

generated was primarily arranged by temperature interval. Stain sets at the range 

minimum (-10oC) were generated first and stains sets at the range minimum (50oC) 

last. In between the range minimum and maximum, the order of staining ran 

sequentially in line with increases in temperature intervals.  
 

Paper Glass Denim Fabric -10oC 
 

A (6) B (6) C (6) Kastle-Meyer 

A (6) B (6) C (6) Hemastix 

A (6) B (6) C (6) Bluestar 

          

 

Paper Glass Denim Fabric 50oC 
 

A (6) B (6) C (6) Kastle-Meyer 

A (6) B (6) C (6) Hemastix 

A (6) B (6) C (6) Bluestar 

 
 

Figure 50 Illustrated breakdown of generation of 702 stains during experimental stage 1 

	  
-‐5oC	  0oC	  5oC	  10oC	  15oC	  20oC	  25oC	  

30oC	  35oC	  40oC	  45oC	  
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4.3.3 Pre-experimental Fridge Set-Up 
 
Prior to experimentation, the fridge was placed on its end, with the door opening 

towards the experimenter. This arrangement allowed horizontal shelves to be fixed 

within the fridge (figure 51), in order to maximise the number of stain sets that could 

be simultaneously placed in the fridge. Pieces of polystyrene, cut to size, were used 

as shelves. The decision to use polystyrene was due to its insulating nature, which 

would ensure the shelves maintained a more stable temperature in comparison to the 

metallic interior of the fridge.  
 

 

Figure 51 Photograph of fridge 
set up on end with horizontal 
polystyrene shelves prior to 
experimentation                         
 
(Author. 2012) 

 

 
With the addition of shelves, the fridge could house 3 stain sets at a time. Having 

determined a primary staining order which ran according to increases in temperature 

intervals, taking into account the capacity of the fridge, a decision was made to order 

the experimental run further, according to surfaces to be stained. For example, the 3 

stain sets generated on paper at -10oC were stained first, followed by all 3 stain sets 

generated on glass at -10oC and finally all 3 stain sets generated on denim fabric at -

10oC. The complete order in which all stains were generated is shown in figure 52. 
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Figure 52 Order in which all stains in experimental stage 1 were generated (Author. 2012) 

 

To complete the fridge set-up, a digital temperature & relative humidity data logger 

was placed within the fridge (figures 53 & 54). The addition of a data logger served 

three main experimental purposes. First, it offered a real-time indication of when a 

target temperature interval had been reached and therefore when stain generation for 

that temperature could commence. Secondly, the data logger provided a monitor of 

relative humidity during the experiment. It was not possible to control humidity 

during the experiment and so a method of measuring and monitoring levels of 

humidity was essential, in order to allow it to be taken into consideration as a 

variable. Finally, it recorded any fluctuations in temperature or relative humidity 

whilst stains were drying. As these fluctuations may have been possible causes of 
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any erroneous results, monitoring and recording them was important. The data logger 

was placed on the middle shelf of the fridge. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 53 Digital data logger displaying 
temperature (Author. 2012) 

Figure 54 Digital data logger displaying 
relative humidity (Author. 2012) 

 
 
4.3.4 Stain generation 

 

To generate the first set of stains the temperature of the fridge was adjusted to the 

first experimental temperature (-10oC). A thin piece of insulating material was placed  

into the open side of the inner compartment of the fridge. The door was then shut and 

the fridge left for approximately 2 hours to adjust to the target temperature. In the 

meantime, the surfaces to be stained were prepared for staining. This involved 

cutting to size and mounted onto white record cards where appropriate, as in figure 

55. White record cards were chosen, as a visual colour-based analysis of stains was 

later carried out and the white card provided a measure of controlled background 

colour.  

 
 

   
Figure 55 Surfaces to be stained prepared for experimentation (Paper/Glass/Denim from L-R)                                                                                          

(Author. 2012) 
 

After 2 hours, the fridge was re-opened and the data logger checked to ascertain that 

the target temperature interval had been reached. Stains could then be generated. 

Whilst preparing the stains, the fridge was reclosed, to prevent any alteration in 

temperature.  
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Figure 56 Fixed volume pipette set to deliver drops of 10µl volume (Author. 2012) 
 

Using a fixed volume pipette (figure 56), a series of Ovine blood drops were 

deposited onto paper to form six separate replicate stains (figure 57). This process 

repeated on two other pieces of paper in order to make up the 3 stain sets generated 

on paper at -10oC, required for chemical testing. The fixed drop volume was 10µl. 

Once bloodstains had been generated, the blood was returned to storage at a 

refrigerated 4oC.  

 
Figure 57 Six separate replicate stains generated on paper  (Author. 2012) 

 
 

All 3 paper stain sets were then placed in the experimental fridge and left to dry. 

Once dry, stains were removed from the refrigerator and immediately subjected to 

visual and chemical identification tests as set out in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.7.  

 

With the fridge temperature still set at -10oC, the process was then replicated to 

generate 3 sets, (each of 6 replicate stains), for the second target surface: glass 

microscope slides and then finally for the third target surface: denim fabric (figure 

58).  
 

   
Figure 58 Stains generated on surfaces prior to drying (Paper/Glass/Denim, L-R) (Author. 2012) 
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Once stain sets had been generated for all 3 target surfaces at -10oC, the refrigerator 

was adjusted to the next experimental temperature (-5 oC) and left for 2 hours to 

reach that temperature throughout. Once the temperature had been achieved, the 

process of stain generation was then repeated. This process was repeated to generate 

stain sets at all experimental temperature intervals: -10oC, -5oC, 0oC, 5oC, 10oC, 

15oC, 20oC, 25oC, 30oC, 35oC, 40oC, 45oC and 50oC. 

 
Once stains were dry they were removed from the experimental unit and digitally 

scanned for visual analysis. Once scanned, stains were subjected to chemical testing. 

Of the 18 replicate stains generated on each surface, at each temperature interval, 6 

replicates were subjected to Hemastix testing, 6 replicates were subjected to Kastle-

Meyer testing and 6 replicates were subjected to Bluestar testing.  
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5. Experimental Stage 1 – Results 
 
5.1 Stain generation checklist & results of chemical identification tests 
 
Figure 59 presents the results of presumptive chemical identification tests on 

bloodstains dried at temperatures between -10oC and 50oC, at 5-degree intervals. The 

results of the tests for all 702 stains generated are shown in figure 59 and indicate 

that all stains generated tested presumptive positive for blood. This suggests that 

exposing and drying blood at temperatures within the range: -10oC to 50oC has no 

adverse effect on chemical identification of bloodstains. 	  
 

T
em

pe
r

at
ur

e 
/o C

 Glass Microscope Slides Paper Slips Denim Strips 

Hemastix Kastle-
Meyer Bluestar Hemastix Kastle-

Meyer Bluestar Hemastix Kastle-
Meyer Bluestar 

-10 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

-5 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

0 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

5 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

10 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

15 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

20 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

25 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

30 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

35 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

40 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

45 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

50 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 6 +ive 

 
Figure 59 Checklist of number of stains (including replicates) generated across 13 temperature 

intervals & 3 different surfaces and the results of different chemical tests for these stains  

	  
	  
5.2 Images of stains generated  
 
Images of individual stains generated in experimental stage 1 are set out in section 

5.2. Images were generated by digitally scanning stains immediately following their 

removal from the experimental unit. Stains are presented in groups of six, 

representing individual groups of 6 replicate stains generated on three different 

surfaces (paper, glass, denim) at each of thirteen different temperature intervals (-

10oC, 5oC. 0 oC, 5 oC, 10 oC, 15 oC, 20 oC, 25 oC, 30 oC, 35 oC, 40 oC, 45 oC and 50 

oC). Images are accompanied by an indication of the surface and temperature stains 

correspond to. These images formed the basis for digital colour analysis of stains.  
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Figure 60 Stains generated on paper at -10oC 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 61 Stains generated on glass at -10oC 
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Figure 62 Stains generated on denim fabric at -10oC 
 

 
 
 

Figure 63 Stains generated on paper at -5oC 
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Figure 64 Stains generated on glass at -5oC 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 65 Stains generated on denim fabric at -5oC 
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Figure 66 Stains generated on paper at 0oC 
 

 
 
 

Figure 67 Stains generated on glass at 0oC 
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Figure 68 Stains generated on denim at 0oC 
 

 
 
 

Figure 69 Stains generated on paper at 5oC 
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Figure 70 Stains generated on glass at 5oC 
 

 
 
 

Figure 71 Stains generated on denim fabric at 5oC 
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Figure 72 Stains generated on paper at 10oC 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 73 Stains generated on glass at 10oC 
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Figure 74 Stains generated on denim fabric at 10oC 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 75 Stains generated on paper at 15oC 
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Figure 76 Stains generated on glass at 15oC 
 

 
 

 
Figure 77 Stains generated on denim fabric at 15oC 
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Figure 78 Stains generated on paper at 20oC 
 

 
 

 
Figure 79 Stains generated on glass at 20oC 
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Figure 80 Stains generated on denim fabric at 20oC 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 81 Stains generated on paper at 25oC 
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Figure 82 Stains generated on glass at 25oC 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 83 Stains generated on denim fabric at 25oC 
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Figure 84 Stains generated on paper at 30oC 
 

 
 
 

Figure 85 Stains generated on glass at 30oC 
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Figure 86 Stains generated on denim fabric at 30oC 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 87 Stains generated on paper at 35oC 
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Figure 88 Stains generated on glass at 35oC 

 

 
 
 

Figure 89 Stains generated on denim fabric at 35oC 
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Figure 90 Stains generated on paper at 40oC 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 91 Stains generated on glass at 40oC 
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Figure 92 Stains generated on denim fabric at 40oC 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 93 Stains generated on paper at 45oC 
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Figure 94 Stains generated on glass at 45oC 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 95 Stains generated on denim fabric at 45oC 
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Figure 96 Stains generated on paper at 50oC 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 97 Stains generated on glass at 50oC 
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Figure 98 Stains generated on denim fabric at 50oC 
 

 
 
 

 
5.3 Stain colour analysis 
 
Once stains had been scanned and captured in a digital format, images were imported 

into colour analysis software to extract quantitative information about stain colour 

from the images. Each stain was analysed individually. An ‘eyedropper’ tool was 

used to select as large an area of each stain as possible for analysis and the 

calculation of several measurements of colour for each stain, from this selected area, 

was requested. These measurements are set out in figures 99-101, 110-112 & 121-

123. Particular columns correspond to measurements of colour recorded for each 

stain. ‘R value’ is a measure of intensity of the red component of colour, ‘G value’ is 

a measure of intensity of the green component of colour and ‘B value’ is a measure 

of intensity of the blue component of colour. The higher these values are, the lighter 

(i.e. closer to white) the intensity of that colour component is. ‘RGB total’ is an 

overall measure of colour intensity, calculated by addition of R, G and B values and 

the ‘Hex’ column indicates the hexadecimal value of each stain’s colour. Images of 
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individual stains analysed to derive measurements are included alongside 

measurements as well as blocks of the hexadecimal colour of each stain.  

 

Descriptive statistics and box-plots of the results of stain colour analysis are 

discussed for each surface individually to assist the identification of trends between 

temperature, humidity and stain colour. The comparison of trends and results 

between surfaces is then presented.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3.1 Stains generated on paper 
 
The measurements for stains derived on paper surfaces from -10 to 50oC are 
presented in figures 99-101. The descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 
102 and 103. 
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Figure 99 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces from -10oC to 20oC 
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Figure 100 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces from 20oC to 50oC 
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Figure 101 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces from -10oC to 
50oC 
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Figure 102 outlines average R, G and B values calculated from 6 replicate stains at 

each temperature interval. At each temperature interval R-values for stains were 

higher than G and B-values. Stains therefore appear coloured towards a red rather 

than green or blue hue. For temperatures -10oC to 25oC R-values were in excess of 

200, with the highest value of 240.5 recorded at -5oC. For temperatures 30oC to 50oC 

R-values were lower than 200. This suggests that as temperature increased from -

10oC to 50oC levels of R decreased overall. A decrease in R of 65.5 between -10oC 

(R-value: 227.3) and 50oC (R-value: 161.8) confirms this. The most significant 

decrease (39.8) in R-value between two temperature intervals occurred between 25oC 

and 30oC. The colour change associated with this decrease can be observed between 

these intervals in figure 101.  

 

Levels of G and B values increased between -10oC (G-value 9.0, B-value 33.2) and 

50oC (G-value 49.5, B-value 59.3) although higher B-values were recorded at 0oC 

(61.8) 20oC (65.0), 30oC (62.3) and 35oC (60.7). 
 
 
Figure 102 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces from -25oC to 50oC 
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Figure 103 outlines mean colour values for all paper stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains at all temperature intervals. 

Values for stains generated on paper were R (209.27), G (29.09) and B (53.95). 

Stains therefore exhibit a higher ratio of R colour components, to G and B colour 

components. This means stains are coloured towards a red rather than green or blue 

hue. G and B values were significantly lower than R values, the average G value was 

180.18 points lower and the average B value was 155.32 points lower than the 

average R value. This indicates stains generated on paper were very strongly 

coloured towards an intense red. 
 

Figure 103 Average R, G and B values for all stains generated on paper 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 104 outlines average R, G and B values according to relative humidity 

intervals recorded during experimental stage 1. Comparison of R, G and B values 

between the lowest (44.3 rH) and highest (96.6 rH) recorded humidity levels appears 

to indicate the possibility of trends in each. Average R-values increased from 162.0 

(44.3 rH) to 232.7 (96.6 rH), average G values decreased from 53.0 (44.3 rH) to 25.3 

(96.6 rH) and average B values decreasesd from 63.0 (44.3 rH) to 57.7 (96.6 rH). 

Although comparisons between the lowest (44.3 rH) and highest (96.6 rH) humidity 

levels could be interpreted as evidence of possible overall correlations between 

humidity and R, G and B values, the variability of values occurring between lowest 

and highest humidity levels meant that no overall trends could be confirmed. These 

results suggest the relationship between humidity and stain colour is not a strongly 

correlated one. 
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Figure 104 Table of descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated according to relative humidity 
values 
 

R Value G Value B Value
Mean 162.0 53.0 63.0
Std. Deviation 1.4 0.0 1.4

44.9 Mean 161.8 47.8 57.5
Std. Deviation 4.5 6.0 3.9

48.5 Mean 174.4 32.4 52.0
Std. Deviation 7.5 3.2 1.9

51.7 Mean 180.0 36.0 55.0
Std. Deviation . . .

60 Mean 154.3 43.5 52.8
Std. Deviation 3.8 5.2 3.9

64.4 Mean 177.7 38.3 58.3
Std. Deviation 8.1 8.7 6.8
Mean 181.0 43.7 63.0
Std. Deviation 3.5 3.2 1.7
Mean 191.2 37.7 62.3
Std. Deviation 12.6 6.8 6.3
Mean 241.0 11.0 49.0
Std. Deviation 1.4 5.9 7.8
Mean 231.0 25.2 57.3
Std. Deviation 4.6 4.4 3.7
Mean 239.5 11.5 43.0
Std. Deviation 3.5 0.7 1.4
Mean 232.0 29.0 62.0
Std. Deviation . . .
Mean 236.0 34.0 64.0
Std. Deviation 7.6 14.2 13.2
Mean 234.0 38.5 68.0
Std. Deviation 7.1 5.0 4.2
Mean 234.5 12.0 34.5
Std. Deviation 3.5 4.2 7.8
Mean 223.3 8.3 27.3
Std. Deviation 12.4 1.0 14.2
Mean 226.7 17.3 43.7
Std. Deviation 8.6 1.5 7.8
Mean 235.5 10.5 45.0
Std. Deviation 12.0 6.4 12.7
Mean 229.0 12.0 52.0
Std. Deviation . . .
Mean 227.7 30.5 61.8
Std. Deviation 5.0 4.6 4.1
Mean 236.3 24.0 51.8
Std. Deviation 6.1 7.7 8.8
Mean 230.0 23.3 53.7
Std. Deviation 7.6 3.2 4.7
Mean 232.7 25.3 57.7
Std. Deviation 3.1 15.0 11.496.6
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Figure 105 outlines the distributions of individual R-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for R-values are 

identified. Two clear trends in distribution can be identified for stains generated 

between -10oC and 25oC and stains generated between 30oC and 50oC. The first 

group of stains, generated between -10oC and 25oC, are characterized by higher 

medians and IQRs than the second group, between 30oC and 50oC. There is no 

overlap between the minimum value in the first group (212) and the maximum value 

in the second group (210) (figure 101). In the first group medians and overall 

distributions of R-values are horizontally aligned across temperature intervals 

indicating relative consistency in R-values and distributions for stains in this group. 

In the second group medians and overall distributions are more variably arranged and 

with the exception of results at 40oC appear to be inversely related to further 

increases in temperature. These results suggest that R-values are consistent in stains 
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exposed to temperatures between -10oC and 25oC and then decrease as stains are 

exposed to temperatures between 30oC and 50oC. Despite this decrease, observations 

indicate that stains generated on paper across all temperatures between -10oC and 

50oC exhibit significant levels of R-values. 

 
Stains generated at 30oC exhibited the largest range between maximum and 

minimum R-values (33) at any temperature interval (figure 105). They had a 

significantly greater range (r) than other sets of stains in the second group at 35oC 

(r.15), 40oC (r.11), 45oC (r.20) and 50oC (r.9). They also exhibited a significantly 

greater range than stains in the first group at -5oC (r.6), 0oC (r.13), 5oC (r.18), 10oC 

(r.13), 15oC (r.15), 20oC (r.15) and 25oC (r.13). This suggests that the greatest 

variability and change in R-values occurs around 30oC and supports the suggestion 

that there are observable differences in R-value distributions between temperatures 

above and below this temperature.   
 
Figure 105 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on paper at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 

 

 
 
 

Figure 106 outlines the distributions of individual G-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for G-values are 

identified. A clear positive relationship between temperature and G-value 

distribution is illustrated by the box-plot. For stains generated on paper, as 

temperature increases G-values also increase. This contrasts with the relationship 
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observed between temperature and R-values, which decrease with increases in 

temperature. This indicates the difference between R and G values of stains narrows 

as temperature increases.  

 
 

Figure 106 Box plot distributions of G values for stains generated on paper at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 107 outlines the distributions of individual B-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for B-values are 

identified. Trends in B-value distributions can be broadly separated into two phases, 

the first of which concerns distributions between –10oC and 20oC and the second of 

which concerns distributions between 25oC and 50oC. As temperature increases 

between -10oC and 20oC B-values increase. Medians increased from 30.0 (-10oC) to 

63.5 (20oC). From 25oC to 50oC B-values appear to plateau between a median low of 

52.0 (45oC) and a median high of 62.5 (35oC). These observations indicate that B-

values increase with temperature increases. This increase continues until around 

20oC, where after they remain high. As with observations of the relationship between 

G-values and temperature increases, this observation for B-values contrasts with the 

relationship observed between temperature and R-values, in which increases in 

temperature are associated with lower R-values. This indicates that the difference 

between R and B values of stains narrows as temperature increases. Observations 

from figures 106 and 107 demonstrate that as temperature increases and R-values 
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decrease, G and B values increase, decreasing the dominance of R-values in paper 

stains.  

 

As temperature increases ranges of B-value distributions at each temperature appear 

to generally decrease, from a range of 38 at -10oC to a range of 12 at 50oC. This 

indicates that B-values are less variable at higher temperatures. This trend was also 

observed for G-values, which appear less variable at higher temperatures, whilst R-

values appear to exhibit a consistent variability across all temperature intervals. 
 
Figure 107 Box plot distributions of B values for stains generated on paper at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 108 outlines the distributions of individual R, G and B-values for replicate 

stains generated at each temperature interval in comparison to each other in a box-

plot. The trends in each appear relative to each other. Trends in R-values appear 

clearer than trends in G and B values. R-values represent the highest colour values at 

every temperature interval, all recorded between 150 (40oC) and 243 (-10oC). G and 

B-values are represented by much lower values at each temperature interval, all 

recorded between a 6 (G-values at -10oC & -5oC) and 79 (B-value at 20oC). These 

results indicate stains generated on paper between -10oC and 50oC exhibited an 

intense red, rather than green or blue, colour. The intensity of the colouring is 

affected by the combination of high levels of R values and low levels of G and B 

values. The intensity of this red colour is altered between 25oC and 30oC. 
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Figure 108 Box plot distributions of R, G and B values for stains generated on paper at temperature 
intervals between -10oC and 50oC 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 109 outlines the distributions of R, G and B-values for stains generated at 

humidity intervals recorded during experimental stage 1 in comparison to each other. 

As humidity increased from the lowest measure of 44.3 rH (relative humidity) to the 

highest of 96.6 R-values increase. R-values increased up to a humidity level of 84.1 

rH where after R-values appeared to plateau and remain at a high level. G and B 

values appeared at a constant level across humidity levels. These results suggest that 

stains generated at higher levels of humidity will exhibit higher levels of R-value 

than stains generated at lower levels of humidity. As G and B values remained 

constant across humidity intervals, increases in R-values at higher levels of humidity 

increased the difference between R, G and B values at each interval, which should 

result in stains at higher humidity intervals exhibiting a lighter intensity of colour.  

 

Although a relationship between R-values and humidity does appear to be supported 

by results presented in figure 109, humidity is influenced by temperature and it is 

difficult therefore to determine what influence humidity alone exerts on R-values. 
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Figure 109 R, G and B values for stains generated on paper at humidity intervals recorded during 

experimental stage 1 
 

 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3.2 Stains generated on glass 
 
The measurements for stains derived on glass surfaces from -10 to 50oC are 
presented in figures 110-112. The descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 
113 and 114. 
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Figure 110 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces from -10oC to 20oC 
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Figure 111 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces from 25oC to 50oC 
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Figure 112 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces from -10oC to 50oC 
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Figure 113 outlines average R, G and B values calculated from 6 replicate stains at 

each temperature interval. At each temperature interval R-values for stains were 

higher than G and B-values. Stains therefore appear coloured towards a red rather 

than green or blue hue. For temperatures -10oC to 30oC R-values were in excess of 

200, with a highest value of 253.7 recorded at 10oC. The maximum a possible R-

value can be is 255 so an R-value of 253.7 for a stain indicates the stain is an 

extremely intense colour of red. Several stains have very high R-values, approaching 

255, including at -5oC (246.0), 5oC (242.5), 15oC (244.8), 20oC (241.3) and 25oC 

(244.7). This indicates several stains generated on glass exhibit intense red 

colourations. For temperatures 35oC to 50oC R-values were lower than 200. This 

suggests that as temperature increased from -10oC to 50oC levels of R decreased 

overall. A decrease in R of 92.6 between -10oC (R-value: 240.8) and 50oC (R-value: 

148.2) confirms this. The most significant decrease (39.6) in R-value between two 

temperature intervals occurred between 35oC and 40oC. Another significant decrease 

(32.2) in R-value between two temperature intervals occurred between 25oC and 

30oC. Significant colour changes associated with these decreases occurred over these 

intervals. This observation of a significant decrease in R-values between 25oC and 

30oC for glass stains mirrors observations of the same trend in stains generated on 

paper.  

 

Levels of G values increased slightly between -10oC (0.2) and 50oC (11.3) but this 

was not considered significant as G values were no higher than 2.7 for the 11 

temperature intervals between -10oC and 50oC. Levels of G values in glass stains 

were considered relatively constant. Levels of B values also appeared relatively 

constant between -10oC (36.5) and 50oC (36.7).  
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Figure 113 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces from -25oC to 50oC 
 

 
 

Figure 114 outlines average colour values for all glass stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains at all temperature intervals. 

Values for stains generated on glass were R (218.41), G (1.97) and B (29.26). Stains 

therefore exhibit a higher ratio of R colour components, to G and B colour 

components. This means stains are coloured towards a red rather than green or blue 

hue. G and B values were significantly lower than R values, the average G value was 

214.44 points lower and the average B value was 187.15 points lower than the 

average R value. This indicates stains generated on glass were very strongly coloured 

towards an intense red. Comparison of R, G and B values recorded for glass stains 

and paper stains indicate that glass stains, on average, exhibit slightly higher R-

values and lower G and B values. This means stains generated on glass exhibited a 

lighter intensity and brighter red colour than stains generated on paper.  
 

Figure 114 Average R, G and B values for all stains generated on glass 
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Figure 115 outlines average R, G and B values according to relative humidity 

intervals recorded during experimental stage 1. Comparison of R, G and B values 

between the lowest (44 rH) and highest (96 rH) recorded levels of humidity appears 

to indicate the possibility of trends in each. Average R values increased from 145.67 

(44 rH) to 244.83 (96 rH), average G values decreased from 5.67 (44 rH) to 1.33 (96 

rH) and average B values decreased from 33.33 (44 rH) to 12 (96 rH). Although 

comparisons between R, G and B values at the lowest (44 rH) and highest (96 rH) 

levels of humidity could be interpreted as evidence of possible overall correlations 

between humidity and R, G and B values, no correlation appears to be supported in 

progressions through intermediate humidity values. These results suggest the 

relationship between humidity and stain colour is not a strongly correlated one. 
 
Figure 115 Table of descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated according to relative humidity 
values 
 

R Value G Value B Value
Mean 145.67 5.67 33.33
Std. Deviation 1.528 3.055 2.309

45 Mean 150.67 17 40
Std. Deviation 4.041 18.248 10.392

49 Mean 164.33 1.5 37.67
Std. Deviation 3.445 0.548 0.816

64 Mean 149.17 2.67 32.5
Std. Deviation 5.811 1.211 1.517

66 Mean 188.83 1.33 29.83
Std. Deviation 5.707 1.033 2.041

69 Mean 212.5 0.17 28
Std. Deviation 7.148 0.408 2.28
Mean 247 1 35
Std. Deviation 1.414 0 2.828
Mean 244.67 1.67 25.17
Std. Deviation 2.338 0.816 3.869
Mean 245.5 0.75 26.75
Std. Deviation 1.915 0.957 12.093
Mean 238.33 1 22
Std. Deviation 4.726 1 2.646
Mean 242 0.56 32.33
Std. Deviation 4.33 0.726 6.423
Mean 242.5 0.5 26.25
Std. Deviation 2.38 1 7.932
Mean 242.5 0.5 24
Std. Deviation 0.707 0.707 2.828
Mean 236.5 1.5 38
Std. Deviation 11.743 2.074 3.742
Mean 253.67 1.5 26
Std. Deviation 0.516 0.548 12.198
Mean 244.83 1.33 12
Std. Deviation 1.602 1.211 6.197

88

89

89

94

94

96

Humidity /rH

44

84

84

86

87
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Figure 116 outlines the distributions of individual R-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for R-values are 

identified. Two clear trends in distribution can be identified for stains generated 

between -10oC and 25oC and stains generated between 30oC and 50oC. The first 

group of stains, generated between -10oC and 25oC, are characterized by higher 

medians and IQRs than the second group, between 30oC and 50oC. Medians in the 

first group range from a lowest of 241.5 (0oC) to a high of 254.0 (10oC). In the 

second group medians range from the highest of 212.0 (30oC) to a low of 146.5 

(50oC). Despite this decrease, observations indicate that stains generated on glass 

across all temperatures between -10oC and 50oC exhibit significant levels of R-

values. 

 
Stains generated at 0oC exhibited the largest range between maximum and minimum 

R-values (31) at any temperature interval (figure 112). The presence of one extreme 

R-value of 213 has however, contributed to this range. The second largest range 

between maximum and minimum values for stains at a single temperature interval 

occurred at 30oC (18). This suggests that the greatest variability and change in R-

values occurs around 30oC and supports the idea of division of R-value distribution 

trends at this temperature.   
 

Figure 116 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on glass at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 
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Figure 117 outlines the distributions of individual G-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for G-values are 

identified. G-values for glass stains were consistently, extremely low across all 

temperature intervals. Medians ranged from a low of 0.00 (-10oC & 5oC) to a high of 

6.5 (50oC). One extreme G-value of 38 was recorded at 50oC. When viewed 

alongside other G-values recorded however it appears to be an anomaly. For stains 

generated on glass, G-values are extremely low and no relationship between 

temperature and G-value for these stains is apparent. This observation is quite a 

contrast to the clear relationship observed between increases in temperature and 

decreases in R-values.  
 

 
Figure 117 Box plot distributions of G values for stains generated on glass at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 

 

   
 

 

Figure 118 outlines the distributions of individual B-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for B-values are 

identified. Trends in B-value distributions can be broadly separated into two phases, 

the first of which concerns distributions between –10oC and 15oC and the second of 

which concerns distributions between 20oC and 50oC. As temperature increases 

between -10oC and 15oC B-values decreased. Medians decreased from 37.0 (-10oC) 

to 12.0 (15oC). From 20oC to 50oC, B-value medians appear to increase from a low 

of 23.5 (20oC) to a high of 37.5 (45oC) and 34.0 (50oC). These observations indicate 
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no clear relationship between temperature and B-values for stains generated on glass. 

This contrasts with the clear relationship observed between increases in temperature 

and R-values. Comparison of B-values for glass stains and B-values for paper stains 

indicate that B-values for paper stains are higher than for glass stains and the 

difference between R and B values are smaller for paper stains than glass stains. This 

suggests stains on glass are more strongly orientated towards R-values than B-values, 

compared to paper stains and are therefore characterized by stronger and brighter 

shades of red.   
 

 
 
 

Figure 118 Box plot distributions of B values for stains generated on glass at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 119 outlines the distributions of individual R, G and B-values for replicate 

stains generated at each temperature interval in comparison to each other in a box-

plot. The trends in each appear relative to each other. Trends in R-values appear 

more significantly than trends in G and B values.  R-values represent the highest 

colour values at every temperature interval, all recorded between 142 (40oC) and 247 

(15oC). G and B-values are represented by much lower values at each temperature 

interval, all recorded between 0 and 52 (B-value at 50oC). These results indicate 

stains generated on glass between -10oC and 50oC exhibited an intense red, rather 

than green or blue, colour. The intensity of the colouring is affected by the 

combination of high levels of R values and low levels of G and B values. The 

intensity of this red colour is altered between 25oC and 30oC, an observation that was 

also made for stains generated on paper.  
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Figure 119 Box plot distributions of R, G and B values for stains generated on glass at temperature 
intervals between -10oC and 50oC 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 120 outlines the distributions of R, G and B-values for stains generated at 

humidity intervals recorded during experimental stage 1 in comparison to each other. 

As humidity increased from the lowest measure of 44 rH (relative humidity) to the 

highest of 96, R-values increased. R-values increased up to a humidity level of 84 rH 

where after R-values appeared to plateau and remain at a high level. G and B values 

appeared at a constant level across humidity levels. These results suggest that stains 

generated at higher levels of humidity will exhibit higher levels of R-value than 

stains generated at lower levels of humidity. As G and B values remained constant 

across humidity intervals, increases in R-values at higher levels of humidity 

increased the difference between R, G and B values at each interval, which should 

result in stains at higher humidity intervals exhibiting a lighter intensity of colour.  
 

Although a relationship between R-values and humidity does appear to be supported 

by results presented in figure 120, humidity is influenced by temperature and it is 

difficult therefore to determine what influence humidity alone exerts on R-values. 
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Figure 120 R, G and B values for stains generated on glass at humidity intervals recorded during 

experimental stage 1 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3.2 Stains generated on denim 
 
The measurements for stains derived on denim surfaces from -10 to 50oC are 
presented in figures 121-123. The descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 
124 and 125. 
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Figure 121 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces from -10oC to 
20oC 
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Figure 122 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces from 25oC to 
50oC 
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Figure 123 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces from -10oC to 
50oC 
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Figure 124 outlines average R, G and B values calculated from 6 replicate stains at 

each temperature interval. At each temperature interval R-values for stains were 

higher than G and B-values. Stains therefore appear coloured towards a red rather 

than green or blue hue. For temperatures -10 to 35oC R-values were in excess of 200. 

For 40oC, 45oC and 50oC R-values were 190.5, 193.7 and 186.3 respectively. This 

suggests that as temperature increased from -10oC to 50oC levels of R decreased 

overall. A decrease in R of 33 between -10oC (R-value: 219.3) and 50oC (R-value: 

186.3) confirms this. Levels of G and B values also decreased between -10oC (G-

value 119.3, B-value 122.5) and 50oC (G-value 115.2, B-value 112.0), with 

observable decreases of 10.6 (G-value) and 7.8 (B-value) occurring between 40oC 

and 45oC. This observation of trends in R-values for denim stains contrasted with 

observations of trends in R-values for both paper and glass stains, which exhibited 

sizeable decreases in R-values between 25oC and 30oC. R-values for denim stains by 

contrast appeared to vary little across temperature intervals.  

 
Figure 124 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces from -25oC to 50oC 
 
 

 
 

Figure 125 outlines average colour values for all denim stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains at all temperature intervals. 

Values for stains generated on denim were R (208.18), G (119.08) and B (119.99). 
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Stains therefore exhibit a higher ratio of R colour components, to G and B colour 

components. This means stains are coloured towards a red rather than green or blue 

hue. G and B values were equally represented (119.08 and 119.99).  On average, G 

values were 89.1 points lower than R values and B values were 88.19 points lower 

than R values. Comparison of R, G and B values recorded for denim and paper and 

glass stains indicates that denim stains, on average, exhibit similar R-values but 

much higher G and B values. This meant that stains generated on denim exhibited 

the lowest intensity of red colour compared to stains generated on paper and glass. 

This was supported by observations of a pinker colour for denim stains (figure 123) 

than the red colours displayed by paper (figure 101) and glass (figure 112) stains.  

 
Figure 125 Average R, G and B values for all stains generated on denim 

 

 
 

 

Figure 126 outlines average R, G and B values according to relative humidity 

intervals recorded during experimental stage 1. Comparison of R, G and B values at 

the lowest recorded humidity (55.4 rH) with R, G and B values at the highest 

recorded humidity (98.5 rH) appears to indicate that R, G and B values increased as 

humidity increased. Average R values increased from 193.7 (55.4 rH) to 215.5 (98.5 

rH), G values increased from 111.7 (55.4 rH) to 121.0 (98.5 rH) and B values 

increased from 112.5 (55.4 rH) to 121.1 (98.5 rH). Although an increase between 

values at 55.4 rH and 98.5 rH were observed, values at humidity levels in between 

are higher than those recorded at 98.5 rH. For R values for example, a value of 215.5 

is calculated at 98.5 rH but the highest value of 219.3 is recorded at 83.9 rH. For G 

values, a value of 121.0 is recorded at 98.5 rH with the highest value of 124.0 at 96.3 

rH. For B values, a value of 121.2 is recorded at 98.5 rH with the highest value of 

123.3 at 96.3. These results suggest the relationship between humidity and stain 

colour is unclear and weaker perhaps than the relationship between stain colour and 

other influences. 
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Figure 126 Table of descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated according to relative humidity 
values 
 

 

R Value G Value B Value
Mean 193.7 111.7 112.5
Std. Deviation 6.7 4.8 4.8

55.5 Mean 186.3 115.2 112.0
Std. Deviation 7.0 5.7 7.1

63 Mean 190.5 122.3 120.3
Std. Deviation 9.7 8.0 7.6

66.5 Mean 202.3 121.5 120.2
Std. Deviation 5.8 4.3 4.8

67.1 Mean 205.8 122.5 122.0
Std. Deviation 3.3 2.4 2.4

69.2 Mean 206.5 123.0 122.0
Std. Deviation 3.5 1.4 1.4
Mean 219.2 116.8 120.8
Std. Deviation 7.0 3.9 5.0
Mean 219.3 119.3 122.5
Std. Deviation 4.9 3.0 3.7
Mean 217.2 120.8 122.8
Std. Deviation 2.8 1.7 2.4
Mean 217.5 119.8 121.2
Std. Deviation 8.7 4.9 6.0
Mean 217.2 119.0 121.0
Std. Deviation 5.3 2.2 3.2
Mean 208.0 113.8 120.0
Std. Deviation 12.9 8.6 8.6
Mean 213.7 124.0 123.3
Std. Deviation 7.0 4.9 6.0
Mean 215.5 121.0 121.2
Std. Deviation 7.3 5.1 5.6

89.4

93.4

96.3

98.5

Humidity /rH

55.4

82.7

83.9

84.4

86.9

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 127 outlines the distributions of individual R-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for R-values are 

identified. Two trends in distribution can be identified for stains generated between -

10oC and 20oC and stains generated between 25oC and 50oC. The first group of 

stains, generated between -10oC and 20oC, are characterized by higher medians than 

the second group, between 25oC and 50oC. In the first group medians of R-values are 

roughly horizontally aligned across temperature intervals suggesting there is a 

relative consistency amongst R-values for stains in this group. In the second group 

medians are negatively correlated to further increases in temperature. These results 

suggest that R-values are broadly consistent in stains exposed to temperatures 

between -10oC and 20oC and decrease as stains are exposed to temperatures between 

25oC and 50oC. Despite this decrease, observations indicate that stains generated on 

denim across all temperatures between -10oC and 50oC exhibit significant levels of 

R-values. Observation of the greatest decrease in R-values occurring between 25oC 
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and 30oC mirrors observations of the same trend in paper and glass stains.  

 

At several temperature intervals R-values are distributed over significant ranges, 17 

(-5oC), 28 (0oC), 20 (10oC), 17 (15oC), 22 (40oC), 19 (45oC) and 17 (50oC). The 

presence of significant ranges of R-values at multiple temperatures supports the 

suggestion that R-values are extremely variable for stains generated on denim. 
 
 
Figure 127 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on denim at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 
 

 

 
   

 

Figure 128 outlines the distributions of individual G-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for G-values are 

identified. G-values for denim stains appeared consistently high across all 

temperature intervals, with medians ranging between a low of 112.0 (45oC) and a 

high of 125.5 (15oC). These observations indicate that stains generated on denim 

exhibit high levels of G-values. G-values observed for denim stains were much 

higher, by comparison, to G values recorded for paper or glass stains.  

 

At two temperature intervals G-values are distributed over significant ranges of 20 

(0oC) and 19 (40oC). This suggests G-values are variable for stains generated on 

denim.  Variability of G-values was similar to variability of R and B values for 
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denim stains. Compared to stains generated on other surfaces, G-values for denim 

were more variable than glass but similar to the variability observed for paper stains. 
 
Figure 128 Box plot distributions of G values for stains generated on denim at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 129 outlines the distributions of individual B-values for replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval as a box-plot. At each temperature interval the 

median, minimum, maximum and interquartile ranges (IQRs) for B-values are 

identified. B-values for denim stains appeared consistently high across all 

temperature intervals between -10oC and 40oC, with medians ranging between a low 

of 120.0 (30oC) and a high of 126.0 (15oC). Medians for B-values of stains at 45oC 

(111.5) and 50oC (113.0) appear noticeably lower than B-values between -10oC and 

40oC but still remain high. These observations indicate that stains generated on 

denim exhibit high levels of B-values. B-values observed for denim stains were 

higher, by comparison, to B values recorded for paper or glass stains. 

 

At two temperature intervals B-values are distributed over significant ranges of 19 

(0oC) and 18 (40oC). This suggests B-values are variable for stains generated on 

denim. Variability of B-values was similar to variability of R and G values for denim 

stains. Variability of B-values for denim stains was greater than variability of values 
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observed in paper and glass stains.  
 
Figure 129 Box plot distributions of B values for stains generated on denim at temperature intervals 
between -10oC and 50oC 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 130 outlines the distributions of individual R, G and B-values for replicate 

stains generated at each temperature interval in comparison to each other in a box-

plot. The trends in each appear relative to each other. R-values represent the highest 

colour values at every temperature interval, all recorded between 178 (40oC) and 225 

(-5oC). G and B-values are represented by lower values at each temperature interval, 

all recorded between a 103 (G-value at 0oC) and 130 (G-value at 40oC). The 

differences between R, G and B values at each temperature interval are not 

significantly large, for example the difference between minimum R-value (178) and 

maximum G-value (130) at 40oC is only 48. These results indicate that stains 

generated on denim between -10oC and 50oC exhibited high levels of R, G and B 

values. R-values are dominant and stains will therefore be coloured closer to a red, 

rather than green or blue, hue. The strength of orientation in denim stains towards a 

red colouring will not be strong, as levels of green and blue colours are also high.   

Compared to paper and glass stains, denim stains demonstrate the lowest intensity of 

red colour as they exhibit the smallest differences between R, G and B values across 

all temperature intervals.  
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Figure 130 Box plot distributions of R, G and B values for stains generated on denim at temperature 
intervals between -10oC and 50oC 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 131 outlines the distributions of R, G and B-values for stains generated at 

humidity intervals recorded during experimental stage 1 in comparison to each other. 

As humidity increased from the lowest measure of 55.4 rH (relative humidity) to the 

highest of 98.5, R-values increased. G and B values appeared at a relatively constant 

level across humidity levels. These results suggest that stains generated at higher 

levels of humidity will exhibit higher levels of R-value than stains generated at lower 

levels of humidity. As G and B values remained constant across humidity intervals, 

increases in R-values at higher levels of humidity increased the difference between 

R, G and B values at each interval, which should result in stains at higher humidity 

intervals exhibiting a lighter intensity of colour.  

 

Although a positive relationship between R-values and humidity does appear to be 

supported by results presented in figure 131, humidity is influenced by temperature 

and it is difficult therefore to determine what influence humidity alone exerts on R-

values. 
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Figure 131 R, G and B values for stains generated on denim at humidity intervals recorded during 

experimental stage 1 

 
 

 
5.4 Stain colour analysis – surface comparison 
 
Having identified the trends for each surface, the trends and results observed for all 

three surfaces were compared in more depth. Such a comparison enables the 

identification of both similarities and differences observed between stains generated 

under the same conditions, on different surfaces. Thus, the colours of stains 

generated on the three different surfaces (paper, glass and denim) were compared 

visually and through quantitative analysis.  

 
 
5.4.1 Colour ribbon comparison  
 
To facilitate visual comparison of colours of stains generated at different 

temperatures, colour ribbons were compiled. Images of individual stains and blocks 

of hexadecimal colour corresponding to each stain were organised into longitudinal 

ribbons according to temperature. Colour ribbons for all three surfaces (paper, glass 

and denim) are shown in figure 132 alongside each other.  
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Figure 132 provides a quick visual overview of changes in stain colour between -

10oC and 50oC for each surface and how colours of stains compare between paper, 

glass and denim overall. Comparison of colour ribbons allows several observations 

to be made regarding the colour of stains formed at different temperatures on 

different surfaces.  An initial observation was made regarding visible difference in 

colours of stains between surfaces. Stains at each temperature interval were 

generated on all three surfaces under the same conditions and from the same blood. 

A reasonable expectation follows that stains would therefore be generally similar in 

colour. Denim stains however appear more pink and grey than paper and glass stains, 

which are red or red-brown in colour. A quantitative confirmation of this difference 

is set out in 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 through comparisons of mean RGB totals (denim: 306.9, 

glass: 314.1, paper: 306.8) and ratios of R, G and B values. 

 
A secondary observation related to gradual alterations in bloodstain colour as 

temperature stains are generated at progresses from -10oC to 50oC. Although 

alterations in colour occur gradually, comparison of stain colour at -10oC (top of 

ribbons) and 50oC (bottom of ribbons) indicate the effect of this gradual change over 

the course of the entire temperature range is observable. This alteration appears more 

prominently in paper and glass stains and to a lesser extent in denim stains. Visual 

observations were confirmed and explored further through a quantitative analysis of 

measures of colour recorded for stains. 
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Figure 132 Longitudinal colour ribbons for stains generated on paper, glass and denim between -10oC 

and 50oC. Images of six replicate stains are included for each temperature interval. 
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5.4.2 Comparison of RGB totals between surfaces 
 
RGB totals were calculated by adding R, G and B values recorded for individual 

replicate stains at each temperature interval. Totals were then averaged between 

replicate stains and temperature intervals to generate an overall average RGB total 

for each surface. This was completed separately for each surface. The results are 

presented in figure 133.   

 
Figure 133 outlines descriptive statistics for RGB totals calculated from all stains 

generated on denim, glass and paper. RGB totals are associated with an indication of 

overall intensity of a colour. The lightest intensity of colour, ‘white’, is characterised 

by (R255, G255, B255) and the darkest intensity of colour, ‘black’, is characterised 

by (R000, G000, B000). A comparison of mean RGB totals indicates that stains 

generated on glass exhibited higher RGB totals (314.13) than stains generated on 

denim (306.92) or paper (306.86). This suggests that either glass stains have the 

highest R-values, which contributes to higher RGB totals, or that glass stains have 

higher levels of G and B values contributing to higher RGB totals. Comparison of 

figures 103, 114 and 125 indicate the former, that glass stains exhibit higher R-

values (216.41) on average than denim stains (208.18) and paper stains (209.27). 

Observations that glass stains exhibit the highest RGB totals supports the suggestion 

that glass stains are characterised by a lighter intensity than denim and paper stains, 

which will be characterised by darker intensities.  
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Figure 133 Descriptive statistics for RGB totals calculated from all stains generated on denim, glass 
and paper  

	  

	   	   	  

Descriptives

Surface Statistic Std. Error
RGB Total Denim Mean

Median
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range

Glass Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range

Paper Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range

306.9231 1.67017
305.5000
14.75054

281.00
332.00

51.00
314.1282 4.48843
325.5000
39.64071

238.00
358.00
120.00

306.8590 3.71919
319.0000
32.84704

250.00
351.00
101.00

Page 1

	  
	  
	  
 

 
Comparison of the range of RGB totals calculated for denim, glass and paper stains 

demonstrates that denim stains display the smallest range of RGB totals (51) with 

glass and paper stains exhibiting larger ranges of 120 and 101 respectively (figure 

134).  

 

	  
	  
 

Figure 134 Box-plot demonstrating the range of RGB totals recorded for denim, glass and paper 
surfaces. 
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The significance of comparisons of ranges of RGB totals is in the association of 

ranges with levels of variability of stain colour. Results set out in figures 133 and 

134 suggest that denim stains exhibit a smaller range and therefore variability in 

colour, across all stains sampled, than glass or paper stains. This supports the 

observation that between -10oC and 50oC glass and paper stains demonstrated a 

clearly visible alteration in colour, which denim stains did not (figure 132).	   

 

5.4.3 Comparison of ratios of R, G and B values between surfaces 
 

RGB totals give a measure of intensity of overall stain colour but ratios of R to G 

and B values give an indication of the significance or strength of colour orientation 

towards a particular component.  Average RGB totals for stains were broken down to 

calculate average ratios of R, G and B values to allow comparison of the red 

colouration of stains between surfaces. 
 
Figure 135 illustrates the ratio of R to G and B values for paper stains. The ratio was 

weighted towards R-values (209.27), then B-values (53.96) and lastly G-values 

(29.09) (figures from figure 136). This indicates paper stains were strongly 

orientated towards a red colour.  

 

Figure 135 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for paper stains 
 

 
 

 

Figure 136 Average R, G and B values for all stains generated on paper 
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Figure 137 illustrates the ratio of R to G and B values for glass stains. The ratio was 

weighted very heavily towards R-values (216.41), then B-values (29.26) and lastly to 

an extremely small representation of G-values (1.97) (figures from figure 138). This 

indicates glass stains were very strongly orientated towards a red colour.  
 

Figure 137 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for glass stains 
 

 
 

 

Figure 138 Average R, G and B values for all stains generated on glass 
 

 
 

 

Figure 139 illustrates the ratio of R to G and B values for denim stains. The largest 

single component of RGB totals for denim stains was R-values, however R-values 

accounted for less than half of RGB totals. Levels of G and B values are sizeable in 

combination making up over half the components of RGB totals. This indicates 

denim stains are slightly orientated towards a red colour but that high levels of G and 

B values will introduce a grey hue to the final colour.  

 

Figure 139 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for denim stains 
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Figure 140 Average R, G and B values for all stains generated on denim 
 

 
 

 

Comparison of ratios of R to G and B values in stains generated across paper, glass 

and denim indicated that glass stains were most strongly orientated towards a red 

colour, followed by paper stains and then denim stains. Under 50% of RGB totals for 

denim stains was contributed by R-values, which caused denim stains to appear less 

red and more pinky-grey than paper and glass stains. This was reflected in 

comparisons of colour ribbons (figure 132) where denim stains appear more pink and 

grey than the red and reddy-brown colours of paper and glass stains.  

 
 
5.4.4 Exploring relationships between RGB totals for all surfaces, 
temperature and humidity 
 
To establish whether common relationships between temperature, humidity and RGB 

totals exist for all surfaces, RGB totals for all surfaces were plotted against 

temperature (figure 141) and humidity (figure 142).  

 
Figure 141 outlines the general correlation between temperature and RGB totals 

demonstrated by stains across all three surfaces (paper, glass and denim). Two clear 

trends in distribution between temperature and RGB totals can be identified for stains 

generated between -10oC and 25oC and stains generated between 30oC and 50oC. The 

first group of stains, generated between -10oC and 25oC, are characterized by higher 

medians than the second group, between 30oC and 50oC. The first group appeared to 

demonstrate a positive correlation between temperature and RGB totals whilst the 

second group appeared to demonstrate a negative correlation between temperature 

and RGB totals.  

 
Observations support the suggestion that RGB totals for stains increase for 

temperatures between -10oC and 25oC and at 30oC there is a significant drop in RGB 

totals, which continue to decrease from 30oC to 50oC. Stains generated above 25oC 
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are therefore likely to be characterized by a darker intensity of colour than stains 

generated below 25oC. These trends apply to stains generated on any of the surfaces 

tested. 

 
 
Figure 141 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on paper, glass and denim at 
temperature intervals between -10oC and 50oC 

 

 
 

 

Figure 142 outlines the distributions of RGB totals for stains generated at humidity 

intervals recorded during experimental stage 1. As humidity increased from the 

lowest measure of 44.3 rH (relative humidity) to the highest of 96.6, RGB totals 

increased. These results suggest that stains generated at higher levels of humidity 

will exhibit higher RGB totals than stains generated at lower levels of humidity. This 

should mean that stains generated at higher humidity intervals exhibit a lighter 

intensity of colour.  

 

Although a positive relationship between RGB totals and humidity does appear to be 

supported by figure 142, humidity is influenced by temperature and it is difficult 

therefore to determine what influence humidity alone exerts on RGB totals. 
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Figure 142 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on paper, glass and denim at 
humidity intervals recorded during experimental stage 1  

 
 

 
 
 

 

5.4.5 Statistical test of distribution 
 
Statistical tests were conducted to establish the significance of differences in 

distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals between surfaces. Normality tests 

indicated that data was not normally distributed. This may have been due to small 

sample sizes (6 replicate stains on each surface per temperature) and therefore, non-

parametric tests were used.  

 
The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric test used to compare means of multiple 

independent groups of data. It was used to compare medians of R, G, B values and 

RGB totals recorded, grouped according to surface type (Laerd statistics. 2013).  
 
When R, G, B and RGB totals for each surface are not averaged from replicate stains 

generated at each temperature interval it is possible to reject the null hypotheses.  

There is therefore a significant difference between the R, G, B and RGB-values 

recorded between the different surfaces at the 99% significance level (p = 0.000 < 

0.01) as figure 143 shows. 
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Figure 143 Kruskal-Wallis test comparing distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals across 
surfaces (paper, denim, glass) stained in experimental stage 1 

 
 

RGB totals and R-values act indicators, respectively, of intensity of colour and 

significance of orientation towards one particular colour (red). Results of the 

Kruskal-Wallis test demonstrate that intensity and strength of red colour varied 

significantly between stains generated on paper, glass and denim surfaces. Stains 

generated on glass exhibited the brightest intensity and strength of red colour, 

compared to stains generated on paper and denim. Denim stains by contrast were 

characterized by the lowest intensities and strength of red colour, appearing pink as a 

result. Results also indicated that temperature had a significant effect on stain colour, 

regardless of surface type. Stains generated at higher temperatures were 

characterized by darker intensities of colour than stains generated at low 

temperatures.  

 

Variations in intensity and strength of red colouring may affect the interpretation of 

bloodstain evidence by affecting the ease with which analysts identify stains 

generated across different surfaces. This has implications for the analysis of 

bloodstains at a crime scene, where it is likely that stains will be encountered on a 

range of different surfaces. The implications of results of experimental stage 1 for 

bloodstain pattern analysis and the subsequent process of crime scene reconstruction 

are discussed in chapter 13.    
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6. Experimental Stage 2 – Exploration of environmental 
influences on bloodstain identification (longitudinal 
conditions) 
 
6.1 Overview 

 
Experimental stage 2 consisted of a series of stain drying experiments carried out in a 

progressively more ecologically valid forensic scenario than in experimental stage 1. 

Bloodstains, on a variety of surfaces, were housed in a semi-protected environment 

(located outdoors) and allowed to dry naturally according to ambient climatic 

conditions. After stains had dried they were left in situ and exposed to the natural 

climatic environment for varying periods of time. This was designed to mimic a 

forensic scenario where stained surfaces in outdoors or environmentally exposed 

locations, are discovered some length of time after they were generated. Temperature 

and humidity fluctuations over the experimental period were recorded and treated as 

the main independent variables.  

 

Over the course of 6-7 months, stains were exposed to natural climatic fluctuations 

for one of two conditions; 1) cumulative lengths of time or 2) separate periods within 

the overall experimental timeframe. Once stains had been exposed to the natural 

climatic environment for distinct experimental periods they were subjected to visual 

and chemical identification methods.  

 

The primary objective of stage 2 was to establish whether visual or chemical 

identification of bloodstains, exposed for varying lengths of time to variable climatic 

conditions, was influenced by these climatic fluctuations and whether stains 

generated at different experimental periods could therefore be distinguished from 

each other. The implications of this objective for crime scene reconstruction are in 

improving the ability of investigators to identify stains that have been exposed to a 

range of climatic fluctuations and estimate approximate time of deposition for these 

stains. A secondary objective was to draw comparisons between the results of 

experimental stage 1 and stage 2 – stains generated under different environmental 

conditions. The implications of this objective for crime scene reconstruction are in 

establishing how stains analysed immediately after deposition differ from stains 
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analysed some time after deposition, which have been exposed to a range of 

environmental conditions in the interim. 

 
6.2 Materials 
 
The materials utilised for the experimental work in this chapter are set out in figure 
144. 
 

 

Experimental equipment 
 

Additional specifications 

100ml whole Ovine blood With Alsever’s solution 
Open-sided shelving unit 21 compartments 
Rainproof, breathable cover for shelving 
unit 

Children’s play tent 

Mosquito net Lifesystems box single mosquito net 
Temperature & relative humidity data 
logger 

Ebro. VWR. EBI 20-THI 

Paper Ryman’s A4 white laid paper, 100gm2 
Glass microscope slides CellPath. 90o ground edges. 25.4 x 76.2 mm. 

Thickness 1.0-1.2mm 
White denim cloth 100% cotton. Weight: 345g/metre 
Duct tape & sellotape  
Thermo Scientific Finnpipette® F1 
Variable Volume Single Channel Pipette 

Volume range between 1-10µl 

Biological waste disposal unit  
Kastle-Meyer testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K160 
Hemastix® testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K162 

Bluestar testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K285 
Digital scanner HP Scanjet G2710 

Figure 144 Table of materials used in experimental stage 2 (Author. 2012) 
 
Justification for the selection of presumptive tests is provided in section 3.4.3. 
 
 
6.3 Methodology 
 
6.3.1 Climatic conditions at experimental site 
 
The experiment required samples to be sited in an outdoors location for the duration 

of experimentation, so that they could be exposed to natural climatic conditions. 

During the experiment, one experimental site was used as the location for all 

sampling. This was in order to ensure a fair comparison could be made between 

sample sets and the environmental conditions they had been exposed to. The 

experimental site was set up outdoors in a garden, in an East London location 

(London, E2, 51o531’494”N, -0o071’669”W) chosen for its accessibility and 
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proximity to other experimental sites. The site was located in a temperate climatic 

zone.  

 

Climate conditions at the experimental site (ES) were measured and recorded with a 

digital temperature and relative humidity data logger. The logger was placed in the 

middle of the experimental unit and pre-programmed to record temperature and 

humidity values every 15 minutes, for the duration of the experiment (6-7 months).  

In addition measurements of precipitation, wind speed and direction were recorded 

from an independent weather station (WS) located 800m from the experimental site. 

These measurements provided a more detailed record of temporal climatic variations 

at the site (figure 145).  
 

Climatic summary from experimental site (ES) and weather station (WS) 
 

 
Month 

 
Temperature Humidity Precipit

ation 

 
Wind 

 
 Average 

Temperat
ure /oC 

High 
Temperat

ure /oC 

Low 
Temperat

ure /oC 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 

Total 
Precipit

ation 
/mm  

Average 
Wind 
speed 
/mph 

Averag
e Wind 
Directi

on 
 ES ES ES ES WS WS WS 

X 7.2 13.0 -0.5 81 57.2 4.0 SW 
X 5.2 16.9 -6.2 78 19.7 3.4 W 
X 9.6 21.5 2.6 75 15.9 2.8 W 
X 8.9 17.4 0.8 75 128.6 4.0 WSW 
X 13.8 26.8 5.2 74 65.2 3.5 NNW 
0* 15.3 27.8 7.3 74 193.7 4.1 SW 

1** 17.4 30.8 11.1 73 129.0 2.6 SW 
2** 19.3 30.6 8.0 70 35.9 2.4 SW 
3** 15.3 28.0 6.6 70 60.2 2.6 WSW 
4** 11.3 17.4 1.7 83 112 2.5 WSW 
5** 8.6 15.4 0.3 86 100.8 2.8 SW 
6** 6.5 13.5 -2.6 85 142 3.7 WSW 
7* 6.7 13.9 0.0 81 44.4 5.2 SW 

* Experimental Months 
 

Figure 145 Climatic information recorded from experimental site (ES) and independent weather 
station (WS) over experimental period (2012/2013) 

 
 
6.3.2 Stain sets 
 
Stains were exposed to the environment for varying periods of time according to one 

of two categorical conditions: ‘longitudinal’ or ‘monthly’ sampling methods.  
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6.3.2.1 Longitudinal samples 

Longitudinal samples were exposed to environmental conditions for longitudinally 

progressive periods of time. For each surface (paper, glass, denim) 7 different sample 

sets, each containing 8 replicate stains, were generated (figure 146).  
 

 Paper Glass Denim 
Longitudinal sample 
set 1 (L1) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Longitudinal sample 
set 2 (L2) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Longitudinal sample 
set 3 (L3) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Longitudinal sample 
set 4 (L4) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Longitudinal sample 
set 5 (L5) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Longitudinal sample 
set 6 (L6) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Longitudinal sample 
set 7 (L7) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

 

Figure 146 Division of longitudinal samples into 7 sample sets, each consisting of 8 replicate stains 
generated on each of three surfaces (paper, glass and denim) 

 

All samples were generated at the outset of the experimental period and 

simultaneously housed within the experimental shelving unit. The experiment then 

ran for a total period of seven consecutive months, with one set of longitudinal 

samples being removed at the end of each month.  

 

This sampling method resulted in the generation of seven different sample sets, 

which had been exposed to the environment for cumulative amounts of time (figure 

147). The generated stain sets reflected: one month, two months, three months, four 

months, five months, six months and seven months concurrent exposure to 

environmental conditions.  
 

Sample Set 1 –  
Longitudinal Samples 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 147 Illustration of respective 
lengths of seven longitudinal samples 
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The first sample set, for example, contained stains that were only exposed to the 

environment for the 1st experimental month (L1). The second sample set contained 

stains that were exposed to the environment for the 1st and 2nd experimental months 

(L2). The third sample set contained stains exposed for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

experimental months (L3), and so on, up to the seventh and final sample set taken, 

which contained stains exposed to the environment from the 1st through to 7th 

experimental months (L7). Each sample set contained 8 replicate stains on each of 3 

surfaces (24 stains). Across seven separate samples (L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7) this 

generated a total of 168 ‘longitudinal’ stains. Generation of longitudinal sample sets 

allowed comparisons to be made between stain appearance and progressive length of 

time exposed to the environment. 

 
 
6.3.2.2 Monthly samples 
 
Monthly samples were exposed to environmental conditions for separate but 

consecutive periods of time, each lasting a month in length (figure 148).  

 

Nature and interpretation of environmentally 
altered stains 

Experimental 
Stage 1 – 
Laboratory 
Study 
 
(-5oC ! 50oC) 

Experimental Stage 2 
– Longitudinal Study 

Sample Set 1 –  
Longitudinal Samples 

 
 
 
 

Sample Set 2 – Monthly 
Samples 

 
 

Experimental 
Stage 3 – 
Extreme 

Conditions 

Experimental 
Stage 4 – 

Drying Time 

 
 

For each surface (paper, glass, denim) 6 different sample sets, each containing 8 

replicate stains, were generated (figure 149). New sample sets were generated on the 

first day of each experimental month, housed in the experimental unit for the rest of 

that month and then removed on the first day of the next experimental month. This 

sampling process continued for the duration of 6 months, generating a series of stain 

sets that individually had been exposed to environmental conditions for separate 

monthly periods collectively spanning the course of 6 months.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 148 Illustration of 
arrangement of six monthly 
samples in relation to each 
other 
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 Paper Glass Denim 
Monthly sample set 1 
(M1) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Monthly sample set 2 
(M2) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Monthly sample set 3 
(M3) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Monthly sample set 4 
(M4) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Monthly sample set 5 
(M5) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

Monthly sample set 6 
(M6) 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 8 replicate stains 

 

Figure 149 Division of monthly samples into 7 sample sets, each consisting of 8 replicate stains 
generated on each of three surfaces (paper, glass and denim) 

 

The first sample set contained stains exposed to the environment for the 1st 

experimental month (M1), the second for stains exposed for the 2nd experimental 

month (M2) and so on, until stains had also been generated for experimental months 

3 (M3), 4 (M4), 5 (M5) and 6 (M6). Each sample set contained 8 replicate stains on 

each of 3 surfaces (24 stains). Across six separate samples (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6) 

this generated a total of 144 ‘monthly’ stains.  

 

Generation of monthly sample sets allowed comparisons to be made between stains 

exposed for different months, characterised by different climatic conditions. 

Generation of both sample sets: longitudinal (L) and monthly (M) samples, allowed 

further comparisons to be made between both sample sets.  

 
 
6.3.3 Experimental set up 
 
The primary objective of the experimental stage was to expose stains to a variety of 

climatic conditions and observe the effects of exposure on stain appearance and 

internal composition (measured through visual and chemical analyses).Observations 

contributed towards establishing an empirical basis for future interpretations of 

environmentally altered stains, which will subsequently enhance crime scene 

reconstructions of scenes where they are encountered. A certain level of stain 

preservation was therefore necessary in order to allow observations to be made, 

without undermining the experimental objective of examining the influence of 

environment on bloodstains.  
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Stains were housed in a semi-protected environment in order to prevent removal of 

stains through exposure to precipitation, or more extreme climatic mechanisms. The 

main independent variables were temperature and humidity. Priority was therefore 

given to ensuring as natural as possible exposure to temperature and humidity 

fluctuations, whilst protecting stains from other climatic variables and removal 

mechanisms. Several design features were incorporated into the experimental set up 

in order to create this semi-protected, whilst still experimentally valid, experimental 

environment.  

 
6.3.3.1 Shelving unit 
 
Stains were housed at the experimental site in an open-sided shelving unit (figure 

150). This afforded them some necessary protection from precipitation whilst 

continuing to allow free-flow of air around the stains. Prior to experimentation the 

back wall of the unit was removed to further increase the flow of air through the unit. 

The open-sides also ensured stains were more sensitized to any temperature and 

humidity variations. 

 
 

Figure 150 Open-sided shelving unit used to house stains (www.viking-direct.co.uk) 
 

The shelving unit consisted of three vertical columns and seven horizontal shelves, 

dividing the unit into 24 partitioned sections. A shelving unit of these dimensions 

and divisions was purposefully chosen for experimental reasons. The three vertical 

columns allowed easy separation of samples according to each of the three surface 

types used in experimentation: paper, glass and denim fabric. Columns, from left to 

right, housed glass, paper and denim surfaces respectively. Each column was 

separated into 8 horizontal platforms by 7 horizontal shelves. Each platform was of 
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sufficient size (300mm x 225mm) to house an A4 piece of paper; upon which 

individual stains within a sample set could be collectively mounted.  

 

The arrangement of the shelving unit’s partitions meant that at any one time during 

the experiment a maximum of 8 sample sets for each surface could be 

accommodated in the shelving unit. As monthly samples ran sequentially to one 

another, only one monthly sample set (for each surface) was housed in the shelving 

unit at any time. Longitudinal samples were all generated at the outset of the 

experimental period and therefore all needed to be housed in the unit from the start. 

For each surface, there were seven different longitudinal sample sets. 

 

Taking into account the longitudinal and monthly sampling methods, the absolute 

maximum number of sample sets, for each surface, in the shelving unit at any one 

time – was 8 (1 monthly sample set, 7 longitudinal sample sets). This equated to 24 

sample sets across the 3 surfaces. With 24 partitioned platforms, the shelving unit 

chosen was therefore naturally suitable for accommodating all stains during the 

experiment.   

 
6.3.3.2 Unit set-up within experimental site 
 
Once the back wall of the shelving unit had been removed the unit was positioned 

within the experimental site. The experimental site was a garden, bounded on all four 

sides by walls, so naturally sheltered. The North, East and South wall were each in 

excess of 10 feet tall and the West wall was 5 feet tall.  

 

In order to maintain the necessary semi-protected experimental conditions the unit 

was placed in a corner (Northwest) of the site, so that surrounding walls could 

provide some additional sheltering from climatic extremes (figure 151).  
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Figure 151 Sketch map of experimental site (garden) and location of experimental unit/equipment 
within site (Author. 2013) 

 
In order to prevent any groundwater flow through the lower levels of the unit the unit 

was raised off the ground by placing terracotta stands underneath the unit. As stains 

were located outdoors it was assumed that various insects and other small animals 

might be attracted to the presence of blood. Therefore to avoid external influences in 

and around stains which could alter or obscure subsequent observations being made 

regarding the influence of environmental conditions on bloodstains, a method of 

deterring or preventing insects and animals from accessing stains, which continued to 

ensure free-flow circulation of air through the unit and prevent a build-up for 

humidity, therefore had to be incorporated into the experimental set-up. The 

experimental unit was enclosed in a mosquito net to achieve this. Mosquito nets 

consist of tightly woven mesh that is tight enough to prevent penetration by small 

insects but loose enough to interfere minimally with ventilation and airflow, thus 

providing a breathable, physical barrier.  

 
A box mosquito net was arranged around the unit during set-up. The net was rotated 

90o onto its side so that it’s opening, formerly at the base of the net, was orientated 

vertically to the side. This meant the net could be accessed from the side.  
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Shelving 
unit 

Box 
mosquito 

net 

 

Figure 152 Sketch diagram of 
location of box net on 
terracotta stands and 
placement of shelving unit in 
net (Author. 2013) 
 

 

The net was placed on top of the terracotta stands, with the net opening into the 

experimental site. The shelving unit was then placed into the box net through the side 

opening (figure 152). The weight of the unit was used to help secure the netting for 

the duration of the experiment by anchoring the netting between the terracotta stands 

and the base of the shelving unit. The open side of the net was then tied to fully 

enclose the shelving unit (figure 153). 

 

As a final consideration to the set up of the unit, a breathable fabric tent was placed 

over the entire unit (figures 154 & 155). This provided some protection for the 

mosquito net against becoming saturated with precipitation but maintained some 

level of exposure to the elements which was necessary to mimic real life stain 

exposure.  

         

  
 

Figure 153 Arrangement of box mosquito net and tie around shelving unit (Author. 2012) 
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Figure 154 Breathable fabric tent placed 
over experimental unit (Author. 2012) 

 
Figure 155 Final experimental set-up within 

experimental site (Author. 2012) 
 
 
6.3.4 Sampling phases 
 
Generation of stain samples was separated into two distinct phases. The first phase 

was completed prior to the start of the experiment and involved the generation of all 

longitudinal sample sets and the first monthly sample set. The second phase 

continued throughout the experiment and involved the generation of new sample sets 

at the beginning of each month.  

 
 
6.3.4.1 Longitudinal sampling method 

 
On day 1 of the experiment all longitudinal samples were generated. For each of the 

three surfaces (paper, glass, denim fabric) stained, seven different longitudinal 

sample sets were taken. Each sample set contained 8 replicate stains.  

 
6.3.4.2 Monthly sampling method 

 
On day 1 of the experiment the first monthly sample was generated. For each of the 

three surfaces (paper, glass, denim fabric) stained, one sample set was taken. Each 

sample set contained 8 replicate stains. Monthly samples were then generated on the 

first day of each experimental month until six different monthly sample sets had been 

taken. Each sample set contained 8 replicate stains.   

 
All stains in both phases were generated according to the same method.  
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6.3.5 Sample sets and replicate stains 
 
Within each sample set 8 replicate stains were generated. These replicate stains were 

collectively mounted on a single sheet of A4 paper. Mounting replicate stains on a 

single sheet of paper eased both processes of accessing and securing samples within 

the unit during experimentation. As there was free air-flow through the unit 

throughout the experimental period, without this, samples may have been 

significantly affected through movement by wind. Samples were secured within the 

unit in two ways.  

 
Firstly, before replicate stains were generated, the surfaces they were to be generated 

on were securely attached to sheets of A4 paper. In the case of stains generated on 

paper, the A4 paper itself served as the target surface. Instead of attaching any other 

surface to the paper therefore a marker was used to outline 8 different boxes on the 

sheet, each of which was to contain one replicate stain (figure 156). 

 

  
 

For stains generated on glass, 8 glass microscope slides were aligned grid-like on top 

of the paper. Sellotape strips were then used to attach the slides to the paper at both 

ends so no movement of the slides was possible (figure 157).  

Figure 156 Sketch of A4 
sheet of paper with marked 
areas, set up for generation 
of 8 stains on paper 
 
(Author. 2012)	  
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For stains generated on denim, a swatch of denim fabric, was mounted onto paper. 

Sellotape strips were used to attach the fabric to the paper on all sides, so it was 

firmly attached (figure 158). Fabric swatches were of sufficient size to allow for the 

generation of 8 separate stains on each individual swatch. Once replicate stain 

surfaces had been attached, or outlined, on A4 sheets of paper they were then 

stained. As a second method of securing samples within the unit; once sample sets 

had been generated, A4 sheets were placed on horizontal shelves in the unit and 

secured in situ by lengths of duct tape at each end.  

 

 
 
6.3.6 Stain generation 
 
Using a fixed 10µl volume pipette, a series of Ovine blood stains were deposited 

from a height of 10cm onto paper to form eight separate replicate stains. Each stain 

Figure 157 Sketch of 
arrangement of 8 
microscope slides, secured 
by sellotape, on A4 sheet 
of paper 
 
(Author. 2012)	  

Figure 158 Sketch of 
arrangement of denim fabric 
swatch, secured by sellotape, 
on A4 sheet of paper 
 
(Author. 2012)	  
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was generated within an individual, previously demarcated box on the paper (figure 

159). This process was then replicated and repeated 7 further times to generate a total 

of 8 paper sample sets. These sets represented 1 monthly and 7 longitudinal sample 

sets.  

 

 

Figure 159 Eight replicate stains 
generated in demarcated boxes 
on paper 
 
(Author. 2012) 

 
The entire stain generation process, outlined above, was then replicated for both 

glass and denim surfaces. Glass stains were each generated on individual microscope 

slides, mounted on paper. Denim stains were generated separately on a denim swatch 

mounted on paper.  

 

Once stain sets had been generated on paper, glass and denim surfaces, for each 

surface there were 8 sample sets, each containing 8 replicate stains. The sample sets 

represented 7 longitudinal sample sets and the 1st monthly sample set for each 

surface. Each sample set was mounted on an A4 sheet, meaning there was a total of 

24 A4 sheets to be housed in the experimental shelving unit. Each sheet was placed 

on a separate shelf within the unit. The alignment of sheets (and therefore sample 

sets) within the unit was vertically according to surface and horizontally according to 

sample set type and number (figure 160). 
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Figure 160 Arrangement of maximum number of longitudinal and monthly sample sets in 24-
partitioned shelving unit 

  
  

 
 

Figure 161 Shelving columns vertically housing different surfaces, from L-R: paper, glass, denim, 
which are secured to shelves with duct tape (Author. 2012) 

 
Sheets were secured to the shelf at each end with a length of duct tape (figure 161). 

Once sheets and samples had been securely housed in the unit (figure 162), the 

mosquito netting was secured over the open side of the unit. The breathable fabric 

tent was then placed over the entire unit. 

 

 Left Column Centre Column Right Column 

 Paper Surfaces 
 

Glass Surfaces 
 

Denim Surfaces 
 

Top Monthly sample set (M1) Monthly sample set (M1) Monthly sample set (M1) 

ñ 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L1) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L1) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L1) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L2) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L2) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L2) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L3) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L3) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L3) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L4) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L4) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L4) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L5) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L5) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L5) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L6) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L6) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L6) 

Bottom Longitudinal sample set 
(L7) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L7) 

Longitudinal sample set 
(L7) 
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Figure 162 Sheets and samples secured in open-sided shelving unit (Author. 2012) 
 
The unit was left undisturbed, at the experimental site, for the duration of one month. 

This period represented the first experimental month. At the end of the month the 

tent was lifted off the unit and the mosquito netting over the side untied, to allow 

access to the unit from the site. Certain sets of samples were then removed from the 

experimental unit. Samples removed from the unit at the end of the first experimental 

month were the 1st monthly samples (M1) and 1st longitudinal samples (L1). These 

samples were removed from the unit and then set aside for analysis.  

 

Before the unit could be resealed and left for the next experimental month a new set 

of monthly samples (M2) were generated for paper, glass and denim surfaces and 

securely placed into the unit. The new sets were generated through exactly the same 

process as previous stain sets and secured to shelves in the same way with lengths of 

duct tape at each end. M2 sample sets were placed in the shelves that had previously 

been occupied by M1 sample sets. All longitudinal samples had been generated at the 

start of the 1st experimental month, so no further longitudinal sample sets were 

generated. The mosquito netting was then secured again and the tent placed back 

over the unit. Analysis of samples that had been removed (M1 & L1) was conducted 

immediately.  

 

The process, as outlined above, of removing certain sets of both monthly and 

longitudinal samples and generating new monthly sample sets at the end of every 

month was repeated throughout the experiment for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th 

months. At the end of the 6th month the monthly sample set (M6) was removed but a 
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new one was not generated to replace it. During the 7th month therefore there was 

only one longitudinal sample set (L7) housed in the unit. Figure 163 outlines the 

order of removal and generation of sample sets across all months.  

 
Month 

Number Samples in unit 
Samples 

removed at 
end of month 

Samples 
generated at 
end of month 

1 M1, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7 M1, L1 M2 
2 M2, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7 M2, L2 M3 
3 M3, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7 M3, L3 M4 
4 M4, L4, L5, L6, L7 M4, L4 M5 
5 M5, L5, L6, L7 M5, L5 M6 
6 M6, L6, L7 M6, L6  
7 L7 L7  

 

 

Figure 163 Outline of order of sample removals 
 
 
6.3.7 Visual and chemical analysis of Stains 
 
All sample sets of stains were analysed immediately after they had been removed 

from the experimental unit. Stains were subjected to both visual and chemical 

identification analysis as outlined in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.7. Results of both analyses 

were recorded for comparative and interpretative purposes. 
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7. Experimental Stage 2 – Results 
 
7.1 Stain generation checklist & results of chemical identification 
tests 
	  
Figures 164 and 165 present the results of chemical identification tests conducted on 

bloodstains exposed to environmental fluctuations during experimental stage 2 as 

longitudinal and monthly sample sets (chapter 6). Presumptive tests including the 

Hemastix, Kastle-Meyer and Bluestar tests were conducted on stains in each sample 

set (as outlined in chapter 3, sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.6). After each sample set had been 

removed from the experimental unit it was immediately digitally scanned for visual 

analysis (as outlined in chapter 3, section 3.4.7). Once scanned, stains within each 

sample set were subjected to chemical testing. The results of the tests for stains 

generated are set out in figures 164 and 165.  
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Figure 164 Results of presumptive chemical tests for stains generated as longitudinal samples 
	  
	  

The results of tests conducted on stains in all longitudinal and monthly sample sets 

are shown in figures 164 and 165. Results indicate that all stains in these sample sets 

tested presumptive positive for blood. This indicates that exposing bloodstains to a 

naturally variable temperate climate for longitudinal periods of between 1 to 7 

months, and to a naturally variable temperate climate for monthly periods 

characterised by different climatic conditions does not inhibit positive chemical 

identification of stains with presumptive tests.  
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Figure 165 Checklist of results of presumptive chemical tests for stains generated as monthly samples 
 

	  
7.2 Longitudinal sample sets 
 
The images captured of individual stains generated in longitudinal sample sets are set 

out in sections 7.2. Longitudinal stains are presented in groups of eight, representing 

individual groups of 8 replicate stains generated on three different surfaces (denim, 

glass, paper) in each sample set (L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6 & L7).  

 

7.2.1 Images of longitudinal sample sets 
 
Images are accompanied by an indication of sample set and surface they correspond 

to. Underneath each image a ‘stain ID’ is listed, for example B001, this ID refers to a 

numbering of individual stains for ease of identification. The results of digital 

measurements of colour for each stain are also given as R, G and B values listed 

sequentially and a ‘hex code’ that identifies the hexadecimal colour of each stain. 
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7.2.1.1 Images of longitudinal sample set L1 (Months: 0 to 1) 
 
 
7.2.1.1.1 Figure 166 Stains generated on denim  
 

    
B001 B002 B003 B004 
RGB 174, 149, 123 
Hex: ae967b 

RGB 177, 153, 126 
Hex: b1997e 

RGB 174, 150, 124 
Hex: ae967c 

RGB 177, 156, 130 
Hex: b19c81 

    
B005 B006 B007 B008 
RGB 169, 145, 120 
Hex: a99178 

RGB 169, 146, 120 
Hex: a99278 

RGB 173, 151, 125 
Hex: ad977e 

RGB 171, 148, 123 
Hex: ab947b 

 
 
7.2.1.1.2 Figure 167 Stains generated on glass 
 

    
B009 B010 B011 B012 
RGB 86, 59, 40 
Hex: 563e2d 

RGB 78, 60, 48 
Hex: 4e3b2f 

RGB 91, 69, 57 
Hex: 5b4539 

RGB 98, 66, 55 
Hex: 624236 

 
   

B013 B014 B015 B016 
RGB 89, 78, 68 
Hex: 594e43 

RGB 75, 57, 46 
Hex: 4b392d 

RGB 81, 61, 52 
Hex: 513e35 

RGB 101, 67, 56 
Hex: 654338 
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7.2.1.1.3 Figure 168 Stains generated on paper 
 

 
 

  

B017 B018 B019 B020 
RGB 71, 70, 62 
Hex: 47463e 

RGB 85, 82, 72 
Hex: 555248 

RGB 91, 89, 77 
Hex: 5b594d 

RGB 85, 84, 73 
Hex: 555449 

    
B021 B022 B023 B024 
RGB 84, 77, 64 
Hex: 544d40 

RGB 75, 74, 66 
Hex: 4b4a42 

RGB 54, 42, 35 
Hex: 362a23 

RGB 23, 20, 16 
Hex: 171410 

 
 
 
7.2.1.2 Images of longitudinal sample set L2 (Months: 0 to 2) 
 
 
7.2.1.2.1 Figure 169 Stains generated on denim 
 

    
B025 B026 B027 B028 
RGB 171, 147, 123 
Hex: ab937b 

RGB 167, 144, 120 
Hex: a79078 

RGB 169, 147, 123 
Hex: a9937b 

RGB 174, 151, 125 
Hex: ae977d 

    
B029 B030 B031 B032 
RGB 165, 142, 116 
Hex: a58e74 

RGB 172, 150, 124 
Hex: ac967c 

RGB 166, 144, 118 
Hex: a69076 

RGB 170, 150, 124 
Hex: aa967c 
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7.2.1.2.2 Figure 170 Stains generated on glass 
 

  
 

 

B033 B034 B035 B036 
RGB 216, 210, 192 
Hex: d8d2c0 

RGB 138, 124, 104 
Hex: 8a7c68 

RGB 141, 114, 83 
Hex: 8d7253 

RGB 115, 95, 81 
Hex: 735f51 

    
B037 B038 B039 B040 
RGB 117, 87, 68 
Hex: 755744 

RGB 105, 90, 79 
Hex: 6a5a4f 

RGB 107, 89, 74 
Hex: 6b594a 

RGB 111, 87, 71 
Hex: 6f5747 

 
 
7.2.1.2.3 Figure 171 Stains generated on paper 
 

    
B041 B042 B043 B044 
RGB 61, 60, 54 
Hex: 3d3c36 

RGB 52, 45, 38 
Hex: 342d26 

RGB 49, 50, 42 
Hex: 31322a 

RGB 65, 48, 41 
Hex: 413029 

    
B045 B046 B047 B048 
RGB 46, 34, 26 
Hex: 2e221a 

RGB 61, 43, 34 
Hex: 3d2b22 

RGB 56, 46, 38 
Hex: 382e26 

RGB 48, 34, 26 
Hex: 30221a 
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7.2.1.3 Images of longitudinal sample set L3 (Months: 0 to 3) 
 
7.2.1.3.1 Figure 172 Stains generated on denim 
 

    
B049 B050 B051 B052 
RGB 177, 155, 129 
Hex: b19b81 

RGB 178, 156, 130 
Hex: b29c82 

RGB 173, 151, 126 
Hex: ad977e 

RGB 178, 155, 127 
Hex: b29b7f 

    
B053 B054 B055 B056 
RGB 170, 148, 122 
Hex: aa947a 

RGB 182, 160, 133 
Hex: b6a085 

RGB 176, 155, 128 
Hex: b09b80 

RGB 170, 147, 119 
Hex: aa9377 

 
 
7.2.1.3.2 Figure 173 Stains generated on glass 
 

 

 

 

 

B057 B058 B059 B060 
RGB 101, 68, 52 
Hex: 654434 

RGB 105, 70, 50 
Hex: 694632 

RGB 117, 71, 46 
Hex: 75472e 

RGB 134, 79, 38 
Hex: 864f26 

   
 

B061 B062 B063 B064 
RGB 117, 69, 48 
Hex: 754530 

RGB 107, 71, 58 
Hex: 6b473a 

RGB 102, 90, 82 
Hex: 665a52 

RGB 108, 69, 48 
Hex: 6c4530 
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7.2.1.3.3 Figure 174 Stains generated on paper 
 

    
B065 B066 B067 B068 
RGB 68, 61, 43 
Hex: 443d2b 

RGB 91, 68, 55 
Hex: 5b4437 

RGB 72, 67, 56 
Hex: 484338 

RGB 59, 40, 31 
Hex: 3b281f 

    

B069 B070 B071 B072 
RGB 91, 75, 60 
Hex: 5b4b3c 

RGB 52, 21, 10 
Hex: 34150a 

RGB 82, 57, 44 
Hex: 52392c 

RGB 63, 33, 21 
Hex: 3f2115 

 
 
 
7.2.1.4 Images of longitudinal sample set L4 (Months: 0 to 4) 
 
 
7.2.1.4.1 Figure 175 Stains generated on denim 
 

 
   

B073 B074 B075 B076 
RGB 179, 157, 127 
Hex: b39d7f 

RGB 184, 163, 132 
Hex: b8a384 

RGB 172, 150, 120 
Hex: ac9678 

RGB 176, 154, 123 
Hex: b09a7b 

    
B077 B078 B079 B080 
RGB 175, 153, 122 
Hex: af997a 

RGB 177, 156, 125 
Hex: b19c7d 

RGB 184, 163, 132 
Hex: b8a384 

RGB 179, 158, 126 
Hex: b39e7e 
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7.2.1.4.2 Figure 176 Stains generated on glass 
 

    
B081 B082 B083 B084 
RGB 142, 112, 89 
Hex: 8e7059 

RGB 128, 110, 88 
Hex: 806e58 

RGB 90, 66, 54 
Hex: 5a4236 

RGB 90, 70, 59 
Hex: 5a463b 

 
   

B085 B086 B087 B088 
RGB 67, 54, 46 
Hex: 43362e 

RGB 84, 71, 63 
Hex: 54473f 

RGB 93, 72, 59 
Hex: 5d483b 

RGB 97, 68, 52 
Hex: 614434 

 
 
7.2.1.4.3 Figure 177 Stains generated on paper 
 

    
B089 B090 B091 B092 
RGB 84, 79, 66 
Hex: 544f42 

RGB 85, 75, 61 
Hex: 554b3d 

RGB 63, 41, 27 
Hex: 3f291b 

RGB 79, 58, 45 
Hex: 4f3a2d 

      
B093 B094 B095 B096 
RGB 82, 67, 54 
Hex: 524336 

RGB 61, 35, 23 
Hex: 3d2317 

RGB 63, 43, 31 
Hex: 3f2b1f 

RGB 65, 47, 34 
Hex: 412f22 
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7.2.1.5 Images of longitudinal sample set L5 (Months: 0 to 5) 
 
7.2.1.5.1 Figure 178 Stains generated on denim 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
B097 B098 B099 B100 
RGB 169, 147, 118 
Hex: a99376 

RGB 174, 154, 124 
Hex: ae9a7c 

RGB 190, 169, 140 
Hex: bea98c 

RGB 186, 165, 136 
Hex: baa588 

  
  

B101 B102 B103 B104 
RGB 172, 149, 120 
Hex: ac9578 

RGB 185, 164, 135 
Hex: b9a487 

RGB 185, 164, 134 
Hex: b9a486 

RGB 189, 169, 138 
Hex: bda98a 

 
 
7.2.1.5.2 Figure 179 Stains generated on glass 
 

 
 

  
B105 B106 B107  B108 
RGB 174, 171, 151 
Hex: aeab97 

RGB 96, 84, 59 
Hex: 60543b 

RGB 153, 145, 116 
Hex: 999174  

RGB 111, 98, 68 
Hex: 6f6244 

   
 

B109 B110 B111 B112 
RGB 134, 126, 106 
Hex: 867e6a 

RGB 76, 63, 42 
Hex: 4c3f2a 

RGB 76, 64, 46 
Hex: 4c402e 

RGB 66, 49, 32 
Hex: 423120 
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7.2.1.5.3 Figure 180 Stains generated on paper 
 

    
B113 B114 B115 B116 
RGB 51, 25, 20 
Hex: 331914 

RGB 64, 51, 42 
Hex: 40332a 

RGB 46, 34, 22 
Hex: 2e2216 

RGB 48, 39, 29 
Hex: 30271d 

  
  

B117 B118 B119 B120 
RGB 57, 45, 35 
Hex: 392d23 

RGB 50, 38, 28 
Hex: 32261c 

RGB 41, 27, 15 
Hex: 291a0f 

RGB 54, 39, 28 
Hex 36271c 

 
 
 
7.2.1.6 Images of longitudinal sample set L6 (Months: 0 to 6) 
 
 
7.2.1.6.1 Figure 181 Stains generated on denim 
 

 
   

B121 B122 B123 B124 
RGB 243, 240, 216 
Hex: f3f0d8 

RGB 242, 240, 217 
Hex: f2f0d9 

RGB 235, 232, 210 
Hex: ebe8d2 

RGB 223, 217, 184 
Hex: dfd9b8 

     
  

B125 B126 B127 B128 
RGB 230, 226, 195 
Hex: e6e2c3 

RGB 229, 224, 191 
Hex: e5e0bf 

RGB 180, 166, 132 
Hex: b4a684 

RGB 149, 123, 97 
Hex: 957b61 
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7.2.1.6.2 Figure 182 Stains generated on glass 
 

  
 

 
B129 B130 B131 B132 
RGB 99, 61, 42 
Hex: 633d2a 

RGB 132, 102, 71 
Hex: 846647 

RGB 238, 236, 208 
Hex: eeecd0 

RGB 113, 81, 48 
Hex: 715130 

  
 

 

B133 B134 B135 B136 
RGB 174, 127, 90 
Hex: ae7f5a 

RGB 129, 109, 82 
Hex: 816d52 

RGB 116, 94, 73 
Hex: 745e49 

RGB 197, 168, 141 
Hex: c5a88d 

 
 
7.2.1.6.3 Figure 183 Stains generated on paper 
 

         
B137 B138 B139 B140 
RGB 59, 50, 43 
Hex: 3b322b 

RGB 55, 41, 31 
Hex: 37291f 

RGB 53, 17, 11 
Hex: 35110b 

RGB 72, 54, 42 
Hex: 48362a 

     
             

B141 B142 B143 B144 
RGB 40, 31, 20 
Hex: 281f14 

RGB 37, 33, 24 
Hex: 252118 

RGB 57, 45, 36 
Hex: 392d24 

RGB 46, 36, 26 
Hex: 2e241a 
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7.2.1.7 Images of longitudinal sample set L7 (Months: 0 to 7) 
 
7.2.1.7.1 Figure 184 Stains generated on denim 
 

   
 

B145 B146 B147 B148 
RGB 183, 165, 134 
Hex: b7a586 

RGB 182, 163, 133 
Hex: b6a385 

RGB 184, 165, 135 
Hex: b8a587 

RGB 184, 164, 134 
Hex: b8a486 

  
 

 
B149 B150 B151 B152 
RGB 180, 160, 130 
Hex: b4a082 

RGB 185, 164, 135 
Hex: b9a487 

RGB 180, 159, 131 
Hex: b49f83 

RGB 186, 166, 136 
Hex: baa688 

 
 
7.2.1.7.2 Figure 185 Stains generated on glass 
 

  

       
B153 B154 B155 B156 
RGB 125, 103, 79 
Hex: 7d674f 

RGB 148, 122, 87 
Hex: 947a57 

RGB 112, 81, 59 
Hex: 70513b 

RGB 96, 72, 57 
Hex: 604839 

          

    

 
 

B157 B158 B159 B160 
RGB 93, 60, 43 
Hex: 5d3c2b 

RGB 95, 65, 49 
Hex: 5f4131 

RGB 82, 61, 48 
Hex: 523d30 

RGB 93, 78, 68 
Hex: 5d4e44 
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7.2.1.7.3 Figure 186 Stains generated on paper 
 

  
  

B161 B162 B163 B164 
RGB 42, 28, 17 
Hex: 2a1c11 

RGB 45, 37, 28 
Hex: 2d251c 

RGB 48, 33, 23 
Hex: 302117 

RGB 68, 40, 30 
Hex: 44281e 

      
 

    

 
B165 B166 B167 B168 
RGB 45, 32, 23 
Hex: 2d2017 

RGB 55, 26, 14 
Hex: 371a0e 

RGB 33, 25, 15 
Hex: 21190f 

RGB 49, 30, 21 
Hex: 311e15 

 
 
7.2.2 Longitudinal stain colour analysis 
 
Once stains had been scanned and captured in a digital format, images were imported 

into colour analysis software to extract quantitative information about stain colour 

from the images. Each stain was analysed individually. Descriptive statistics were 

calculated and box-plots of the results of stain colour analysis are provided for each 

surface individually to assist in the identification of trends between climatic 

conditions and stain colour. Once results were outlined for each surface, it was 

possible to make a comparison of the trends and results between surfaces. For 

longitudinal stains generated on all surfaces and monthly stains generated on denim 

and glass surfaces, trends across sample sets, average temperatures, average 

humidity levels and cumulative volumes of precipitation in distributions of R, G, B 

values and RGB totals approximately mirrored each other. For the purposes of 

analysis, discussion for these stains was therefore limited to R-value distribution (an 

indication of orientation towards a red colour) and RGB total distribution (an 

indication of overall colour intensity). Discussion of G and B-value distributions is 

included in appendix 2. Distribution of R, G, B values and RGB totals for paper 

stains across volumes of precipitation differed from each other and these were 

discussed individually. 
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7.2.2.1 Stains generated in longitudinal denim sample sets  
 
The measurements derived for stains on denim surfaces from longitudinal sample 
sets are presented in figure 187. Descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 
188 and 189. 
 
Figure 187 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces in longitudinal 
sample sets 
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Figure 188 outlines mean R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 8 replicate 

stains in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. In each longitudinal sample set R-values 

were greater than G and B-values. G and B-values recorded for each sample set were 

also high however, which meant for some sample sets R-values were only slightly 

higher than G and B values. For example, in the L6 sample set the average R-value 

was 216.4, average G-value was 209.0 and average B-value was 180.3.  

 
R-values for all sample sets fell between a low of 169.3 (L2) and a highest value of 

216.4 observed for the L6 sample set. G-values across all sample sets fell between a 

recorded low of 147.0 (L2) and a high of 209.0 (L6). B-values were recorded 

between a low of 122.0 (L2) and a high of 180.3 (L6). Results demonstrate that 

whilst R, G and B-values were represented in similar levels in each sample set, for 

each sample set R-values represented the highest colour component, followed by G-

values and finally B-values which represented the lowest individual colour 

component. The slight dominance of R-values suggests stains generated on denim 

and exposed to a range of longitudinal periods are all coloured towards red, rather 

than green or blue hues of colour. Observations of similarly high levels of R, G and 

B values support observations of a tan-brown colour of stains (figure 187). An RGB 

triplet for a light tan-brown colour are typically represented by similar figures in 

each of R, G and B values, approximately half-way between 000 (black) and 255 

(white), for example RGB (R210. G180, B140).  
 
Figure 188 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces in longitudinal 
sample sets 

 
 

 
 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

L2 Mean 169.3 147.0 122.0 438.0 
Std. Deviation 3.1 3.3 3.3 10.0 

L3 Mean 175.5 153.4 127.0 456.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.4 4.5 13.0 

L4 Mean 178.3 157.0 126.0 461.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.6 4.4 13.2 

L5 Mean 181.3 160.1 131.0 472.0 
Std. Deviation 8.2 9.0 8.6 26.0 

L6 Mean 216.4 209.0 180.3 605.1 
Std. Deviation 34.0 42.0 43.3 119.0 

L7 Mean 183.0 163.3 134.0 480.0 
Std. Deviation 2.2 2.5 2.1 7.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 149 243 182.38 19.407 
G Value 56 123 240 162.66 25.035 
B Value 56 97 217 134.64 24.961 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 24.0 21.4 68.0 

L2 Mean 55.0 45.0 37.4 137.1 
Std. Deviation 7.0 9.0 9.1 23.0 

L3 Mean 72.3 53.0 40.0 165.0 
Std. Deviation 15.0 19.2 18.0 50.2 

L4 Mean 73.0 56.0 43.0 171.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 17.0 16.3 43.3 

L5 Mean 51.4 37.3 27.4 116.0 
Std. Deviation 7.1 9.0 9.0 23.4 

L6 Mean 52.4 38.4 29.1 120.0 
Std. Deviation 11.3 12.0 11.1 31.4 

L7 Mean 48.1 31.4 21.4 101.0 
Std. Deviation 10.2 5.2 6.0 19.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 23 91 60.38 15.971 
G Value 56 17 89 46.80 18.176 
B Value 56 10 77 36.57 17.353 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 87.4 65.0 53.0 205.0 
Std. Deviation 9.2 7.0 8.4 21.4 

L2 Mean 131.3 112.0 94.0 337.3 
Std. Deviation 37.0 42.0 41.1 119.1 

L3 Mean 111.4 73.4 53.0 238.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 7.5 13.1 17.4 

L4 Mean 99.0 78.0 64.0 241.0 
Std. Deviation 24.3 21.2 16.1 61.0 

L5 Mean 111.0 100.0 78.0 288.3 
Std. Deviation 40.0 43.5 42.2 125.1 

L6 Mean 150.0 122.3 94.4 367.0 
Std. Deviation 48.4 56.0 55.0 158.1 

L7 Mean 106.0 80.3 61.3 247.0 
Std. Deviation 22.0 22.0 16.0 58.0 

!
!
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Figure 189 outlines average colour values for all denim stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains in all longitudinal sample sets. 

Values for stains generated on denim were R (182.38), G (162.66) and B (134.64). 

Stains exhibit a higher ratio of R to G and B colour components. This means stains 

were coloured towards a red rather than green or blue hue. Levels of R, G and B 

values were approximately halfway between values of 000 (black) and 255 (white), 

which corresponds to the medium intensity observed in longitudinal stains generated 

on denim (figure 187). The combination of a slight orientation towards red hues of 

colour and a medium intensity of colour indicate that stains generated on denim, on 

average, were characterised by a light brown or tan colouring. For six stains 

generated in sample set L6 (B121, B122, B123, B124, B125 & B126) R, G and B 

values were particularly high. Average values for these stains were R234, G230, 

B202, which is close to (R255, G255, B255) an RGB triplet that corresponds to the 

colour white.  

 
Figure 189 Average R, G and B values for all longitudinal stains generated on denim 

 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

L2 Mean 169.3 147.0 122.0 438.0 
Std. Deviation 3.1 3.3 3.3 10.0 

L3 Mean 175.5 153.4 127.0 456.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.4 4.5 13.0 

L4 Mean 178.3 157.0 126.0 461.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.6 4.4 13.2 

L5 Mean 181.3 160.1 131.0 472.0 
Std. Deviation 8.2 9.0 8.6 26.0 

L6 Mean 216.4 209.0 180.3 605.1 
Std. Deviation 34.0 42.0 43.3 119.0 

L7 Mean 183.0 163.3 134.0 480.0 
Std. Deviation 2.2 2.5 2.1 7.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 149 243 182.38 19.407 
G Value 56 123 240 162.66 25.035 
B Value 56 97 217 134.64 24.961 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 24.0 21.4 68.0 

L2 Mean 55.0 45.0 37.4 137.1 
Std. Deviation 7.0 9.0 9.1 23.0 

L3 Mean 72.3 53.0 40.0 165.0 
Std. Deviation 15.0 19.2 18.0 50.2 

L4 Mean 73.0 56.0 43.0 171.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 17.0 16.3 43.3 

L5 Mean 51.4 37.3 27.4 116.0 
Std. Deviation 7.1 9.0 9.0 23.4 

L6 Mean 52.4 38.4 29.1 120.0 
Std. Deviation 11.3 12.0 11.1 31.4 

L7 Mean 48.1 31.4 21.4 101.0 
Std. Deviation 10.2 5.2 6.0 19.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 23 91 60.38 15.971 
G Value 56 17 89 46.80 18.176 
B Value 56 10 77 36.57 17.353 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 87.4 65.0 53.0 205.0 
Std. Deviation 9.2 7.0 8.4 21.4 

L2 Mean 131.3 112.0 94.0 337.3 
Std. Deviation 37.0 42.0 41.1 119.1 

L3 Mean 111.4 73.4 53.0 238.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 7.5 13.1 17.4 

L4 Mean 99.0 78.0 64.0 241.0 
Std. Deviation 24.3 21.2 16.1 61.0 

L5 Mean 111.0 100.0 78.0 288.3 
Std. Deviation 40.0 43.5 42.2 125.1 

L6 Mean 150.0 122.3 94.4 367.0 
Std. Deviation 48.4 56.0 55.0 158.1 

L7 Mean 106.0 80.3 61.3 247.0 
Std. Deviation 22.0 22.0 16.0 58.0 

!
!

 
 
 
7.2.2.1.a Sample Sets 

Figures 190 & 191 outline distributions of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim surfaces across longitudinal sample sets.  

 

Figure 190 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains (n = 8) generated 

in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. Across sample sets distributions of recorded R-

values appeared generally similar. Stains exposed for 1 month (sample set L1), 2 

months, 3 months (L3), 4 months (L4), 5 months (L5) and 7 months (L7) exhibited 

similar median R-values of 173.5 (L1), 169.5 (L2), 176.5 (L3), 178.0 (L4), 185.0 (L5) 

and 183.5 (L7), which all fell within a small range of 15.5. An anomaly to this trend 

appeared in R-values recorded for stains exposed for 6 months (L6), which exhibited 

a median R-value of 229.5.  
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Comparison of ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and maximum 

R-values recorded, confirms the anomalous nature of stains exposed for 6 months 

(L6). Ranges between minimum and maximum R-values for sample sets L1 (8), L2 

(9), L3 (12), L4 (12), L5 (21) and L7 (6) calculated from figure 187 are small and 

support an observation that stains generated on denim exhibit minimal variability 

when exposed for varying longitudinal periods (figure 187). Stains exposed for 6 

months (L6) once again appear anomalous to the general trend observed for R-value 

distributions across sample set. The range between minimum and maximum R-values 

for L6 was 94. The general presence of minimal ranges suggests that R-value 

distributions for denim stains are not significantly variable across sample sets. This 

supports an observation that as length of exposure increases, stains generated on 

denim surfaces do not exhibit observable changes in colour. 
 

Figure 190 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on denim surfaces across 

longitudinal sample sets 

 
 

Figure 191 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains (n = 8) 

generated in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. Across sample sets distributions of 

recorded RGB totals appeared generally similar. Stains exposed for 1 month (sample 

set L1), 2 months, 3 months (L3), 4 months (L4), 5 months (L5) and 7 months (L7) 

exhibited similar median RGB totals of 447.0 (L1), 440.0 (L2), 459.5 (L3), 460.5 
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(L4), 483.5 (L5) and 482.0 (L7), which all fell within a small range of 43.5. An 

anomaly to this trend appeared in RGB totals recorded for stains exposed for 6 

months (L6), which exhibited a median RGB total of 647.5.  

 

Comparison of ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and maximum 

RGB totals recorded, confirms the anomalous nature of stains exposed for 6 months 

(L6). Ranges for sample sets L1 (29), L2 (27), L3 (39), L4 (37), L5 (65) and L7 (18) 

calculated from figure 187 are small and support an observation that stains generated 

on denim exhibit minimal variability when exposed for varying longitudinal periods 

(figure 187). Stains exposed for 6 months (L6) once again appear anomalous to the 

general trend observed for RGB total distributions across sample set. The range 

between minimum and maximum RGB totals for L6 was 330. The general presence 

of minimal ranges suggests that RGB total distributions for denim stains are not 

significantly variable across sample sets. This supports an observation that as length 

of exposure increases, stains generated on denim surfaces do not exhibit significant 

changes in colour. 
 
Figure 191 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on denim surfaces across 
longitudinal sample sets 

 

 
 

 

Across all distributions a general trend can be identified between length of time 

(number of months) stains were exposed to temperate climatic variations for and R, 
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G, B values and RGB totals. As length of time increased from 1 to 7 months, R-values 

(figure 190), G-values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals (figure 

191) did not considerably vary. This suggests that for denim stains, length of 

environmental exposure did not influence stain colour.  

 

7.2.2.1.b Temperature 

Figures 192 & 193 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim surfaces across cumulatively averaged temperatures.  

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 192 Box plot distributions of R 
values for stains generated on denim 
surfaces at cumulatively averaged 
temperatures 

 
 

Figure 193 Box plot distributions of RGB 
Totals for stains generated on denim 
surfaces at cumulatively averaged 
temperatures 

 
7.2.2.1.c Humidity 

Figures 194 & 195 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim surfaces across cumulatively averaged humidity values.  
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Figure 194 Box plot distributions 
of R values for stains generated on 
denim surfaces at cumulatively 
averaged humidity values 

 
 

Figure 195 Box plot distributions 
of RGB totals for stains generated 
on denim surfaces at cumulatively 
averaged humidity values 

Across all distributions, trends between average temperature, R, G, B values and RGB 

totals and average humidity, R, G, B values and RGB totals were not identified. 

Observations indicated average temperature only varied by 2oC and humidity values 

only varied by 1%. This was not a significant enough variation or range of variations 

to determine any influence of temperature or humidity over longitudinal periods on 

stains generated on denim surfaces. 

 

7.2.2.1.d Precipitation 

Figures 196 & 197 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim surfaces exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation across 

longitudinal sample sets.  
 

Figure 196 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains generated in 

longitudinal sample sets that were exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation. 
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Across cumulative volumes of precipitation R-values appeared generally similar. 

Stains exposed to 194mm (sample set L1), 323mm (L2), 359mm (L3), 419mm (L4), 

531mm (L5) and 774mm (L7) exhibited similar median R-values of 173.5 (L1), 

169.5 (L2), 176.5 (L3), 178.0 (L4), 185.0 (L5) and 183.5 (L7), which all fell within a 

small range of 15.5. An anomaly to this trend appeared in R-values recorded for 

stains exposed to 632mm (L6), which exhibited a median R-value of 229.5.  

 

Comparison of ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and 

maximum R-values recorded, confirms the anomalous nature of stains exposed to 

632mm precipitation (L6). Ranges for sample sets of 8 (L1), 9 (L2), 12 (L3), 12 

(L4), 21 (L5) and 6 (L7) are small and support an observation that stains generated 

on denim exhibit minimal variability when exposed to cumulative volumes of 

precipitation (figure 187). Stains exposed to 632mm (L6) once again appear 

anomalous to the general trend observed for R-value distributions across sample set. 

The range between minimum and maximum R-values for L6 was 94. The general 

presence of minimal ranges suggests that R-value distributions for denim stains 

exhibited minimal variability across sample sets. This supports an observation that as 

volume of precipitation stains are exposed to increases, stains generated on denim 

surfaces do not exhibit observable changes in colour. 
 

Figure 196 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on denim surfaces and exposed to 
cumulative volumes of precipitation 
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Figure 197 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains generated in 

longitudinal sample sets that were exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation. 

Across cumulative volumes of precipitation RGB totals appeared generally similar. 

Stains exposed to 194mm (sample set L1), 323mm (L2), 359mm (L3), 419mm (L4), 

531mm (L5) and 774mm (L7) exhibited similar median RGB totals of 447.0 (L1), 

440.0 (L2), 459.5 (L3), 460.5 (L4), 483.5 (L5) and 482.0 (L7), which all fell within a 

small range of 43.5. An anomaly to this trend appeared in RGB totals recorded for 

stains exposed to 632mm (L6), which exhibited a median RGB total of 647.5.  

 
Comparison of ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and 

maximum RGB totals recorded, confirms the anomalous nature of stains exposed to 

632mm precipitation (L6). Ranges for sample sets of 29 (L1), 27 (L2), 39 (L3), 37 

(L4), 65 (L5) and 18 (L7) are small and support an observation that stains generated 

on denim exhibit minimal variability when exposed to cumulative volumes of 

precipitation (figure 187). Stains exposed to 632mm (L6) once again appear 

anomalous to the general trend observed for RGB total distributions across sample 

set. The range between minimum and maximum RGB totals for L6 was 330. The 

general presence of minimal ranges suggests that B-value distributions for denim 

stains are not significantly variable across sample sets. This supports an observation 

that as volume of precipitation stains are exposed to increases, stains generated on 

denim surfaces do not exhibit significant changes in colour. 
 

Figure 197 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on denim surfaces and exposed to 
cumulative volumes of precipitation 
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Across all distributions a general trend can be identified between cumulative 

volumes of precipitation (number of months) and R, G, B values and RGB totals. As 

levels of precipitation increased from 194mm to 774mm, R-values (figure 196), G-

values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals (figure 197) did not 

considerably vary. This suggests that for denim stains, volume of precipitation stains 

were exposed to did not influence stain colour.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.2.2.2 Stains generated in longitudinal paper sample sets  
 

The measurements derived for stains on paper surfaces from longitudinal sample sets 
are presented in figure 198. Descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 199 
and 200. 
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Figure 198 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces in longitudinal 
sample sets 
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Figure 199 outlines mean R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 8 replicate 

stains in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. In each longitudinal sample set R-values 

were greater than G and B-values. G and B-values recorded for each sample set were 

also high however, which meant for some sample sets R-values were only slightly 

higher than G and B values. For example, in the L1 sample set the average R-value 

was 71.0, average G-value was 67.3 and average B-value was 58.1.  

 
R-values for all sample sets fell between a low of 51.4 (L5) and a highest value of 

73.0 observed for the L4 sample set. G-values across all sample sets fell between a 

recorded low of 31.4 (L6) and a high of 67.3 (L1). B-values were recorded between a 

low of 21.4 (L6) and a high of 58.1 (L1). Results demonstrate that whilst R, G and 

B-values were represented in similar levels in each sample set, for each sample set 

R-values represented the highest colour component, followed by G-values and 

finally B-values. The slight dominance of R-values suggests stains generated on 

paper and exposed to a range of longitudinal periods are all coloured towards red, 

rather than green or blue hues of colour. Observations of similarly low levels of R, G 

and B values support observations of a dark-brown or grey-black colour of stains 

(figure 198). An RGB triplet for the darkest hues of grey (‘dark slate grey’) are 

typically represented by low, similar figures of R, G and B values, for example RGB 

(R79, G76, B47). The colour black is corresponds to an RGB triplet of (R0, G0, B0).  
 
Figure 199 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces in longitudinal 
sample sets 
 
 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

L2 Mean 169.3 147.0 122.0 438.0 
Std. Deviation 3.1 3.3 3.3 10.0 

L3 Mean 175.5 153.4 127.0 456.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.4 4.5 13.0 

L4 Mean 178.3 157.0 126.0 461.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.6 4.4 13.2 

L5 Mean 181.3 160.1 131.0 472.0 
Std. Deviation 8.2 9.0 8.6 26.0 

L6 Mean 216.4 209.0 180.3 605.1 
Std. Deviation 34.0 42.0 43.3 119.0 

L7 Mean 183.0 163.3 134.0 480.0 
Std. Deviation 2.2 2.5 2.1 7.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 149 243 182.38 19.407 
G Value 56 123 240 162.66 25.035 
B Value 56 97 217 134.64 24.961 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 24.0 21.4 68.0 

L2 Mean 55.0 45.0 37.4 137.1 
Std. Deviation 7.0 9.0 9.1 23.0 

L3 Mean 72.3 53.0 40.0 165.0 
Std. Deviation 15.0 19.2 18.0 50.2 

L4 Mean 73.0 56.0 43.0 171.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 17.0 16.3 43.3 

L5 Mean 51.4 37.3 27.4 116.0 
Std. Deviation 7.1 9.0 9.0 23.4 

L6 Mean 52.4 38.4 29.1 120.0 
Std. Deviation 11.3 12.0 11.1 31.4 

L7 Mean 48.1 31.4 21.4 101.0 
Std. Deviation 10.2 5.2 6.0 19.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 23 91 60.38 15.971 
G Value 56 17 89 46.80 18.176 
B Value 56 10 77 36.57 17.353 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 87.4 65.0 53.0 205.0 
Std. Deviation 9.2 7.0 8.4 21.4 

L2 Mean 131.3 112.0 94.0 337.3 
Std. Deviation 37.0 42.0 41.1 119.1 

L3 Mean 111.4 73.4 53.0 238.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 7.5 13.1 17.4 

L4 Mean 99.0 78.0 64.0 241.0 
Std. Deviation 24.3 21.2 16.1 61.0 

L5 Mean 111.0 100.0 78.0 288.3 
Std. Deviation 40.0 43.5 42.2 125.1 

L6 Mean 150.0 122.3 94.4 367.0 
Std. Deviation 48.4 56.0 55.0 158.1 

L7 Mean 106.0 80.3 61.3 247.0 
Std. Deviation 22.0 22.0 16.0 58.0 

!
!

 
 
Figure 200 outlines average colour values for all paper stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains in all longitudinal sample sets. 
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Values for stains generated on paper were R (60.38), G (46.80) and B (36.57). Stains 

exhibit a marginally higher ratio of R to G and B colour components. This means 

stains were slightly coloured towards a red rather than green or blue hue. Levels of 

R, G and B values were all low which corresponds to the dark intensity observed in 

longitudinal stains generated on paper (figure 198). The combination of a slight 

orientation towards red hues of colour and a dark intensity indicate that stains 

generated on paper, on average, were characterised by a very dark grey or brown 

colouring. For some individual stains, for example B024 (R23, G20, B16) had such 

low R, G and B values they were close to (R000, G000, B000) an RGB triplet that 

corresponds to the colour black.  
Figure 200 Average R, G and B values for all longitudinal stains generated on paper 

 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

L2 Mean 169.3 147.0 122.0 438.0 
Std. Deviation 3.1 3.3 3.3 10.0 

L3 Mean 175.5 153.4 127.0 456.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.4 4.5 13.0 

L4 Mean 178.3 157.0 126.0 461.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.6 4.4 13.2 

L5 Mean 181.3 160.1 131.0 472.0 
Std. Deviation 8.2 9.0 8.6 26.0 

L6 Mean 216.4 209.0 180.3 605.1 
Std. Deviation 34.0 42.0 43.3 119.0 

L7 Mean 183.0 163.3 134.0 480.0 
Std. Deviation 2.2 2.5 2.1 7.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 149 243 182.38 19.407 
G Value 56 123 240 162.66 25.035 
B Value 56 97 217 134.64 24.961 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 24.0 21.4 68.0 

L2 Mean 55.0 45.0 37.4 137.1 
Std. Deviation 7.0 9.0 9.1 23.0 

L3 Mean 72.3 53.0 40.0 165.0 
Std. Deviation 15.0 19.2 18.0 50.2 

L4 Mean 73.0 56.0 43.0 171.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 17.0 16.3 43.3 

L5 Mean 51.4 37.3 27.4 116.0 
Std. Deviation 7.1 9.0 9.0 23.4 

L6 Mean 52.4 38.4 29.1 120.0 
Std. Deviation 11.3 12.0 11.1 31.4 

L7 Mean 48.1 31.4 21.4 101.0 
Std. Deviation 10.2 5.2 6.0 19.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 23 91 60.38 15.971 
G Value 56 17 89 46.80 18.176 
B Value 56 10 77 36.57 17.353 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 87.4 65.0 53.0 205.0 
Std. Deviation 9.2 7.0 8.4 21.4 

L2 Mean 131.3 112.0 94.0 337.3 
Std. Deviation 37.0 42.0 41.1 119.1 

L3 Mean 111.4 73.4 53.0 238.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 7.5 13.1 17.4 

L4 Mean 99.0 78.0 64.0 241.0 
Std. Deviation 24.3 21.2 16.1 61.0 

L5 Mean 111.0 100.0 78.0 288.3 
Std. Deviation 40.0 43.5 42.2 125.1 

L6 Mean 150.0 122.3 94.4 367.0 
Std. Deviation 48.4 56.0 55.0 158.1 

L7 Mean 106.0 80.3 61.3 247.0 
Std. Deviation 22.0 22.0 16.0 58.0 

!
!

 
 
7.2.2.2.a Sample Sets 

Figures 201 & 202 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on paper surfaces across longitudinal sample sets.  
 

Figure 201 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains (n = 8) generated 

in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. Stains exposed for 1 month (sample set L1), 3 

months (L3) and 4 months (L4) exhibited median R-values of 79.5, 70.0 and 72.0 

respectively, which were the highest median R-values recorded across sample sets. 

Stains exposed for 5 months (L5), 6 months (L6) and 7 months (L7) exhibited 

median R-values of 50.5, 54.0 and 46.5 respectively, which were the lowest median 

R-values recorded across sample sets. These results suggest that as length of 

exposure increases for stains generated on paper surfaces, R-values of stains 

decrease. Stains exposed for 2 months (sample set L2) are the only stains that do not 

support this general trend. They exhibited a median R-value of 54.0, which appears 

anomalous alongside the R-values of 79.5 (L1), 70.0 (L3) and 72.0 (L4) of stains 

exposed for shorter lengths of time. 

 

Significant ranges were exhibited by all sample sets between minimum and 
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maximum R-values. The largest range of 68 was observed for stains exposed for 1 

month (L1) and the smallest range of 19 was observed for stains exposed for 2 

months (L2). The presence of significant ranges suggests that R-value distributions 

for paper stains are variable across sample sets.   

 

Figure 201 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on paper surfaces across 
longitudinal sample sets 
 

 
 

 

Figure 202 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains (n = 8) 

generated in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. Stains exposed for 1 month (sample 

set L1), 3 months (L3) and 4 months (L4) exhibited median RGB totals of 220.0, 

177.5 and 164.0.0 respectively, which were the three highest median RGB totals 

recorded across sample sets. Stains exposed for 5 months (L5), 6 months (L6) and 7 

months (L7) exhibited median RGB totals of 116.0, 117.5 and 100.0 respectively, 

which were the lowest median RGB totals recorded across sample sets. These results 

suggest that as length of exposure increases for stains generated on paper surfaces, 

RGB totals of stains decrease. This supports an observation of darker intensities of 

stain colour as length of exposure to temperate climatic variations increases (figure 

198). Stains exposed for 2 months (sample set L2) are the only stains that do not 

support this general trend. They exhibited a median RGB total of 139.0, which 

appears anomalous as this total was higher than the RGB total exhibited by stains in 

sample set L3 (177.5).  
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Significant ranges were exhibited by all sample sets between minimum and 

maximum RGB totals. The largest range of 198 was observed for stains exposed for 

1 month (L1) and the smallest range of 65 was observed for stains exposed for 7 

months (L7). The presence of significant ranges suggests that RGB totals 

distributions for paper stains are variable across sample sets.   
 

Figure 202 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on paper surfaces across 
longitudinal sample sets 
 

 
  
 

Across all distributions a general trend can be identified between length of time 

(number of months) stains were exposed to temperate climatic variations for and R, 

G, B values and RGB totals. As length of time increased from 1 to 7 months, R-

values (figure 201), G-values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals 

(figure 202) decreased. R-values decreased from 71 (L1) to 64 (L7). G-values 

decreased from 90 (L1) to 42 (L7). B-values decreased from 78 (L1) to 29 (L7) and 

RGB totals decreased from 239 (L1) to 135 (L7). This suggests that for paper stains, 

length of environmental exposure did influence stain colour.  

7.2.2.2.b Temperature 

Figures 203 & 204 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on paper surfaces across cumulatively averaged temperatures.  
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7.2.2.2.c Humidity 

Figures 205 & 206 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on paper surfaces across cumulatively averaged humidity values.  
 

 
 

Figure 205 Box plot distributions of R 
values for stains generated on paper 
surfaces at cumulatively averaged 
humidity values 

 

Figure 203 Box plot distributions of R 
values for stains generated on paper 
surfaces at cumulatively averaged 
temperatures 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 204 Box plot distributions of 
RGB Totals for stains generated on 
paper surfaces at cumulatively averaged 
temperatures 
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Figure 206 Box plot distributions of 
RGB totals for stains generated on 
paper surfaces at cumulatively averaged 
humidity values 

Across all distributions, trends between average temperature, R, G, B values and RGB 

totals and average humidity, R, G, B values and RGB totals were not identified. 

Observations indicated average temperature only varied by 2oC and humidity values 

only varied by 1%. This was not a significant enough variation or range of variations 

to determine any influence of temperature or humidity over longitudinal periods on 

stains generated on paper surfaces. 

 
7.2.2.2.d Precipitation 

Figures 207 & 208 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on paper surfaces exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation across 

longitudinal sample sets.  

 

Figure 207 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains generated in 

longitudinal sample sets that were exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation. 

Stains exposed to the lowest volume of precipitation (194mm) exhibited the highest 

median R-value of 79.5. Stains exposed to the highest cumulative volume of 

precipitation (774mm) exhibited the lowest median R-value of 46.5. This supports a 

suggestion that as volume of precipitation stains generated on paper are exposed to 

increases, R-values of stains generally decrease. R-values recorded for stains 

exposed to 323mm precipitation appear slightly anomalous to this general trend. 

They exhibited a median R-value of 54.0, which appears anomalous alongside R-

values of 70.0 (359mm) and 72.0 (419mm) recorded for stains exposed to higher 

cumulative levels of precipitation. 
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Figure 207 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on paper surfaces and exposed to 
cumulative volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

  

Figure 208 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains generated in 

longitudinal sample sets that were exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation. 

Stains exposed to the lowest volume of precipitation (194mm) exhibited the highest 

median RGB total of 220.0. Stains exposed to the highest cumulative volume of 

precipitation (774mm) exhibited the lowest median RGB-value of 100.0. This 

supports a suggestion that as volume of precipitation stains generated on paper are 

exposed to increases, RGB totals of stains generally decrease. RGB totals recorded 

for stains exposed to 323mm precipitation appear slightly anomalous to this general 

trend. They exhibited a median RGB total of 139.0, which appears anomalous 

alongside RGB totals of 177.5 (359mm) and 164.0 (419mm) recorded for stains 

exposed to higher cumulative levels of precipitation. 
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Figure 208 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on paper surfaces and exposed to 
cumulative volumes of precipitation 

 

 
 
 

Across all distributions general trends can be identified between cumulative volumes 

of precipitation and R, G, B values and RGB totals. As levels of precipitation 

increased from 194mm to 774mm, R-values (figure 207), G-values (appendix 2), B-

values (appendix 2) and RGB totals (figure 208) decreased. This suggests that for 

paper stains, cumulative volume of precipitation stains were exposed to did influence 

stain colour.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.2.2.3 Stains generated in longitudinal glass sample sets  
 

The measurements derived for stains on glass surfaces from longitudinal sample sets 

are presented in figure 209. Descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 210 

and 211. 
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Figure 209 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces in longitudinal 
sample sets 
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Figure 210 outlines mean R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 8 replicate 

stains in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. In each longitudinal sample set R-values 

were greater than G and B-values. G and B-values recorded for each sample set were 

also high however, which meant for some sample sets R-values were only slightly 

higher than G and B values. For example, in the L5 sample set the average R-value 

was 111.0, average G-value was 100.0 and average B-value was 78.0.  

 
R-values for the majority of sample sets (L2, L3, L5, L6 and L7) were above 100.0, 

with R-values below 100.0 only being observed for L1 and L4 sample sets. G-values 

across all sample sets fell between a recorded low of 65.0 (L1) and 122.3 (L6) and 

for all sample sets B-values were recorded below 100.0. Results demonstrate that 

whilst R, G and B-values were observed in similar levels in each sample set, for each 

sample set R-values represented the highest colour component, followed by G-values 

and finally B-values. The slight dominance of R-values suggests stains generated on 

glass and exposed to a range of longitudinal periods are all coloured towards red, 

rather than green or blue hues of colour. Observation of similar levels of R, G and B 

values support observations of a predominantly brown or grey colour of stains 

(figure 209). An RGB triplet for a grey colour are typically represented by an equal 

figure in each of R, G and B values, approximately half-way between 000 (black) 

and 255 (white), for example RGB (R138. G138, B138). RGB triplets for brown 

colours are typically represented by a dominance of R-values to significant levels of 

G and B-values, for example (R160, G82, B45).  

 
Figure 210 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces in longitudinal sample 
sets 
 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

L2 Mean 169.3 147.0 122.0 438.0 
Std. Deviation 3.1 3.3 3.3 10.0 

L3 Mean 175.5 153.4 127.0 456.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.4 4.5 13.0 

L4 Mean 178.3 157.0 126.0 461.0 
Std. Deviation 4.2 4.6 4.4 13.2 

L5 Mean 181.3 160.1 131.0 472.0 
Std. Deviation 8.2 9.0 8.6 26.0 

L6 Mean 216.4 209.0 180.3 605.1 
Std. Deviation 34.0 42.0 43.3 119.0 

L7 Mean 183.0 163.3 134.0 480.0 
Std. Deviation 2.2 2.5 2.1 7.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 149 243 182.38 19.407 
G Value 56 123 240 162.66 25.035 
B Value 56 97 217 134.64 24.961 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 24.0 21.4 68.0 

L2 Mean 55.0 45.0 37.4 137.1 
Std. Deviation 7.0 9.0 9.1 23.0 

L3 Mean 72.3 53.0 40.0 165.0 
Std. Deviation 15.0 19.2 18.0 50.2 

L4 Mean 73.0 56.0 43.0 171.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 17.0 16.3 43.3 

L5 Mean 51.4 37.3 27.4 116.0 
Std. Deviation 7.1 9.0 9.0 23.4 

L6 Mean 52.4 38.4 29.1 120.0 
Std. Deviation 11.3 12.0 11.1 31.4 

L7 Mean 48.1 31.4 21.4 101.0 
Std. Deviation 10.2 5.2 6.0 19.0 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 23 91 60.38 15.971 
G Value 56 17 89 46.80 18.176 
B Value 56 10 77 36.57 17.353 
Valid N (listwise) 56     

!
Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

L1 Mean 87.4 65.0 53.0 205.0 
Std. Deviation 9.2 7.0 8.4 21.4 

L2 Mean 131.3 112.0 94.0 337.3 
Std. Deviation 37.0 42.0 41.1 119.1 

L3 Mean 111.4 73.4 53.0 238.0 
Std. Deviation 11.0 7.5 13.1 17.4 

L4 Mean 99.0 78.0 64.0 241.0 
Std. Deviation 24.3 21.2 16.1 61.0 

L5 Mean 111.0 100.0 78.0 288.3 
Std. Deviation 40.0 43.5 42.2 125.1 

L6 Mean 150.0 122.3 94.4 367.0 
Std. Deviation 48.4 56.0 55.0 158.1 

L7 Mean 106.0 80.3 61.3 247.0 
Std. Deviation 22.0 22.0 16.0 58.0 

!
!
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Figure 211 outlines average colour values for all glass stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains in all longitudinal sample sets. 

Values for stains generated on paper were R (113.55), G (90.05) and B (70.91). 

Stains exhibit a higher ratio of R to G and B colour components. This means stains 

were coloured towards a red rather than green or blue hue. Levels of R-values were 

approximately halfway between values of 000 (black) and 255 (white) and indicated 

a medium intensity of R-values, whilst G and B values were lower than 100 and 

much closer therefore to a value of 000 (black). Overall, this corresponds to the 

medium intensity observed in longitudinal stains generated on glass (figure 209). The 

combination of an orientation towards red hues of colour and a dark intensity of 

colour indicate that stains generated on glass, on average, were characterised by a 

brown or dark-grey colouring.  
 
Figure 211 Average R, G and B values for all longitudinal stains generated on glass 
 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 56 66 238 113.55 34.784 
G Value 56 49 236 90.05 37.411 
B Value 56 32 208 70.91 34.668 
Valid N (list wise) 56     

!  
 
 
7.2.2.3.a Sample Sets 

Figures 212 & 213 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on glass surfaces across longitudinal sample sets.  
 

Figure 212 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains (n = 8) generated 

in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. Across sample sets distributions of recorded R-

values varied but there was no clear relationship between variations in R-value 

distributions and increasing length of time stains were exposed for. Stains exposed 

for 1 month (sample set L1), 2 months, 3 months (L3), 4 months (L4), 5 months 

(L5), 6 months (L6) and 7 months (L7) exhibited median R-values of 87.5 (L1), 

116.0 (L2), 107.5 (L3), 91.5 (L4), 103.5 (L5), 130.5 (L6) and 95.5 (L7). 

 

Ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and maximum R-values, 

also varied but there was no clear relationship between variations in range and length 
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of time stains were exposed for. Ranges for sample sets of 26 (L1), 111 (L2), 33 

(L3), 75 (L4), 108 (L5), 139 (L6) and 66 (L7) support an observation that stains 

generated on glass exhibit variability in R-value distributions following exposure to 

longitudinally variable climates (figure 209).  
 
 
Figure 212 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on glass surfaces across 
longitudinal sample sets 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 213 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains (n = 8) 

generated in each of 7 longitudinal sample sets. Across sample sets distributions of 

recorded RGB totals varied but there was no clear correlation between variations in 

RGB total distributions and increasing length of time stains were exposed for. Stains 

exposed for 1 month (sample set L1), 2 months, 3 months (L3), 4 months (L4), 5 

months (L5), 6 months (L6) and 7 months (L7) exhibited median RGB totals of 

205.5 (L1), 282.5 (L2), 234.0 (L3), 218.5 (L4), 258.0 (L5), 312.5 (L6) and 232.0 

(L7). 

 

Ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and maximum RGB totals, 

also varied but there was no clear correlation between variations in range and lengths 

of time stains were exposed for. Ranges for sample sets of 57 (L1), 349 (L2), 53 

(L3), 176 (L4), 349 (L5), 480 (L6) and 166 (L7) support an observation that stains 
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generated on glass exhibit variability in RGB total distribution when exposed to 

temperate climatic variations over a range of longitudinal periods (figure 209).  
 
 
 
Figure 213 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on glass surfaces across 
longitudinal sample sets 
 

 

 
 

 

Across all distributions a general trend can be identified between length of time 

(number of months) stains were exposed to temperate climatic variations for and R, 

G, B values and RGB totals. As length of time increased from 1 to 7 months, R-

values (figure 212), G-values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals 

(figure 213) did not significantly vary. This suggests that for glass stains, length of 

environmental exposure did not significantly influence stain colour. Particular 

features of relationships between length of time (number of months) and R, G, B 

values and RGB totals are set out for each. 

 
 
7.2.2.3.b Temperature 

Figures 214 & 215 outline the distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on glass surfaces across cumulatively averaged temperatures.  
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Figure 214 Box plot distributions of 
R values for stains generated on glass 
surfaces at cumulatively averaged 
temperatures 

 

Figure 215 Box plot distributions of 
RGB Totals for stains generated on 
glass surfaces at cumulatively 
averaged temperatures 

 
7.2.2.3.c Humidity 

Figures 216 & 217 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on glass surfaces across cumulatively averaged humidity values.  
 

 
 

Figure 216 Box plot distributions of 
R values for stains generated on 
glass surfaces at cumulatively 
averaged humidity values 
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Figure 217 Box plot distributions of 
RGB totals for stains generated on 
glass surfaces at cumulatively 
averaged humidity values 

Across all distributions, trends between average temperature, R, G, B values and 

RGB totals and average humidity, R, G, B values and RGB totals were not identified. 

Observations indicated average temperature only varied by 2oC and humidity values 

only varied by 1%. This was not a significant enough variation or range of variations 

to determine any influence of temperature or humidity over longitudinal periods on 

stains generated on glass surfaces. 

 
7.2.2.3.d Precipitation 

Figures 218 & 219 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on glass surfaces exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation across 

longitudinal sample sets.  

 
 

Figure 218 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains generated in 

longitudinal sample sets that were exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation. 

Across sample sets distributions of recorded R-values varied but there was no clear 

correlation between variations in R-value distributions and increasing length of time 

stains were exposed for. Stains exposed for 1 month (sample set L1), 2 months, 3 

months (L3), 4 months (L4), 5 months (L5), 6 months (L6) and 7 months (L7) 

exhibited median R-values of 87.5 (L1), 116.0 (L2), 107.5 (L3), 91.5 (L4), 103.5 

(L5), 130.5 (L6) and 95.5 (L7). 

 

Ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and maximum R-values, 

also varied but there was no clear correlation between variations in range and length 

of time stains were exposed for. Ranges for sample sets of 26 (L1), 111 (L2), 33 
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(L3), 75 (L4), 108 (L5), 139 (L6) and 66 (L7) support an observation that stains 

generated on glass exhibit variability in R-value distribution when exposed to 

temperate climatic variations over a range of longitudinal periods (figure 209).  
 
Figure 218 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on glass surfaces and exposed to 
cumulative volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

Figure 219 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains generated in 

longitudinal sample sets that were exposed to cumulative volumes of precipitation. 

Across sample sets distributions of recorded RGB totals varied but there was no clear 

correlation between variations in RGB total distributions and increasing length of 

time stains were exposed for. Stains exposed for 1 month (sample set L1), 2 months, 

3 months (L3), 4 months (L4), 5 months (L5), 6 months (L6) and 7 months (L7) 

exhibited median RGB totals of 205.5 (L1), 282.5 (L2), 234.0 (L3), 218.5 (L4), 

258.0 (L5), 312.5 (L6) and 232.0 (L7). 

 

Ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and maximum RGB totals, 

also varied but there was no clear relationship between variations in range and 

lengths of time stains were exposed for. Ranges for sample sets of 57 (L1), 349 (L2), 

53 (L3), 176 (L4), 349 (L5), 480 (L6) and 166 (L7) support an observation that stains 

generated on glass exhibit variability in RGB total distribution when exposed to 
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temperate climatic variations over a range of longitudinal periods (figure 209).  
 

Figure 219 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on glass surfaces and exposed to 
cumulative volumes of precipitation 

 

 
 

Across all distributions a general trend can be identified between cumulative 

volumes of precipitation and R, G, B values and RGB totals. As levels of 

precipitation increased from 194mm to 774mm, R-values (figure 218), G-values 

(appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals (figure 219) did not appear to 

vary considerably.  
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7.2.3 Longitudinal stain colour analysis – surface comparison 
 
This section provides a comparison between the trends and results observed for the 

three surfaces in order to identify both similarities and differences between stains 

generated under the same conditions, on different surfaces. Both visual and 

quantitative analysis of the colours of stains generated on the three different surfaces 

(paper, glass and denim) are presented.  

 
7.2.3.1 Colour ribbon comparison 
 
To facilitate visual comparison of colours of stains exposed to a temperate climate 

for different longitudinal periods, colour ribbons were compiled for all three surfaces 

(denim, paper and glass) (figure 220). Blocks of hexadecimal colour corresponding 

to individual stain were aligned into longitudinal ribbons according to length of stain 

exposure.  

 

Figure 220 provides a visual overview of changes in stain colour between lengths of 

longitudinal exposure for each surface and how colours of stains compare between 

denim, paper and glass overall. As all surfaces were stained under the same 

conditions at the beginning of the 1st experimental month and from the same blood 

source, a reasonable expectation follows that stains might therefore be generally 

similar in colour. Observations from figure 220 indicated however that stains 

generated on denim, paper and glass surfaces vary in colour. Stains generated on 

denim surfaces generally appear a light tan-brown or beige colour. Stains generated 

on paper surfaces generally appear much darker hues of brown, grey and even black. 

Stains generated on glass surfaces generally appear a more varied range of colours, 

including hues of beige, grey, brown and khaki. A quantitative confirmation of this 

difference is set out in 7.4.2 and 7.4.3 through comparisons of R, G, B values and 

RGB totals for all three surfaces.   It is also clear that there is no observable trend of 

colour alteration over time (1-7 months) for the three surfaces (denim, paper, glass) 

(figure 220).   
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Figure 220 Colour ribbons for stains generated on denim, paper and glass and exposed to a temperate 

climate across 7 different longitudinal periods. Each individual colour block represents the 

hexadecimal colour of one replicate stain (total n for each surface = 56) 
 
Length of 
exposure Denim Paper Glass 

Denim 
RGB 
totals 

Paper 
RGB 
totals 

Glass  
RGB 
totals 

 
 
 

1 Month 
 

 

 

447 196 205 

 
 

2 Months 
 

 

438 137 337 

 
 
3 Months 

 
 

456 165 237 

 
 

4 Months 
 
 

461 172 241 

 
 
5 Months 

 
 

472 115 289 

 
 
6 Months 

 
 

605 119 366 

 
 
7 Months 

 
 

480 100 247 
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7.2.3.2 Comparison of RGB totals between surfaces 
 
Mean RGB totals for each surface are presented in figures 221 and 222. 

 
Figures 221 and 222 outline descriptive statistics for RGB totals calculated from all 

stains generated on denim, glass and paper. A comparison of mean RGB totals 

indicates the comparative intensity of stains between denim, glass and paper 

surfaces, following exposure to a temperate climate for periods of up to 7 months. 

Stains generated on denim exhibit higher RGB totals (479.86) than those generated 

on glass (274.57) or paper (143.71), thus denim stains are characterised by lighter 

intensities of colour than glass and paper stains, as shown in the colour ribbons 

(figure 220).  

 
Figure 221 Descriptive statistics for RGB totals calculated from all stains generated on denim, glass 
and paper 

 
Surface Statistic Std. Error 

RGB 
Total 

Denim Mean 479.86 21.536 
Median 461.00  
Std. 
Deviation 

56.978  

Minimum 438  
Maximum 605  
Range 167  

Glass Mean 274.57 22.094 
Median 247.00  
Std. 
Deviation 

58.455  

Minimum 205  
Maximum 366  
Range 161  

Paper Mean 143.71 13.031 
Median 137.00  
Std. 
Deviation 

34.476  

Minimum 101  
Maximum 196  
Range 95  

!  
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Figure 222 Box plot distributions of average RGB totals for stains generated on denim, glass and 
paper surfaces  
 

 
Figure 223 comparatively demonstrates the trends in average RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim, glass and paper surfaces across all 7 longitudinal sample sets. A 

slight trend in decreasing RGB totals as length of exposure increases can be 

identified for paper stains. RGB totals for glass and denim stains by contrast appear 

to gradually increase as length of exposure increases. 

 
Figure 223 Trends in average RGB totals for stains generated on denim, glass and paper surfaces 
across longitudinal sample sets 
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7.2.3.3 Comparison of ratios of R, G and B values between surfaces 

 
RGB totals give a measure of intensity of overall stain colour but ratios of R to G 

and B values give an indication of the significance or strength of colour orientation 

towards a particular component.  Average RGB totals for stains were broken down to 

calculate average ratios of R, G and B values (figure 224) to allow comparison of the 

colouration of stains between surfaces. 
 
Figure 224 Average R, G and B values for all stains generated in longitudinal sample sets on denim, 
glass and paper  
 

 N R Value G Value B Value 

Denim 56 182.4 163.0 135.0 

Glass 56 114.0 90.1 71.0 

Paper 56 60.4 47.0 37.0 

 
Figure 225 illustrates the ratio of average R to G and B values for denim stains. The 

largest single component of RGB totals for denim stains was R-values (182), 

however R-values accounted for less than half (38.0%) of RGB totals. Levels of G 

(163) and B (135) values were significant, making up 34.0% and 28.0% of RGB 

totals respectively.  
 
Figure 226 illustrates the ratio of average R to G and B values for glass stains. The 

largest single component of RGB totals for glass stains was R-values (114), however 

R-values accounted for less than half (41.5%) of RGB totals. Levels of G (90) and B 

(71) values were significant, making up 32.7% and 25.8% of RGB totals 

respectively.	  

 
Figure 227 illustrates the ratio of average R to G and B values for paper stains. The 

largest single component of RGB totals for paper stains was R-values (60), however 

R-values accounted for less than half (42.0%) of RGB totals. Levels of G (47) and B 

(36) values are significant, making up 33.0% and 25.0% of RGB totals respectively.  
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Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for stains 
Figure 225 Denim stains Figure 226 Glass stains Figure 227 Paper stains 

   
 
 

Figures 225-227 demonstrate that longitudinal stains generated on denim, glass and 

paper surfaces all exhibit balanced ratios of R to G and B values. On average R-

values accounted for between 38 - 42%, G-values accounted for between 32.7 – 34% 

and B-values accounted for between 25 – 28% of RGB totals. This suggests that 

longitudinal stains on any surface are characterised by even representations of R, G 

and B values with very slight orientations towards red hues of colour. This will be 

reflected in observations of grey and brown hues of stain colour for longitudinal 

stains, confirmed in stain images and colour ribbons in figure 220.  

 
Figure 228 presents the results of a Kruskal-Wallis test carried out on longitudinal 

stains. The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric statistical method that tests a null 

hypothesis that three or more unrelated (independent) sets of data have the same 

distribution (Laerd Statistics. 2013). A non-parametric test was used as normality 

tests conducted on data from experimental stage 2 indicated that datasets were not 

normally distributed. Results of the test indicated whether the number of months 

stains were exposed for had a significant effect on R, G, B values and RGB totals. 

The results (figure 228) indicated that the null hypotheses should be retained (p>0.05 

for each test), which meant that distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals of 

stains exposed for different longitudinal periods were statistically similar. This 

confirmed that length of longitudinal exposure did not have a significant influence on 

stain colour, for stains generated as longitudinal stains in experimental stage 2.  
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Figure 228 The Kruskal-Wallis test for comparison between distribution of R, G, B values and RGB 
totals across number of months 

 

 
 

 
Figure 229 presents the results of a Kruskal-Wallis test carried out on longitudinal 

stains to assess whether there was a significant effect of the surface on the R, G, B 

and RGB totals. Results indicated that the null hypotheses should be rejected. There 

is therefore a significant difference between the R, G, B and RGB-values recorded 

between different surfaces at the 99% significance level (p=0.,0 00 < 0.01).  

 
Figure 229 The Kruskal-Wallis test for comparison between distribution of R, G, B values and RGB 
totals across different surfaces (denim, paper, glass) 
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7.3 Monthly sample sets 
The images captured of individual stains generated in monthly sample sets are set out 

in section 7.3. Monthly stains are presented in groups, representing individual groups 

of replicate stains generated on three different surfaces (denim, glass, paper) in each 

sample set (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 & M6).   

 

7.3.1 Images of monthly sample sets 
 
Images are accompanied by an indication of sample set and surface they correspond 

to. Underneath each image a ‘stain ID’ is listed, for example C001, this ID refers to a 

numbering of individual stains for ease of identification. The results of digital 

measurements of colour for each stain are also given as R, G and B values listed 

sequentially and a ‘hex code’ that identifies the hexadecimal colour of each stain.  

 
 
7.3.1.1 Images of monthly sample set M1 (Month 1) 
 

7.3.1.1.1 Figure 230 Stains generated on denim  

    
C001 C002 C003 C004 
RGB 174, 149, 123 
Hex: ae967b 

RGB 177, 153, 126 
Hex: b1997e 

RGB 174, 150, 124 
Hex: ae967c 

RGB 177, 156, 130 
Hex: b19c81 

 
 

 
 

C005  C006 C007 C008 
RGB 169, 145, 120 
Hex: a99178 

RGB 169, 146, 120 
Hex: a99278 

RGB 173, 151, 125 
Hex: ad977e 

RGB 171, 148, 123 
Hex: ab947b 
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7.3.1.1.2 Figure 231 Stains generated on glass 

    
C009 C010 C011 C012 
RGB 86, 59, 40 
Hex: 563e2d 

RGB 78, 60, 48 
Hex: 4e3b2f 

RGB 91, 69, 57 
Hex: 5b4539 

RGB 98, 66, 55 
Hex: 624236 

 
 

  
C013 C014 C015 C016 
RGB 89, 78, 68 
Hex: 594e43 

RGB 75, 57, 46 
Hex: 4b392d 

RGB 81, 61, 52 
Hex: 513e35 

RGB 101, 67, 56 
Hex: 654338 

 

 

7.3.1.1.3 Figure 232 Stains generated on paper 

    
C017 C018 C019 C020 
RGB 71, 70, 62 
Hex: 47463e 

RGB 85, 82, 72 
Hex: 555248 

RGB 91, 89, 77 
Hex: 5b594d 

RGB 85, 84, 73 
Hex: 555449 

    
C021 C022 C023 C024 
RGB 84, 77, 64 
Hex: 544d40 

RGB 75, 74, 66 
Hex: 4b4a42 

RGB 54, 42, 35 
Hex: 362a23 

RGB 23, 20, 16 
Hex: 171410 
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7.3.1.2 Images of monthly sample set M2 (Month 2) 
 
7.3.1.2.1 Figure 233 Stains generated on denim 

    
C025 C026 C027 C028 
RGB 149, 131, 109 
Hex: 95836d 

RGB 189, 171, 147 
Hex: bdab93 

RGB 167, 149, 126 
Hex: a7957e 

RGB 179, 161, 137 
Hex: b3a189 

 

 
 

 

C029 C030 

RGB 160, 142, 120 
Hex: a08e78 

RGB 161, 143, 121 
Hex: a18f79 

 
 
 
7.3.1.2.2 Figure 234 Stains generated on glass 

    
C031 C032 C033 C034 
RGB 228, 227, 200 
Hex: e4e3c8 

RGB 238, 239, 214 
Hex: eeefd6 

RGB 231, 230, 204 
Hex: e7e6cc 

RGB 197, 191, 158 
Hex: c5bf9e 

    
C035 C036 C037 C038 
RGB 244, 247, 230 
Hex: f4f7e6 

RGB 241, 244, 222 
Hex: f1f4e0 

RGB 227, 225, 197 
Hex: e3e1c5 

RGB 250, 251, 237 
Hex: eeedd8 
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7.3.1.2.3 Figure 235 Stains generated on paper 

    
C039 C040 C041 C042 
RGB 58, 52, 44 
Hex: 3a342c 

RGB 93, 88, 77 
Hex: 5d584d 

RGB 54, 54, 49 
Hex: 363631 

RGB 97, 91, 79 
Hex: 615b4f 

 

 
 

 

C043 C044 

RGB 96, 71, 50 
Hex: 604732 

RGB 96, 89, 78 
Hex: 60594e 

 
 
7.3.1.3 Images of monthly sample set M3 (Month 3) 
 
7.3.1.3.1 Figure 236 Stains generated on denim 

    
C045 C046 C047 C048 
RGB 179, 158, 135 
Hex: b39e87 

RGB 151, 131, 110 
Hex: 97836e 

RGB 144, 124, 103 
Hex: 907c67 

RGB 170, 149, 125 
Hex: aa957d 

  
 

 
C049 C050 C051 C052 
RGB 169, 150, 127 
Hex: a9967f 

RGB 166, 147, 124 
Hex: a6937c 

RGB 174, 155, 130 
Hex: ae9b82 

RGB 168, 148, 125 
Hex: a8947d 
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7.3.1.3.2 Figure 237 Stains generated on glass 

    
C053 C054 C055 C056 
RGB 120, 63, 57 
Hex: 783f39 

RGB 107, 64, 60 
Hex: 6b403c 

RGB 110, 58, 54 
Hex: 6e3a36 

RGB 102, 54, 50 
Hex: 663632 

  
  

C057 C058 C059 C060 
RGB 119, 64, 59 
Hex: 77403b 

RGB 94, 57, 53 
Hex: 5e3935 

RGB 107, 60, 56 
Hex: 6b3c38 

RGB 112, 62, 57 
Hex: 703e39 

 
 
7.3.1.3.3 Figure 238 Stains generated on paper 

 
 

  
C061 C062 C063 C064 
RGB 98, 47, 39 
Hex: 622f27 

RGB 73, 52, 39 
Hex: 493427 

RGB 138, 96, 70 
Hex: 8a6046 

RGB 100, 42, 32 
Hex: 642a20 

    
C065 C066 C067 C068 
RGB 45, 37, 31 
Hex: 2d251f 

RGB 54, 29, 24 
Hex: 361d18 

RGB 98, 40, 32 
Hex: 622820 

RGB 105, 75, 58 
Hex: 694b3a 
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7.3.1.4 Images of monthly sample set M4 (Month 4) 
 
7.3.1.4.1 Figure 239 Stains generated on denim 

    
C069 C070 C071 C072 
RGB 179, 155, 127 
Hex: b39b7f 

RGB 179, 155, 127 
Hex: b39b7f 

RGB 179, 157, 128 
Hex: b39d80 

RGB 178, 156, 128 
Hex: b29c80 

 
 

 
 

C073 C074 C075 C076 
RGB 175, 152, 124 
Hex: af987c 

RGB 177, 156, 127 
Hex: b19c7f 

RGB 173, 151, 123 
Hex: ad977b 

RGB 174, 153, 125 
Hex: ae997d 

 
 
 
7.3.1.4.2 Figure 240 Stains generated on glass 

  
 

 
C077 C078 C079 C080 
RGB 125, 71, 44 
Hex: 7d472c 

RGB 103, 44, 21 
Hex: 672c15  

RGB 163, 130, 106 
Hex: a3826a 

RGB 136, 82, 45 
Hex: 88522d 

 

 

 

 

 
 

C081 C082 C083 C084 
RGB 174, 135, 97 
Hex: ae8761 

RGB 164, 126, 85 
Hex: a47e55 

RGB 206, 188, 159 
Hex: cebc9f 

RGB 180, 152, 116 
Hex: b49874 
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7.3.1.4.3 Figure 241 Stains generated on paper 

    
C085 C086 C087 C088 
RGB 120, 73, 46 
Hex: 78492e 

RGB 100, 53, 32 
Hex: 643520 

RGB 103, 49, 31 
Hex: 67311f 

RGB 113, 56, 32 
Hex: 713820 

    
C089 C090 C091 C092 
RGB 126, 71, 41 
Hex: 7e4729 

RGB 142, 93, 58 
Hex: 8e5d3a 

RGB 95, 45, 29 
Hex: 5f2d1d 

RGB 105, 66, 45 
Hex: 69422d 

 
 
 
7.3.1.5 Images of monthly sample set M5 (Month 5) 
 
7.3.1.5.1 Figure 242 Stains generated on denim 

    
C093 C094 C095 C096 
RGB 170, 146, 119 
Hex: aa9277 

RGB 168, 141, 114 
Hex: a88d72 

RGB 176, 152, 123 
Hex: b0987b 

RGB 170, 143, 116 
Hex: aa8f74 

    
C097 C098 C099 C100 
RGB 170, 148, 120 
Hex: aa9478 

RGB 165, 140, 112 
Hex: a58c70 

RGB 171, 147, 119 
Hex: ab9377 

RGB 161, 135, 107 
Hex: a1876b 
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7.3.1.5.2 Figure 243 Stains generated on glass 

    
C101 C102 C103 C104 
RGB 113, 83, 69 
Hex: 715345 

RGB 105, 62, 43 
Hex: 693e2b 

RGB 117, 73, 49 
Hex: 754931 

RGB 144, 104, 69 
Hex: 906845 

    
C105 C106 C107 C108 
RGB 114, 58, 36 
Hex: 723a24 

RGB 115, 71, 50 
Hex: 734732 

RGB 126, 88, 63 
Hex: 7e583f 

RGB 129, 78, 52 
Hex: 814e34 

 
 
 
 
 

7.3.1.5.3 Figure 244 Stains generated on paper 

  
  

C109 C110 C111 C112 
RGB 120, 78, 57 
Hex: 784e39 

RGB 71, 51, 39 
Hex: 473327 

RGB 120, 71, 49 
Hex: 784731 

RGB 120, 78, 55 
Hex: 784e37 

    
C113 C114 C115 C116 
RGB 113, 70, 53 
Hex: 714635 

RGB 108, 65, 44 
Hex: 6c412c 

RGB 92, 76, 66 
Hex: 5c4c42 

RGB 132, 103, 72 
Hex; 846748 
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7.3.1.6 Images of monthly sample set M6 (Month 6) 
 
 
7.3.1.6.1 Figure 245 Stains generated on denim 

  

  

 
  

C117 C118 C119 C120 
RGB 162, 136, 106 
Hex: a2886a 

RGB 174, 154, 124 
Hex: ae9a7c 

RGB 158, 131, 103 
Hex: 9e8367 

RGB 161, 135, 105 
Hex: a18769 

  

 

 

 

   

 

  

 
C121 C122 C123 C124 
RGB 152, 120, 93 
Hex: 98785d 

RGB 156, 126, 97 
Hex: 9c7e61 

RGB 151, 119, 93 
Hex: 97775d 

RGB 153, 122, 95 
Hex: 997a5f 

 
 
 

7.3.1.6.2 Figure 246 Stains generated on glass 

          
C125 C126 C127 C128 
RGB 79, 26, 16 
Hex: 4f1a10 

RGB 84, 25, 16 
Hex: 541910 

RGB 80, 27, 17 
Hex: 501b11 

RGB 79, 26, 16 
Hex: 4f1a10 

           
C129 C130 C131 C132 
RGB 76, 22, 13 
Hex: 4c160d 

RGB 77, 30, 21 
Hex: 4d1e15 

RGB 81, 29, 19 
Hex: 511d13 

RGB 82, 31, 22 
Hex: 521f16 
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7.3.1.6.3 Figure 247 Stains generated on paper 

              
C133 C134 C135 C136 
RGB 77, 44, 36 
Hex: 4d2c24 

RGB 97, 55, 40 
Hex: 613728 

RGB 83, 43, 36 
Hex: 532b24 

RGB 83, 50, 43 
Hex: 53322b 

                
C137 C138 C139 C140 
RGB 77, 41, 34 
Hex: 4d2922 

RGB 81, 43, 35 
Hex: 512b23 

RGB 93, 38, 25 
Hex: 5d2619 

RGB 100, 49, 38 
Hex: 643126 

 
 
 
 
 
7.3.2 Monthly stain colour analysis 
 
Once stains had been scanned and captured in a digital format, stain images were 

imported into colour analysis software and quantitative information about stain 

colour was extracted from the images as outlined in 7.2.2.  

  
 
7.3.2.1 Stains generated in monthly denim sample sets  
 
The measurements derived for stains on denim surfaces from monthly sample sets 

are presented in figure 248. Descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 249 

and 250. 
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Figure 248 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces in monthly sample 
sets 
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Figure 249 outlines mean R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from replicate 

stains (n = 8) in each of 6 monthly sample sets. In each monthly sample set R-values 

were greater than G and B-values. G and B-values recorded for each sample set were 

also high however, which meant for some sample sets R-values were only slightly 

higher than G and B values. For example, in the M3 sample set the average R-value 

was 165.3, average G-value was 145.3 and average B-value was 122.3.  

 
R-values for all sample sets fell between a low of 158.4 (M6) and a highest value of 

177.0 observed for the M4 sample set. G-values across all sample sets fell between a 

recorded low of 130.4 (M6) and a high of 154.4.0 (M4). B-values were recorded 

between a low of 102.0 (M6) and a high of 126.6 (M2). There was no overlap 

between ranges of R, G and B values recorded. Results demonstrate that whilst R, G 

and B-values were sometimes represented in similar levels in each sample set, for 

each sample set R-values represented the highest colour component, followed by G-

values and finally B-values which represented the lowest individual colour 

component. The dominance of R-values suggests stains generated on denim and 

exposed to a range of monthly periods are all coloured towards red, rather than green 

or blue hues of colour. Observations of similarly high levels of R, G and B values 

support observations of a tan-brown colour of stains (figure 248). An RGB triplet for 

a light tan-brown colour are typically represented by similar figures in each of R, G 

and B values, approximately half-way between 000 (black) and 255 (white), for 

example RGB (R210. G180, B140).  
 
Figure 249 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces in monthly sample 
sets 
 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 87.4 64.6 53.0 204.8 
Std. Deviation 9.2 6.8 8.4 21.4 

M2 Mean 232.0 232.0 208.0 671.5 
Std. Deviation 16.3 19.0 24.6 60.0 

M3 Mean 107.3 60.0 55.6 222.7 
Std. Deviation 7.8 3.8 3.5 13.8 

M4 Mean 156.4 116.0 84.1 356.5 
Std. Deviation 33.1 47.1 45.3 125.0 

M5 Mean 120.4 77.1 53.9 251.4 
Std. Deviation 12.2 15.0 12.1 36.2 

M6 Mean 80.0 27.0 17.5 124.3 
Std. Deviation 2.6 3.0 3.0 7.1 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 23 142 92.26 24.651 

G Value 46 20 103 62.22 19.883 

B Value 46 16 79 47.89 16.802 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 23.8 21.4 68.0 

M2 Mean 82.3 74.2 62.8 219.3 
Std. Deviation 20.5 18.0 16.8 53.0 

M3 Mean 89.0 52.3 40.6 182.0 
Std. Deviation 30.1 22.3 15.5 64.3 

M4 Mean 113.0 63.3 39.3 215.5 
Std. Deviation 15.7 15.8 10.1 40.4 

M5 Mean 109.5 74.0 54.4 237.8 
Std. Deviation 19.4 14.7 11.0 40.8 

M6 Mean 86.4 45.4 36.0 167.6 
Std. Deviation 9.0 5.5 5.3 15.3 

!
!

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 144 189 168.30 9.736 

G Value 46 119 171 145.37 11.523 

B Value 46 93 147 119.20 32.227 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

M2 Mean 167.5 149.5 126.6 443.6 
Std. Deviation 14.4 14.4 13.5 42.3 

M3 Mean 165.3 145.3 122.4 432.8 
Std. Deviation 11.7 11.7 10.6 34.0 

M4 Mean 177.0 154.4 126.0 457.0 
Std. Deviation 2.4 2.1 4.4 6.5 

M5 Mean 169.0 144.0 116.3 429.1 
Std. Deviation 4.4 5.3 5.1 14.7 

M6 Mean 158.4 130.4 102.0 390.8 
Std. Deviation 7.5 11.6 10.3 29.3 

!  
 
Figure 250 sets out average colour values for all denim stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains in all monthly sample sets. 
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Average values for stains generated on denim were R (168.30), G (145.37) and B 

(119.20). Stains exhibit a higher ratio of R to G and B colour components indicating 

that stains were coloured towards a red rather than green or blue hue. Levels of R, G 

and B values were approximately halfway between values of 000 (black) and 255 

(white), which corresponds to the medium intensity observed in monthly stains 

generated on denim (figure 248). The combination of a slight orientation towards red 

hues of colour and a medium intensity of colour indicate that stains generated on 

denim, on average, were characterised by a light brown or tan colouring.  

 
Figure 250 Average R, G and B values for all monthly stains generated on denim 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 87.4 64.6 53.0 204.8 
Std. Deviation 9.2 6.8 8.4 21.4 

M2 Mean 232.0 232.0 208.0 671.5 
Std. Deviation 16.3 19.0 24.6 60.0 

M3 Mean 107.3 60.0 55.6 222.7 
Std. Deviation 7.8 3.8 3.5 13.8 

M4 Mean 156.4 116.0 84.1 356.5 
Std. Deviation 33.1 47.1 45.3 125.0 

M5 Mean 120.4 77.1 53.9 251.4 
Std. Deviation 12.2 15.0 12.1 36.2 

M6 Mean 80.0 27.0 17.5 124.3 
Std. Deviation 2.6 3.0 3.0 7.1 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 23 142 92.26 24.651 

G Value 46 20 103 62.22 19.883 

B Value 46 16 79 47.89 16.802 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 23.8 21.4 68.0 

M2 Mean 82.3 74.2 62.8 219.3 
Std. Deviation 20.5 18.0 16.8 53.0 

M3 Mean 89.0 52.3 40.6 182.0 
Std. Deviation 30.1 22.3 15.5 64.3 

M4 Mean 113.0 63.3 39.3 215.5 
Std. Deviation 15.7 15.8 10.1 40.4 

M5 Mean 109.5 74.0 54.4 237.8 
Std. Deviation 19.4 14.7 11.0 40.8 

M6 Mean 86.4 45.4 36.0 167.6 
Std. Deviation 9.0 5.5 5.3 15.3 

!
!

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 144 189 168.30 9.736 

G Value 46 119 171 145.37 11.523 

B Value 46 93 147 119.20 32.227 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

M2 Mean 167.5 149.5 126.6 443.6 
Std. Deviation 14.4 14.4 13.5 42.3 

M3 Mean 165.3 145.3 122.4 432.8 
Std. Deviation 11.7 11.7 10.6 34.0 

M4 Mean 177.0 154.4 126.0 457.0 
Std. Deviation 2.4 2.1 4.4 6.5 

M5 Mean 169.0 144.0 116.3 429.1 
Std. Deviation 4.4 5.3 5.1 14.7 

M6 Mean 158.4 130.4 102.0 390.8 
Std. Deviation 7.5 11.6 10.3 29.3 

!

 
 
7.3.2.1.a Sample Sets 

Figures 251 & 252 outline the distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim surfaces across monthly sample sets. Distributions across 

monthly sample sets were compared to establish whether there were any differences 

between stains exposed to months characterised by different climatic characteristics 

(temperature, humidity and precipitation). 
 

 
 
 

Figure 251 Box plot 
distributions of R values for 
stains generated on denim 
surfaces across monthly 
sample sets 
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Figure 252 Box plot 
distributions of RGB totals 
for stains generated on 
denim surfaces across 
monthly sample sets 

Results indicated that R (figure 251), G (appendix 2), B values (appendix 2) and RGB 

totals (figure 252) demonstrated minimal variability between all monthly sets, with a 

maximum range of 19 (mean R-values), 19.6 (mean G-values), 24.6 (mean B-values) 

and 66.2 (mean RGB total) between all monthly sets. This suggests that for denim 

stains, monthly variations in climatic characteristics (over the course of experimental 

stage 2) did not significantly influence stain colour, which was supported by 

observations of stain colours in figure 248. To determine whether variability observed 

in R, G, B values and RGB totals was linked to individual climatic characteristics 

(temperature, humidity, precipitation), the influence of each of these characteristics on 

stain colour was also examined. 

 

7.3.2.1.b Temperature 

Figures 253 & 254 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim surfaces, which were exposed to different temperatures according 

to monthly sample set.  

 

Figure 253 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains (n = 8) generated 

in each monthly sample set and exposed to different mean monthly temperatures. 

Stains exposed to the lowest temperature (7oC) exhibited the lowest median R-value 

of 157.0. As temperature increased to 11oC, median R-values increased to a high of 

177.5. From 15oC to 19oC median R-values decreased slightly and then remained 

relatively consistent: 168.5 (15oC), 173.5 (17oC) and 164.0 (19oC). This supports a 

suggestion that as temperature increases from 7oC to 11oC, R-values of stains 
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generated on denim generally increase. At higher temperatures (15oC to 19oC) R-

values for stains generated on denim decrease and appear to plateau.  

 

Significant ranges between minimum and maximum R-values were exhibited by 

sample sets exposed to temperatures of 7oC (23), 15oC (35) and 19oC (40). The 

presence of significant ranges suggests that R-value distributions for denim stains are 

variable across sample sets.   

 
Figure 253 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on denim surfaces exposed to 
different temperature averages 

 

 
 
 

Figure 254 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains (n = 8) 

generated in each monthly sample set and exposed to different average temperatures. 

Stains exposed to the lowest temperature (7oC) exhibited the lowest median RGB 

total of 385.5. As temperature increased to 11oC, median RGB totals increased to a 

high of 460.5. From 15oC to 19oC median RGB totals decreased slightly and then 

remained relatively consistent: 442.5 (15oC), 447.0 (17oC) and 433.5 (19oC). This 

supports a suggestion that as temperature increases from 7oC to 11oC, RGB totals of 

stains generated on denim generally increase. At higher temperatures (15oC to 19oC) 

RGB totals for stains generated on denim decrease and appear to plateau.  
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Significant ranges between minimum and maximum RGB totals were exhibited by 

sample sets exposed to temperatures of 7oC (89), 15oC (101) and 19oC (118). The 

presence of significant ranges suggests that RGB total distributions for denim stains 

are variable across sample sets.   
 

Figure 254 Box plot distributions of RGB Totals for stains generated on denim surfaces exposed to 
different temperature averages 

 

 
 

Across all four distributions a general trend between average temperature, R, G, B 

values and RGB totals was identified. As temperature increased from 7oC to 11oC, R-

values (figure 253), G-values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals 

(figures 254) increased. As temperatures increased from 11oC to 19oC values stopped 

increasing and appeared to plateau.  

 
7.3.2.1.c Humidity 

Figures 255 & 256 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim surfaces exposed to different average humidity levels across 

monthly sample sets.  
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Figure 255 Box plot distributions of 
R values for stains generated on 
denim surfaces exposed to different 
humidity averages 

 

 
 
 

Figure 256 Box plot distributions of 
RGB totals for stains generated on 
denim surfaces exposed to different 
humidity averages 

Across all box-plots, trends between increases in average humidity and R-values 

(figure 255), G-values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals (figure 

256) were not identified. 

 
7.3.2.1.d Precipitation 

Figures 257 & 258 outline distribution of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on denim surfaces exposed to different volumes of precipitation across 

monthly sample sets.  
 

Figure 257 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains exposed to 

different volumes of precipitation. Across sample sets, distributions of recorded R-

values varied but there was no clear relationship between variations in R-value 
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distributions and increasing levels of precipitation stains were exposed to. Stains 

exposed to precipitation totals of 36mm, 60mm, 101mm, 112mm, 129mm and 

142mm exhibited median R-values of 164.0 (36mm), 168.5 (60mm), 170.0 

(101mm), 177.5 (112mm), 173.5 (129mm) and 157.0 (142mm). 

 

Ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and maximum R-values, 

also varied but there was no clear relationship between variations in range and total 

volume of precipitation stains were exposed to. Ranges for sample sets of 35 

(36mm), 35 (60mm), 15 (101mm), 6 (112mm), 8 (129mm) and 23 (142mm) support 

an observation that stains generated on denim exhibit variability in R-value 

distribution when exposed to different volumes of precipitation over a range of 

monthly periods.  
 

 

Figure 257 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on denim surfaces and exposed to 
different volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

 

Figure 258 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains exposed to 

different volumes of precipitation. Across sample sets distributions of recorded RGB 

totals varied but there was no clear correlation between variations in RGB total 

distributions and increasing levels of precipitation stains were exposed to. Stains 

exposed to precipitation totals of 36mm, 60mm, 101mm, 112mm, 129mm and 
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142mm exhibited median RGB totals of 433.5 (36mm), 442.5 (60mm), 432.0 

(101mm), 460.5 (112mm), 477.0 (129mm) and 385.5 (142mm). 

 

Ranges exhibited by each sample set, between minimum and maximum RGB totals, 

also varied but there was no clear relationship between variations in range and total 

volume of precipitation stains were exposed to. Ranges for sample sets of 118 

(36mm), 101 (60mm), 48 (101mm), 17 (112mm), 29 (129mm) and 89 (142mm) 

support an observation that stains generated on denim exhibit variability in RGB 

total distribution when exposed to different volumes of precipitation over a range of 

monthly periods. 

 

 
Figure 258 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on denim surfaces and exposed to 
different volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

As levels of precipitation increased from 36mm to 142mm, R-values (figure 257), G-

values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals (figure 258) did not 

significantly vary.  

 
7.3.2.2 Stains generated in monthly paper sample sets  
 
The measurements derived for stains on paper surfaces from monthly sample sets are 

presented in figure 259. Descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 260 and 

261. 
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Figure 259 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces in monthly sample 

sets 
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Figure 260 outlines mean R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from replicate 

stains (n = 8) in each of 6 monthly sample sets. In each monthly sample set R-values 

were greater than G and B-values. G and B-values recorded for each sample set were 

also high however, which meant for some sample sets R-values were only slightly 

higher than G and B values. For example, in the M1 sample set the average R-value 

was 71.0, average G-value was 67.3 and average B-value was 58.1.  

 
R-values for all sample sets ranged between a low of 71.0 (M1) and a highest value 

of 113.0 observed for the M4 sample set. G-values across all sample sets fell 

between a recorded low of 52.3 (M3) and a high of 74.2 (M2). B-values were 

recorded between a low of 39.3 (M4) and a high of 62.8 (M2). Results demonstrate 

that whilst R, G and B-values were sometimes represented in similar levels in each 

sample set, for each sample set R-values represented the highest colour component, 

followed by G-values and finally B-values which represented the lowest individual 

colour component. The dominance of R-values suggests stains generated on paper 

and exposed to a range of monthly periods are all coloured towards red, rather than 

green or blue hues of colour. Observations of similarly high levels of R, G and B 

values with an orientation towards red hues of colour support observations of grey or 

brown colours of stains (figure 259).  

 
Figure 260 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces in monthly sample 
sets 
 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 87.4 64.6 53.0 204.8 
Std. Deviation 9.2 6.8 8.4 21.4 

M2 Mean 232.0 232.0 208.0 671.5 
Std. Deviation 16.3 19.0 24.6 60.0 

M3 Mean 107.3 60.0 55.6 222.7 
Std. Deviation 7.8 3.8 3.5 13.8 

M4 Mean 156.4 116.0 84.1 356.5 
Std. Deviation 33.1 47.1 45.3 125.0 

M5 Mean 120.4 77.1 53.9 251.4 
Std. Deviation 12.2 15.0 12.1 36.2 

M6 Mean 80.0 27.0 17.5 124.3 
Std. Deviation 2.6 3.0 3.0 7.1 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 23 142 92.26 24.651 

G Value 46 20 103 62.22 19.883 

B Value 46 16 79 47.89 16.802 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 23.8 21.4 68.0 

M2 Mean 82.3 74.2 62.8 219.3 
Std. Deviation 20.5 18.0 16.8 53.0 

M3 Mean 89.0 52.3 40.6 182.0 
Std. Deviation 30.1 22.3 15.5 64.3 

M4 Mean 113.0 63.3 39.3 215.5 
Std. Deviation 15.7 15.8 10.1 40.4 

M5 Mean 109.5 74.0 54.4 237.8 
Std. Deviation 19.4 14.7 11.0 40.8 

M6 Mean 86.4 45.4 36.0 167.6 
Std. Deviation 9.0 5.5 5.3 15.3 

!
!

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 144 189 168.30 9.736 

G Value 46 119 171 145.37 11.523 

B Value 46 93 147 119.20 32.227 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

M2 Mean 167.5 149.5 126.6 443.6 
Std. Deviation 14.4 14.4 13.5 42.3 

M3 Mean 165.3 145.3 122.4 432.8 
Std. Deviation 11.7 11.7 10.6 34.0 

M4 Mean 177.0 154.4 126.0 457.0 
Std. Deviation 2.4 2.1 4.4 6.5 

M5 Mean 169.0 144.0 116.3 429.1 
Std. Deviation 4.4 5.3 5.1 14.7 

M6 Mean 158.4 130.4 102.0 390.8 
Std. Deviation 7.5 11.6 10.3 29.3 

!

 
 
Figure 261 sets out mean colour values for all paper stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains in all monthly sample sets. 

Average values for stains generated on paper were R (92.26), G (62.22) and B 

(47.89).  Stains exhibit a higher ratio of R to G and B colour components indicating 
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that stains were coloured towards a red rather than green or blue hue. Levels of R, G 

and B values were low (below 100), which corresponds to the dark intensities of 

colour in monthly stains generated on denim (figure 259). For one stain (C024) R, G 

and B values recorded were so low (R23, G20, B16) the stain appeared black. The 

combination of a slight orientation towards red hues of colour and dark intensities of 

colour indicate that, on average, stains generated on paper were characterised by a 

dark brown or grey colouring.  

 
Figure 261 Average R, G and B values for all monthly stains generated on paper 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 87.4 64.6 53.0 204.8 
Std. Deviation 9.2 6.8 8.4 21.4 

M2 Mean 232.0 232.0 208.0 671.5 
Std. Deviation 16.3 19.0 24.6 60.0 

M3 Mean 107.3 60.0 55.6 222.7 
Std. Deviation 7.8 3.8 3.5 13.8 

M4 Mean 156.4 116.0 84.1 356.5 
Std. Deviation 33.1 47.1 45.3 125.0 

M5 Mean 120.4 77.1 53.9 251.4 
Std. Deviation 12.2 15.0 12.1 36.2 

M6 Mean 80.0 27.0 17.5 124.3 
Std. Deviation 2.6 3.0 3.0 7.1 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 23 142 92.26 24.651 

G Value 46 20 103 62.22 19.883 

B Value 46 16 79 47.89 16.802 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 23.8 21.4 68.0 

M2 Mean 82.3 74.2 62.8 219.3 
Std. Deviation 20.5 18.0 16.8 53.0 

M3 Mean 89.0 52.3 40.6 182.0 
Std. Deviation 30.1 22.3 15.5 64.3 

M4 Mean 113.0 63.3 39.3 215.5 
Std. Deviation 15.7 15.8 10.1 40.4 

M5 Mean 109.5 74.0 54.4 237.8 
Std. Deviation 19.4 14.7 11.0 40.8 

M6 Mean 86.4 45.4 36.0 167.6 
Std. Deviation 9.0 5.5 5.3 15.3 

!
!

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 144 189 168.30 9.736 

G Value 46 119 171 145.37 11.523 

B Value 46 93 147 119.20 32.227 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

M2 Mean 167.5 149.5 126.6 443.6 
Std. Deviation 14.4 14.4 13.5 42.3 

M3 Mean 165.3 145.3 122.4 432.8 
Std. Deviation 11.7 11.7 10.6 34.0 

M4 Mean 177.0 154.4 126.0 457.0 
Std. Deviation 2.4 2.1 4.4 6.5 

M5 Mean 169.0 144.0 116.3 429.1 
Std. Deviation 4.4 5.3 5.1 14.7 

M6 Mean 158.4 130.4 102.0 390.8 
Std. Deviation 7.5 11.6 10.3 29.3 

!

 
 

 
7.3.2.2.a Sample Sets 

Figures 262 & 263 outline distributions of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on paper surfaces across monthly sample sets. Distributions across monthly 

sample sets were compared to establish whether there were any differences between 

stains exposed to months characterised by different climatic characteristics 

(temperature, humidity and precipitation.  

 
 

 

 
Figure 262 Box plot 
distributions of R values for 
stains generated on paper 
surfaces across monthly sample 
sets 
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Figure 263 Box plot 
distributions of RGB totals for 
stains generated on paper 
surfaces across monthly sample 
sets 

Results indicated that R (figure 262), G (appendix 2), B values (appendix 2) and RGB 

totals (figure 263) demonstrated minimal variability between all monthly sets, with a 

maximum range of 42 (mean R-values), 28.8 (mean G-values), 23.6 (mean B-values) 

and 70.3 (mean RGB total) between all monthly sets. This suggests that for paper 

stains, monthly variations in climatic characteristics (over the course of experimental 

stage 2) did not significantly influence stain colour, which was supported by 

observation of stain colours in figure 259. To determine whether variability observed 

in R, G, B values and RGB totals was linked to individual climatic characteristics 

(temperature, humidity, precipitation), the influence of each of these characteristics on 

stain colour was also examined. 
 

7.3.2.2.b Temperature 

Figures 264 & 265 outline distributions of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on paper surfaces, which were exposed to different temperatures according 

to monthly sample set.  

 

Figure 264 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains (n = 8) generated 

in each monthly sample set and exposed to different average temperatures. The 

minimum R-value for this range was 79.5 (17oC) and the maximum 116.5 (9oC). 

Results indicate that there is no clear relationship between increases in temperature 

and median R-values for stains generated on paper. 
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There were considerable ranges between minimum and maximum R-values were 

exhibited by sample sets exposed to temperatures of 9oC (61) and 15oC (93), 17oC 

(68). This suggests that R-value distributions for paper stains are variable across 

sample sets.   
 
Figure 264 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on paper surfaces exposed to 
different temperature averages 

 

 
 

Figure 265 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains exposed to 

different average temperatures. Stains exposed to the lowest temperature (7oC) 

exhibited the lowest median RGB total of 160.5. As temperature increased to 19oC, 

median RGB totals increased to a high of 237.5. This indicates that as temperature 

increases from 7oC to 11oC, RGB totals of stains generated on paper generally 

increased. Significant ranges between minimum and maximum RGB totals were 

exhibited by sample sets exposed to temperatures of 11oC (124), 15oC (197) and 17oC 

(198), indicating variability for the RGB total distributions for paper stains across 

sample sets.   
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Figure 265 Box plot distributions of RGB Totals for stains generated on paper surfaces exposed to 
different temperature averages 
 

 
Across all distributions general trends between mean monthly temperature, R, G, B 

values and RGB totals was identified. As temperature increased from 7oC to 19oC, G-

values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals (figure 265) increased. 

The relationship between temperature and R-values (figure 264) was not so clear. 

 
7.3.2.2.c Humidity 

Figures 266 & 267 outline distributions of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on paper surfaces exposed to different average humidity levels across 

monthly sample sets.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 266 Box plot distributions of 
R values for stains generated on 
paper surfaces exposed to different 
humidity averages 
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Figure 267 Box plot distributions of 
RGB totals for stains generated on 
paper surfaces exposed to different 
humidity averages 

Across all distributions, trends between increases in average humidity and R-values 

(figure 266), humidity and G-values (appendix 2), humidity and B-values (appendix 

2) and humidity and RGB totals (figure 267) were not identified. 

 
7.3.2.2.d Precipitation 

Figures 268, 269, 270 & 271 outline distributions of R, G and B-values and RGB 

totals for stains generated on paper surfaces exposed to different volumes of 

precipitation across monthly sample sets.  

 

Figure 268 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains exposed to 

different volumes of precipitation. Median R-values appear to be randomly 

distributed between a range of values. The minimum R-value for this range was 79.5 

(for stains exposed to 129mm) and the maximum 116.5 (for stains exposed to 

101mm). Results support the suggestion that there is no clear relationship between 

exposure of stains to different volumes of precipitation and median R-values for 

stains generated on paper. 

 

Considerable ranges between minimum and maximum R-values were exhibited by 

sample sets exposed to 60mm precipitation (93), 101mm precipitation (61) and 

112mm precipitation (47). The presence of significant ranges suggests that R-value 

distributions for paper stains are variable across sample sets.   
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Figure 268 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on paper surfaces and exposed to 
different volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 
 

Figure 269 outlines the distribution of G-values for replicate stains exposed to 

different volumes of precipitation. Stains exposed to the smallest volume (36mm) 

exhibited the highest median G-value of 79.5. As volume of precipitation increased 

to 142mm, median G-values decreased to 43.5. This indicates that as the volume of 

precipitation that stains are exposed to increases from 36mm to 142mm, G-values of 

stains generated on paper generally decrease. G-values recorded for stains exposed to 

60mm and 129mm appear anomalous to this general trend. They respectively 

exhibited median G-values of 44.5 and 75.5, which appears anomalous alongside 

decreasing G-values recorded for increases in volume between 36mm (79.5), 101mm 

(73.5), 112mm (61.0) and 142mm (43.5). 

 

Considerable ranges between minimum and maximum G-values were exhibited by 

sample sets exposed to volumes of 60mm (67) and 129mm (69). The presence of 

significant ranges at these sample sets suggests that R-value distributions for paper 

stains were highly variable at 60mm and 129mm. This explains the observation of 

seemingly anomalous median values at these temperatures and supports the 

identification of a trend between decreases in G-values and increases in precipitation 

volumes.   
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Figure 269 Box plot distributions of G values for stains generated on paper surfaces and exposed to 
different volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

Figure 270 outlines the distribution of B-values for replicate stains exposed to 

different volumes of precipitation. Stains exposed to the smallest volume (36mm) 

exhibited a high median B-value of 63.5. As volume of precipitation increased to 

142mm, median B-values decreased to 36.0. This supports a suggestion that as 

volume of precipitation stains are exposed to increases from 36mm to 142mm, B-

values of stains generated on paper generally decrease. B-values recorded for stains 

exposed to 60mm, 112mm and 129mm appear anomalous to this general trend. They 

respectively exhibited median B-values of 35.5, 36.5 and 75.5, which appears 

anomalous to the trend in decreasing B-values recorded for increases in volume 

between 36mm (63.5), 101mm (54.0) and 142mm (36.0). 

 

Significant ranges between minimum and maximum B-values were exhibited by 

sample sets exposed to volumes of 60mm (46) and 129mm (61). The presence of 

significant ranges at these sample sets suggests that B-value distributions for paper 

stains were highly variable at 60mm and 129mm. This explains the observation of 

seemingly anomalous median values at these temperatures and supports the 

identification of a trend between decreases in B-values and increases in precipitation 

volumes.   
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Figure 270 Box plot distributions of B values for stains generated on paper surfaces and exposed to 
different volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

Figure 271 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains exposed to 

different volumes of precipitation. Stains exposed to the smallest volume (36mm) 

exhibited a high median RGB total of 237.5. As volume of precipitation increased to 

142mm, median RGB totals decreased to 160.5. This supports a suggestion that as 

volume of precipitation stains are exposed to increases from 36mm to 142mm, RGB 

total values of stains generated on paper generally decrease. RGB totals recorded for 

stains exposed to 60mm and 129mm appear anomalous to this general trend. They 

respectively exhibited median RGB totals of 172.0 and 220.0, which appears 

anomalous to the trend in decreasing RGB totals recorded for increases in volume 

between 36mm (237.5), 101mm (238.0), 112mm (208.5) and 142mm (160.5). 

 

Significant ranges between minimum and maximum RGB totals were exhibited by 

sample sets exposed to volumes of 60mm (197) and 129mm (198). The presence of 

significant ranges at these sample sets suggests that RGB total distributions for paper 

stains were highly variable at 60mm and 129mm. This explains the observation of 

seemingly anomalous median values at these temperatures and supports the 

identification of a trend between decreases in RGB totals and increases in 

precipitation volumes.   
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Figure 271 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on paper surfaces and exposed to 
different volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

Across all four distributions general trends between volume of precipitation, R, G, B 

values and RGB totals were identified. As volume increased from 36mm to 142mm, 

G-values (figure 269), B-values (figure 270) and RGB totals (figure 271) decreased. 

The relationship between volume and R-values (figure 268) was not so clear.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.3.2.3 Stains generated in monthly glass sample sets  
 
The measurements derived for stains on glass surfaces from monthly sample sets are 

presented in figure 272. Descriptive statistics are then presented in figures 273 and 

274. 
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Figure 272 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces in monthly sample 
sets 
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Figure 273 outlines mean R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from replicate 

stains (n = 8) in each of 6 monthly sample sets. In each monthly sample set R-values 

were greater or equal to G and B-values. G and B-values recorded for each sample 

set were also high however, which meant for some sample sets R-values were only 

slightly higher or equal to G and B values. For example, in the M2 sample set the 

average R-value was 232.0, average G-value was 232.0 and average B-value was 

208.0.  

 
R-values for all sample sets fell between a low of 87.4 (M1) and a highest value of 

232.0 observed for the M2 sample set. G-values across all sample sets fell between a 

recorded low of 27.0 (M6) and a high of 232.0 (M2). B-values were recorded 

between a low of 17.5 (M6) and a high of 208.0 (M2). Results demonstrate that 

whilst R, G and B-values were represented in similar levels in each sample set, for 

each sample set R-values represented the highest colour component, followed by G-

values and finally B-values which represented the lowest individual colour 

component. The dominance of R-values suggests stains generated on glass and 

exposed to a range of monthly periods are all coloured towards red, rather than green 

or blue hues of colour and confirm the visual observations of a brown colour of 

stains (figure 272). An RGB triplet for brown colours is typically represented by 

similar figures in each of R, G and B values. Very high levels of R (232), G (232) 

and B (208) values support observations of a white, beige colour of stains in sample 

set M2 (figure 272). An RGB triplet for white is typically expressed as (R255, G255, 

B255). Stains in sample set M1 appear to have a dark intensity of colours, typically 

expressed by low values of R, G and B.  
 
Figure 273 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces in monthly sample 
sets 
 

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 87.4 64.6 53.0 204.8 
Std. Deviation 9.2 6.8 8.4 21.4 

M2 Mean 232.0 232.0 208.0 671.5 
Std. Deviation 16.3 19.0 24.6 60.0 

M3 Mean 107.3 60.0 55.6 222.7 
Std. Deviation 7.8 3.8 3.5 13.8 

M4 Mean 156.4 116.0 84.1 356.5 
Std. Deviation 33.1 47.1 45.3 125.0 

M5 Mean 120.4 77.1 53.9 251.4 
Std. Deviation 12.2 15.0 12.1 36.2 

M6 Mean 80.0 27.0 17.5 124.3 
Std. Deviation 2.6 3.0 3.0 7.1 

!
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 23 142 92.26 24.651 

G Value 46 20 103 62.22 19.883 

B Value 46 16 79 47.89 16.802 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 71.0 67.3 58.1 196.4 
Std. Deviation 22.6 23.8 21.4 68.0 

M2 Mean 82.3 74.2 62.8 219.3 
Std. Deviation 20.5 18.0 16.8 53.0 

M3 Mean 89.0 52.3 40.6 182.0 
Std. Deviation 30.1 22.3 15.5 64.3 

M4 Mean 113.0 63.3 39.3 215.5 
Std. Deviation 15.7 15.8 10.1 40.4 

M5 Mean 109.5 74.0 54.4 237.8 
Std. Deviation 19.4 14.7 11.0 40.8 

M6 Mean 86.4 45.4 36.0 167.6 
Std. Deviation 9.0 5.5 5.3 15.3 

!
!

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

R Value 46 144 189 168.30 9.736 

G Value 46 119 171 145.37 11.523 

B Value 46 93 147 119.20 32.227 

Valid N (listwise) 46     

!
!

Sample Set R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 

M1 Mean 173.0 150.0 124.0 447.0 
Std. Deviation 3.2 4.0 3.3 10.0 

M2 Mean 167.5 149.5 126.6 443.6 
Std. Deviation 14.4 14.4 13.5 42.3 

M3 Mean 165.3 145.3 122.4 432.8 
Std. Deviation 11.7 11.7 10.6 34.0 

M4 Mean 177.0 154.4 126.0 457.0 
Std. Deviation 2.4 2.1 4.4 6.5 

M5 Mean 169.0 144.0 116.3 429.1 
Std. Deviation 4.4 5.3 5.1 14.7 

M6 Mean 158.4 130.4 102.0 390.8 
Std. Deviation 7.5 11.6 10.3 29.3 

!
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Figure 274 sets out average colour values for all glass stains. Average R, G and B 

values were calculated between all replicate stains (n = 47) from monthly sample 

sets. Mean values for stains generated on denim were R (131.02), G (96.83) and B 

(79.09) and stains exhibited a high ratio of R (to G and B) colour components with 

stains coloured towards a red rather than green or blue hue. Average levels of R, G 

and B values were low (below 100), which corresponds to the dark intensities of 

colour in monthly stains generated on glass (figure 272). Levels of R, G and B values 

were relatively low which corresponds to the low to medium intensity observed in 

monthly stains generated on glass (figure 272). The combination of a slight 

orientation towards red hues of colour and a low to medium intensity of colour 

indicate that stains generated on glass, on average, were characterised by a light 

brown colouring. 
Figure 274 Mean R, G and B values for all monthly stains generated on glass 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
R Value 47 75 250 131.02 55.054 
G Value 47 22 251 96.83 70.493 
B Value 47 13 237 79.09 65.573 
Valid N (listwise) 47     

!  
 

 
7.3.2.3.a Sample Sets 

Figures 275 & 276 outline distributions of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on glass surfaces across monthly sample sets. Distributions across monthly 

sample sets were compared to establish whether there were any differences between 

stains exposed to months characterised by different climatic characteristics 

(temperature, humidity and precipitation).  

 

 

Figure 275 Box plot 
distributions of R values for 
stains generated on glass 
surfaces across monthly sample 
sets 
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Figure 276 Box plot 
distributions of RGB totals for 
stains generated on glass 
surfaces across monthly sample 
sets 

Results indicated that R (figure 275), G (appendix 2), B values (appendix 2) and RGB 

totals (figure 276) demonstrated variability between all monthly sets, with a 

maximum range of 152.3 (mean R-values), 205.0 (mean G-values), 190.3 (mean B-

values) and 547.3 (mean RGB total) between all monthly sets. This suggests that for 

glass stains, monthly variations in climatic characteristics (over the course of 

experimental stage 2) did influence stain colour, which was supported by observation 

of stain colours in figure 272. To determine how variability observed in R, G, B 

values and RGB totals was linked to individual climatic characteristics (temperature, 

humidity, precipitation), the influence of each of these characteristics on stain colour 

was also examined. 
 
7.3.2.3.b Temperature 

Figures 277 & 278 outline distributions of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on glass surfaces, which were exposed to different temperatures according 

to monthly sample set.  
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Figure 277 Box plot 
distributions of R values for 
stains generated on glass 
surfaces exposed to different 
temperature averages 

 

 
 

Figure 278 Box plot 
distributions of RGB Totals for 
stains generated on glass 
surfaces exposed to different 
temperature averages 

Across all distributions, general trends between increases in average temperature and 

R-values (figure 277), humidity and G-values (appendix 2), humidity and B-values 

(appendix 2) and humidity and RGB totals (figure 278) were not identified. 

 
7.3.2.3.c Humidity 

Figures 279 & 280 outline distributions of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on glass surfaces exposed to different average humidity levels across 

monthly sample sets.  

 

Figure 279 outlines the distribution of R-values for replicate stains exposed to 

different humidity averages. Stains exposed to the lowest humidity (70%) exhibited 

the highest median R-value of 212.0 and vice versa (humidity 86%; lowest median 
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R-value 116.0). This indicates that as the average humidity level stains are exposed 

to increase, R-values of stains generally decreased.  

 

Considerable ranges were exhibited between minimum and maximum R-values for 

stains generated at 70% humidity (156) and 83% humidity (103). The presence of 

significant ranges suggests that R-value distributions for glass stains are variable 

across humidity levels.   
Figure 279 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on glass surfaces exposed to 
different humidity averages 
 

 
 

Figure 280 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains exposed to 

different humidity averages. Stains exposed to the lowest humidity (70%) exhibited 

the highest median RGB total of 597.5. Stains exposed to the highest humidity (86%) 

exhibited the lowest median RGB total of 252.0. This indicates that as average 

humidity stains were exposed to increase, RGB totals of stains generally decreased.  

 

Significant ranges were exhibited between minimum and maximum RGB totals for 

stains generated at 70% humidity (534) and 83% humidity (385). The presence of 

significant ranges suggests that RGB total distributions for glass stains are variable 

across humidity levels.   
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Figure 280 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on glass surfaces exposed to 
different humidity averages 
 

 
 

Across all distributions a general trend between average humidity, R, G, B values 

and RGB totals was identified. As humidity increased from 70% to 86%, R-values 

(figure 279), G-values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and RGB totals (figures 

280) generally decreased.  

 
7.3.2.3.d Precipitation 

Figures 281 & 282 outline distributions of R-values and RGB totals for stains 

generated on glass surfaces exposed to different volumes of precipitation across 

monthly sample sets. Stains exposed to the lowest volume of precipitation (36mm) 

exhibited the highest median R-value of 234.5. Stains exposed to the highest volume 

of precipitation (142mm) exhibited the lowest median R-value of 79.5. This indicates 

that as the volume of precipitation stains are exposed to increases, R-values of stains 

decrease. Sizeable ranges were exhibited between minimum and maximum R-values 

at 60mm (156) and 112mm (103), which suggests that R-value distributions for glass 

stains were more variable at 60mm and 112mm. This explains the observation of 

seemingly anomalous median values at these temperatures and supports the 

identification of a trend between decreases in R-values and increases in precipitation 

volumes.   
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Figure 281 Box plot distributions of R values for stains generated on glass surfaces and exposed to 
different volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

Figure 282 outlines the distribution of RGB totals for replicate stains generated in 

monthly sample sets that were exposed to different volumes of precipitation. Trends 

in RGB totals and precipitation were similar to those observed between R-values and 

precipitation. Stains exposed to the lowest volume of precipitation (36mm) exhibited 

the highest median RGB total of 678.0. Stains exposed to the highest volume of 

precipitation (142mm) exhibited the lowest median RGB total of 124.5. This 

supports a suggestion that as volume of precipitation stains are exposed to increases, 

RGB totals of stains decrease.  

 

Similar to ranges observed for R-values (figure 281) sizeable ranges were exhibited 

between minimum and maximum RGB totals at 60mm (534) and 112mm (385). The 

presence of significant ranges at these sample sets suggests that RGB total 

distributions for glass stains were variable at 60mm and 112mm. This supports the 

identification of a trend between decreases in RGB totals and increases in 

precipitation volumes.   
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Figure 282 Box plot distributions of RGB totals for stains generated on glass surfaces and exposed to 
different volumes of precipitation 
 

 
 

Across all distributions a general trend between total volume of precipitation, R, G, 

B values and RGB totals was identified. As precipitation totals increased from 36mm 

to 142mm, R-values (figure 281), G-values (appendix 2), B-values (appendix 2) and 

RGB totals (figures 282) decreased.  
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7.3.3 Monthly stain colour analysis – surface comparison 
 
Once the results of stain colour analyses and trends had been identified for each 

surface individually, trends and results observed for these surfaces were compared to 

assess stains generated under the same conditions, on different surfaces. Colours of 

stains generated on the three different surfaces (paper, glass and denim) were 

compared visually and through quantitative analysis.  

 
7.3.3.1 Colour ribbon comparison 
 
To facilitate visual comparison of colours of stains exposed to a temperate climate 

for different monthly periods, colour ribbons were compiled. Blocks of hexadecimal 

colour corresponding to individual stain were aligned into longitudinal ribbons 

according to numerical order of months of stain exposure (figure 283). 

 

Figure 283 provides a visual overview of changes in stain colour between different 

periods of monthly exposure for each surface and how colours of stains compare 

between denim, paper and glass overall. An initial observation related to a 

comparison of stain colours between surfaces. As all surfaces were stained under the 

same conditions and from the same blood source, a reasonable expectation follows 

that stains might therefore be generally similar in colour. Observations from figure 

283 indicated however that stains generated on denim, paper and glass surfaces vary 

in colour. Stains generated on denim surfaces generally appear a light tan-brown or 

beige colour. Stains generated on paper surfaces generally appear a varied range of 

much darker hues of brown, grey and even black. Stains generated on glass surfaces 

generally also appear as a range of colours, including hues of white-beige, brown and 

pink-grey. A quantitative confirmation of this difference is set out in 7.9.2 and 7.9.3 

through comparisons of R, G, B values and RGB totals for all three surfaces.  
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Figure 283 Colour ribbons for stains generated on denim, paper and glass and exposed to a temperate 

climate across 6 different monthly periods 

Month of 
exposure Denim Paper Glass 

 
 

1st Month 
 

 

  
 

2nd Month 

3rd Month 

 
 

4th Month 

 
 

 
5th Month 

6th Month 
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7.3.3.2 Comparison of RGB totals between surfaces 
 
RGB totals were calculated by adding together R, G and B values recorded for 

individual replicate stains. RGB totals for individual stains were then averaged 

between replicate stains in each monthly sample set and across all sample sets to 

generate an overall mean RGB total for stains generated on each surface, as outlined 

in figures 284 and 285.  

 
Figure 284 outlines descriptive statistics for RGB totals calculated from all stains 

generated on denim, glass and paper. A comparison of mean RGB totals indicates the 

comparative intensity of stains between denim, glass and paper surfaces, following 

exposure to a temperate climate for 6 different monthly periods. Stains generated on 

denim in months 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 exhibited higher RGB totals than stains generated 

on paper and glass. Thus, for months 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 denim stains were characterised 

by lighter intensities of colour than glass and paper stains as shown in the colour 

ribbons (figure 283). 
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Figure 284 Descriptive statistics for RGB totals calculated from all stains generated on denim, glass 
and paper 

 
 Denim Paper Glass  Denim Paper Glass 

M
on

th
 1

 

   

M
on

th
 2

 

   
Average 
R, G & B 
values 
 

R 173 R 71 R 87 Average 
R, G & 
B values 
 

R 168 R 82 R 232 
G 150 G 67 G 65 G 150 G 74 G 232 

B 124 B 58 B 53 B 127 B 63 B 208 
Average 
RGB 
total 

 447  202  205 
Average 
RGB 
total 

 445  219  672 

M
on

th
 3

 

   

M
on

th
 4

 

   
Average 
R, G & B 
values 
 

R 165 R 89 R 107 Average 
R, G & 
B values 
 

R 177 R 113 R 156 
G 145 G 52 G 60 G 154 G 63 G 116 

B 122 B 41 B 56 B 126 B 39 B 84 
Average 
RGB 
total 

 432  182  223 
Average 
RGB 
total 

 457  215  356 

M
on

th
 5

 

   

M
on

th
 6

 

   
Average 
R, G & B 
values 
 

R 169 R 110 R 120 Average 
R, G & 
B values 
 

R 158 R 86 R 80 

G 144 G 74 G 77 G 130 G 45 G 27 

B 116 B 54 B 54 B 102 B 36 B 18 
Average 
RGB 
total 

 429  238  251 
Average 
RGB 
total 

 390  167  225 

!  
 
Figure 285 demonstrates average RGB totals for denim, glass and paper surfaces, 

which reflect lightness or darkness of stain intensity on each surface. Denim stains 

exhibit the lightest intensity, followed by glass stains and finally paper stains, which 

exhibit the darkest intensity of colours. 
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Figure 285 Box plot distributions of average RGB totals for stains generated on denim, glass and 
paper surfaces  
 

 
 

7.3.3.3 Comparison of ratios of R, G and B values between months 

and surfaces 

 
As outlined in chapter 3 (section 3.4.4.1), RGB totals give a measure of intensity of 

overall stain colour but ratios of R to G and B values give an indication of the 

significance or strength of colour orientation towards a particular component.  

Average ratios of R, G and B values were calculated (figures 286, 287 - 292) to 

allow comparison of the colouration of stains between surfaces during different 

months. 
 
Figure 286 Average R, G and B values for all stains generated across monthly sample sets on denim, 
glass and paper  
 

 Denim Paper Glass  Denim Paper Glass 

M1 
 

R 173 R 71 R 87 
M2 

 

R 168 R 82 R 232 
G 150 G 67 G 65 G 150 G 74 G 232 
B 124 B 58 B 53 B 127 B 63 B 208 

M3 
 

R 165 R 89 R 107 
M4 

 

R 177 R 113 R 156 
G 145 G 52 G 60 G 154 G 63 G 116 
B 122 B 41 B 56 B 126 B 39 B 84 

M5 
 

R 169 R 110 R 120 
M6 

 

R 158 R 86 R 80 
G 144 G 74 G 77 G 130 G 45 G 27 
B 116 B 54 B 54 B 102 B 36 B 18 
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Figures 287 - 292 illustrate the ratio of average R to G and B values generated across 

monthly sample sets on denim, paper and glass. The largest single component of 

RGB totals for denim, paper and glass stains generated in every monthly sample set 

was R-values. With the exception of paper stains in M4 and M6 and glass stains in 

M6, R-values accounted for less than half of RGB totals in every monthly sample 

set. Levels of G and B values were therefore significant in all stains on all surfaces in 

all sample sets.  On average R-values accounted for between 36.2% (paper M1) – 

64% (glass M6), G-values accounted for between 21.6% (glass M6) – 33.8% (paper 

M2) and B-values accounted for between 14.4% (glass M6) – 31% (glass M2) of 

RGB totals. 
 

This suggests that across all monthly sample sets, stains on any surface are 

characterised by relatively balanced representations of R, G and B values with slight 

orientations towards red hues of colour. This was reflected in observations of a 

variety of grey and brown hues, of varying intensities, of stain colour for monthly 

stains, confirmed in stain images and colour ribbons in figure 284.  

 
Figure 287 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for M1 stains 

	  

	   	   	  
R 38.7% G33.6% B27.7%	   R36.2% G34.2% B29.6%	   R42.5% G31.7% B25.8%	  

 
Figure 288 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for M2 stains 

   
R37.8% G33.7% B28.5%	   R37.5% G33.8% B28.7%	   R34.5% G34.5% B31%	  
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Figure 289 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for M3 stains 

   
R38.2% G33.6% B28.2%	   R48.9% G28.6% B22.5%	   R48% G26.9% B25.1%	  

 
 
 

Figure 290 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for M4 stains 

   
R38.7% G33.7% B27.6%	   R52.5% G29.3% B18.2% 

	  
R43.8% G32.6% B23.6%	  

 
 

Figure 291 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for M5 stains 

   
R39.4% G33.6% B27.0%	   R46.2% G31.1% B22.7%	   R47.8% G30.6% B21.6%	  
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Figure 292 Representation of average ratios of R to G and B values for M6 stains 

   
R40.5% G33.3% B26.2%	   R51.5% G26.9% B21.6%	   R64% G21.6% B14.4% 

	  
 
 
Variations in intensity and strength of colouring of stains may affect interpretation of 

bloodstain evidence by altering the ease with which analysts identify bloodstains. 

Experimental stage 2 demonstrated that exposing stains to the environment for 

periods of at least one month, influences stain appearance. This has implications for 

the analysis of bloodstains at a crime scene and in particular, analysis of stains at 

scenes located outdoors, in exposed locations or which are not ‘fresh’. Results also 

indicated that discolouration of stains caused by environmental exposure, varied 

according to the nature of surface stained. This has implications for identification 

and analysis of stains recovered from a range of surface types at environmentally 

exposed crime scenes. The implications of results of experimental stage 2 for 

bloodstain pattern analysis and the subsequent process of crime scene reconstruction 

are discussed in chapter 13.    
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8. Experimental Stage 3 – Exploration of environmental 
influences on bloodstain identification (Extreme conditions) 
 
 
8.1 Overview 
 
Experimental stage 3 consisted of a series of different experiments in which 

bloodstains, on a variety of surfaces, were exposed to extreme environmental 

conditions. Conditions stains were exposed to included:  
 

! freeze thaw mechanisms, 

! exposure to extreme heat, 

! exposure to extreme cold, 

! exposure to snow and 

! exposure to fire (burning). 
 

Once stains had been exposed to these extreme environmental conditions they were 

immediately subjected to visual analysis and chemical identification tests. This was 

in order to assess the effects of exposure on both stain appearance and internal 

composition of stains. Exposure to extreme environmental conditions can 

significantly alter the appearance or behaviour of a bloodstain (Lovelock. 1953. 

Paonessa. 2005. Leak. 2006. Morris. 2010. Leak. 2010), which can subsequently 

complicate identification, analysis and interpretation of the stain. This may reduce 

the ability of analysts to include stains that have experienced these alterations from 

crime scene reconstructions. In order to prevent exclusion of these stains from 

reconstructions and bloodstain pattern analysis, quantitative measures of the nature 

and order of environmentally charged alterations need to be recorded, to assist in the 

identification, analysis and interpretation of these stains.    

 

The primary objective of stage 3 therefore was to explore the effects of extreme 

environmental conditions, more extreme than those explored in stages 1 & 2, on two 

aspects of bloodstain analysis: visual and chemical identification. Observations 

regarding the effects of extreme environmental conditions on bloodstains suggest 

that stains respond to extremes of temperature or exposure to snow and fire by 

exhibiting significant alterations to their appearance and behaviour. In certain 

forensic scenarios this can complicate and mislead stain analysis and subsequent 
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crime scene reconstructions from bloodstains. A real case scenario (Morris. 2010) 

illustrates this potential for environmental conditions to mislead crime scene 

investigation by causing alterations to bloodstain evidence. Bloodstains generated on 

frozen surfaces outdoors in an extremely cold climate were observed to exhibit a 

pink, puffy discolouration that led to them initially being identified as brain tissue 

(Morris. 2010). The investigative repercussions in this scenario were quite 

significant, leading to an inaccurate identification of brain tissue at a scene and 

through identification of bloodstains as brain tissue; an incomplete analysis of blood 

evidence at the scene. Although the evidence was eventually identified as bloodstain 

evidence, the unfamiliar presence of environmentally altered bloodstains could have 

resulted in an inaccurate interpretation of evidence and inaccurate crime scene 

reconstruction. Despite observations of the influence of extreme environmental 

conditions on bloodstain appearance and behaviour and the gravity of their 

consequences for accurate interpretation of stains recovered from environmentally 

exposed crime scenes, observations regarding them remain in some respects 

anecdotal. By establishing quantitative relationships between environmental 

extremes and stain appearance and behaviour, experimental stage 3 aimed to 

examine the nature of these relationships more robustly and empirically. Results will 

then inform the identification, analysis and interpretation of stains recovered in these 

scenarios and improve the accuracy of their incorporation into scene analysis. A 

secondary element of the experimental stage was to allow comparisons to be made 

between stains exposed to extreme conditions (stage 3) and those exposed to more 

benign environmental conditions (stages 1 & 2). This has a major forensic 

implication in enabling analysts to determine when stains have been exposed to 

extreme conditions, that are unlikely to have occurred naturally, and may therefore 

be the result of evasive actions taken by a suspect. For example, setting fire to a 

crime scene to destroy evidence.  

 

The experimental methodologies adopted for the different sections of experimental 

stage 3 leant heavily upon the methodologies designed for stages 1 and 2. Due 

however to the inherently destructive nature of some of the extreme conditions and 

difficulties in handling some of the materials used, some adaptations and variations 

in experimental methodology were necessary. This meant that the stage was 

subsequently considered more of an exploratory and preliminary examination of the 
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effects of extreme environmental conditions on bloodstains. Methodological 

limitations for each section of experimental stage 3 are outlined within the relevant 

sections.  

 
8.2 Materials 
 
The materials utilised for the experimental work in this chapter are set out in figure 
293. 
 

Experimental equipment 
 

Additional specifications 

100ml Whole Ovine Blood With Alsever’s solution 
Paper Ryman’s A4 white laid paper, 100gm2 
Glass microscope slides CellPath. 90o ground edges. 25.4 x 76.2 mm. 

Thickness 1.0-1.2mm 
White denim cloth 100% cotton. Weight: 345g/metre 
Plain white record cards Ryman’s Silvine 127x77mm 
Thermo Scientific Finnpipette® F1 
Variable Volume Single Channel 
Pipette 

1-10!l 
 

Biological waste disposal unit  
Temperature & Relative Humidity 
data logger 

Ebro. VWR. EBI 20-TH1 

Plastic tray  
Plastic tub H12cm x L30cm x W18cm 
MESM Portable laboratory 
refrigerator 

Temperature range: -10oC " 60oC 

Metal baking tray Fan-assisted, temperature range: 0-250oC  
Oven  
Charcoal barbecue   
Kastle-Meyer testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K160 
Hemastix® testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K162 
Bluestar testing kit SceneSafe. Product code K285 
Digital scanner HP Scanjet G2710 
Digital camera Panasonic Lumix FS30 Digital Camera (14.1MP, 

8x Optical Zoom) 
Figure 293 Table of materials used in experimental stage 3 (Author. 2012) 

!
Justification for the selection of presumptive tests is provided in section 3.4.3. 
 
 
8.3 Methodologies 
 
There were five different extreme conditions to which stains were exposed. These 

five conditions were exposure to: snow, freeze thaw mechanisms, freezing, extreme 

heat and fire. Across these five, conditions could be broadly categorised as either 

cold or hot extremes (figure 294).  
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Extreme 

 

 
Condition 

 
Method 

 
Overview Methods of stain 

analysis 

Cold 

Snow 

1 Stains were generated directly 
onto snow Visual (digital camera) 

2 
Stains were generated on glass 
microscope slides which were 

positioned on snow 
Visual (digital camera) 

3 Multi-drop stains were generated 
directly onto snow Visual (digital camera) 

Freeze-thaw 1 
Stains were generated on glass 
microscope slides, which were 

then exposed to freeze thaw 
mechanisms overnight 

Visual (digital camera) 
Chemical identification tests 

Freezing 
conditions 

1 Stains were generated onto room 
temperature surfaces 

Visual (digital camera & 
scanner) 

Chemical identification tests 

2 Stains were generated onto frozen 
paper, glass and denim surfaces 

Visual (digital camera & 
scanner) 

Chemical identification tests 

3 Stains were generated directly 
onto ice 

Visual (digital camera) 
Chemical identification tests 

Hot 

High 
temperatures 

1 

Stains were generated on paper, 
glass and denim surfaces, which 
were at room temperature – and 
then dried at 100oC, 150oC, 200oC 
& 250oC 

Visual (digital scanner) 
Chemical identification tests 

2 
Stains were generated on paper, 
glass and denim surfaces which 
had been heated, prior to staining, 
to 100oC, 150oC, 200oC & 250oC 

Visual (digital scanner) 
Chemical identification tests 

Fire 1 
Stains were generated on glass 
microscope slides that were placed 
in a charcoal-fuelled fire. 

Visual (digital scanner) 
Chemical identification tests 

 

Figure 294 Table listing the extreme conditions stains were exposed to during experimental stage 3, 
broadly categorised between extremes of cold/hot, and descriptive overviews of each condition 

 
 
For some of the conditions there were different ways in which bloodstains could be 

exposed or introduced to the environmental extremes being explored. For these 

conditions, several methods of exposure were designed. For example three different 

experimental methods were designed to explore the effects of stain deposition on 

snow (figure 294). Individual methodologies designed for each condition are 

outlined in 8.4 – 8.8.  

 

 
8.4 Exposure of stains to snow 
 
8.4.1 Establishing experimental conditions 
 
These experiments were designed to explore the behaviour of bloodstains generated 

on snow. A period of snowfall and sustained groundcover was therefore a 

prerequisite to experimentation. Following a period of snowfall, stains were 

generated and deposited onto snow, in a variety of ways. Observations were then 
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made about their responses to snow exposure. Three different methods were 

designed to generate and deposit bloodstains on snow: 

 
Method 1: Generation of single-drop stains directly onto snow 

Method 2: Generation of single-drop stains directly onto glass slides on top of snow 

Method 3: Generation of multi-drop stain directly onto snow 

 

In order to establish experimental consistency, as far as possible, between methods – 

a large, clean, fresh area of snow was chosen for experimentation. The snow was 

located on a flat roof with limited access. The flat roof meant that the snowfall had 

settled with a uniformly flat surface and was of a consistent depth (approximately 2 

inches). The limited access to the roof ensured that it had not been disturbed prior to 

experimentation.  

 
 
8.4.2 Method 1 stain generation 
 
A clean fresh area of snow measuring approximately 100cm x 75cm was identified 

(figure 295). Using a fixed 10!l volume pipette, a series of Ovine bloodstains were 

deposited from a height of 10cm onto the snow. Each stain was generated from a 

single drop of blood, of 10!l volume and twenty-four separate replicate stains were 

generated (figure 296).  

 

      
 

Figure 295 Clean area of snow 
for experimentation 
 
(Author. 2012) 
!
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A digital camera was used to take photographs of stains at various time intervals 

following generation. Photographs were taken 5, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes after 

stain generation. These photographs were then used to observe how appearance of 

single-drop stains, generated directly onto snow, altered over time. The aim of this 

method of stain generation was to allow observations to be made regarding how the 

appearance of single drops of blood generated directly onto snow is influenced by 

this exposure to snow.  

 
8.4.3 Method 2 stain generation 
 
A clean fresh area of snow measuring approximately 100cm x 75cm was identified 

(figure 297). Twelve clean glass microscope slides were arranged on top of the 

snow’s surface and left lying on the snow for 2 hours to allow them to adjust to the 

same temperature as the snow. Once slides had acclimatised to the temperature of the 

snow’s surface, bloodstains were generated onto them. Using a fixed 10!l volume 

pipette, a series of Ovine bloodstains were deposited from a height of 10cm onto 

slides. Each stain was generated from a single 10!l volume drop, on a separate slide 

(figure 298).   

Figure 296 24 single-drop 
replicate stains generated 
on snow 
 
(Author. 2012)!
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! 
 

A digital camera was used to take photographs of stains at various time intervals 

following generation. Photographs were taken 5, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes after 

stain generation. These photographs were then used to observe how the appearance 

of stains generated on glass slides, which were in contact with snow, altered over 

time.  

 

The aim of this method of stain generation was to allow observations to be made 

regarding how the appearance of single drops of blood generated on glass slides, in 

contact with snow, were influenced by this exposure. Observations could also be 

made comparing the appearance of stains generated on slides in contact with snow, 

with the appearance of stains generated directly onto snow.  

Figure 297 Clean area of 
snow for experimentation 
 
(Author. 2012) 
!

Figure 298 12 replicate stains 
generated on glass 
microscope slides, on snow 
 
(Author. 2012) 
!
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8.4.4 Method 3 stain generation 
 
A clean fresh area of snow measuring approximately 100cm x 75cm was identified 

(figure 299). Using a fixed 10!l volume pipette, an Ovine bloodstain was deposited 

from a height of 10cm onto the snow. The stain was generated by depositing multiple 

drops of blood in the same area, generating one large multi-drop stain (figure 300). 

20 drops, each of 10!l volume, were deposited to form this stain.  

 

 
 

!

!

 
 

A digital camera was used to take photographs of the stain at various time intervals 

following generation. Photographs were taken 5, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes after 

Figure 299 Clean area of 
snow for experimentation 
 
(Author. 2012)  
!

Figure 300 Multi-drop stain 
generated on snow 
 
(Author. 2012)!
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stain generation. These photographs were then used to observe how the appearance 

of a multi-drop stain, generated directly onto snow, altered over time. 

 

The aim of this method of stain generation was to allow observations to be made 

regarding how the appearance of a multi-drop bloodstain generated directly onto 

snow is influenced by this exposure to snow.  

 
 
8.4.5 Methodological limitations  
 
For all methodologies involving exposure of bloodstains to snow certain 

experimental limitations had to be taken into account. In experimental stages 1 and 2 

a flatbed scanner was used to capture digital images of generated stains, under 

uniform lighting and resolution conditions. For stains generated on snow however 

this method of image capture was impossible. A decision was therefore made to use 

a digital camera instead. Efforts were made to maintain as much consistency in 

lighting levels and distance of camera from stains when taking photographs of stains 

at different time intervals. This included conducting the experiments as close to the 

middle of the daylight hours as possible – to ensure changes in light levels were 

minimised - and taking all photographs at a height, directly above stains, of not more 

than 50cm.  

 

In experimental stages 1 and 2 bloodstains were generated on paper, glass and denim 

fabric surfaces. For stains generated on snow, the use of paper and denim surfaces 

was thought to be experimentally problematic. Therefore only glass surfaces, 

mounted on snow, were stained. In experimental stages 1 and 2 chemical 

identification tests were conducted on generated stains. For stains generated on snow 

however these tests were considered extremely difficult to carry out. This meant that 

no chemical analysis of stains generated on snow was conducted. These limitations 

were considered during interpretation and analysis of results generated during 

experiments outlined in section 8.4 and particularly when comparing these results to 

results generated through other experimental methodologies and sections.  
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8.5 Exposure of stains to freeze-thaw 

 
8.5.1 Establishing experimental conditions 

 
The experiment was designed to explore the behaviour of bloodstains subjected to 

freeze-thaw mechanisms overnight. For the purposes of ensuring stains were exposed 

to freeze-thaw mechanisms, a night where temperatures were forecast below 0oC was 

identified for experimentation.  

 

An outdoor location, where stains could be left undisturbed overnight was identified 

as the experimental site. The location chosen was a walled balcony located on the 3rd 

floor of a building’s exterior. This choice of experimental site offered stains physical 

protection from any possible animal or human interferences whilst ensuring they 

were exposed to true environmental conditions and fluctuations.    

 

In order to generate a record of temperature fluctuations overnight, a digital 

temperature and humidity data logger (figure 301) was placed at the experimental 

site. The logger was programmed to record temperature and humidity levels at 5-

minute intervals throughout the experiment. Stains were generated on glass surfaces 

and then left, exposed, overnight in temperatures below 0oC. The next day, once 

temperatures had risen above 0oC, observations were made about stains generated.  
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 301 Digital temperature and 

humidity data logger, attached at 

experimental site 

 

(Author. 2012) 

!
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8.5.2 Stain generation 

 
Ten clean glass microscope slides were arranged on a plastic tray. The tray was then 

placed at the experimental location, on top of a raised brick shelf, which formed the 

lower half of the balcony wall at the experimental site. Using a fixed volume pipette, 

a series of Ovine bloodstains were deposited from a height of 10cm onto the slides. 

Each stain was generated from a single 10!l volume drop. In total 16 stains were 

generated (figure 302). Stains were generated at 22:00h, when the outside 

temperature was -3oC.  

!

 

Figure 302 Stains generated on glass 
microscope slides, on brick wall at 
experimental site, located next to 
digital temperature and humidity 
data logger 

 
(Author. 2012) 

 

 
A digital camera was used to take photographs of stains at various time intervals 

following generation. Photographs were taken immediately after stains had been 

generated, some time after generation and at the end of the experiment. These 

photographs were then used to make observations about the appearance of stains, 

which had been exposed to freeze-thaw mechanisms. These observations were then 

compared to observations made from stains exposed to other environmental 

conditions or extremes. Once photographs of stains had been taken at the end of the 

experiment, stains were immediately subjected to chemical identification tests, as 

outlined in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.6. 

 

8.5.3 Methodological limitations 

 

In experimental stages 1 and 2 a flatbed scanner was used to capture digital images 

of generated stains. Although this could have been used to image stains exposed to 

freeze-thaw mechanisms, in order to allow comparisons to be made between stains 

generated in sections 8.4 (stains generated on snow) and 8.5 (stains exposed to 
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freeze-thaw) a digital camera was once again used. Photographs were taken at a fixed 

distance from stains. It was impossible to maintain a consistent natural lighting level 

as photographs of stains were taken at different times of day and night. This 

presented a limitation during interpretations of images of stains, based on colour 

analysis.  

!
8.6 Exposure of stains to freezing conditions 

!
8.6.1 Establishing experimental conditions 

 

The experiment was designed to examine the behaviour of bloodstains generated on 

frozen surfaces and ice in freezing conditions. Observations were then made about 

stain appearance and behaviour, following their exposure to these surfaces and 

conditions. Three different methods were designed to generate and expose 

bloodstains to freezing surfaces and conditions.  

 
Method 1: Generation of single-drop stains onto room-temperature surfaces (paper, glass, denim) 
Method 2: Generation of single-drop stains onto frozen surfaces (paper, glass, denim) 
Method 3: Generation of single-drop stains directly onto ice 
 
 
In order to establish experimental consistency between methods, the frozen 

environment and conditions stains were exposed to were maintained with the use of a 

portable freezer (figure 303). The freezer temperature was set to -5oC and a digital 

thermometer placed inside the freezer to indicate when that target temperature had 

been reached.  
 

 
Figure 303 Portable freezer (Author. 2012) 
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8.6.2 Method 1 stain generation 
                            
In method 1, stains were generated on surfaces (at room temperature) and then 

housed in freezing conditions, on top of an ice surface. A plastic tub (H12cm x L30cm x 

W18cm) was filled with water, to a depth of 3cm (figure 304). With the temperature in 

the experimental freezer fixed at -5oC, the plastic tub was placed in the freezer and 

left for 24 hours. After a period of 24 hours, the water in the tub was frozen – 

providing a frozen ice surface for bloodstains to be generated either directly onto, or 

on surfaces lying on the ice surface. 

 

 

Figure 304 Plastic tub filled 

with water to a depth of 3cm 

 

(Author. 2012) 

 

Using a fixed 10!l volume pipette, a series of Ovine bloodstains were deposited 

from a height of 10cm onto paper, glass microscope slides and denim fabric. Each 

stain was generated from a single 10!l volume drop of blood and 6 replicate stains 

were generated on each surface. Once stains had been generated, the surfaces were 

placed on top of the frozen ice surface, in the freezer (figure 305).  

 

 

Figure 305 Bloodstains generated on paper 
(top left), glass microscope slides (right) and 
denim fabric (bottom left) surfaces, which 
were then placed on top of a frozen ice 
surface after generation 
 
(Author. 2012) 
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Stains were left in the freezer for a period of 24 hours. Following this period of time, 

two methods of visual analysis were conducted on stains. First, a digital camera was 

used to take photographs of the stains. This allowed comparison of stains generated 

on surfaces at room temperature and subsequently exposed to freezing conditions to 

stains generated on snow (8.4) and those subjected to freeze-thaw mechanisms (8.5), 

which due to experimental limitations had also been photographed for visual 

analysis. The surfaces on which stains had been generated were then removed from 

the freezer and subjected to a secondary method of visual analysis (outlined in 

section 3.4.7) with the use of a flatbed scanner. This secondary method of visual 

analysis was used in experimental stages 1 and 2 and use of it in the analysis of 

stains generated in freezing conditions allowed comparisons to be made between 

stains generated across all three experimental stages. Once visual analysis of stains 

had been completed, stains were immediately subjected to chemical identification 

tests, as outlined in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.6. 

 

The aim of this method of stain generation was to allow observations to be made 

regarding the appearance and behaviour of bloodstains (generated on unfrozen 

surfaces) when exposed to a freezing environment. This mimics forensic scenarios 

where stains have been generated on surfaces at temperatures above 0oC and then 

exposed to freezing conditions. This can make identification and analysis of stains 

difficult as significant alterations to stain colour and behaviour can be caused by 

exposure to extreme cold. An example of when this might be encountered is in cold 

climates, where temperatures naturally drop below freezing overnight, if a stain was 

generated during a crime event occurring in the day and not discovered or analysed 

until the next day. Collecting observations about the nature of these alterations to 

appearance and behaviour of stains informs future analysis and interpretation of 

stains exposed to this type of scenario.  

 

8.6.3 Method 2 stain generation 

 

In method 2, stains were generated on frozen surfaces, in freezing conditions. A 

frozen ice surface was generated according to the method set out in section 8.6.2. 

Swatches of paper, denim fabric and glass microscope slides were placed on top of 
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the ice and left for 24 hours to ensure they were adjusted to the frozen conditions of 

the underlying ice surface (figure 306).   

 

Figure 306 Plastic tub filled with ice 
(to an approximate depth of 3cm) 
containing swatches of paper, denim 
fabric and glass microscope slides 
following 24 hours exposure to 
freezing conditions 
 
(Author. 2012) 

 

 
 
Using a fixed 10!l volume pipette, a series of Ovine bloodstains were generated onto 

these frozen surfaces. For each surface (paper, glass, denim) 6 replicate stains, each 

of 10!l volume, were generated from a height of 10cm (figure 307).  

 

Figure 307 18 bloodstains generated 
onto frozen surfaces (paper, glass, 
denim) from a height of 10cm 
 
(Author. 2012) 

 
 
Stains were left in the freezer for a period of 24 hours. Following this 24-hour 

period, two methods of visual analysis were conducted on stains. A digital camera 

was initially used to capture images of stains generated. This allowed comparison of 

stains generated on frozen surfaces and subsequently exposed to freezing conditions 

to stains generated on snow (8.4) and those subjected to freeze-thaw mechanisms 

(8.5), which had both also been captured for visual analysis by digital camera. The 

surfaces on which stains were generated were then removed from the freezer and 

subjected to a secondary method of visual analysis (outlined in section 3.4.7). This 

secondary method allowed comparisons to be made between stains generated in 
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experimental stages 1, 2 and those generated in experimental stage 3 which were 

capable of being imaged in this way.  

 

Once visual analysis of stains had been completed, stains were immediately 

subjected to chemical identification tests, as outlined in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.6.The 

aim of this method of stain generation was to allow observations to be made 

regarding the appearance and behaviour of bloodstains (generated on frozen 

surfaces) when exposed to a freezing environment. 

 
 
8.6.4 Method 3 stain generation 
 
In method 3, stains were generated directly onto an ice surface. A plastic tub (H12cm x 

L30cm x W18cm) was filled with water, to a depth of 3cm. A frozen ice surface was 

generated according to the method set out in section 8.6.2 (figure 308).  

 

  
 

Figure 308 Plastic tub filled with ice (to a depth of approximately 3cm) (Author. 2012) 
 
Using a fixed 10!l volume pipette, a series of Ovine bloodstains were generated 

directly the ice surface. 24 replicate stains, each of 10!l volume, were generated 

from a uniform height of 10cm (figure 309).  

 

  
 

Figure 309 24 bloodstains generated directly onto ice from a height of 10cm (Author. 2012) 
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Once stains had been generated, they were left in the freezer for 24 hours. Following 

this period of 24 hours, visual and chemical analysis of stains was carried out. For 

visual analysis a digital camera was used to photograph stains. This allowed for a 

visual comparison of images of stains generated directly onto ice and stains 

generated on snow (8.4), subjected to freeze-thaw mechanisms (8.5) and other stains 

generated in freezing conditions (8.6.2 & 8.6.3). Once visual analysis of stains had 

been completed stains were immediately subjected to chemical identification tests, as 

outlined in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.6. 

 

The aim of this method of stain generation was to allow observations to be made 

regarding the appearance and behaviour of bloodstains generated directly on ice and 

further exposed to a freezing environment. This mimics forensic scenarios where 

stains are generated on frozen surfaces and remain exposed to freezing conditions. 

An example of when this might be encountered is in instances where stains are 

generated during crime events located outdoors onto frozen groundcover, for 

example snow, ice or permafrost. In these scenarios identification and analysis of 

stains can become difficult as significant alterations to stain colour and behaviour 

can occur. Collecting observations about the nature of these alterations to appearance 

and behaviour of stains informs future analysis and interpretation of stains generated 

on frozen surfaces and exposed to freezing conditions up to analysis.  

 

 

8.6.5 Methodological limitations  

 

In experimental stages 1 and 2 a flatbed scanner was used to conduct visual analysis 

of generated stains. Both experimental methods 1 and 2, exploring stains exposed to 

freezing conditions, involved the generation of stains on surfaces that could be 

removed from the freezing conditions and scanned. In method 3 however stains were 

generated directly onto ice, which could not be scanned. Visual analysis of stains 

generated on ice was therefore limited to analysis of digital photographs of stains. 

This presented a limitation to be considered in the interpretation and analysis of 

images of stains generated.  
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For stains generated, in method 2, on frozen surfaces, another experimental 

limitation presented itself. The stained surfaces (paper, glass and denim) were all 

placed onto ice and exposed to freezing conditions for 24 hours before they were 

stained. The rationale in doing so was to freeze the surfaces themselves prior to stain 

generation. As the surfaces froze they became attached to the ice underneath. Once 

stains had been generated and left in the freezer for 24 hours they were then removed 

for analysis. Detaching surfaces from the ice was achieved with some difficulty for 

both glass microscope slides and denim, however it was impossible to detach the 

stained paper from the ice without completely disintegrating the surface. In the case 

of stains generated on paper in method 2 therefore visual analysis was limited to 

analysis of photographs of stains.  To compensate for the limitation that some stains 

could not be visually imaged with a digital scanner, all stains were also 

photographed. This allowed comparisons to be made between photographs of all 

stains generated in sections 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6. Where it was possible to analyse stains 

with the scanner, more methodologically robust comparisons could be made between 

stains generated in experimental stages 1, 2 and 3.  

 

 

8.7 Exposure to high temperatures 

 
8.7.1 Establishing experimental conditions 

 

The experiment was designed to explore the behaviour of bloodstains exposed to 

high temperatures. Stains were generated on a range of surfaces (paper, glass, denim) 

and exposed to temperatures of 100, 150, 200 or 250oC. Temperatures were chosen 

to mimic a range of temperatures stains might be exposed to at different proximities 

away from the centre of a fire (Tontarski et al. 2009). This was to simulate forensic 

scenarios where stains are recovered following attempts by a suspect to obscure or 

obliterate evidence by setting fire to the scene. Observations were made about the 

responses of stains exposed to such high temperatures, through visual and chemical 

analysis. Two different methods were designed to generate and expose bloodstains to 

high temperatures.  
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Method 1: Generation of single-drop stains onto room-temperature surfaces (paper, glass, denim) 

Method 2: Generation of single-drop stains onto heated surfaces (paper, glass, denim) 

 

To achieve the high temperatures required an oven, capable of a top temperature of 

250oC was selected for experimental purposes. A fan-assisted oven was chosen due 

to its ability to distribute air in the oven evenly, achieving a relatively consistent 

temperature throughout. To achieve further experimental consistency between stain 

samples, all samples were placed on a shelf located in the middle of the oven during 

experimentation.  

 

As one oven was used for all samples a sampling order was required to ensure 

temperature in the oven did not exceed the target temperature for each sample. The 

sampling order was aligned with increases in temperature. Stain samples were 

generated at 100oC first, then 150oC, 200oC and finally 250oC.  

 

8.7.2 Method 1 stain generation 

 

In method 1, stains were generated on a range of surfaces (at room temperature) and 

exposed to a range of high temperatures. 100oC was the first temperature stains were 

exposed to. The oven was set to 100oC and left for 15 minutes to achieve this 

temperature throughout. In the meantime three different surfaces (paper, glass, 

denim) were prepared for staining. To prepare paper and denim surfaces for staining, 

rectangular swatches were cut of both. Glass microscope slides were mounted onto 

plain white record cards and attached with lengths of sellotape at both ends (figure 

310).  

 

 

Figure 310 Glass 
microscope slides 
mounted on white 
record cards 
 
(Author. 2012) 

 
Using a fixed 10!l volume pipette, a series of Ovine bloodstains were deposited 

from a height of 10cm onto the paper, glass slides and denim fabric. Each stain was 
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generated from a single 10!l volume drop of blood and 6 replicate stains were 

generated on each surface. Once stains had been generated, the surfaces were placed 

onto a shelf located in the middle of the oven (figure 311). 

 

 
 

Figure 311 Stains on middle shelf of fan-assisted oven (Author. 2012) 
 
 
Stains were left in the oven at 100oC for 30 minutes, then removed and subjected to 

visual and chemical analysis. Visual analysis was conducted by using a flatbed 

scanner to capture digital images of generated stains (as outlined in section 3.4.7). 

This allowed comparison of stains generated at high temperatures with stains 

generated in experimental stages 1, 2 and others generated in experimental stage 3. 

Once visual analysis of stains had been completed, stains were subjected to chemical 

identification tests, as outlined in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.6. 

 

The temperature of the oven was then adjusted to the next experimental temperature, 

150oC, and left for 15 minutes to achieve this temperature throughout. The process of 

stain generation, as described above, was then reproduced to generate at set of stains 

at 150oC. The entire process was then replicated identically for temperatures of both 

200oC and 250oC.  

 
 
8.7.3 Method 2 stain generation 
 
In method 2, stains were generated on a range of heated surfaces and exposed to a 

range of high temperatures. Paper swatches, denim fabric and glass microscope 

slides, prepared for staining, were placed on a shelf located in the middle of the oven. 

To prepare materials for staining, rectangular swatches of paper and denim were cut 

and 6 clean microscope slides were mounted onto plain white record cards (figure 
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310). 100oC was the first temperature stains were exposed to so the oven was set to 

100oC and left for 15 minutes to achieve this temperature throughout.  

 

Using a fixed 10!l volume pipette, a series of Ovine bloodstains were deposited 

from a height of 10cm onto the paper, glass slides and denim fabric. Each stain was 

generated from a single 10!l volume drop of blood and 6 replicate stains were 

generated on each surface. Once stains had been generated, the surfaces were 

returned to their previous location, on the middle shelf of the oven (figure 311). 

 

Stains were left in the oven at 100oC for 30 minutes, then removed and subjected to 

visual and chemical analysis. Visual analysis was conducted by using a flatbed 

scanner to capture digital images of generated stains (as outlined in section 3.4.7). 

This allowed comparison of stains generated at high temperatures with stains 

generated in experimental stages 1, 2 and others generated in experimental stage 3. 

Once visual analysis of stains had been completed, stains were subjected to chemical 

identification tests, as outlined in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.6. 

 

Once visual and chemical analysis had been carried out, new unstained swatches of 

paper, denim fabric and glass slides were placed on the middle shelf of the oven and 

the temperature was adjusted to the next experimental temperature: 150oC. The oven 

was left for a period of 15 minutes until the temperature had been achieved 

throughout and then the process of stain generation was identically replicated to 

generate a set of stains at 150oC. The entire process was then replicated identically 

for temperatures of both 200oC and 250oC.  

 
 
8.7.4 Methodological limitations  
 
In previous experimental stages white or clear surfaces were stained in order to 

provide a ‘control’ background colour, against which colour analysis and 

comparisons of stains could be reliably made. In experiments examining the effects 

of extreme heat on stains, the surfaces that were stained were themselves 

significantly discoloured through exposure to heat. This had the effect of darkening 

the appearance and original colours of the white (paper, denim) and clear (glass) 
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surfaces. This darkening and discolouration of surfaces exposed to extreme heats had 

to be considered during colour analysis of stains generated on them.  

 

As colour analysis of bloodstains generated in other experimental stages was not 

influenced by this discolouration effect, when comparing stains generated in 

experimental stages 1, 2 and other sections of stage 3 with stains generated at 

extremely heat temperatures, this was also a necessary consideration.  

 
 
8.8 Exposure to fire (burning) 
 
8.8.1 Establishing experimental conditions 
 
The experiment was designed to explore the behaviour of bloodstains exposed to fire 

(burning environment). An outdoors location, which was well ventilated and where a 

controlled fire could be set up was chosen for experimentation. This simulated a 

forensic scenario where suspects may have attempted to destroy evidence by 

intentionally setting fire to a scene. Exposure to fire has been shown to alter the 

appearance and behaviour of bloodstains and observations of the nature of these 

alterations could assist with future analysis of stains recovered in these scenarios. In 

order to ensure maximum control over the experimental environment a decision was 

made to use a small charcoal barbecue as the source of fire. The barbecue consisted 

of a foil tray filled with approximately 700 grams of charcoal briquettes, with an 

inbuilt steel mesh grill suspended above the charcoal. The mesh grill was particularly 

important for experimental purposes. Stain samples could be rested on it, affording 

stains exposure to the centre of the burning environment, so that they were 

completely surrounded by fire. Stains were generated on glass microscope slides, on 

top of the grill, and then the unit was set on fire. Once the fire had burnt out and the 

slides cooled down sufficiently to handle, observations were made about stains 

generated.  

 
 
8.8.2 Stain generation 
 
Eight clean glass microscope slides were arranged on top of the mesh grill of the 

unlit barbecue (figure 312).  
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Figure 312 Eight glass microscope slides arranged on mesh grill of unlit charcoal barbecue 
(slide circled in photo on left) (Author. 2012) 

 
Using a fixed 10!l volume pipette, a series of Ovine bloodstains were deposited 

from a height of 10cm onto the slides. One stain was generated on each slide and 

each stain was generated from a single 10!l volume drop. In total 8 stains were 

generated (figure 313). 

 

   
 

Figure 313 Eight bloodstains generated on glass microscope slides from a height of 10cm 
(Author. 2012) 

 
The barbecue was then moved outdoors, gently placed on a fire-resistant surface and 

ignited (figure 314).  

 

 

Figure 314 Blood-stained slides on the 
barbecue, immediately after charcoal was 
ignited 
 
(Author. 2012) 
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Ignition continued until all charcoal, spread throughout the tray, was alight (figure 

315). As the fire then continued to burn photographs of the stains were taken and 

observations made about their responses to fire exposure, the burning process and 

associated heat.  

 

  
 

Figure 315 Tray barbecue following completion of the ignition process, when charcoal 
throughout the tray was alight (Author. 2012) 

 
The charcoal fire was left to burn itself completely out. Once the fire had ceased and 

the tray cooled sufficiently to touch, microscope slides were retrieved from the mesh 

grill. Stains were then subjected to visual and chemical analysis. Visual analysis was 

carried out with the use of a flatbed scanner (as outlined in section 3.4.7). This 

allowed comparison of stains exposed to fire, the burning process and associated heat 

with stains generated in experimental stages 1, 2 and others generated in stage 3. 

Once visual analysis of stains was completed, stains were subjected to chemical 

identification tests, as outlined in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.6. 

 
 
8.8.3 Methodological limitations 
 
In experimental stages 1 and 2 stains were generated on paper, glass and denim 

fabric surfaces. Experiments exploring the effects on bloodstains of exposure to fire 

and burning processes required stains to be exposed to fire. In these experiments, 

paper and denim surfaces had to be excluded due to the likelihood of these surfaces 

being completely destroyed in the burning process. In forensic reality, destruction of 

any surfaces at a scene means that any evidence present on these surfaces would not 

be expected to survive exposure to fire and burning either. Attempting to develop 

methods to analyse stains generated on combustible surfaces has no practical 

investigative use. This meant that stains generated on glass were the only stains 
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exposed to fire. This methodological limitation restricted observations about and 

comparisons of stains exposed to fire and burning processes to stains exposed to 

other environmental conditions.  

 

In previous experimental stages, as described in section 8.7.4, white or clear surfaces 

were stained in order to facilitate colour comparisons between different stain 

samples. In experiments examining effects of stain exposure to fire, smoke from the 

fire caused significant discolouration of the underside of stained slides. This had the 

effect of darkening the appearance of their originally clear glass surfaces. Awareness 

of this effect was incorporated into subsequent analysis of stains generated under 

these conditions and comparison of them to stains generated on unaltered glass slides 

in other experimental stages.   
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9. Experimental Stage 3 – Results 

 

9.1 Responses of samples to chemical identification tests 
 
Figure 316 presents the results of chemical identification tests performed on 

bloodstains generated under extreme environmental conditions. Presumptive tests 

conducted included the Kastle-Meyer, Hemastix and Bluestar tests. Results indicate 

that all stains exposed to environmental conditions B (freeze-thaw), C (freezing), D 

(high temperatures) and E (fire) tested presumptive positive for blood.  
 

Environmental condition A (Snow) Environmental condition B (Freeze-thaw) 

No chemical identification tests completed * 

Denim 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive 

Glass 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive 

Paper 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive 

Environmental condition C (Freezing) Environmental condition D (High temperatures) 

Denim 
KM +ive 

Denim 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive Bluestar +ive 

Glass 
KM +ive 

Glass 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive Bluestar +ive 

Paper 
KM +ive 

Paper 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive Bluestar +ive 

Environmental condition E (Fire)  

*Stains generated on snow were not subjected to 

chemical testing due to experimental limitations. 
 

Denim 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive 

Glass 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive 

Paper 
KM +ive 

Hemastix +ive 

Bluestar +ive 

!  
Figure 316 Checklist of responses recorded for stains generated across five different extreme 

environmental conditions (& multiple methods) to presumptive chemical tests 
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Photographic examples of presumptive positive tests for stains generated in 

experimental stage 3 are set out in figures 317 – 324. 

 

 
Figure 317 

Figure 317 illustrates an example of a stain on glass 

responding positively to a presumptive Hemastix test 

through observation of a green colouring of the Hemastix 

test stick. The stain shown was a stain exposed to 

environmental condition D (high temperatures).  

 

 
Figure 318 

Figure 318 illustrates an example of a stain on denim 

responding positively to the Kastle-Meyer (KM) 

presumptive test through observation of a pink colouration. 

The stain shown was a stain exposed to environmental 

condition D (high temperatures). 

 

Figures 319 & 320 illustrate an example of a stain generated directly on ice responding 

positively to the Kastle-Meyer (KM) presumptive test through observation of a pink 

colouration. 

 
Figure 319 Stains pictured following application of 

Kastle-Meyer solution  

 
Figure 320 Stains pictured following application 

of Hydrogen Peroxide solution  

 

Figures 321 & 322 illustrate an example of a stain generated directly on ice 

responding positively to Bluestar luminol testing through the emission of 

chemiluminescence. 
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Figure 321 Stains pictured in normal light 

 
Figure 322 Stains pictured following application 

of Bluestar Luminol solution (in darkness) 

 

Figures 323 & 324 illustrate an example of a stain generated on glass and exposed to 

fire responding positively to Bluestar luminol testing through the emission of 

chemiluminescence. 
 

 
Figure 323 Stains pictured in normal light 

 
Figure 324 Stains pictured following application 

of Bluestar Luminol solution (in darkness) 

 
An observation of presumptive positive chemical test results for stains exposed to the 

range of environmental conditions B-E has implications for the future identification 

of stains at crime scenes associated with exposure to these conditions. Results 

contradict previous suggestions that mechanisms such as burning (Paonessa. 2005) 

and freeze-thaw (Lovelock. 1953) present a barrier to positive chemical identification 

of stains and indicate that tests can continue to be used, with confidence, to identify 

stains in scenes which have been exposed to extreme conditions (B-E). 
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9.2 Environmental condition A (stains exposed to snow) 

 
Images and analysis of stains generated in environmental condition A are presented 

in section 9.2. 

 
9.2.1 Images of stains generated 
 
Images of individual stains exposed to environmental condition A were captured 

using a digital camera and observations about stain appearance and behaviour were 

made from digital photographs. It was not possible to maintain comparable light 

conditions between photographs taken at different times and therefore RGB analysis 

conducted from photographs of stains was only considered rudimentary. Due to 

experimental limitations it was not possible to capture images of stains by digitally 

scanning them. Stains are presented in groups according to method of generation. 
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9.2.1.1 Method 1 
 
The images captured (as described in section 9.2.1) from single-drop stains generated 

directly onto snow are presented in figure 325. Figure 325 shows stains at 00:05, 

00:15, 00:30, 00:45 and 01:00 hours after stains were deposited on snow. As time 

increased, a general observation was made that stains appeared lighter in colour, 

more faint and diffuse. This observation was confirmed through visual examination 

of individual stains. Examination of a representative stain is presented in figure 326.  

 
Figure 325 Overall images of 24 single drop stains generated directly onto snow taken at time 
intervals of +00:05, +00:15, +00:30, +00:45 and +01:00 hours 
 

 

Time since deposition /hours 
 

Images of stains 

+00:05 

 

+00:15 
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+00:30 

 

+00:45 

 

+01:00 
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Figure 326 Images of one particular single drop stain generated directly onto snow taken at time 
intervals of +00:05, +00:15, +00:30, +00:45 and +01:00 hours 
 

 

Time since deposition /hours 
 

Images of stain 

+00:05 

 

+00:15 

 

+00:30 

 

+00:45 

 

+01:00 
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Quantitative RGB analysis of stains, from digital photographs, was carried out. As 

stain images were captured with a digital camera, under varying light conditions 

however, analysis was considered basic and only a summary of results is provided 

here (figure 327). Full results are set out in appendix 3. Although variations in light 

conditions were not recorded, light was fading and so it was thought they might exert 

some effect on stain colour readings by darkening the overall recorded colour 

intensity of stains. Varying light conditions have implications for capturing images 

of bloodstain evidence in real-life forensic scenarios and should be considered in any 

subsequent analysis of stain appearance, when it has not been possible to ensure a 

uniform method or light conditions whilst capturing images of stains.  

 
Figure 327 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals for stains generated 

directly onto snow. Results indicate that at each time interval R-values were higher 

than G or B values, which supports the observation that stains were orientated 

towards red, rather than green or blue, colour hues. Between 00:05 and 01:00 

significant changes in colour values were noted. At 00:05 R-values were 

significantly higher (149) than G (45) or B (62) values. This suggests stains exhibited 

a strong red colour at 00:05. At 01:00 R-values had decreased slightly to 146 (from 

149 at 00:05) whilst G (84) and B (122) values had almost doubled from 45 (G-

value) and 62 (B-value) respectively at 00:05. This indicates that stains at 01:00 were 

coloured less intensely towards red than stains at 00:05. R-values were still dominant 

at 01:00, which means stains were still orientated towards a red colour but less 

intensely than at 00:05. This resulted in a lighter red, pink colouration in stains at 

01:00 (figure 326). RGB totals also varied between 00:05 (256) and 01:00 (352), 

increasing by 96. Therefore stains were observed to become lighter in colour as time 

since deposition increased. Quantitative results support observations in figure 326 

that stains generated directly onto snow become less intensely red, lighter and pink in 

colour as time following deposition increases. Caution in any further interpretation of 

results is necessary however, considering the method of digital image capture. In 

forensic reality, when methods of capturing images of bloodstains on snow are 

restricted to digital photography under variable light conditions, similar caution 

should be exercised.   
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Time 
/hours 

Average R 
Value 

Average G 
Value 

Average B 
Value 

Average 
RGB Total 

00:05 149 45 62 256 

00:15 136 77 98 312 

00:30 130 80 103 314 

00:45 141 84 107 332 

01:00 146 84 122 352 
 

Figure 327 Average R, G, B values and RGB totals for single  
drop stains generated directly onto snow 

 

 

9.2.1.2 Method 2 
 
The images captured (as described in section 9.2.1) from single-drop stains generated 

onto glass slides on snow are presented in figure 328. Images support an observation 

made that stains generated onto glass slides on snow did not appear to vary in colour 

following their deposition. Examination of a representative stain is presented in 

figure 329. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 328 Overall images of single drop stains generated onto glass slides on snow taken at time 
intervals of +00:15, +00:30, +00:45 and +01:00 hours 
 

Time since deposition /hours Images of stains 

+00:15 
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+00:45 

 

+01:00 
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Figure 329 Images of one particular single drop stain generated onto glass slides on snow taken at time 
intervals of +00:15, +00:30, +00:45 and +01:00 hours 
 

 

Time since deposition /hours 
 

Images of stain 

+00:15 

 

+00:30 

 

+00:45 

 

+01:00 

 
 

Figure 330 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals for stains generated onto 

glass slide on snow. Full results are set out in appendix 3. Results indicate that at 

each time interval R-values were significantly higher than G or B values, which 

supports the observation, that stains were strongly orientated towards red hues of 

colour (figures 328 and 329). Between 00:15 and 01:00 sizeable alterations in colour 
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values were not observed. Between 00:15 and 01:00, values demonstrated minimal 

ranges of 17 (R-values), 8 (G-values) and 20 (B-values). This confirmed visual 

observations that stains generated on glass slides on snow do not exhibit considerable 

alterations in colour with increases in time following deposition.  
 

Time 
/hours 

Average R 
Value 

Average G 
Value 

Average B 
Value 

Average 
RGB Total 

00:15 132 19 46 197 

00:30 133 24 54 211 

00:45 146 26 54 226 

00:50 149 27 66 242 
 

Figure 330 Average R, G, B values and RGB totals for single  
drop stains generated directly onto snow 

 

9.2.1.3 Method 3 
 
The images captured (as described in section 9.2.1) from a multi-drop stain generated 

directly onto snow are presented in figure 331. Images support an observation that 

intensity and colour of stains generated on snow appears to vary following deposition.  
 
 
Figure 331 shows a multi-drop stain at 00:05, 00:15, 00:30, 00:45 and 01:00 hours 

after it was deposited on snow. As time increased, an observation was made that the 

stain appeared to fade in colour intensity. At 00:05 the stain appeared a vibrant red 

colour with a relatively clear margin. As time increased to 01:00 the stain appeared a 

less vibrant shade of red and closer in colour to pink. The stain also appeared to diffuse 

through the snow over the course of the hour, with the margin of the stain becoming 

less defined within 00:15 minutes of deposition. Diffusion of the stain is also 

demonstrated by the observation, from 00:15, of a line of blood that appears to extend 

from the bottom right hand corner of the main body of the stain.  
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Figure 331 Images of multi-drop stain generated directly onto snow taken at time intervals of +00:05, 
+00:15, +00:30, +00:45 and +01:00 hours 
 

 

Time since deposition /hours 
 

Images of stain 

+00:05 

 

+00:15 

 

+00:30 

 

+00:45 

 

+01:00 
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Figure 332 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals for a multi-drop stain 

generated directly on snow. Full results are set out in appendix 3. Results indicate 

that at each time interval R-values were significantly higher than G or B values, 

which supports the observation, that stains were strongly orientated towards red hues 

of colour (figure 331). Between 00:05 and 00:45 alterations in colour values were 

noted. At 00:05 R-values were significantly higher (159) than G (20) or B (41) 

values. This suggests stains exhibited a strong red colour at 00:05. At 00:45 R-values 

were approximately unaltered (158) whilst G values (63) had tripled and B values 

(84) values had doubled. This accounts quantitatively for the observation that stains 

at 00:45 were coloured less intensely red than stains at 00:05 and resulted in a lighter 

red, pink colouration of stains at 00:45 (figure 331). RGB totals between 00.05 (220) 

and 00:45 (305) increased by 85, supporting the suggestion that a multi-drop stain 

generated directly onto snow becomes lighter in colour as time from deposition 

increases. Results for colour values at 01:00 appear to counter this observation but 

appearances of varying light levels (figure 331) between stain photographs suggests 

measurements recorded for stain are likely to be somewhat inaccurate. Quantitative 

results indicate that stains generated directly onto snow become less intensely red, 

lighter and pink in colour as time following deposition increases.  Caution in the 

interpretation of results further is a necessary consideration however, considering the 

method of digital image capture.   

 
Time 

/hours 
Average R 

Value 
Average G 

Value 
Average B 

Value 
Average 

RGB Total 
00:05 159 20 41 220 

00:15 157 57 70 284 

00:30 148 63 83 294 

00:45 158 63 84 305 

01:00 137 36 66 239 
 

Table 332 Average R, G, B values and RGB totals for single  
drop stains generated directly onto snow 

 

Analysis of stains exposed to environmental condition A (snow) has implications for 

future interpretations and analyses of bloodstains exposed to snow in real forensic 

scenarios. Results appear to support previous case-specific observations of 

bloodstains on snow exhibiting unusual appearances and pink colouring (Leak. 2006. 

Morris. 2010). As length of exposure to snow increased, single- and multi-drop 
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stains stains appeared to diffuse, become less intense shades of red and more pink in 

colour. Previously, observations of this were limited to a few case-specific scenarios 

with results in section 9.2 representing the first experimental replication of 

observations. Discolouration of stains has implications for source level identification 

of bloodstains at a scene as it can lead to misidentification of stains as other types of 

physical evidence (Morris. 2010), leading to inaccurate stain analysis and crime 

scene reconstructions. Results also provide evidence for the possible cause of stain 

discolourations in stains generated on snow. Observations of minimal changes in 

colour for stains insulated from direct contact with snow by a glass slide support a 

suggestion that direct contact with snow causes discolouration, rather than exposure 

solely to associated temperatures. Implications of results for bloodstain pattern 

analysis mainly resonate for analysis of outdoors crime scenes involving snow. 

Awareness of the characteristic nature and unusual colouring of bloodstains 

deposited directly on snow should be incorporated into identification, interpretation 

and subsequent analysis of any evidence on snow-covered areas. Implications of 

results for bloodstain pattern and crime scene analysis are discussed further in 

chapter 13.  

 

 

9.3 Environmental condition B (stains exposed to freeze-thaw) 

 
Images and analysis of stains generated in environmental condition B are presented 

in section 9.3. 

 
9.3.1 Images of stains generated 
 

Figure 333 shows stains at 00:00, 02:00 and 07:00 hours after stains were deposited 

on glass slides in sub-zero temperatures and exposed to freeze-thaw mechanisms. 

Stains at +02:00 hours are still liquid and appear a brighter red than stains at 00:00 

hours. Stains were left overnight and examined again at +07:00 hours, when they had 

dried and appeared a darker red than stains at +02:00 hours. An observation 

regarding the variability of stains exposed to identical environmental conditions was 

made from visual analyses (figure 334).  
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Figure 333 Overall images of stains generated onto glass slides and exposed to freeze-thaw 
mechanisms 
 

Time since deposition /hours (& temperature 
at time) Images of stains 

+00:00  

 
(-2.9oC) 

 

+02:00 

 
(-2.5oC) 

 

+07:00  

 
(+1.6oC) 

 
 

Figure 334 is comprised of two stains generated on one glass slide under identical 

environmental conditions. The stains significantly differ in appearance. The stain on 

the left (stain A) appears a much darker red colour than the stain on the right (stain 

B). Stain A also appears to exhibit some linear factures across the surface of the stain 

whilst stain B appears a smooth disc. Visual observations appear to support a 

suggestion that stains generated on glass slides and subsequently exposed to freeze-

thaw mechanisms demonstrate high variability. 
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Figure 334 Two stains generated on a glass slide and exposed to identical environmental conditions 

 
Observations of visible variability in stains simultaneously exposed to freeze-thaw 

mechanisms imply that in forensic reality, analysis of stain appearance for stains 

exposed to these mechanisms is complicated, as the cause of variability identified in 

section 9.3 was not identified.  

 

9.4 Environmental condition C (stains exposed to freezing) 

 
Images and analysis of stains generated in environmental condition C are presented 

in section 9.4. 

 
9.4.1 Images of stains generated 
 
Images of individual stains exposed to environmental condition are set out in 

sections 9.4.3, 9.4.4 and 9.4.6. Images were generated by digitally scanning stains 

immediately following their removal from experimental conditions, where possible. 

Due to experimental limitations it was not possible to capture images of stains 

generated directly onto ice by digitally scanning them. For these stains a digital 

camera was used and basic RGB analysis and observations about stain appearance 

and behaviour were made from digital photographs.  

 

Stains are presented in groups according to method of generation. Stains generated in 

staining methods 1 (9.4.3) and 2 (9.4.4) are presented in groups of six, representing 

groups of 6 replicate stains generated on three different surfaces (denim, paper, 

glass). Stains generated in staining method 3 are presented in section 9.4.6.  
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9.4.2 Stain colour analysis  
 
Once stains had been digitally scanned, images were imported into colour analysis 

software to extract quantitative information about stain colour from the images. Each 

stain was analysed individually. Measurements from analysis are set out in results 

tables (figures 336 and 339). Statistical tests of comparison were conducted on 

results of stain colour analysis for staining methods 1 and 2 (section 9.4.5).  

 
9.4.3 Staining method 1 
 
The images captured (as described in section 9.4.1) from stains generated on surfaces 

at room temperature and exposed to freezing conditions are presented in figure 335. 
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Figure 335 Images of stains generated on room temperature denim, paper and glass surfaces and 
exposed to freezing conditions 
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Figure 336 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated and exposed to environmental 
condition C via staining method 1 
 

 
 

Figure 337 sets out average R, G and B values calculated from replicate stains (n = 

6) generated on denim, paper and glass surfaces and exposed to freezing conditions 

in addition to the percentage ratio of each component value for RGB totals. At each 

temperature interval R-values for stains were significantly higher than G and B-

values. Stains therefore appeared strongly coloured towards a red rather than green 
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or blue hue. This was confirmed through observations of red stain colours in figure 

336. Average measurements of R-values for surfaces were 135 (denim), 105 (paper) 

and 252 (glass). R-values can range between a minimum of 000 and a maximum of 

255, representing darkest (000) or lightest (255) intensities of colour. Denim and 

paper stains exhibited medium intensities of red colour (135 & 105 respectively) 

whilst glass stains exhibited extremely strong intensities of red (252). This supports 

the observation in figure 336 of medium intensities of colour in stains generated on 

denim and paper and extremely light intensity of colour in glass stains. This 

suggests, for stains exposed to freezing conditions through staining method 1, that 

glass stains appear a brighter, more vibrant red colour than denim or paper stains. 
 

Surface R Value R % G Value G % B Value B % RGB Total 
Denim 135 70 17 9 40 21 192 
Paper 105 90 2 1 8 9 116 
Glass 252 92 5 2 16 6 273 

 

Figure 337 Average R, G, B values and RGB Totals for denim, paper and glass stains exposed to 
condition C via staining method 1 
 
 

Calculation of ratios of R to G and B values at each temperature gives an indication 

of strength of expression of each colour component across surfaces. Proportions of 

RGB totals of R-values ranged from 70% (denim) to 92% (glass), of G values ranged 

from 1% (paper) to 9% (denim) and B values ranged from 6% (glass) to 21% 

(denim). This meant that proportions of RGB totals comprised of R-values were 

greatest for glass stains (92%) and lowest for denim stains (70%). Results suggest 

that all stains exposed to freezing conditions were characterised by a red colouring 

but exhibited slight differences in colour, according to surface type.  

 

9.4.4 Staining method 2 
 
The images captured (as described in section 9.4.1) from stains generated on frozen 

surfaces and exposed to freezing conditions are presented in figure 338. 
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Figure 338 Images of stains generated on frozen denim, paper and glass surfaces and exposed to 
freezing conditions 
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Figure 339 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated exposed to environmental condition 
C via staining method 2 
 

 
 

Figure 340 sets out average R, G and B values calculated from replicate stains (n = 

6) generated on denim, paper and glass surfaces and exposed to freezing conditions. 

The percentage ratio of each component value for RGB totals is also outlined. At 

each temperature interval R-values for stains were higher than G and B-values. 

Stains therefore appeared strongly coloured towards a red rather than green or blue 
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hue. This was confirmed through observations of red and pink stain colours in figure 

339. Average measurements of R-values for surfaces were 206 (denim), 205 (paper) 

and 251 (glass). R-values can range between a minimum of 000 and a maximum of 

255, representing darkest (000) or lightest (255) intensities of colour. Denim and 

paper stains exhibited strong intensities of red colour (206 & 205 respectively) whilst 

glass stains exhibited extremely strong intensities of red (251). This supports 

observations in figure 339 of strong intensities of red colour in stains on all surfaces. 

This suggests, for stains exposed to freezing conditions through staining method 2, 

stains on all surfaces appear a bright red or pink colour.  
 

 

Surface R Value R % G Value G % B Value B % RGB Total 
Denim 206 62 54 16 74 22 334 
Paper 205 89 9 4 16 7 230 
Glass 251 57 77 18 112 25 440 

 

Figure 340 Average R, G, B values and RGB Totals for denim, paper and glass stains exposed to 
condition C via staining method 2 
 
 

Calculation of ratios of R to G and B values at each temperature gives an indication 

of strength of expression of each colour component across surfaces. Proportions of 

RGB totals of R-values ranged from 57% (glass) to 89% (paper), of G values ranged 

from 4% (paper) to 18% (glass) and B values ranged from 7% (paper) to 25% 

(glass). This meant that proportions of RGB totals comprised of R-values were 

greatest for paper stains (89%) and lowest for glass stains (57%). Results may have 

been affected by observations of glass stains (figure 338) which demonstrate that 

stains formed on glass froze during the experiment, melting and becoming dilute as 

soon as they were removed from the experimental environment for colour analysis. 

Results indicate that all stains exposed to freezing conditions were characterised by a 

red colouring but exhibited slight differences in colour, according to surface type.  
 
 
 
9.4.5 Statistical tests of comparison 
 
Statistical tests of comparison were conducted to statistically compare the 

distribution of R, G, B and RGB-values between stains generated according to 

methods 1 & 2 and between stains generated on different surfaces.  
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9.4.5.1 Comparison of means between staining methods 1 & 2 
 
To compare distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals of stains generated in 

methods 1 and 2, a Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted. For stains generated in 

methods 1 and 2, results of the test indicated whether staining method had a 

significant effect on stain colour. Figure 341 presents the results of the Kruskal-

Wallis test carried out on stains generated. The results indicated that the null 

hypotheses should be rejected as p<0.05 in all scenarios indicating that the 

distribution of R, G, B values and RGB totals of stains generated by different 

staining methods (SM 1 and 2) were statistically different at the 95% significance 

level. Respective denim, paper and glass stains generated in method 1 were not 

statistically similar to the denim, paper and glass stains generated in method 2. This 

suggests that the different methods used to generate and expose stains to freezing 

conditions have an influence on stain appearance.  

 

 
Figure 341 Kruskal-Wallis test comparing distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals between 
staining methods 1 and 2 
 
 
9.4.5.2 Comparison of means between surfaces 
 
To compare distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals of stains generated on 

different surfaces, a Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted to test the null hypothesis 

that three unrelated (independent) sets of data have the same distribution. Therefore, 

for stains generated in methods 1 and 2, results of the test indicated whether surface 
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(denim, glass, paper) had a significant effect on stain colour (see figure 342). 
 

 
Figure 342 Kruskal-Wallis test comparing distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals between 
surfaces 
 

The results indicated that p<0.05 for each test and therefore, the null hypotheses is 

rejected demonstrating that R, G, B values and RGB totals for stains generated on 

different surfaces (denim, glass, paper) can be considered to be statistically different 

at the 95% significance level. Denim stains, for example, were statistically distinct 

from glass or paper stains. This suggests, for stains exposed to freezing conditions 

that different surfaces stains were generated on had an influence on stain appearance.   

 
Results of statistical tests (figures 341 and 342) conducted on stains exposed to 

environmental condition C confirmed that method of staining and surface stains were 

generated on significantly influenced stain colour. These results confirmed visual 

observations discussed in sections 9.4.3 and 9.4.4. 

 
 
9.4.6 Staining method 3  
 
Due to experimental limitations, images of stains generated in staining method 3 

were captured by digital camera. Digital images of stains (figure 343) were imported 

into colour analysis software to extract quantitative information about stain colour 

from the images. Each stain was analysed individually and the measurements from 

the analysis are set out in figure 344.  
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Individual results set out in figure 344 were used to calculate average colour values 

for stains generated directly on ice and exposed to freezing conditions. Stains on 

average exhibited an R-value of 115, G-value of 14 and B-value of 28, which meant 

that R-values for stains were significantly higher than G and B values. This supports 

observations of stains strongly coloured red in figure 343. RGB total is a measure of 

overall intensity of colour. The highest possible RGB total for the lightest intensity 

of all colour components (R255, G255, B255) is 765. For stains generated directly 

onto ice the average RGB total was 158, which was significantly lower than 765. 

This suggests stains were relatively dark in intensity. The experimental limitation of 

using a digital camera rather than scanner to capture images of stains may have 

influenced true colour values recorded and was considered in the interpretation of 

stains. Limited results presented suggest that stains deposited directly onto ice and 

exposed to freezing conditions in staining method 3 were characterised by red 

colourings and appear to exhibit consistency in colour.  

 
Figure 343 Images of stains generated directly onto ice and exposed to freezing conditions 

 

 
 

Stain R Value G Value B Value RGB Total 
1 106 11 19 136 
2 111 8 20 139 
3 115 9 24 148 
4 117 12 28 157 
5 120 19 36 175 
6 117 18 34 169 
7 106 4 14 124 
8 111 8 20 139 
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9 117 15 30 162 
10 116 13 29 158 
11 120 18 35 173 
12 119 19 33 171 
13 104 8 19 131 
14 117 23 37 177 
15 114 13 29 156 
16 122 12 28 162 
17 122 21 37 180 
18 125 22 37 184 
19 104 15 24 143 
20 114 14 27 155 
21 116 15 29 160 
22 112 8 21 141 
23 119 18 34 171 
24 117 21 34 172 

 

Figure 344 R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated for stains (n = 24) generated directly on ice and 
exposed to freezing conditions. 

 
Analysis of stains exposed to environmental condition C (freezing conditions) has 

implications for future forensic interpretations and analyses of bloodstains exposed 

to these conditions. Despite previous anecdotal observations of stains exposed to 

extremely cold temperatures exhibiting bright, intense red and pink colours (Brady et 

al. 2002. Morris. 2010) results in section 9.4 present the first experimental 

confirmation of these observations. Discolouration of stains has implications for 

source level identification of bloodstains at a scene as it may lead to incomplete 

identification of bloodstain evidence or inaccurate stain analysis and crime scene 

reconstructions. Awareness of the range of colours expected of bloodstains exposed 

to freezing conditions should be incorporated into identification, interpretation and 

subsequent analysis of any evidence recovered in scenes exposed to these conditions. 

Results indicated that stains exposed to freezing conditions via different staining 

methods could be differentiated between those deposited on frozen surfaces and 

those deposited on surfaces that were subsequently frozen. This has implications for 

constructing inferences about possible stain deposition times in certain scenarios. In 

an environment where surface conditions are only frozen overnight for example, 

being able to determine that stains were deposited on frozen surfaces (overnight) or 

unfrozen surfaces (daytime) may assist in isolating possible windows for stain 

deposition. Observations presented in section 9.4 can be extrapolated to increase 

accuracy in the identification and interpretation of stains exhibiting signs of exposure 

to freezing conditions. Implications of results for bloodstain pattern and crime scene 

analysis are discussed further in chapter 13.  
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9.5 Environmental condition D (stains exposed to high 

temperatures) 
 

Images and analysis of stains generated in environmental condition D are presented 

in section 9.5. 

 
9.5.1 Images of stains generated 
 
Images of individual stains exposed to environmental condition D are set out in 

sections 9.5.3 & 9.5.4. Images were generated by digitally scanning stains 

immediately following their removal from the experimental oven. Stains are 

presented in groups of six, representing groups of 6 replicate stains generated on 

three different surfaces (denim, paper, glass) at each of four different temperature 

intervals (100oC, 150oC, 200 oC and 250 oC). Experiments involved two different 

staining methods, which are discussed in sections 9.5.3 and 9.5.4 respectively. 

 

Comparisons of characteristics of stains generated on different surfaces (denim, 

paper, glass) and different staining methods are provided after individual analyses in 

section 9.5.5. 

 
9.5.2 Stain colour analysis  
 
Once stains had been digitally scanned, images were imported into colour analysis 

software to extract quantitative information about stain colour from the images. Each 

stain was analysed individually. Measurements from analysis are set out in results 

tables (figures 346 - 351). Images of individual stains and blocks of corresponding 

hexadecimal colour for each stain are also included.  
 
9.5.3 Staining method 1  
 

The images captured (as described in section 9.5.2) from each stain generated on 

surfaces at room temperature and exposed to high temperatures are presented in 

figure 345. 
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Figure 345 Images of stains generated on denim, paper and glass surfaces and exposed to 
temperatures of 100oC, 150oC, 200oC and 250oC  
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9.5.3.a Denim surfaces 
 
Figure 346 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces from 100oC to 
250oC 

 
Figure 347 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 6 

replicate stains at each temperature. The percentage ratio of each component value 

for RGB totals is also presented. At each temperature interval R-values for stains 

were higher than G and B-values. Stains therefore appeared coloured towards a red 
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rather than green or blue hue. This was confirmed through observations of pink and 

brown stain colours in figure 346. As temperature increased from 100oC to 250oC R, 

G, B values and RGB totals decreased from 379 (100oC) to 122 (250oC) indicating 

that denim stains exhibited darker intensities of colour as temperature increased, as 

illustrated in figure 346.  

 

A decrease in RGB totals from 379 (100oC) to 122 (250oC) supports observations 

that as temperature increased, denim stains exhibited darker intensities of colour. 

This was confirmed through observations of stain colours in figure 346, which were 

pink at 100oC before transitioning through shades of lighter and then darker brown at 

150oC and 200oC to a very dark brown colour at 250oC.  
 
 
Figure 347 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces from 100oC to 250oC 
 
Temperature /oC R Value R % G Value G % B Value B % RGB Total 

100 158 42 115 30 106 28 379 
150 149 43 112 32 89 25 349 
200 134 45 96 32 67 23 297 
250 60 49 37 30 26 21 122 

 

Calculation of ratios of R to G and B values at each temperature gives an indication 

of changes in each colour component across temperatures. R-values ranged from 

42% (100oC) to 49% (250oC), G values ranged from 30% (100oC) to 30% (250oC) 

and B values ranged from 28% (100oC) to 21% (250oC). This meant that proportions 

of RGB totals comprised of R-values and G-values increased as temperature 

increased, whilst proportion of B-values decreased. Results suggest that as stains on 

denim are exposed to increases in extreme temperatures they exhibit significant 

alterations in stain colour, slightly increasing their orientation towards red hues and 

becoming increasingly characterised by darker intensities of colour.   
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9.5.3.b Paper surfaces 
 
Figure 348 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces from 100oC to 
250oC 

 
 
Figure 349 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 6 

replicate stains on paper at each temperature, in addition to the percentage ratio of 

each component value for RGB totals. At each temperature interval R-values for 

stains were higher than G and B-values. Stains therefore appeared coloured towards 
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a red rather than green or blue hue. This was confirmed through observations of red, 

purple and brown stain colours in figure 348. As temperature increased from 100oC 

to 250oC R values and RGB totals decreased. The decrease in RGB totals from 146 

(100oC) to 37 (250oC) supports observations that as temperature increased, paper 

stains exhibited darker intensities of colour. This was confirmed through 

observations of stain colours in figure 348, which were dark pink at 100oC before 

transitioning through shades of maroon and purple-brown at 150oC and 200oC to 

extremely dark brown-black colours at 250oC.  

 
Figure 349 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces from 100oC to 250oC 
 

Temperature /oC R Value R % G Value G % B Value B % RGB Total 

100 72 49 31 21 43 30 146 
150 54 59 14 16 23 25 91 
200 51 43 30 25 38 32 119 
250 14 38 10 27 13 35 37 

 

Calculation of ratios of R to G and B values at each temperature gives an indication 

of changes in each colour component across temperatures. R-values ranged from 

49% (100oC) to 38% (250oC), G values ranged from 21% (100oC) to 27% (250oC) 

and B values ranged from 30% (100oC) to 35% (250oC). This meant that proportions 

of RGB totals comprised of R-values decreased, whilst proportions of G and B-

values increased, which suggests that paper stains became less strongly orientated to 

red hues as temperature increased. Results suggest that as stains on paper are 

exposed to increases in extreme temperatures they exhibit significant alterations in 

stain colour, becoming characterised by extremely dark intensities of colour. The 

average RGB triplet at 250oC was (R14, G10, B13), which is very close to the triplet 

typical triplet for ‘black’ (R000, G000, B000).   
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9.5.3.c Glass surfaces 
 
Figure 350 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces from 100oC to 
250oC 

 
 
Figure 351 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 6 

replicate stains on glass at each temperature. The percentage ratio of each component 

value for RGB totals is also outlined. At each temperature interval R-values for 

stains were higher than G and B-values, with the exception of average R and G 

values of stains at 250oC, which were equal (29). Stains therefore appeared coloured 
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towards a red rather than green or blue hue. This was confirmed through 

observations of red and maroon stain colours in figure 350. As temperature increased 

from 100oC to 250oC R, G, B values and RGB totals decreased. The decrease in 

RGB totals from 193 (100oC) to 81 (250oC) supports observations that as 

temperature increased, glass stains exhibited darker intensities of colour. This was 

confirmed through observations of a dramatic range of stain colours in figure 350, 

which were red at 100oC before transitioning through dark red and red-brown at 

150oC and 200oC to a dark purple, black colour at 250oC.  

 
Figure 351 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces from 100oC to 250oC 
 

Temperature /oC R Value R % G Value G % B Value B % RGB Total 

100 131 68 32 17 30 15 193 
150 85 65 21 16 25 19 131 
200 63 61 19 19 21 20 103 
250 29 36 24 29 29 35 81 

 

Calculation of ratios of R to G and B values at each temperature gives an indication 

of changes in each colour component across temperatures. R-values ranged from 

68% (100oC) to 36% (250oC), G values ranged from 17% (100oC) to 29% (200oC) 

and B values ranged from 15% (100oC) to 35% (250oC). This meant that proportions 

of RGB totals comprised of R-values decreased significantly, whilst proportions of G 

and B-values increased, which suggests that glass stains became less strongly 

orientated to red hues as temperature increased. Results suggest that as stains on 

glass are exposed to increases in extreme temperatures they exhibit significant 

alterations in stain colour, decreasing their orientation towards red hues and 

becoming increasingly characterised by darker intensities of colour.   

 
 
9.5.4 Staining method 2  
 
The images captured (as described in section 9.5.2) from each stain generated on 

heated surfaces and exposed to high temperatures are presented in figure 352. 

Results from staining method 2 were very similar to results generated by staining 

method 1. This was confirmed by a statistical test of comparison presented in section 

9.5.5.  
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Figure 352 Images of stains generated on denim, paper and glass surfaces and exposed to 
temperatures of 100oC, 150oC, 200oC and 250oC 
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9.5.4.a Denim surfaces 
 
Figure 353 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces from 100oC to 
250oC 
 

 
Figure 354 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 6 

replicate stains on denim at each temperature and the percentage ratio of each 

component value for RGB totals. At each temperature interval R-values for stains 

were higher than G and B-values. Stains therefore appeared coloured towards a red 

rather than green or blue hue. This was confirmed through observations of pink and 
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brown stain colours in figure 353. As temperature increased from 100oC to 250oC R, 

G, B values and RGB totals decreased. The decrease in RGB totals from 338 (100oC) 

to 100 (250oC) supports observations that as temperature increased, denim stains 

exhibited darker intensities of colour. This was confirmed through observations of 

stain colours in figure 353, which were pink-brown at 100oC, transitioning through 

shades of light-tan brown at 150oC and 200oC to a very dark brown colour at 250oC.  

 
Figure 354 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on denim surfaces from 100oC to 250oC 
 

Temperature /oC R Value R % G Value G % B Value B % RGB Total 
100 140 41 103 31 95 28 338 
150 140 43 103 31 84 26 327 
200 138 45 101 33 69 22 307 
250 52 52 30 30 19 19 100 

 
 

Calculation of ratios of R to G and B values at each temperature gives an indication 

of changes in each colour component across temperatures. R values ranged from 

41% (100oC) to 52% (250oC), G values ranged from 31% (100oC) to 30% (250oC) 

and B values ranged from 28% (100oC) to 19% (250oC). This meant that proportions 

of RGB totals comprised of R-values increased as temperature increased, whilst 

proportion of G and B-values decreased slightly. Results suggest that as stains on 

denim are exposed to increases in extreme temperatures they exhibit alterations in 

stain colour, slightly increasing their orientation towards red hues and becoming 

increasingly characterised by darker intensities of colour.   
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9.5.4.b Paper surfaces 
 
Figure 355 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces from 100oC to 
250oC 
 

 
Figure 356 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 6 

replicate stains at each temperature. The percentage ratio of each component value 

for RGB totals is also outlined. At each temperature interval R-values for stains were 

higher than G and B-values, with the exception of stains at 250oC, which exhibited 

higher B-values than R or G values. With the exception of these stains, stains 
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therefore appeared coloured towards a red rather than green or blue hue. This was 

confirmed through observations of red, purple and brown stain colours in figure 355. 

 
 
Figure 356 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on paper surfaces from 100oC to 250oC 
 

Temperature /oC R Value R % G Value G % B Value B % RGB Total 
100 50 46 22 20 36 33 108 
150 78 52 32 21 40 27 149 
200 62 45 35 25 42 30 139 
250 32 30 32 30 43 40 107 

 
RGB totals were lowest at 100oC (108) and 250oC (107) and highest at 150oC and 

200oC. This supports an observation that paper stains exhibited darker intensities of 

colour at 100oC and 250oC. This was confirmed through observations of stain 

colours in figure 355, which were dark black, purple and grey at 100oC and 250oC 

and lighter shades of red and purple at 150oC and 200oC. Calculation of ratios of R to 

G and B values at each temperature gives an indication of changes in each colour 

component across temperatures. R values ranged from 46% (100oC) to 30% (250oC), 

G values ranged from 20% (100oC) to 30% (250oC) and B values ranged from 33% 

(100oC) to 40% (250oC). This meant that proportions of RGB totals comprised of R-

values decreased, whilst proportions of G and B-values increased, which suggests 

that paper stains became less strongly orientated to red hues as temperature 

increased. Results suggest that as stains on paper are exposed to increases in extreme 

temperatures they exhibit alterations in stain colour and are characterised by 

extremely dark intensities of colour.  
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9.5.4.c Glass surfaces 
 
Figure 357 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces from 100oC to 
250oC 
 

 
 
Figure 358 outlines average R, G, B values and RGB totals calculated from 6 

replicate stains at each temperature. The percentage ratio of each component value 

for RGB totals is also outlined. At each temperature interval R-values for stains were 

higher than G and B-values. Stains therefore appeared coloured towards a red rather 

than green or blue hue. This was confirmed through observations of red and maroon 
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stain colours in figure 357. As temperature increased from 100oC to 250oC R, G, B 

values and RGB totals decreased.  

 
Figure 358 Descriptive statistics recorded for stains generated on glass surfaces from 100oC to 250oC 
 

Temperature /oC R Value R % G Value G % B Value B % RGB Total 

100 96 62 28 18 32 20 156 
150 102 79 13 10 15 11 129 
200 79 78 13 13 9 9 101 
250 20 37 15 28 19 35 54 

 

A decrease in RGB totals from 156 (100oC) to 54 (250oC) supports observations that 

as temperature increased, glass stains exhibited darker intensities of colour. This was 

confirmed through observations of a dramatic range of stain colours in figure 357, 

which were dark red at 100oC, transitioning through shades of dark red and maroon 

at 150oC and 200oC to a dark grey, black colour at 250oC. Calculation of ratios of R 

to G and B values at each temperature gives an indication of changes in each colour 

component across temperatures. R values ranged from 62% (100oC) to 37% (250oC), 

G values ranged from 18% (100oC) to 28% (200oC) and B values ranged from 20% 

(100oC) to 35% (250oC). This meant that proportions of RGB totals comprised of R-

values decreased significantly, whilst proportions of G and B-values increased, 

which suggests that glass stains became less strongly orientated to red hues as 

temperature increased. Results suggest that as stains on glass are exposed to 

increases in extreme temperatures they exhibit significant alterations in stain colour, 

decreasing their orientation towards red hues and becoming increasingly 

characterised by darker intensities of colour.   

 
 
9.5.5 Comparison of stains between surfaces and staining methods 
 
Once results of stain colour analyses had been collected for stains generated on each 

surface and across both staining methods, results were compared. Figures 359 and 

360 provide a visual overview of changes in stain colours between 100oC and 250oC 

for surfaces stained in staining methods 1 and 2. Comparison of colour ribbons in 

terms of the visible difference in colours of stains between surfaces was undertaken. 

Ribbons were characterised by different colours. Ribbons of denim stains included 
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tan-brown, pink and dark brown colours. Ribbons of paper stains included dark red, 

maroon, dark brown, grey and black colours. Ribbons of glass stains included red, 

maroon and black colours. Stains generated on glass appear most instantly 

recognisable as bloodstains, coloured in hues of red most commonly associated with 

blood.  

 
A secondary observation related to alterations in bloodstain colour as temperature 

increased from 100oC to 250oC. Comparison of stain colours at 100oC and 250oC, 

across all surfaces and both staining methods indicate a significant darkening of stain 

colours. This alteration appears more prominently in paper (staining method 1) and 

glass stains (staining methods 1 & 2) and to a lesser extent in denim stains. Visual 

observations were explored further through a quantitative analysis of measures of 

colour recorded for stains (sections 9.5.5.1 and 9.5.5.2).  
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Figure 359 Longitudinal colour ribbons for stains generated on denim, 

paper and glass between 100oC and 250oC (staining method 1) 

 Temperature /oC  Denim  Paper  Glass 

100 
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Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #A5796F and its related colors
.body { background-color: #A5796F; }
.colorMain { color: #A5796F; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #A5796F; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #6FA579; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #427F4D; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #A7CBAE; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #796FA5; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #4D427F; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #AEA7CB; }
.fontColor0 { color: #A5796F; }
.fontColor1 { color: #6FA579; }
.fontColor2 { color: #427F4D; }
.fontColor3 { color: #A7CBAE; }
.fontColor4 { color: #796FA5; }
.fontColor5 { color: #4D427F; }
.fontColor6 { color: #AEA7CB; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #A5796F
    <div style="background-color: #A5796F;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Auburn > #A5796F

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#A5796F
165, 121, 111
11°, 0.23, 0.54
11°, 0.33, 0.65

0.00, 0.27, 0.33, 0.35
0.28, 0.26, 0.21
57.76, 14.85, 11.60
0.52, -0.04, 0.11

Information about hex color #A5796F
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 00:53Color close to Quartz | Hex Code #511D28 | RGB 81, 29, 40

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/511D28

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#28511D

#102B09

#49773D

#1D2851

#09102B

#3D4977

#511D28

Triadic Colors

#511D1F

#51231D

#512C1D

#511D31

#511D39

#511D42

#511D28

Analagous Colors

#1D5146

#092B24

#000404

#3D776B

#689E92

#9EC4BC

#511D28

Complementary Colors

#2B0910

#040001

#000000

#773D49

#9E6873

#C49EA6

#511D28

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Quartz (Hex code #511D28)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #511D28 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #511D28; }
.colorMain { color: #511D28; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #511D28; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #28511D; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #102B09; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #49773D; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #1D2851; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #09102B; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #3D4977; }
.fontColor0 { color: #511D28; }
.fontColor1 { color: #28511D; }
.fontColor2 { color: #102B09; }
.fontColor3 { color: #49773D; }
.fontColor4 { color: #1D2851; }
.fontColor5 { color: #09102B; }
.fontColor6 { color: #3D4977; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #511D28
    <div style="background-color: #511D28;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Quartz > #511D28

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#511D28
81, 29, 40
347°, 0.47, 0.22
347°, 0.64, 0.32

0.00, 0.64, 0.51, 0.68
0.05, 0.04, 0.03
22.42, 25.90, 4.61
0.18, -0.01, 0.12

Information about hex color #511D28
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 00:46Color close to Blue violet | Hex Code #8A2521 | RGB 138, 37, 33

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8A2521

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#218A25

#09640C

#45B049

#25218A

#0C0964

#4945B0

#8A2521

Triadic Colors

#8A3621

#8A4821

#8A5A21

#8A212E

#8A2140

#8A2152

#8A2521

Analagous Colors

#21868A

#096064

#003B3E

#45ACB0

#74D3D6

#AEFAFD

#8A2521

Complementary Colors

#640C09

#3E0200

#170100

#B04945

#D67774

#FDB1AE

#8A2521

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Blue violet (Hex code #8A2521)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8A2521 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8A2521; }
.colorMain { color: #8A2521; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8A2521; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #218A25; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #09640C; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #45B049; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #25218A; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0C0964; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #4945B0; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8A2521; }
.fontColor1 { color: #218A25; }
.fontColor2 { color: #09640C; }
.fontColor3 { color: #45B049; }
.fontColor4 { color: #25218A; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0C0964; }
.fontColor6 { color: #4945B0; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8A2521
    <div style="background-color: #8A2521;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Blue violet > #8A2521

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#8A2521
138, 37, 33
2°, 0.61, 0.34
2°, 0.76, 0.54

0.00, 0.73, 0.76, 0.46
0.13, 0.08, 0.03
34.10, 42.05, 26.62
0.26, -0.07, 0.25

Information about hex color #8A2521
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 00:36Color close to Dollar bill | Hex Code #855B55 | RGB 133, 91, 85

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/855B55

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#55855B

#2E5F34

#87AB8C

#5B5585

#342E5F

#8C87AB

#855B55

Triadic Colors

#856355

#856B55

#857355

#855557

#85555F

#855567

#855B55

Analagous Colors

#557F85

#2E595F

#133438

#87A7AB

#C5D0D2

#F8F8F8

#855B55

Complementary Colors

#5F342E

#381813

#120503

#AB8C87

#D2C6C5

#F8F8F8

#855B55

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Dollar bill (Hex code #855B55)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #855B55 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #855B55; }
.colorMain { color: #855B55; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #855B55; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #55855B; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #2E5F34; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #87AB8C; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #5B5585; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #342E5F; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8C87AB; }
.fontColor0 { color: #855B55; }
.fontColor1 { color: #55855B; }
.fontColor2 { color: #2E5F34; }
.fontColor3 { color: #87AB8C; }
.fontColor4 { color: #5B5585; }
.fontColor5 { color: #342E5F; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8C87AB; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #855B55
    <div style="background-color: #855B55;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Dollar bill > #855B55

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#855B55
133, 91, 85
8°, 0.22, 0.43
8°, 0.36, 0.52

0.00, 0.32, 0.36, 0.48
0.17, 0.15, 0.13
46.26, 15.74, 9.98
0.40, -0.03, 0.10

Information about hex color #855B55
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 00:54Color close to Liver | Hex Code #53202B | RGB 83, 32, 43

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/53202B

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#2B5320

#122D0B

#4D7941

#202B53

#0B122D

#414D79

#53202B

Triadic Colors

#532022

#532620

#532E20

#532034

#53203C

#532044

#53202B

Analagous Colors

#205348

#0B2D25

#010605

#41796D

#6DA095

#A5C6BF

#53202B

Complementary Colors

#2D0B12

#060102

#000000

#79414D

#A06D78

#C6A5AC

#53202B

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Liver (Hex code #53202B)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #53202B and its related colors
.body { background-color: #53202B; }
.colorMain { color: #53202B; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #53202B; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2B5320; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #122D0B; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #4D7941; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #202B53; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0B122D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #414D79; }
.fontColor0 { color: #53202B; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2B5320; }
.fontColor2 { color: #122D0B; }
.fontColor3 { color: #4D7941; }
.fontColor4 { color: #202B53; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0B122D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #414D79; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #53202B
    <div style="background-color: #53202B;">This has the background color</div>

 

Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Liver > #53202B

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#53202B
83, 32, 43
347°, 0.44, 0.23
347°, 0.61, 0.33

0.00, 0.61, 0.48, 0.67
0.06, 0.04, 0.04
23.55, 25.28, 4.11
0.19, -0.01, 0.12

Information about hex color #53202B
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 00:48Color close to Electric indigo | Hex Code #6F1619 | RGB 111, 22, 25

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/6F1619

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#196F16

#064904

#379534

#16196F

#040649

#343795

#6F1619

Triadic Colors

#6F2216

#6F3116

#6F4016

#6F1628

#6F1637

#6F1646

#6F1619

Analagous Colors

#166F6C

#044946

#002221

#349592

#5DBCB8

#92E2DF

#6F1619

Complementary Colors

#490406

#220001

#000000

#953437

#BC5D61

#E29295

#6F1619

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Electric indigo (Hex code #6F1619)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #6F1619 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #6F1619; }
.colorMain { color: #6F1619; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #6F1619; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #196F16; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #064904; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #379534; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #16196F; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #040649; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #343795; }
.fontColor0 { color: #6F1619; }
.fontColor1 { color: #196F16; }
.fontColor2 { color: #064904; }
.fontColor3 { color: #379534; }
.fontColor4 { color: #16196F; }
.fontColor5 { color: #040649; }
.fontColor6 { color: #343795; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #6F1619
    <div style="background-color: #6F1619;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Electric indigo > #6F1619

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#6F1619
111, 22, 25
358°, 0.67, 0.26
358°, 0.80, 0.44

0.00, 0.80, 0.77, 0.56
0.08, 0.05, 0.02
26.45, 39.11, 21.68
0.19, -0.05, 0.21

Information about hex color #6F1619
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 00:36Color close to Blue Bell | Hex Code #A2776C | RGB 162, 119, 108

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/A2776C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#6CA277

#407C4C

#A4C8AB

#776CA2

#4C407C

#ABA4C8

#A2776C

Triadic Colors

#A2806C

#A2896C

#A2926C

#A26E6C

#A26C73

#A26C7C

#A2776C

Analagous Colors

#6C97A2

#40707C

#1F4A56

#A4C1C8

#E7EDEE

#FFFFFF

#A2776C

Complementary Colors

#7C4C40

#562A1F

#2F120A

#C8ABA4

#EEE8E7

#FFFFFF

#A2776C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Blue Bell (Hex code #A2776C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #A2776C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #A2776C; }
.colorMain { color: #A2776C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #A2776C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #6CA277; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #407C4C; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #A4C8AB; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #776CA2; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #4C407C; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #ABA4C8; }
.fontColor0 { color: #A2776C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #6CA277; }
.fontColor2 { color: #407C4C; }
.fontColor3 { color: #A4C8AB; }
.fontColor4 { color: #776CA2; }
.fontColor5 { color: #4C407C; }
.fontColor6 { color: #ABA4C8; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #A2776C
    <div style="background-color: #A2776C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Blue Bell > #A2776C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#A2776C
162, 119, 108
12°, 0.23, 0.53
12°, 0.33, 0.64

0.00, 0.27, 0.33, 0.36
0.27, 0.25, 0.20
56.90, 14.40, 12.03
0.51, -0.04, 0.11

Information about hex color #A2776C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 00:55Color close to Feldgrau | Hex Code #4D212E | RGB 77, 33, 46

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/4D212E

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#2E4D21

#13270B

#517343

#212E4D

#0B1327

#435173

#4D212E

Triadic Colors

#4D2127

#4D2321

#4D2A21

#4D2135

#4D213D

#4D2144

#4D212E

Analagous Colors

#214D40

#0B271E

#000000

#437365

#709A8D

#A8C0B9

#4D212E

Complementary Colors

#270B13

#000000

#734351

#9A707C

#C0A8AF

#4D212E

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Feldgrau (Hex code #4D212E)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #4D212E and its related colors
.body { background-color: #4D212E; }
.colorMain { color: #4D212E; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #4D212E; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2E4D21; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #13270B; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #517343; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #212E4D; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0B1327; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #435173; }
.fontColor0 { color: #4D212E; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2E4D21; }
.fontColor2 { color: #13270B; }
.fontColor3 { color: #517343; }
.fontColor4 { color: #212E4D; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0B1327; }
.fontColor6 { color: #435173; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #4D212E
    <div style="background-color: #4D212E;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Feldgrau > #4D212E

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#4D212E
77, 33, 46
342°, 0.40, 0.22
342°, 0.57, 0.30

0.00, 0.57, 0.40, 0.70
0.05, 0.04, 0.04
22.89, 22.65, 0.90
0.19, 0.00, 0.10

Information about hex color #4D212E
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 00:49Color close to UP Maroon | Hex Code #7B1515 | RGB 123, 21, 21

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/7B1515

CSS For background
This has the background
color

#157B15

#025502

#34A134

#15157B

#020255

#3434A1

#7B1515

Triadic Colors

#7B2615

#7B3715

#7B4815

#7B1526

#7B1537

#7B1548

#7B1515

Analagous Colors

#157B7B

#025555

#002E2E

#34A1A1

#5EC8C8

#94EEEE

#7B1515

Complementary Colors

#550202

#2E0000

#080000

#A13434

#C85E5E

#EE9494

#7B1515

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to UP Maroon (Hex code #7B1515)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #7B1515 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #7B1515; }
.colorMain { color: #7B1515; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #7B1515; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #157B15; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #025502; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #34A134; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #15157B; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #020255; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #3434A1; }
.fontColor0 { color: #7B1515; }
.fontColor1 { color: #157B15; }
.fontColor2 { color: #025502; }
.fontColor3 { color: #34A134; }
.fontColor4 { color: #15157B; }
.fontColor5 { color: #020255; }
.fontColor6 { color: #3434A1; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #7B1515
    <div style="background-color: #7B1515;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > UP Maroon > #7B1515

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#7B1515
123, 21, 21
0°, 0.71, 0.28
0°, 0.83, 0.48

0.00, 0.83, 0.83, 0.52
0.10, 0.06, 0.02
28.66, 43.18, 27.58
0.20, -0.06, 0.25

Information about hex color #7B1515
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 150 

 

28/03/2013 00:56Color close to Lavender indigo | Hex Code #946F58 | RGB 148, 111, 88

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/946F58

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#58946F

#316E48

#8BBA9D

#6F5894

#48316E

#9D8BBA

#946F58

Triadic Colors

#947958

#948358

#948D58

#946558

#945B58

#94585F

#946F58

Analagous Colors

#587D94

#31566E

#153448

#8BA8BA

#C9D7E0

#FFFFFF

#946F58

Complementary Colors

#6E4831

#482815

#211005

#BA9D8B

#E0D2C9

#FFFFFF

#946F58

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Lavender indigo (Hex code #946F58)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #946F58 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #946F58; }
.colorMain { color: #946F58; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #946F58; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #58946F; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #316E48; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #8BBA9D; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #6F5894; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #48316E; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9D8BBA; }
.fontColor0 { color: #946F58; }
.fontColor1 { color: #58946F; }
.fontColor2 { color: #316E48; }
.fontColor3 { color: #8BBA9D; }
.fontColor4 { color: #6F5894; }
.fontColor5 { color: #48316E; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9D8BBA; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #946F58
    <div style="background-color: #946F58;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Lavender indigo > #946F58

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#946F58
148, 111, 88
23°, 0.25, 0.46
23°, 0.41, 0.58

0.00, 0.25, 0.41, 0.42
0.22, 0.21, 0.14
53.03, 10.74, 17.84
0.47, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #946F58
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:05Color close to Teal blue | Hex Code #37101C | RGB 55, 16, 28

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/37101C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#1C3710

#071102

#395D29

#101C37

#020711

#29395D

#37101C

Triadic Colors

#371016

#371110

#371810

#371022

#371029

#371030

#37101C

Analagous Colors

#10372B

#02110C

#000000

#295D4D

#4E8473

#7EAA9C

#37101C

Complementary Colors

#110207

#000000

#5D2939

#844E5E

#AA7E8B

#37101C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Teal blue (Hex code #37101C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #37101C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #37101C; }
.colorMain { color: #37101C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #37101C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1C3710; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #071102; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #395D29; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #101C37; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #020711; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #29395D; }
.fontColor0 { color: #37101C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1C3710; }
.fontColor2 { color: #071102; }
.fontColor3 { color: #395D29; }
.fontColor4 { color: #101C37; }
.fontColor5 { color: #020711; }
.fontColor6 { color: #29395D; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #37101C
    <div style="background-color: #37101C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Teal blue > #37101C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#37101C
55, 16, 28
342°, 0.55, 0.14
342°, 0.71, 0.22

0.00, 0.71, 0.49, 0.78
0.03, 0.02, 0.02
14.19, 21.67, 1.17
0.11, 0.00, 0.09

Information about hex color #37101C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:01Color close to Eggplant | Hex Code #611305 | RGB 97, 19, 5

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/611305

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#056113

#003B09

#1B872C

#130561

#09003B

#2C1B87

#611305

Triadic Colors

#612205

#613205

#614105

#610506

#610516

#610525

#611305

Analagous Colors

#055361

#00323B

#001114

#1B7787

#3D9CAE

#6AC4D4

#611305

Complementary Colors

#3B0900

#140300

#000000

#872C1B

#AE4E3D

#D47A6A

#611305

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Eggplant (Hex code #611305)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #611305 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #611305; }
.colorMain { color: #611305; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #611305; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #056113; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #003B09; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #1B872C; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #130561; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #09003B; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #2C1B87; }
.fontColor0 { color: #611305; }
.fontColor1 { color: #056113; }
.fontColor2 { color: #003B09; }
.fontColor3 { color: #1B872C; }
.fontColor4 { color: #130561; }
.fontColor5 { color: #09003B; }
.fontColor6 { color: #2C1B87; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #611305
    <div style="background-color: #611305;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Eggplant > #611305

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#611305
97, 19, 5
9°, 0.90, 0.20
9°, 0.95, 0.38

0.00, 0.80, 0.95, 0.62
0.06, 0.04, 0.01
22.84, 34.58, 31.68
0.16, -0.07, 0.19

Information about hex color #611305
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 00:57Color close to Rose taupe | Hex Code #906A52 | RGB 144, 106, 82

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/906A52

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#52906A

#2C6A44

#83B697

#6A5290

#442C6A

#9783B6

#906A52

Triadic Colors

#907452

#907F52

#908952

#906052

#905552

#905259

#906A52

Analagous Colors

#527890

#2C526A

#123044

#83A2B6

#C0D1DC

#FFFFFF

#906A52

Complementary Colors

#6A442C

#442512

#1D0D03

#B69783

#DCCBC0

#FFFFFF

#906A52

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Rose taupe (Hex code #906A52)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #906A52 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #906A52; }
.colorMain { color: #906A52; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #906A52; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #52906A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #2C6A44; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #83B697; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #6A5290; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #442C6A; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9783B6; }
.fontColor0 { color: #906A52; }
.fontColor1 { color: #52906A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #2C6A44; }
.fontColor3 { color: #83B697; }
.fontColor4 { color: #6A5290; }
.fontColor5 { color: #442C6A; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9783B6; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #906A52
    <div style="background-color: #906A52;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Rose taupe > #906A52

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#906A52
144, 106, 82
23°, 0.27, 0.44
23°, 0.43, 0.56

0.00, 0.26, 0.43, 0.44
0.21, 0.19, 0.12
51.22, 11.19, 18.77
0.45, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #906A52
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:06Color close to Charcoal | Hex Code #360C17 | RGB 54, 12, 23

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/360C17

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#17360C

#051001

#325C22

#0C1736

#010510

#22325C

#360C17

Triadic Colors

#360C10

#360F0C

#36160C

#360C1E

#360C25

#360C2C

#360C17

Analagous Colors

#0C362B

#01100C

#000000

#225C4D

#448272

#71A99A

#360C17

Complementary Colors

#100105

#000000

#5C2232

#824454

#A97180

#360C17

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Charcoal (Hex code #360C17)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #360C17 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #360C17; }
.colorMain { color: #360C17; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #360C17; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #17360C; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #051001; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #325C22; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0C1736; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #010510; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #22325C; }
.fontColor0 { color: #360C17; }
.fontColor1 { color: #17360C; }
.fontColor2 { color: #051001; }
.fontColor3 { color: #325C22; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0C1736; }
.fontColor5 { color: #010510; }
.fontColor6 { color: #22325C; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #360C17
    <div style="background-color: #360C17;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Charcoal > #360C17

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#360C17
54, 12, 23
344°, 0.64, 0.13
344°, 0.78, 0.21

0.00, 0.78, 0.57, 0.79
0.02, 0.02, 0.01
12.89, 23.04, 3.24
0.10, -0.01, 0.10

Information about hex color #360C17
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:02Color close to United Nations blue | Hex Code #5C0F08 | RGB 92, 15, 8

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/5C0F08

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#085C0F

#003604

#1F8227

#0F085C

#040036

#271F82

#5C0F08

Triadic Colors

#5C1D08

#5C2B08

#5C3908

#5C080F

#5C081D

#5C082B

#5C0F08

Analagous Colors

#08555C

#003136

#000E10

#1F7A82

#41A0A8

#6FC7CF

#5C0F08

Complementary Colors

#360400

#100100

#000000

#82271F

#A84A41

#CF776F

#5C0F08

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to United Nations blue (Hex code #5C0F08)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #5C0F08 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #5C0F08; }
.colorMain { color: #5C0F08; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #5C0F08; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #085C0F; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #003604; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #1F8227; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0F085C; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #040036; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #271F82; }
.fontColor0 { color: #5C0F08; }
.fontColor1 { color: #085C0F; }
.fontColor2 { color: #003604; }
.fontColor3 { color: #1F8227; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0F085C; }
.fontColor5 { color: #040036; }
.fontColor6 { color: #271F82; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #5C0F08
    <div style="background-color: #5C0F08;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > United Nations blue > #5C0F08

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

The Montcalm City Suites
www.londoncitysuites.co.uk/Direct

Lowest Online Rates - Book Direct. Free WiFi + Breakfast + Spa Treats!

#5C0F08
92, 15, 8
5°, 0.84, 0.20
5°, 0.91, 0.36

0.00, 0.84, 0.91, 0.64
0.06, 0.03, 0.01
21.18, 34.63, 28.38
0.15, -0.06, 0.19

Information about hex color #5C0F08
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 00:57Color close to Medium purple | Hex Code #936F58 | RGB 147, 111, 88

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/936F58

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#58936F

#316D48

#8BB99D

#6F5893

#48316D

#9D8BB9

#936F58

Triadic Colors

#937958

#938358

#938C58

#936558

#935B58

#93585E

#936F58

Analagous Colors

#587C93

#31556D

#153346

#8BA7B9

#C9D7E0

#FFFFFF

#936F58

Complementary Colors

#6D4831

#462815

#201005

#B99D8B

#E0D2C9

#FFFFFF

#936F58

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Medium purple (Hex code #936F58)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #936F58 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #936F58; }
.colorMain { color: #936F58; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #936F58; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #58936F; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #316D48; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #8BB99D; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #6F5893; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #48316D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9D8BB9; }
.fontColor0 { color: #936F58; }
.fontColor1 { color: #58936F; }
.fontColor2 { color: #316D48; }
.fontColor3 { color: #8BB99D; }
.fontColor4 { color: #6F5893; }
.fontColor5 { color: #48316D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9D8BB9; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #936F58
    <div style="background-color: #936F58;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Medium purple > #936F58

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#936F58
147, 111, 88
23°, 0.25, 0.46
23°, 0.40, 0.58

0.00, 0.24, 0.40, 0.42
0.22, 0.21, 0.14
52.93, 10.34, 17.68
0.47, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #936F58
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:07Color close to Lime green | Hex Code #340D14 | RGB 52, 13, 20

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/340D14

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#14340D

#040E01

#2E5A24

#0D1434

#01040E

#242E5A

#340D14

Triadic Colors

#340D0E

#34130D

#341A0D

#340D1A

#340D21

#340D28

#340D14

Analagous Colors

#0D342D

#010E0C

#000000

#245A51

#478076

#75A79E

#340D14

Complementary Colors

#0E0104

#000000

#5A242E

#804751

#A7757E

#340D14

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Lime green (Hex code #340D14)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #340D14 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #340D14; }
.colorMain { color: #340D14; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #340D14; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #14340D; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #040E01; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #2E5A24; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0D1434; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #01040E; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #242E5A; }
.fontColor0 { color: #340D14; }
.fontColor1 { color: #14340D; }
.fontColor2 { color: #040E01; }
.fontColor3 { color: #2E5A24; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0D1434; }
.fontColor5 { color: #01040E; }
.fontColor6 { color: #242E5A; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #340D14
    <div style="background-color: #340D14;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Lime green > #340D14

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#340D14
52, 13, 20
349°, 0.60, 0.13
349°, 0.75, 0.20

0.00, 0.75, 0.62, 0.80
0.02, 0.01, 0.01
12.60, 21.22, 5.19
0.10, -0.01, 0.09

Information about hex color #340D14
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:02Color close to Kelly green | Hex Code #4C1017 | RGB 76, 16, 23

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/4C1017

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#174C10

#062602

#327229

#10174C

#020626

#293272

#4C1017

Triadic Colors

#4C1310

#4C1D10

#4C2710

#4C1021

#4C102B

#4C1035

#4C1017

Analagous Colors

#104C45

#022622

#000000

#29726A

#4E9890

#7EBFB7

#4C1017

Complementary Colors

#260206

#000000

#722932

#984E57

#BF7E86

#4C1017

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Kelly green (Hex code #4C1017)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #4C1017 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #4C1017; }
.colorMain { color: #4C1017; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #4C1017; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #174C10; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #062602; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #327229; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #10174C; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #020626; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #293272; }
.fontColor0 { color: #4C1017; }
.fontColor1 { color: #174C10; }
.fontColor2 { color: #062602; }
.fontColor3 { color: #327229; }
.fontColor4 { color: #10174C; }
.fontColor5 { color: #020626; }
.fontColor6 { color: #293272; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #4C1017
    <div style="background-color: #4C1017;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Kelly green > #4C1017

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#4C1017
76, 16, 23
353°, 0.65, 0.18
353°, 0.79, 0.30

0.00, 0.79, 0.70, 0.70
0.04, 0.03, 0.01
18.27, 29.42, 11.36
0.14, -0.02, 0.14

Information about hex color #4C1017
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 00:58Color close to Drab | Hex Code #96735C | RGB 150, 115, 92

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/96735C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#5C9673

#34704C

#90BCA1

#735C96

#4C3470

#A190BC

#96735C

Triadic Colors

#967D5C

#96865C

#96905C

#96695C

#96605C

#965C62

#96735C

Analagous Colors

#5C7F96

#345870

#17354A

#90ABBC

#CFDBE2

#FFFFFF

#96735C

Complementary Colors

#704C34

#4A2B17

#231106

#BCA190

#E2D7CF

#FFFFFF

#96735C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Drab (Hex code #96735C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #96735C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #96735C; }
.colorMain { color: #96735C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #96735C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #5C9673; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #34704C; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #90BCA1; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #735C96; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #4C3470; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #A190BC; }
.fontColor0 { color: #96735C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #5C9673; }
.fontColor2 { color: #34704C; }
.fontColor3 { color: #90BCA1; }
.fontColor4 { color: #735C96; }
.fontColor5 { color: #4C3470; }
.fontColor6 { color: #A190BC; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #96735C
    <div style="background-color: #96735C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Drab > #96735C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#96735C
150, 115, 92
24°, 0.24, 0.47
24°, 0.39, 0.59

0.00, 0.23, 0.39, 0.41
0.23, 0.22, 0.15
54.34, 9.82, 17.36
0.48, -0.06, 0.09

Information about hex color #96735C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:08Color close to Teal blue | Hex Code #380E19 | RGB 56, 14, 25

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/380E19

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#19380E

#061202

#355E26

#0E1938

#020612

#26355E

#380E19

Triadic Colors

#380E12

#38110E

#38180E

#380E20

#380E27

#380E2E

#380E19

Analagous Colors

#0E382D

#02120E

#000000

#265E4F

#498475

#78AB9D

#380E19

Complementary Colors

#120206

#000000

#5E2635

#844958

#AB7885

#380E19

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Teal blue (Hex code #380E19)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #380E19 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #380E19; }
.colorMain { color: #380E19; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #380E19; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #19380E; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #061202; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #355E26; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0E1938; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #020612; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #26355E; }
.fontColor0 { color: #380E19; }
.fontColor1 { color: #19380E; }
.fontColor2 { color: #061202; }
.fontColor3 { color: #355E26; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0E1938; }
.fontColor5 { color: #020612; }
.fontColor6 { color: #26355E; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #380E19
    <div style="background-color: #380E19;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Teal blue > #380E19

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#380E19
56, 14, 25
344°, 0.60, 0.14
344°, 0.75, 0.22

0.00, 0.75, 0.55, 0.78
0.03, 0.02, 0.02
13.81, 22.92, 3.02
0.11, -0.01, 0.10

Information about hex color #380E19
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:03Color close to Bulgarian rose | Hex Code #480B12 | RGB 72, 11, 18

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/480B12

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#12480B

#042200

#2A6E21

#0B1248

#000422

#212A6E

#480B12

Triadic Colors

#480E0B

#48180B

#48220B

#480B1C

#480B26

#480B30

#480B12

Analagous Colors

#0B4841

#00221E

#000000

#216E65

#43948B

#71BBB2

#480B12

Complementary Colors

#220004

#000000

#6E212A

#94434D

#BB7179

#480B12

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Bulgarian rose (Hex code #480B12)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #480B12 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #480B12; }
.colorMain { color: #480B12; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #480B12; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #12480B; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #042200; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #2A6E21; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0B1248; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #000422; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #212A6E; }
.fontColor0 { color: #480B12; }
.fontColor1 { color: #12480B; }
.fontColor2 { color: #042200; }
.fontColor3 { color: #2A6E21; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0B1248; }
.fontColor5 { color: #000422; }
.fontColor6 { color: #212A6E; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #480B12
    <div style="background-color: #480B12;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Bulgarian rose > #480B12

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#480B12
72, 11, 18
353°, 0.73, 0.16
353°, 0.85, 0.28

0.00, 0.85, 0.75, 0.72
0.04, 0.02, 0.01
16.42, 29.98, 12.64
0.12, -0.02, 0.14

Information about hex color #480B12
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 00:59Color close to Carmine | Hex Code #957057 | RGB 149, 112, 87

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/957057

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#579570

#306F49

#89BB9E

#705795

#49306F

#9E89BB

#957057

Triadic Colors

#957A57

#958557

#958F57

#956657

#955B57

#95575D

#957057

Analagous Colors

#577C95

#30556F

#153448

#89A7BB

#C7D7E2

#FFFFFF

#957057

Complementary Colors

#6F4930

#482A15

#221105

#BB9E89

#E2D2C7

#FFFFFF

#957057

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Carmine (Hex code #957057)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #957057 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #957057; }
.colorMain { color: #957057; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #957057; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #579570; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #306F49; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #89BB9E; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #705795; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #49306F; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9E89BB; }
.fontColor0 { color: #957057; }
.fontColor1 { color: #579570; }
.fontColor2 { color: #306F49; }
.fontColor3 { color: #89BB9E; }
.fontColor4 { color: #705795; }
.fontColor5 { color: #49306F; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9E89BB; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #957057
    <div style="background-color: #957057;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Carmine > #957057

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#957057
149, 112, 87
24°, 0.26, 0.46
24°, 0.42, 0.58

0.00, 0.25, 0.42, 0.42
0.23, 0.21, 0.14
53.37, 10.46, 18.88
0.47, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #957057
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:10Color close to Turquoise | Hex Code #310611 | RGB 49, 6, 17

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/310611

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#113106

#030B00

#285718

#061131

#00030B

#182857

#310611

Triadic Colors

#31060A

#310906

#311006

#310618

#31061F

#310626

#310611

Analagous Colors

#063126

#000B08

#000000

#185747

#357E6B

#5EA492

#310611

Complementary Colors

#0B0003

#000000

#571828

#7E3548

#A45E70

#310611

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Turquoise (Hex code #310611)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #310611 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #310611; }
.colorMain { color: #310611; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #310611; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #113106; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #030B00; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #285718; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #061131; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #00030B; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #182857; }
.fontColor0 { color: #310611; }
.fontColor1 { color: #113106; }
.fontColor2 { color: #030B00; }
.fontColor3 { color: #285718; }
.fontColor4 { color: #061131; }
.fontColor5 { color: #00030B; }
.fontColor6 { color: #182857; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #310611
    <div style="background-color: #310611;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Turquoise > #310611

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#310611
49, 6, 17
345°, 0.78, 0.11
345°, 0.88, 0.19

0.00, 0.88, 0.65, 0.81
0.02, 0.01, 0.01
9.53, 26.01, 3.24
0.08, -0.01, 0.10

Information about hex color #310611
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:04Color close to Regalia | Hex Code #523256 | RGB 82, 50, 86

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/523256

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#565232

#302D15

#7C795B

#325652

#15302D

#5B7C79

#523256

Triadic Colors

#563254

#56324E

#563248

#4C3256

#463256

#403256

#523256

Analagous Colors

#365632

#183015

#030A03

#5F7C5B

#91A28F

#C9C9C9

#523256

Complementary Colors

#2D1530

#09030A

#000000

#795B7C

#A08FA2

#C9C9C9

#523256

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Regalia (Hex code #523256)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #523256 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #523256; }
.colorMain { color: #523256; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #523256; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #565232; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #302D15; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #7C795B; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #325652; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #15302D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #5B7C79; }
.fontColor0 { color: #523256; }
.fontColor1 { color: #565232; }
.fontColor2 { color: #302D15; }
.fontColor3 { color: #7C795B; }
.fontColor4 { color: #325652; }
.fontColor5 { color: #15302D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #5B7C79; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #523256
    <div style="background-color: #523256;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Regalia > #523256

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#523256
82, 50, 86
293°, 0.26, 0.27
293°, 0.42, 0.34

0.05, 0.42, 0.00, 0.66
0.08, 0.06, 0.11
29.57, 21.25, -15.93
0.25, 0.04, 0.06

Information about hex color #523256
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:00Color close to Olivine | Hex Code #9A765E | RGB 154, 118, 94

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/9A765E

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#5E9A76

#35744E

#92C0A5

#765E9A

#4E3574

#A592C0

#9A765E

Triadic Colors

#9A805E

#9A8A5E

#9A945E

#9A6C5E

#9A625E

#9A5E64

#9A765E

Analagous Colors

#5E829A

#355B74

#18384E

#92AEC0

#D2DEE6

#FFFFFF

#9A765E

Complementary Colors

#744E35

#4E2D18

#271306

#C0A592

#E6DAD2

#FFFFFF

#9A765E

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Olivine (Hex code #9A765E)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #9A765E and its related colors
.body { background-color: #9A765E; }
.colorMain { color: #9A765E; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #9A765E; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #5E9A76; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #35744E; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #92C0A5; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #765E9A; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #4E3574; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #A592C0; }
.fontColor0 { color: #9A765E; }
.fontColor1 { color: #5E9A76; }
.fontColor2 { color: #35744E; }
.fontColor3 { color: #92C0A5; }
.fontColor4 { color: #765E9A; }
.fontColor5 { color: #4E3574; }
.fontColor6 { color: #A592C0; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #9A765E
    <div style="background-color: #9A765E;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Olivine > #9A765E

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#9A765E
154, 118, 94
24°, 0.24, 0.49
24°, 0.39, 0.60

0.00, 0.23, 0.39, 0.40
0.25, 0.23, 0.16
55.54, 10.00, 17.93
0.49, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #9A765E
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:10Color close to Neon green | Hex Code #39191A | RGB 57, 25, 26

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/39191A

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#1A3919

#061305

#395F38

#191A39

#050613

#38395F

#39191A

Triadic Colors

#391D19

#392319

#392819

#39191F

#391925

#39192A

#39191A

Analagous Colors

#193938

#051312

#000000

#385F5E

#638684

#99ACAB

#39191A

Complementary Colors

#130506

#000000

#5F3839

#866364

#AC9999

#39191A

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Neon green (Hex code #39191A)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #39191A and its related colors
.body { background-color: #39191A; }
.colorMain { color: #39191A; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #39191A; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1A3919; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #061305; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #395F38; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #191A39; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #050613; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #38395F; }
.fontColor0 { color: #39191A; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1A3919; }
.fontColor2 { color: #061305; }
.fontColor3 { color: #395F38; }
.fontColor4 { color: #191A39; }
.fontColor5 { color: #050613; }
.fontColor6 { color: #38395F; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #39191A
    <div style="background-color: #39191A;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Neon green > #39191A

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#39191A
57, 25, 26
358°, 0.39, 0.16
358°, 0.56, 0.22

0.00, 0.56, 0.54, 0.78
0.03, 0.02, 0.02
16.83, 16.26, 6.52
0.14, -0.02, 0.08

Information about hex color #39191A
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:04Color close to Iris | Hex Code #5A0F08 | RGB 90, 15, 8

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/5A0F08

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#085A0F

#003404

#1F8027

#0F085A

#040034

#271F80

#5A0F08

Triadic Colors

#5A1D08

#5A2A08

#5A3808

#5A080F

#5A081C

#5A082A

#5A0F08

Analagous Colors

#08535A

#002F34

#000C0E

#1F7880

#419EA6

#6EC5CD

#5A0F08

Complementary Colors

#340400

#0E0100

#000000

#80271F

#A64941

#CD766E

#5A0F08

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Iris (Hex code #5A0F08)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #5A0F08 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #5A0F08; }
.colorMain { color: #5A0F08; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #5A0F08; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #085A0F; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #003404; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #1F8027; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0F085A; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #040034; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #271F80; }
.fontColor0 { color: #5A0F08; }
.fontColor1 { color: #085A0F; }
.fontColor2 { color: #003404; }
.fontColor3 { color: #1F8027; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0F085A; }
.fontColor5 { color: #040034; }
.fontColor6 { color: #271F80; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #5A0F08
    <div style="background-color: #5A0F08;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Iris > #5A0F08

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#5A0F08
90, 15, 8
5°, 0.84, 0.19
5°, 0.91, 0.35

0.00, 0.83, 0.91, 0.65
0.05, 0.03, 0.01
20.75, 33.93, 27.79
0.14, -0.06, 0.18

Information about hex color #5A0F08
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 200 

 

28/03/2013 01:11Color close to French lilac | Hex Code #866043 | RGB 134, 96, 67

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/866043

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#438660

#22603C

#70AC8A

#604386

#3C2260

#8A70AC

#866043

Triadic Colors

#866B43

#867643

#868243

#865543

#864A43

#864348

#866043

Analagous Colors

#436986

#224560

#0C263A

#7092AC

#A8C0D2

#ECF3F9

#866043

Complementary Colors

#603C22

#3A1F0C

#130901

#AC8A70

#D2BBA8

#F9F2EC

#866043

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to French lilac (Hex code #866043)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #866043 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #866043; }
.colorMain { color: #866043; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #866043; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #438660; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #22603C; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #70AC8A; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #604386; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #3C2260; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8A70AC; }
.fontColor0 { color: #866043; }
.fontColor1 { color: #438660; }
.fontColor2 { color: #22603C; }
.fontColor3 { color: #70AC8A; }
.fontColor4 { color: #604386; }
.fontColor5 { color: #3C2260; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8A70AC; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #866043
    <div style="background-color: #866043;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > French lilac > #866043

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#866043
134, 96, 67
26°, 0.33, 0.39
26°, 0.50, 0.53

0.00, 0.28, 0.50, 0.47
0.17, 0.16, 0.09
47.28, 11.00, 22.08
0.41, -0.07, 0.10

Information about hex color #866043
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:22Color close to Lime green | Hex Code #33212C | RGB 51, 33, 44

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/33212C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#2C3321

#0A0D06

#525947

#212C33

#060A0D

#475259

#33212C

Triadic Colors

#332129

#332126

#332123

#33212F

#332132

#312133

#33212C

Analagous Colors

#213328

#060D09

#000000

#47594E

#79807B

#A6A6A6

#33212C

Complementary Colors

#0D060A

#000000

#594752

#80797D

#A6A6A6

#33212C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Lime green (Hex code #33212C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #33212C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #33212C; }
.colorMain { color: #33212C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #33212C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2C3321; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0A0D06; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #525947; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #212C33; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #060A0D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #475259; }
.fontColor0 { color: #33212C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2C3321; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0A0D06; }
.fontColor3 { color: #525947; }
.fontColor4 { color: #212C33; }
.fontColor5 { color: #060A0D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #475259; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #33212C
    <div style="background-color: #33212C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Lime green > #33212C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#33212C
51, 33, 44
323°, 0.21, 0.16
323°, 0.35, 0.20

0.00, 0.35, 0.14, 0.80
0.03, 0.03, 0.04
18.90, 11.05, -3.98
0.16, 0.01, 0.04

Information about hex color #33212C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:16Color close to Electric ultramarine | Hex Code #3F1419 | RGB 63, 20, 25

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/3F1419

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#193F14

#071904

#36652F

#14193F

#040719

#2F3665

#3F1419

Triadic Colors

#3F1614

#3F1D14

#3F2414

#3F1420

#3F1427

#3F142E

#3F1419

Analagous Colors

#143F3A

#041916

#000000

#2F655F

#568C85

#88B2AD

#3F1419

Complementary Colors

#190407

#000000

#652F36

#8C565C

#B2888D

#3F1419

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Electric ultramarine (Hex code #3F1419)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #3F1419 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #3F1419; }
.colorMain { color: #3F1419; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #3F1419; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #193F14; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #071904; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #36652F; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #14193F; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #040719; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #2F3665; }
.fontColor0 { color: #3F1419; }
.fontColor1 { color: #193F14; }
.fontColor2 { color: #071904; }
.fontColor3 { color: #36652F; }
.fontColor4 { color: #14193F; }
.fontColor5 { color: #040719; }
.fontColor6 { color: #2F3665; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #3F1419
    <div style="background-color: #3F1419;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Electric ultramarine > #3F1419

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#3F1419
63, 20, 25
353°, 0.52, 0.16
353°, 0.68, 0.25

0.00, 0.68, 0.60, 0.75
0.03, 0.02, 0.02
16.59, 22.14, 7.11
0.13, -0.02, 0.10

Information about hex color #3F1419
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:12Color close to Pastel brown | Hex Code #835C3E | RGB 131, 92, 62

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/835C3E

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#3E835C

#1E5D39

#69A985

#5C3E83

#391E5D

#8569A9

#835C3E

Triadic Colors

#83683E

#83733E

#837E3E

#83503E

#83453E

#833E42

#835C3E

Analagous Colors

#3E6583

#1E415D

#092336

#698EA9

#A0BBD0

#E3EEF6

#835C3E

Complementary Colors

#5D391E

#361D09

#100700

#A98569

#D0B5A0

#F6EBE3

#835C3E

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Pastel brown (Hex code #835C3E)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #835C3E and its related colors
.body { background-color: #835C3E; }
.colorMain { color: #835C3E; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #835C3E; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #3E835C; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #1E5D39; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #69A985; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #5C3E83; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #391E5D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8569A9; }
.fontColor0 { color: #835C3E; }
.fontColor1 { color: #3E835C; }
.fontColor2 { color: #1E5D39; }
.fontColor3 { color: #69A985; }
.fontColor4 { color: #5C3E83; }
.fontColor5 { color: #391E5D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8569A9; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #835C3E
    <div style="background-color: #835C3E;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Pastel brown > #835C3E

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#835C3E
131, 92, 62
26°, 0.36, 0.38
26°, 0.53, 0.51

0.00, 0.30, 0.53, 0.49
0.16, 0.15, 0.08
45.81, 11.49, 23.06
0.39, -0.07, 0.11

Information about hex color #835C3E
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:26Color close to Mountain Meadow | Hex Code #30212F | RGB 48, 33, 47

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/30212F

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#2F3021

#090A05

#555648

#212F30

#05090A

#485556

#30212F

Triadic Colors

#30212C

#30212A

#302128

#2E2130

#2C2130

#2A2130

#30212F

Analagous Colors

#213022

#050A06

#000000

#485649

#7B7C7B

#A3A3A3

#30212F

Complementary Colors

#0A0509

#000000

#564855

#7C7B7C

#A3A3A3

#30212F

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Mountain Meadow (Hex code #30212F)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #30212F and its related colors
.body { background-color: #30212F; }
.colorMain { color: #30212F; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #30212F; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2F3021; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #090A05; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #555648; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #212F30; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #05090A; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #485556; }
.fontColor0 { color: #30212F; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2F3021; }
.fontColor2 { color: #090A05; }
.fontColor3 { color: #555648; }
.fontColor4 { color: #212F30; }
.fontColor5 { color: #05090A; }
.fontColor6 { color: #485556; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #30212F
    <div style="background-color: #30212F;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Mountain Meadow > #30212F

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#30212F
48, 33, 47
304°, 0.19, 0.16
304°, 0.31, 0.19

0.00, 0.31, 0.02, 0.81
0.03, 0.03, 0.04
18.63, 10.41, -6.60
0.15, 0.02, 0.03

Information about hex color #30212F
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:17Color close to Rifle green | Hex Code #41110F | RGB 65, 17, 15

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/41110F

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0F4111

#021B03

#27672A

#110F41

#03021B

#2A2767

#41110F

Triadic Colors

#41190F

#41220F

#412A0F

#410F15

#410F1E

#410F26

#41110F

Analagous Colors

#0F3F41

#021A1B

#000000

#276567

#4B8B8E

#7AB1B4

#41110F

Complementary Colors

#1B0302

#000000

#672A27

#8E4E4B

#B47D7A

#41110F

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Rifle green (Hex code #41110F)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #41110F and its related colors
.body { background-color: #41110F; }
.colorMain { color: #41110F; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #41110F; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0F4111; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #021B03; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #27672A; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #110F41; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #03021B; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #2A2767; }
.fontColor0 { color: #41110F; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0F4111; }
.fontColor2 { color: #021B03; }
.fontColor3 { color: #27672A; }
.fontColor4 { color: #110F41; }
.fontColor5 { color: #03021B; }
.fontColor6 { color: #2A2767; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #41110F
    <div style="background-color: #41110F;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Rifle green > #41110F

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#41110F
65, 17, 15
2°, 0.63, 0.16
2°, 0.77, 0.25

0.00, 0.74, 0.77, 0.75
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
16.04, 23.82, 14.18
0.12, -0.03, 0.12

Information about hex color #41110F
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:14Color close to Cordovan | Hex Code #896345 | RGB 137, 99, 69

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/896345

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#458963

#23633F

#73AF8D

#634589

#3F2363

#8D73AF

#896345

Triadic Colors

#896E45

#897A45

#898545

#895845

#894C45

#894549

#896345

Analagous Colors

#456B89

#234763

#0C273C

#7394AF

#ACC3D6

#F0F7FC

#896345

Complementary Colors

#633F23

#3C220C

#160A01

#AF8D73

#D6BEAC

#FCF5F0

#896345

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Cordovan (Hex code #896345)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #896345 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #896345; }
.colorMain { color: #896345; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #896345; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #458963; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #23633F; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #73AF8D; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #634589; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #3F2363; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8D73AF; }
.fontColor0 { color: #896345; }
.fontColor1 { color: #458963; }
.fontColor2 { color: #23633F; }
.fontColor3 { color: #73AF8D; }
.fontColor4 { color: #634589; }
.fontColor5 { color: #3F2363; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8D73AF; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #896345
    <div style="background-color: #896345;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Cordovan > #896345

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Smart XML Editor
XMLBlueprint.com

DTD, Relax NG Schema, XML Schema. Windows Only. Free download.

#896345
137, 99, 69
26°, 0.33, 0.40
26°, 0.50, 0.54

0.00, 0.28, 0.50, 0.46
0.18, 0.17, 0.09
48.42, 10.76, 22.47
0.42, -0.07, 0.10

Information about hex color #896345
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:27Color close to Payne's gray | Hex Code #402A30 | RGB 64, 42, 48

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/402A30

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#30402A

#101A0D

#586652

#2A3040

#0D101A

#525866

#402A30

Triadic Colors

#402A2C

#402B2A

#402F2A

#402A34

#402A37

#402A3B

#402A30

Analagous Colors

#2A403A

#0D1A16

#000000

#526661

#868C8B

#B3B3B3

#402A30

Complementary Colors

#1A0D10

#000000

#665258

#8C8688

#B3B3B3

#402A30

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Payne's gray (Hex code #402A30)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #402A30 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #402A30; }
.colorMain { color: #402A30; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #402A30; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #30402A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #101A0D; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #586652; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #2A3040; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0D101A; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #525866; }
.fontColor0 { color: #402A30; }
.fontColor1 { color: #30402A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #101A0D; }
.fontColor3 { color: #586652; }
.fontColor4 { color: #2A3040; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0D101A; }
.fontColor6 { color: #525866; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #402A30
    <div style="background-color: #402A30;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Payne's gray > #402A30

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#402A30
64, 42, 48
344°, 0.21, 0.21
344°, 0.34, 0.25

0.00, 0.34, 0.25, 0.75
0.05, 0.04, 0.04
23.50, 11.38, 0.15
0.19, 0.00, 0.05

Information about hex color #402A30
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:18Color close to Rifle green | Hex Code #411819 | RGB 65, 24, 25

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/411819

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#194118

#061B06

#376736

#181941

#06061B

#363767

#411819

Triadic Colors

#411E18

#412518

#412C18

#411820

#411827

#41182E

#411819

Analagous Colors

#184140

#061B1A

#000000

#366766

#5F8E8C

#93B4B3

#411819

Complementary Colors

#1B0606

#000000

#673637

#8E5F60

#B49394

#411819

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Rifle green (Hex code #411819)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #411819 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #411819; }
.colorMain { color: #411819; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #411819; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #194118; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #061B06; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #376736; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #181941; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #06061B; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #363767; }
.fontColor0 { color: #411819; }
.fontColor1 { color: #194118; }
.fontColor2 { color: #061B06; }
.fontColor3 { color: #376736; }
.fontColor4 { color: #181941; }
.fontColor5 { color: #06061B; }
.fontColor6 { color: #363767; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #411819
    <div style="background-color: #411819;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Rifle green > #411819

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

iDraw for MacOSX
www.indeeo.com

Illustration and vector drawing Download iDraw on the App Store

#411819
65, 24, 25
359°, 0.46, 0.17
359°, 0.63, 0.25

0.00, 0.63, 0.62, 0.75
0.04, 0.03, 0.02
17.94, 20.46, 9.02
0.14, -0.02, 0.10

Information about hex color #411819
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:14Color close to French lilac | Hex Code #866145 | RGB 134, 97, 69

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/866145

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#458661

#23603D

#73AC8B

#614586

#3D2360

#8B73AC

#866145

Triadic Colors

#866C45

#867745

#868245

#865645

#864B45

#86454A

#866145

Analagous Colors

#456A86

#234660

#0C263A

#7393AC

#ACC2D2

#F0F5F9

#866145

Complementary Colors

#603D23

#3A200C

#130901

#AC8B73

#D2BCAC

#F9F4F0

#866145

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to French lilac (Hex code #866145)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #866145 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #866145; }
.colorMain { color: #866145; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #866145; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #458661; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #23603D; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #73AC8B; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #614586; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #3D2360; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8B73AC; }
.fontColor0 { color: #866145; }
.fontColor1 { color: #458661; }
.fontColor2 { color: #23603D; }
.fontColor3 { color: #73AC8B; }
.fontColor4 { color: #614586; }
.fontColor5 { color: #3D2360; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8B73AC; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #866145
    <div style="background-color: #866145;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > French lilac > #866145

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#866145
134, 97, 69
26°, 0.32, 0.40
26°, 0.49, 0.53

0.00, 0.28, 0.49, 0.47
0.18, 0.16, 0.09
47.57, 10.65, 21.30
0.41, -0.07, 0.10

Information about hex color #866145
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 
 

 

28/03/2013 01:19Color close to Mint | Hex Code #3E1012 | RGB 62, 16, 18

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/3E1012

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#123E10

#031803

#2B6429

#10123E

#030318

#292B64

#3E1012

Triadic Colors

#3E1610

#3E1D10

#3E2510

#3E101A

#3E1021

#3E1029

#3E1012

Analagous Colors

#103E3C

#031817

#000000

#296462

#4D8A88

#7DB1AF

#3E1012

Complementary Colors

#180303

#000000

#64292B

#8A4D50

#B17D7F

#3E1012

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Mint (Hex code #3E1012)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #3E1012 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #3E1012; }
.colorMain { color: #3E1012; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #3E1012; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #123E10; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #031803; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #2B6429; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #10123E; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #030318; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #292B64; }
.fontColor0 { color: #3E1012; }
.fontColor1 { color: #123E10; }
.fontColor2 { color: #031803; }
.fontColor3 { color: #2B6429; }
.fontColor4 { color: #10123E; }
.fontColor5 { color: #030318; }
.fontColor6 { color: #292B64; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #3E1012
    <div style="background-color: #3E1012;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Mint > #3E1012

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#3E1012
62, 16, 18
357°, 0.59, 0.15
357°, 0.74, 0.24

0.00, 0.74, 0.71, 0.76
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
15.28, 23.42, 10.75
0.12, -0.02, 0.11

Information about hex color #3E1012
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:15Color close to Violet | Hex Code #7F5A3E | RGB 127, 90, 62

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/7F5A3E

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#3E7F5A

#1E5937

#69A583

#5A3E7F

#371E59

#8369A5

#7F5A3E

Triadic Colors

#7F653E

#7F703E

#7F7A3E

#7F4F3E

#7F443E

#7F3E42

#7F5A3E

Analagous Colors

#3E637F

#1E3F59

#0A2132

#698BA5

#A0B9CC

#E3EBF2

#7F5A3E

Complementary Colors

#59371E

#321B0A

#0C0600

#A58369

#CCB3A0

#F2E9E3

#7F5A3E

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Violet (Hex code #7F5A3E)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #7F5A3E and its related colors
.body { background-color: #7F5A3E; }
.colorMain { color: #7F5A3E; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #7F5A3E; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #3E7F5A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #1E5937; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #69A583; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #5A3E7F; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #371E59; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8369A5; }
.fontColor0 { color: #7F5A3E; }
.fontColor1 { color: #3E7F5A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #1E5937; }
.fontColor3 { color: #69A583; }
.fontColor4 { color: #5A3E7F; }
.fontColor5 { color: #371E59; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8369A5; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #7F5A3E
    <div style="background-color: #7F5A3E;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Violet > #7F5A3E

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

XML Editor for Windows
XMLBlueprint.com

Xerces, Saxon-9, XSLT 1.0 + 2.0. Windows only. 15 days download.

#7F5A3E
127, 90, 62
26°, 0.34, 0.37
26°, 0.51, 0.50

0.00, 0.29, 0.51, 0.50
0.16, 0.14, 0.08
44.84, 10.94, 21.71
0.38, -0.07, 0.10

Information about hex color #7F5A3E
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:29Color close to Zinnwaldite brown | Hex Code #2C151D | RGB 44, 21, 29

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/2C151D

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#1D2C15

#030602

#3E5234

#151D2C

#020306

#343E52

#2C151D

Triadic Colors

#2C1519

#2C1515

#2C1815

#2C1521

#2C1525

#2C1528

#2C151D

Analagous Colors

#152C24

#020604

#000000

#345248

#5E786F

#939F9B

#2C151D

Complementary Colors

#060203

#000000

#52343E

#785E67

#9F9397

#2C151D

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Zinnwaldite brown (Hex code #2C151D)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #2C151D and its related colors
.body { background-color: #2C151D; }
.colorMain { color: #2C151D; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #2C151D; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1D2C15; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #030602; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #3E5234; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #151D2C; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #020306; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #343E52; }
.fontColor0 { color: #2C151D; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1D2C15; }
.fontColor2 { color: #030602; }
.fontColor3 { color: #3E5234; }
.fontColor4 { color: #151D2C; }
.fontColor5 { color: #020306; }
.fontColor6 { color: #343E52; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #2C151D
    <div style="background-color: #2C151D;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Zinnwaldite brown > #2C151D

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#2C151D
44, 21, 29
339°, 0.35, 0.13
339°, 0.52, 0.17

0.00, 0.52, 0.34, 0.83
0.02, 0.02, 0.02
13.60, 13.47, -0.70
0.11, 0.00, 0.05

Information about hex color #2C151D
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:20Color close to Mint | Hex Code #3E1014 | RGB 62, 16, 20

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/3E1014

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#143E10

#041803

#2E6429

#10143E

#030418

#292E64

#3E1014

Triadic Colors

#3E1410

#3E1B10

#3E2310

#3E101C

#3E1023

#3E102B

#3E1014

Analagous Colors

#103E3A

#031816

#000000

#29645F

#4D8A85

#7DB1AC

#3E1014

Complementary Colors

#180304

#000000

#64292E

#8A4D53

#B17D82

#3E1014

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Mint (Hex code #3E1014)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #3E1014 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #3E1014; }
.colorMain { color: #3E1014; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #3E1014; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #143E10; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #041803; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #2E6429; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #10143E; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #030418; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #292E64; }
.fontColor0 { color: #3E1014; }
.fontColor1 { color: #143E10; }
.fontColor2 { color: #041803; }
.fontColor3 { color: #2E6429; }
.fontColor4 { color: #10143E; }
.fontColor5 { color: #030418; }
.fontColor6 { color: #292E64; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #3E1014
    <div style="background-color: #3E1014;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Mint > #3E1014

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#3E1014
62, 16, 20
355°, 0.59, 0.15
355°, 0.74, 0.24

0.00, 0.74, 0.68, 0.76
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
15.33, 23.62, 9.25
0.12, -0.02, 0.11

Information about hex color #3E1014
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:16Color close to Cool gray | Hex Code #8C6648 | RGB 140, 102, 72

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8C6648

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#488C66

#256642

#76B291

#66488C

#422566

#9176B2

#8C6648

Triadic Colors

#8C7148

#8C7D48

#8C8848

#8C5B48

#8C4F48

#8C484C

#8C6648

Analagous Colors

#486E8C

#254966

#0E2940

#7698B2

#B0C7D8

#F6FBFF

#8C6648

Complementary Colors

#664225

#40240E

#190C02

#B29176

#D8C2B0

#FFFAF6

#8C6648

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Cool gray (Hex code #8C6648)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8C6648 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8C6648; }
.colorMain { color: #8C6648; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8C6648; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #488C66; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #256642; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #76B291; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #66488C; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #422566; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9176B2; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8C6648; }
.fontColor1 { color: #488C66; }
.fontColor2 { color: #256642; }
.fontColor3 { color: #76B291; }
.fontColor4 { color: #66488C; }
.fontColor5 { color: #422566; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9176B2; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8C6648
    <div style="background-color: #8C6648;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Cool gray > #8C6648

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

XML Editor for Windows
XMLBlueprint.com

Xerces, Saxon-9, XSLT 1.0 + 2.0. Windows only. 15 days download.

#8C6648
140, 102, 72
26°, 0.32, 0.42
26°, 0.49, 0.55

0.00, 0.27, 0.49, 0.45
0.19, 0.18, 0.10
49.57, 10.64, 22.30
0.43, -0.07, 0.10

Information about hex color #8C6648
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:29Color close to Sea green | Hex Code #2E0E0B | RGB 46, 14, 11

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/2E0E0B

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0B2E0E

#010801

#215425

#0E0B2E

#010108

#252154

#2E0E0B

Triadic Colors

#2E140B

#2E1A0B

#2E200B

#2E0B0E

#2E0B14

#2E0B1A

#2E0E0B

Analagous Colors

#0B2B2E

#010708

#000000

#215054

#42767A

#6F9CA1

#2E0E0B

Complementary Colors

#080101

#000000

#542521

#7A4742

#A1736F

#2E0E0B

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Sea green (Hex code #2E0E0B)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #2E0E0B and its related colors
.body { background-color: #2E0E0B; }
.colorMain { color: #2E0E0B; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #2E0E0B; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0B2E0E; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #010801; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #215425; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0E0B2E; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #010108; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #252154; }
.fontColor0 { color: #2E0E0B; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0B2E0E; }
.fontColor2 { color: #010801; }
.fontColor3 { color: #215425; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0E0B2E; }
.fontColor5 { color: #010108; }
.fontColor6 { color: #252154; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #2E0E0B
    <div style="background-color: #2E0E0B;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Sea green > #2E0E0B

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#2E0E0B
46, 14, 11
5°, 0.61, 0.11
5°, 0.76, 0.18

0.00, 0.70, 0.76, 0.82
0.02, 0.01, 0.01
11.39, 16.79, 10.13
0.09, -0.02, 0.08

Information about hex color #2E0E0B
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

28/03/2013 01:21Color close to Bistre | Hex Code #3D1418 | RGB 61, 20, 24

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/3D1418

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#183D14

#061704

#34632F

#14183D

#040617

#2F3463

#3D1418

Triadic Colors

#3D1714

#3D1E14

#3D2414

#3D141F

#3D1426

#3D142C

#3D1418

Analagous Colors

#143D39

#041715

#000000

#2F635E

#568A85

#89B0AC

#3D1418

Complementary Colors

#170406

#000000

#632F34

#8A565B

#B0898D

#3D1418

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Bistre (Hex code #3D1418)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #3D1418 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #3D1418; }
.colorMain { color: #3D1418; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #3D1418; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #183D14; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #061704; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #34632F; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #14183D; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #040617; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #2F3463; }
.fontColor0 { color: #3D1418; }
.fontColor1 { color: #183D14; }
.fontColor2 { color: #061704; }
.fontColor3 { color: #34632F; }
.fontColor4 { color: #14183D; }
.fontColor5 { color: #040617; }
.fontColor6 { color: #2F3463; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #3D1418
    <div style="background-color: #3D1418;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Bistre > #3D1418

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#3D1418
61, 20, 24
354°, 0.51, 0.16
354°, 0.67, 0.24

0.00, 0.67, 0.61, 0.76
0.03, 0.02, 0.02
16.18, 21.16, 7.26
0.13, -0.02, 0.10

Information about hex color #3D1418
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 250 

 

28/03/2013 01:30Color close to Electric ultramarine | Hex Code #3F261A | RGB 63, 38, 26

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/3F261A

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#1A3F26

#06190C

#396547

#261A3F

#0C0619

#473965

#3F261A

Triadic Colors

#3F2C1A

#3F321A

#3F381A

#3F201A

#3F1A1A

#3F1A20

#3F261A

Analagous Colors

#1A333F

#061319

#000000

#395765

#637E8C

#99AAB2

#3F261A

Complementary Colors

#190C06

#000000

#654739

#8C7063

#B2A199

#3F261A

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Electric ultramarine (Hex code #3F261A)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #3F261A and its related colors
.body { background-color: #3F261A; }
.colorMain { color: #3F261A; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #3F261A; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1A3F26; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #06190C; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #396547; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #261A3F; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0C0619; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #473965; }
.fontColor0 { color: #3F261A; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1A3F26; }
.fontColor2 { color: #06190C; }
.fontColor3 { color: #396547; }
.fontColor4 { color: #261A3F; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0C0619; }
.fontColor6 { color: #473965; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #3F261A
    <div style="background-color: #3F261A;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Electric ultramarine > #3F261A

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#3F261A
63, 38, 26
19°, 0.42, 0.17
19°, 0.59, 0.25

0.00, 0.40, 0.59, 0.75
0.04, 0.03, 0.02
21.55, 10.13, 13.04
0.17, -0.03, 0.07

Information about hex color #3F261A
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 
 

 

 

 

28/03/2013 01:31Color close to Teal blue | Hex Code #372015 | RGB 55, 32, 21

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/372015

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#153720

#041108

#325D40

#201537

#080411

#40325D

#372015

Triadic Colors

#372615

#372B15

#373115

#371A15

#371515

#37151B

#372015

Analagous Colors

#152C37

#040D11

#000000

#324F5D

#5A7684

#8DA1AA

#372015

Complementary Colors

#110804

#000000

#5D4032

#84675A

#AA968D

#372015

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Teal blue (Hex code #372015)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #372015 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #372015; }
.colorMain { color: #372015; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #372015; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #153720; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #041108; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #325D40; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #201537; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #080411; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #40325D; }
.fontColor0 { color: #372015; }
.fontColor1 { color: #153720; }
.fontColor2 { color: #041108; }
.fontColor3 { color: #325D40; }
.fontColor4 { color: #201537; }
.fontColor5 { color: #080411; }
.fontColor6 { color: #40325D; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #372015
    <div style="background-color: #372015;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Teal blue > #372015

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#372015
55, 32, 21
19°, 0.45, 0.15
19°, 0.62, 0.22

0.00, 0.42, 0.62, 0.78
0.03, 0.03, 0.01
18.44, 9.67, 12.38
0.15, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #372015
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 14:39Color close to Smoky black | Hex Code #100B0F | RGB 16, 11, 15

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/100B0F

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0F100B

#000000

#34362D

#0B0F10

#2D3436

#100B0F

Triadic Colors

#100B0E

#100B0D

#100B0C

#100B10

#0F0B10

#0E0B10

#100B0F

Analagous Colors

#0B100C

#000000

#2D362F

#5B5C5C

#838383

#100B0F

Complementary Colors

#000000

#362D34

#5C5B5C

#838383

#100B0F

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Smoky black (Hex code #100B0F)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #100B0F and its related colors
.body { background-color: #100B0F; }
.colorMain { color: #100B0F; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #100B0F; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0F100B; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #000000; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #34362D; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0B0F10; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #2D3436; }
.fontColor0 { color: #100B0F; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0F100B; }
.fontColor2 { color: #000000; }
.fontColor3 { color: #34362D; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0B0F10; }
.fontColor5 { color: #2D3436; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #100B0F
    <div style="background-color: #100B0F;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Smoky black > #100B0F

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#100B0F
16, 11, 15
312°, 0.19, 0.05
312°, 0.31, 0.06

0.00, 0.31, 0.06, 0.94
0.01, 0.01, 0.01
5.51, 3.24, -1.78
0.05, 0.00, 0.01

Information about hex color #100B0F
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

 

 

28/03/2013 01:32Color close to Mint | Hex Code #3E271C | RGB 62, 39, 28

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/3E271C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#1C3E27

#07180D

#3C6449

#271C3E

#0D0718

#493C64

#3E271C

Triadic Colors

#3E2D1C

#3E321C

#3E381C

#3E211C

#3E1C1C

#3E1C22

#3E271C

Analagous Colors

#1C333E

#071218

#000000

#3C5764

#687F8A

#9FABB1

#3E271C

Complementary Colors

#180D07

#000000

#64493C

#8A7368

#B1A59F

#3E271C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Mint (Hex code #3E271C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #3E271C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #3E271C; }
.colorMain { color: #3E271C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #3E271C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1C3E27; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #07180D; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #3C6449; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #271C3E; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0D0718; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #493C64; }
.fontColor0 { color: #3E271C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1C3E27; }
.fontColor2 { color: #07180D; }
.fontColor3 { color: #3C6449; }
.fontColor4 { color: #271C3E; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0D0718; }
.fontColor6 { color: #493C64; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #3E271C
    <div style="background-color: #3E271C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Mint > #3E271C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Hex Workshop Hex Editor
www.hexworkshop.com

The Professional Hex and Sector editor for Windows. Try it now!

#3E271C
62, 39, 28
19°, 0.38, 0.18
19°, 0.55, 0.24

0.00, 0.37, 0.55, 0.76
0.04, 0.03, 0.02
21.76, 9.21, 11.85
0.17, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #3E271C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 14:40Color close to Malachite | Hex Code #0C080B | RGB 12, 8, 11

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/0C080B

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0B0C08

#000000

#303229

#080B0C

#293032

#0C080B

Triadic Colors

#0C080A

#0C080A

#0C0809

#0C080C

#0C080C

#0B080C

#0C080B

Analagous Colors

#080C09

#000000

#29322B

#565856

#7F7F7F

#0C080B

Complementary Colors

#000000

#322930

#585658

#7F7F7F

#0C080B

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Malachite (Hex code #0C080B)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #0C080B and its related colors
.body { background-color: #0C080B; }
.colorMain { color: #0C080B; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #0C080B; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0B0C08; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #000000; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #303229; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #080B0C; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #293032; }
.fontColor0 { color: #0C080B; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0B0C08; }
.fontColor2 { color: #000000; }
.fontColor3 { color: #303229; }
.fontColor4 { color: #080B0C; }
.fontColor5 { color: #293032; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #0C080B
    <div style="background-color: #0C080B;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Malachite > #0C080B

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#0C080B
12, 8, 11
315°, 0.20, 0.04
315°, 0.33, 0.05

0.00, 0.33, 0.08, 0.95
0.00, 0.00, 0.01
3.05, 4.31, -2.64
0.04, 0.00, 0.01

Information about hex color #0C080B
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

 

 

28/03/2013 01:33Color close to Mint | Hex Code #3E261A | RGB 62, 38, 26

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/3E261A

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#1A3E26

#06180C

#396447

#261A3E

#0C0618

#473964

#3E261A

Triadic Colors

#3E2C1A

#3E321A

#3E381A

#3E201A

#3E1A1A

#3E1A20

#3E261A

Analagous Colors

#1A323E

#061218

#000000

#395664

#647E8A

#9AA9B1

#3E261A

Complementary Colors

#180C06

#000000

#644739

#8A7164

#B1A19A

#3E261A

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Mint (Hex code #3E261A)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #3E261A and its related colors
.body { background-color: #3E261A; }
.colorMain { color: #3E261A; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #3E261A; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1A3E26; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #06180C; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #396447; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #261A3E; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0C0618; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #473964; }
.fontColor0 { color: #3E261A; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1A3E26; }
.fontColor2 { color: #06180C; }
.fontColor3 { color: #396447; }
.fontColor4 { color: #261A3E; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0C0618; }
.fontColor6 { color: #473964; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #3E261A
    <div style="background-color: #3E261A;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Mint > #3E261A

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Hex Workshop Hex Editor
www.hexworkshop.com

The Professional Hex and Sector editor for Windows. Try it now!

#3E261A
62, 38, 26
20°, 0.41, 0.17
20°, 0.58, 0.24

0.00, 0.39, 0.58, 0.76
0.04, 0.03, 0.02
21.41, 9.64, 12.82
0.17, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #3E261A
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 
 

 

28/03/2013 01:37Color close to Onyx | Hex Code #0E0707 | RGB 14, 7, 7

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/0E0707

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#070E07

#000000

#223422

#07070E

#222234

#0E0707

Triadic Colors

#0E0807

#0E0907

#0E0A07

#0E0708

#0E0709

#0E070A

#0E0707

Analagous Colors

#070E0E

#000000

#223434

#485A5A

#7A8181

#0E0707

Complementary Colors

#000000

#342222

#5A4848

#817A7A

#0E0707

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Onyx (Hex code #0E0707)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #0E0707 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #0E0707; }
.colorMain { color: #0E0707; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #0E0707; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #070E07; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #000000; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #223422; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #07070E; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #222234; }
.fontColor0 { color: #0E0707; }
.fontColor1 { color: #070E07; }
.fontColor2 { color: #000000; }
.fontColor3 { color: #223422; }
.fontColor4 { color: #07070E; }
.fontColor5 { color: #222234; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #0E0707
    <div style="background-color: #0E0707;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Onyx > #0E0707

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#0E0707
14, 7, 7
0°, 0.33, 0.04
0°, 0.50, 0.05

0.00, 0.50, 0.50, 0.95
0.00, 0.00, 0.00
2.84, 4.12, 1.45
0.04, 0.00, 0.02

Information about hex color #0E0707
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 01:33Color close to Teal blue | Hex Code #382219 | RGB 56, 34, 25

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/382219

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#193822

#051209

#385E43

#221938

#090512

#43385E

#382219

Triadic Colors

#382719

#382C19

#383219

#381D19

#38191A

#381920

#382219

Analagous Colors

#192F38

#050E12

#000000

#38535E

#637B84

#99A6AB

#382219

Complementary Colors

#120905

#000000

#5E4338

#846D63

#AB9E99

#382219

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Teal blue (Hex code #382219)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #382219 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #382219; }
.colorMain { color: #382219; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #382219; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #193822; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #051209; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #385E43; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #221938; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #090512; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #43385E; }
.fontColor0 { color: #382219; }
.fontColor1 { color: #193822; }
.fontColor2 { color: #051209; }
.fontColor3 { color: #385E43; }
.fontColor4 { color: #221938; }
.fontColor5 { color: #090512; }
.fontColor6 { color: #43385E; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #382219
    <div style="background-color: #382219;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Teal blue > #382219

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#382219
56, 34, 25
17°, 0.38, 0.16
17°, 0.55, 0.22

0.00, 0.39, 0.55, 0.78
0.03, 0.03, 0.02
19.30, 9.29, 10.60
0.16, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #382219
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 14:42Color close to Sapphire | Hex Code #070405 | RGB 7, 4, 5

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/070405

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#050704

#000000

#252D21

#040507

#21252D

#070405

Triadic Colors

#070404

#070404

#070404

#070406

#070406

#070406

#070405

Analagous Colors

#040706

#000000

#212D29

#495450

#7A7A7A

#070405

Complementary Colors

#000000

#2D2125

#54494C

#7A7A7A

#070405

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Sapphire (Hex code #070405)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #070405 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #070405; }
.colorMain { color: #070405; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #070405; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #050704; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #000000; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #252D21; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #040507; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #21252D; }
.fontColor0 { color: #070405; }
.fontColor1 { color: #050704; }
.fontColor2 { color: #000000; }
.fontColor3 { color: #252D21; }
.fontColor4 { color: #040507; }
.fontColor5 { color: #21252D; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #070405
    <div style="background-color: #070405;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Sapphire > #070405

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#070405
7, 4, 5
340°, 0.27, 0.02
340°, 0.43, 0.03

0.00, 0.43, 0.29, 0.97
0.00, 0.00, 0.00
1.29, 0.92, -0.10
0.02, 0.00, 0.01

Information about hex color #070405
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 
 

 

 

28/03/2013 01:34Color close to Bistre | Hex Code #3D261B | RGB 61, 38, 27

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/3D261B

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#1B3D26

#07170C

#3B6348

#261B3D

#0C0717

#483B63

#3D261B

Triadic Colors

#3D2C1B

#3D311B

#3D371B

#3D201B

#3D1B1B

#3D1B21

#3D261B

Analagous Colors

#1B323D

#071217

#000000

#3B5663

#667E8A

#9DAAB0

#3D261B

Complementary Colors

#170C07

#000000

#63483B

#8A7266

#B0A39D

#3D261B

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Bistre (Hex code #3D261B)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #3D261B and its related colors
.body { background-color: #3D261B; }
.colorMain { color: #3D261B; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #3D261B; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1B3D26; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #07170C; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #3B6348; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #261B3D; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0C0717; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #483B63; }
.fontColor0 { color: #3D261B; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1B3D26; }
.fontColor2 { color: #07170C; }
.fontColor3 { color: #3B6348; }
.fontColor4 { color: #261B3D; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0C0717; }
.fontColor6 { color: #483B63; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #3D261B
    <div style="background-color: #3D261B;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Bistre > #3D261B

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#3D261B
61, 38, 27
19°, 0.39, 0.17
19°, 0.56, 0.24

0.00, 0.38, 0.56, 0.76
0.04, 0.03, 0.02
21.29, 9.27, 11.92
0.17, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #3D261B
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

28/03/2013 14:42Color close to Smoky black | Hex Code #100A0E | RGB 16, 10, 14

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/100A0E

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0E100A

#000000

#32362A

#0A0E10

#2A3236

#100A0E

Triadic Colors

#100A0D

#100A0C

#100A0B

#100A0F

#100A10

#0F0A10

#100A0E

Analagous Colors

#0A100C

#000000

#2A362E

#565C58

#838383

#100A0E

Complementary Colors

#000000

#362A32

#5C565A

#838383

#100A0E

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Smoky black (Hex code #100A0E)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #100A0E and its related colors
.body { background-color: #100A0E; }
.colorMain { color: #100A0E; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #100A0E; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0E100A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #000000; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #32362A; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0A0E10; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #2A3236; }
.fontColor0 { color: #100A0E; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0E100A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #000000; }
.fontColor3 { color: #32362A; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0A0E10; }
.fontColor5 { color: #2A3236; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #100A0E
    <div style="background-color: #100A0E;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Smoky black > #100A0E

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#100A0E
16, 10, 14
320°, 0.23, 0.05
320°, 0.38, 0.06

0.00, 0.38, 0.13, 0.94
0.01, 0.00, 0.01
3.95, 6.08, -3.31
0.05, 0.00, 0.01

Information about hex color #100A0E
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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Figure 360 Longitudinal colour ribbons for stains generated on denim, 

paper and glass between 100oC and 250oC (staining method 2) 

Temperature /oC  Denim  Paper  Glass 

100 

 

27/03/2013 20:22Color close to Electric indigo | Hex Code #6F4B47 | RGB 111, 75, 71

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/6F4B47

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (3 Votes)

#476F4B

#244927

#769579

#4B476F

#272449

#797695

#6F4B47

Triadic Colors

#6F5247

#6F5847

#6F5F47

#6F474A

#6F4750

#6F4757

#6F4B47

Analagous Colors

#476B6F

#244549

#0C2022

#769295

#B0BABC

#E2E2E2

#6F4B47

Complementary Colors

#492724

#220E0C

#000000

#957976

#BCB1B0

#E2E2E2

#6F4B47

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Electric indigo (Hex code #6F4B47)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #6F4B47 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #6F4B47; }
.colorMain { color: #6F4B47; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #6F4B47; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #476F4B; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #244927; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #769579; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #4B476F; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #272449; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #797695; }
.fontColor0 { color: #6F4B47; }
.fontColor1 { color: #476F4B; }
.fontColor2 { color: #244927; }
.fontColor3 { color: #769579; }
.fontColor4 { color: #4B476F; }
.fontColor5 { color: #272449; }
.fontColor6 { color: #797695; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #6F4B47
    <div style="background-color: #6F4B47;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Electric indigo > #6F4B47

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Natwest PPI Refund Claims
reclaimppifrom-natwest.co.uk

Do Natwest Owe You a £3,000 Refund? Find Out Now If You Have a Claim!

#6F4B47
111, 75, 71
6°, 0.22, 0.36
6°, 0.36, 0.44

0.00, 0.32, 0.36, 0.56
0.12, 0.11, 0.09
39.22, 14.26, 8.28
0.33, -0.03, 0.09

Information about hex color #6F4B47
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:40Color close to Regalia | Hex Code #52262E | RGB 82, 38, 46

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/52262E

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#2E5226

#132C0E

#52784A

#262E52

#0E132C

#4A5278

#52262E

Triadic Colors

#522627

#522D26

#523426

#522635

#52263D

#522644

#52262E

Analagous Colors

#26524A

#0E2C26

#010605

#4A7870

#799E98

#B4C5C2

#52262E

Complementary Colors

#2C0E13

#060102

#000000

#784A52

#9E7980

#C5B4B7

#52262E

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Regalia (Hex code #52262E)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #52262E and its related colors
.body { background-color: #52262E; }
.colorMain { color: #52262E; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #52262E; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2E5226; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #132C0E; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #52784A; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #262E52; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0E132C; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #4A5278; }
.fontColor0 { color: #52262E; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2E5226; }
.fontColor2 { color: #132C0E; }
.fontColor3 { color: #52784A; }
.fontColor4 { color: #262E52; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0E132C; }
.fontColor6 { color: #4A5278; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #52262E
    <div style="background-color: #52262E;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Regalia > #52262E

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#52262E
82, 38, 46
349°, 0.37, 0.24
349°, 0.54, 0.32

0.00, 0.54, 0.44, 0.68
0.06, 0.04, 0.04
24.94, 21.55, 3.96
0.20, -0.01, 0.10

Information about hex color #52262E
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:31Color close to Copper | Hex Code #B85743 | RGB 184, 87, 67

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/B85743

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#43B857

#1F9233

#72DE85

#5743B8

#331F92

#8572DE

#B85743

Triadic Colors

#B86A43

#B87E43

#B89243

#B84443

#B84356

#B8436A

#B85743

Analagous Colors

#43A4B8

#1F7E92

#075A6C

#72CCDE

#A9F0FF

#D0F7FF

#B85743

Complementary Colors

#92331F

#6C1807

#450C00

#DE8572

#FFB8A9

#FFD8D0

#B85743

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Copper (Hex code #B85743)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #B85743 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #B85743; }
.colorMain { color: #B85743; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #B85743; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #43B857; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #1F9233; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #72DE85; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #5743B8; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #331F92; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8572DE; }
.fontColor0 { color: #B85743; }
.fontColor1 { color: #43B857; }
.fontColor2 { color: #1F9233; }
.fontColor3 { color: #72DE85; }
.fontColor4 { color: #5743B8; }
.fontColor5 { color: #331F92; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8572DE; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #B85743
    <div style="background-color: #B85743;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Copper > #B85743

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#B85743
184, 87, 67
10°, 0.47, 0.49
10°, 0.64, 0.72

0.00, 0.53, 0.64, 0.28
0.26, 0.20, 0.09
51.43, 35.79, 28.67
0.45, -0.09, 0.24

Information about hex color #B85743
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:24Color close to Chamoisee | Hex Code #A0796D | RGB 160, 121, 109

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/A0796D

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#6DA079

#417A4E

#A5C6AD

#796DA0

#4E417A

#ADA5C6

#A0796D

Triadic Colors

#A0826D

#A08A6D

#A0926D

#A0706D

#A06D72

#A06D7A

#A0796D

Analagous Colors

#6D94A0

#416C7A

#204754

#A5BEC6

#E8EBEC

#FFFFFF

#A0796D

Complementary Colors

#7A4E41

#542C20

#2D130A

#C6ADA5

#ECE9E8

#FFFFFF

#A0796D

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Chamoisee (Hex code #A0796D)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #A0796D and its related colors
.body { background-color: #A0796D; }
.colorMain { color: #A0796D; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #A0796D; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #6DA079; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #417A4E; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #A5C6AD; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #796DA0; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #4E417A; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #ADA5C6; }
.fontColor0 { color: #A0796D; }
.fontColor1 { color: #6DA079; }
.fontColor2 { color: #417A4E; }
.fontColor3 { color: #A5C6AD; }
.fontColor4 { color: #796DA0; }
.fontColor5 { color: #4E417A; }
.fontColor6 { color: #ADA5C6; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #A0796D
    <div style="background-color: #A0796D;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Chamoisee > #A0796D

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#A0796D
160, 121, 109
14°, 0.21, 0.53
14°, 0.32, 0.63

0.00, 0.24, 0.32, 0.37
0.27, 0.25, 0.20
57.21, 12.67, 11.88
0.51, -0.04, 0.10

Information about hex color #A0796D
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:42Color close to Dark jungle green | Hex Code #1B0912 | RGB 27, 9, 18

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/1B0912

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#121B09

#000000

#304120

#09121B

#203041

#1B0912

Triadic Colors

#1B090F

#1B090C

#1B0909

#1B0915

#1B0918

#1B091B

#1B0912

Analagous Colors

#091B12

#000000

#204130

#426855

#6F8E7E

#1B0912

Complementary Colors

#000000

#412030

#684255

#8E6F7E

#1B0912

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Dark jungle green (Hex code #1B0912)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #1B0912 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #1B0912; }
.colorMain { color: #1B0912; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #1B0912; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #121B09; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #000000; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #304120; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #09121B; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #203041; }
.fontColor0 { color: #1B0912; }
.fontColor1 { color: #121B09; }
.fontColor2 { color: #000000; }
.fontColor3 { color: #304120; }
.fontColor4 { color: #09121B; }
.fontColor5 { color: #203041; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #1B0912
    <div style="background-color: #1B0912;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Dark jungle green > #1B0912

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Basic Bank Account & VISA
eccount.com/BasicBankAccount

No Credit Check Basic Bank Account with VISA card and instant approval

#1B0912
27, 9, 18
330°, 0.50, 0.07
330°, 0.67, 0.11

0.00, 0.67, 0.33, 0.89
0.01, 0.01, 0.01
5.43, 14.29, -4.12
0.06, 0.01, 0.04

Information about hex color #1B0912
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:34Color close to Verdigris | Hex Code #440813 | RGB 68, 8, 19

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/440813

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#134408

#051E00

#2B6A1C

#081344

#00051E

#1C2B6A

#440813

Triadic Colors

#440809

#441108

#441B08

#44081D

#440827

#440831

#440813

Analagous Colors

#084439

#001E18

#000000

#1C6A5C

#3C9081

#68B7A8

#440813

Complementary Colors

#1E0005

#000000

#6A1C2B

#903C4C

#B76876

#440813

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Verdigris (Hex code #440813)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #440813 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #440813; }
.colorMain { color: #440813; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #440813; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #134408; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #051E00; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #2B6A1C; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #081344; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #00051E; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #1C2B6A; }
.fontColor0 { color: #440813; }
.fontColor1 { color: #134408; }
.fontColor2 { color: #051E00; }
.fontColor3 { color: #2B6A1C; }
.fontColor4 { color: #081344; }
.fontColor5 { color: #00051E; }
.fontColor6 { color: #1C2B6A; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #440813
    <div style="background-color: #440813;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Verdigris > #440813

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#440813
68, 8, 19
349°, 0.79, 0.15
349°, 0.88, 0.27

0.00, 0.88, 0.72, 0.73
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
14.42, 31.80, 9.06
0.11, -0.02, 0.14

Information about hex color #440813
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:25Color close to Cool gray | Hex Code #8C6660 | RGB 140, 102, 96

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8C6660

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#608C66

#37663D

#95B299

#66608C

#3D3766

#9995B2

#8C6660

Triadic Colors

#8C6D60

#8C7560

#8C7C60

#8C6061

#8C6069

#8C6070

#8C6660

Analagous Colors

#60868C

#375F66

#183A40

#95AEB2

#D5D8D8

#FFFFFF

#8C6660

Complementary Colors

#663D37

#401E18

#190906

#B29995

#D8D6D5

#FFFFFF

#8C6660

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Cool gray (Hex code #8C6660)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8C6660 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8C6660; }
.colorMain { color: #8C6660; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8C6660; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #608C66; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #37663D; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #95B299; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #66608C; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #3D3766; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9995B2; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8C6660; }
.fontColor1 { color: #608C66; }
.fontColor2 { color: #37663D; }
.fontColor3 { color: #95B299; }
.fontColor4 { color: #66608C; }
.fontColor5 { color: #3D3766; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9995B2; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8C6660
    <div style="background-color: #8C6660;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Cool gray > #8C6660

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#8C6660
140, 102, 96
8°, 0.19, 0.46
8°, 0.31, 0.55

0.00, 0.27, 0.31, 0.45
0.20, 0.18, 0.16
50.08, 13.73, 8.98
0.44, -0.03, 0.09

Information about hex color #8C6660
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

 

 

27/03/2013 20:36Color close to Palatinate purple | Hex Code #681417 | RGB 104, 20, 23

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/681417

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#176814

#054203

#348E31

#141768

#030542

#31348E

#681417

Triadic Colors

#681F14

#682D14

#683B14

#681425

#681433

#681441

#681417

Analagous Colors

#146865

#034240

#001C1B

#318E8B

#59B4B1

#8CDBD8

#681417

Complementary Colors

#420305

#1C0001

#000000

#8E3134

#B4595C

#DB8C8F

#681417

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Palatinate purple (Hex code #681417)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #681417 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #681417; }
.colorMain { color: #681417; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #681417; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #176814; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #054203; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #348E31; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #141768; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #030542; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #31348E; }
.fontColor0 { color: #681417; }
.fontColor1 { color: #176814; }
.fontColor2 { color: #054203; }
.fontColor3 { color: #348E31; }
.fontColor4 { color: #141768; }
.fontColor5 { color: #030542; }
.fontColor6 { color: #31348E; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #681417
    <div style="background-color: #681417;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Palatinate purple > #681417

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Natwest PPI Refund Claims
reclaimppifrom-natwest.co.uk

Do Natwest Owe You a £3,000 Refund? Find Out Now If You Have a Claim!

#681417
104, 20, 23
358°, 0.68, 0.24
358°, 0.81, 0.41

0.00, 0.81, 0.78, 0.59
0.07, 0.04, 0.02
24.70, 37.49, 20.66
0.18, -0.04, 0.20

Information about hex color #681417
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:26Color close to Auburn | Hex Code #A57E74 | RGB 165, 126, 116

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/A57E74

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#74A57E

#467F52

#ADCBB3

#7E74A5

#52467F

#B3ADCB

#A57E74

Triadic Colors

#A58674

#A58E74

#A59674

#A57674

#A5747A

#A57482

#A57E74

Analagous Colors

#749BA5

#46737F

#244E58

#ADC5CB

#F2F2F2

#FFFFFF

#A57E74

Complementary Colors

#7F5246

#582E24

#32140D

#CBB3AD

#F2F2F2

#FFFFFF

#A57E74

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Auburn (Hex code #A57E74)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #A57E74 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #A57E74; }
.colorMain { color: #A57E74; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #A57E74; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #74A57E; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #467F52; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #ADCBB3; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #7E74A5; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #52467F; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #B3ADCB; }
.fontColor0 { color: #A57E74; }
.fontColor1 { color: #74A57E; }
.fontColor2 { color: #467F52; }
.fontColor3 { color: #ADCBB3; }
.fontColor4 { color: #7E74A5; }
.fontColor5 { color: #52467F; }
.fontColor6 { color: #B3ADCB; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #A57E74
    <div style="background-color: #A57E74;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Auburn > #A57E74

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#A57E74
165, 126, 116
12°, 0.21, 0.55
12°, 0.30, 0.65

0.00, 0.24, 0.30, 0.35
0.29, 0.27, 0.23
59.10, 12.81, 10.70
0.54, -0.04, 0.10

Information about hex color #A57E74
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:45Color close to Gray asparagus | Hex Code #461223 | RGB 70, 18, 35

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/461223

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#234612

#0D2003

#416C2C

#122346

#030D20

#2C416C

#461223

Triadic Colors

#46121A

#461212

#461B12

#46122C

#461234

#46123D

#461223

Analagous Colors

#124635

#032016

#000000

#2C6C57

#52927D

#83B9A7

#461223

Complementary Colors

#20030D

#000000

#6C2C41

#925267

#B98394

#461223

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Gray asparagus (Hex code #461223)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #461223 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #461223; }
.colorMain { color: #461223; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #461223; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #234612; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0D2003; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #416C2C; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #122346; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #030D20; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #2C416C; }
.fontColor0 { color: #461223; }
.fontColor1 { color: #234612; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0D2003; }
.fontColor3 { color: #416C2C; }
.fontColor4 { color: #122346; }
.fontColor5 { color: #030D20; }
.fontColor6 { color: #2C416C; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #461223
    <div style="background-color: #461223;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Gray asparagus > #461223

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#461223
70, 18, 35
340°, 0.59, 0.17
340°, 0.74, 0.27

0.00, 0.74, 0.50, 0.73
0.04, 0.02, 0.03
17.81, 27.39, 1.41
0.14, 0.00, 0.12

Information about hex color #461223
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:37Color close to Quartz | Hex Code #511322 | RGB 81, 19, 34

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/511322

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#225113

#0D2B04

#40772E

#132251

#040D2B

#2E4077

#511322

Triadic Colors

#511318

#511913

#512313

#51132C

#511337

#511341

#511322

Analagous Colors

#135142

#042B21

#000403

#2E7765

#549E8C

#86C4B5

#511322

Complementary Colors

#2B040D

#040001

#000000

#772E40

#9E5466

#C48695

#511322

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Quartz (Hex code #511322)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #511322 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #511322; }
.colorMain { color: #511322; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #511322; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #225113; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0D2B04; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #40772E; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #132251; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #040D2B; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #2E4077; }
.fontColor0 { color: #511322; }
.fontColor1 { color: #225113; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0D2B04; }
.fontColor3 { color: #40772E; }
.fontColor4 { color: #132251; }
.fontColor5 { color: #040D2B; }
.fontColor6 { color: #2E4077; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #511322
    <div style="background-color: #511322;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Quartz > #511322

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#511322
81, 19, 34
345°, 0.62, 0.20
345°, 0.77, 0.32

0.00, 0.77, 0.58, 0.68
0.05, 0.03, 0.02
20.15, 30.79, 5.79
0.15, -0.01, 0.14

Information about hex color #511322
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:28Color close to Wine | Hex Code #724E50 | RGB 114, 78, 80

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/724E50

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#50724E

#2A4C28

#80987F

#4E5072

#282A4C

#7F8098

#724E50

Triadic Colors

#72524E

#72584E

#725E4E

#724E56

#724E5C

#724E62

#724E50

Analagous Colors

#4E7270

#284C4A

#0E2624

#7F9897

#BBBEBE

#E5E5E5

#724E50

Complementary Colors

#4C282A

#260E10

#000000

#987F80

#BEBBBC

#E5E5E5

#724E50

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Wine (Hex code #724E50)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #724E50 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #724E50; }
.colorMain { color: #724E50; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #724E50; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #50724E; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #2A4C28; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #80987F; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #4E5072; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #282A4C; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #7F8098; }
.fontColor0 { color: #724E50; }
.fontColor1 { color: #50724E; }
.fontColor2 { color: #2A4C28; }
.fontColor3 { color: #80987F; }
.fontColor4 { color: #4E5072; }
.fontColor5 { color: #282A4C; }
.fontColor6 { color: #7F8098; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #724E50
    <div style="background-color: #724E50;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Wine > #724E50

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Japanese Groceries
www.ocado.com/japanese

Speciality online Japanese store open for business. Delivered direct

#724E50
114, 78, 80
357°, 0.19, 0.38
357°, 0.32, 0.45

0.00, 0.32, 0.30, 0.55
0.13, 0.12, 0.11
40.60, 15.04, 4.70
0.35, -0.02, 0.09

Information about hex color #724E50
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:46Color close to Hunter green | Hex Code #351525 | RGB 53, 21, 37

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/351525

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#253515

#090F04

#475B32

#152535

#04090F

#32475B

#351525

Triadic Colors

#351520

#35151A

#351515

#35152A

#351530

#351535

#351525

Analagous Colors

#153525

#040F09

#000000

#325B47

#5A826E

#8EA89B

#351525

Complementary Colors

#0F0409

#000000

#5B3247

#825A6E

#A88E9B

#351525

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Hunter green (Hex code #351525)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #351525 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #351525; }
.colorMain { color: #351525; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #351525; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #253515; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #090F04; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #475B32; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #152535; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #04090F; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #32475B; }
.fontColor0 { color: #351525; }
.fontColor1 { color: #253515; }
.fontColor2 { color: #090F04; }
.fontColor3 { color: #475B32; }
.fontColor4 { color: #152535; }
.fontColor5 { color: #04090F; }
.fontColor6 { color: #32475B; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #351525
    <div style="background-color: #351525;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Hunter green > #351525

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#351525
53, 21, 37
330°, 0.43, 0.15
330°, 0.60, 0.21

0.00, 0.60, 0.30, 0.79
0.03, 0.02, 0.03
15.45, 19.02, -3.94
0.13, 0.01, 0.07

Information about hex color #351525
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:38Color close to Charcoal | Hex Code #36060C | RGB 54, 6, 12

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/36060C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0C3606

#021000

#215C18

#060C36

#000210

#18215C

#36060C

Triadic Colors

#360806

#361006

#361806

#360614

#36061C

#360624

#36060C

Analagous Colors

#063630

#00100E

#000000

#185C54

#368279

#5FA99F

#36060C

Complementary Colors

#100002

#000000

#5C1821

#82363F

#A95F68

#36060C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Charcoal (Hex code #36060C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #36060C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #36060C; }
.colorMain { color: #36060C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #36060C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0C3606; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #021000; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #215C18; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #060C36; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #000210; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #18215C; }
.fontColor0 { color: #36060C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0C3606; }
.fontColor2 { color: #021000; }
.fontColor3 { color: #215C18; }
.fontColor4 { color: #060C36; }
.fontColor5 { color: #000210; }
.fontColor6 { color: #18215C; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #36060C
    <div style="background-color: #36060C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Charcoal > #36060C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Basic Bank Account & VISA
eccount.com/BasicBankAccount

No Credit Check Basic Bank Account with VISA card and instant approval

#36060C
54, 6, 12
353°, 0.80, 0.12
353°, 0.89, 0.21

0.00, 0.89, 0.78, 0.79
0.02, 0.01, 0.01
10.59, 27.29, 8.64
0.08, -0.02, 0.11

Information about hex color #36060C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:29Color close to Pale brown | Hex Code #987169 | RGB 152, 113, 105

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/987169

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#699871

#3E7246

#A0BEA5

#716998

#463E72

#A5A0BE

#987169

Triadic Colors

#987969

#988169

#988869

#986969

#986971

#986978

#987169

Analagous Colors

#699098

#3E6972

#1E444C

#A0B9BE

#E2E4E4

#FFFFFF

#987169

Complementary Colors

#72463E

#4C251E

#250E09

#BEA5A0

#E4E3E2

#FFFFFF

#987169

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Pale brown (Hex code #987169)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #987169 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #987169; }
.colorMain { color: #987169; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #987169; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #699871; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #3E7246; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #A0BEA5; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #716998; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #463E72; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #A5A0BE; }
.fontColor0 { color: #987169; }
.fontColor1 { color: #699871; }
.fontColor2 { color: #3E7246; }
.fontColor3 { color: #A0BEA5; }
.fontColor4 { color: #716998; }
.fontColor5 { color: #463E72; }
.fontColor6 { color: #A5A0BE; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #987169
    <div style="background-color: #987169;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Pale brown > #987169

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Natwest PPI Refund Claims
reclaimppifrom-natwest.co.uk

Do Natwest Owe You a £3,000 Refund? Find Out Now If You Have a Claim!

#987169
152, 113, 105
10°, 0.19, 0.50
10°, 0.31, 0.60

0.00, 0.26, 0.31, 0.40
0.24, 0.22, 0.19
54.32, 13.48, 9.95
0.49, -0.04, 0.10

Information about hex color #987169
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:46Color close to Jungle green | Hex Code #29192E | RGB 41, 25, 46

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/29192E

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (2 Votes)

#2E2919

#080703

#544E3A

#192E29

#030807

#3A544E

#29192E

Triadic Colors

#2C192E

#2E192C

#2E1928

#26192E

#22192E

#1E192E

#29192E

Analagous Colors

#1E2E19

#040803

#000000

#41543A

#6C7A67

#A0A1A0

#29192E

Complementary Colors

#070308

#000000

#4E3A54

#76677A

#A0A0A1

#29192E

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Jungle green (Hex code #29192E)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #29192E and its related colors
.body { background-color: #29192E; }
.colorMain { color: #29192E; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #29192E; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2E2919; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #080703; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #544E3A; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #192E29; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #030807; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #3A544E; }
.fontColor0 { color: #29192E; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2E2919; }
.fontColor2 { color: #080703; }
.fontColor3 { color: #544E3A; }
.fontColor4 { color: #192E29; }
.fontColor5 { color: #030807; }
.fontColor6 { color: #3A544E; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #29192E
    <div style="background-color: #29192E;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Jungle green > #29192E

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#29192E
41, 25, 46
286°, 0.30, 0.14
286°, 0.46, 0.18

0.11, 0.46, 0.00, 0.82
0.02, 0.02, 0.04
15.15, 13.09, -11.27
0.13, 0.03, 0.03

Information about hex color #29192E
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:39Color close to Dark scarlet | Hex Code #561E22 | RGB 86, 30, 34

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/561E22

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#22561E

#0C3009

#427C3E

#1E2256

#090C30

#3E427C

#561E22

Triadic Colors

#56231E

#562D1E

#56361E

#561E2B

#561E35

#561E3E

#561E22

Analagous Colors

#1E5652

#09302D

#000A09

#3E7C78

#69A29E

#A0C9C6

#561E22

Complementary Colors

#30090C

#0A0001

#000000

#7C3E42

#A2696E

#C9A0A3

#561E22

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Dark scarlet (Hex code #561E22)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #561E22 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #561E22; }
.colorMain { color: #561E22; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #561E22; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #22561E; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0C3009; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #427C3E; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #1E2256; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #090C30; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #3E427C; }
.fontColor0 { color: #561E22; }
.fontColor1 { color: #22561E; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0C3009; }
.fontColor3 { color: #427C3E; }
.fontColor4 { color: #1E2256; }
.fontColor5 { color: #090C30; }
.fontColor6 { color: #3E427C; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #561E22
    <div style="background-color: #561E22;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Dark scarlet > #561E22

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#561E22
86, 30, 34
356°, 0.48, 0.23
356°, 0.65, 0.34

0.00, 0.65, 0.60, 0.66
0.06, 0.04, 0.03
23.36, 26.62, 10.38
0.19, -0.03, 0.13

Information about hex color #561E22
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 150 

 

27/03/2013 20:47Color close to Rose taupe | Hex Code #906A55 | RGB 144, 106, 85

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/906A55

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#55906A

#2F6A44

#87B698

#6A5590

#442F6A

#9887B6

#906A55

Triadic Colors

#907455

#907E55

#908855

#906055

#905655

#90555E

#906A55

Analagous Colors

#557B90

#2F556A

#143244

#87A5B6

#C4D4DC

#FFFFFF

#906A55

Complementary Colors

#6A442F

#442514

#1D0D04

#B69887

#DCCDC4

#FFFFFF

#906A55

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Rose taupe (Hex code #906A55)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #906A55 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #906A55; }
.colorMain { color: #906A55; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #906A55; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #55906A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #2F6A44; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #87B698; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #6A5590; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #442F6A; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9887B6; }
.fontColor0 { color: #906A55; }
.fontColor1 { color: #55906A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #2F6A44; }
.fontColor3 { color: #87B698; }
.fontColor4 { color: #6A5590; }
.fontColor5 { color: #442F6A; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9887B6; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #906A55
    <div style="background-color: #906A55;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Rose taupe > #906A55

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Interested in Japan?
www.meti.go.jp

If you are fan of Japanese culture Come visit this site to learn more!

#906A55
144, 106, 85
21°, 0.26, 0.45
21°, 0.41, 0.56

0.00, 0.26, 0.41, 0.44
0.21, 0.20, 0.13
51.28, 11.56, 17.11
0.45, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #906A55
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:58Color close to Celestial blue | Hex Code #4A1A21 | RGB 74, 26, 33

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/4A1A21

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (2 Votes)

#214A1A

#0B2407

#407038

#1A214A

#070B24

#384070

#4A1A21

Triadic Colors

#4A1B1A

#4A231A

#4A2B1A

#4A1A29

#4A1A31

#4A1A39

#4A1A21

Analagous Colors

#1A4A43

#072420

#000000

#387068

#62968F

#97BDB7

#4A1A21

Complementary Colors

#24070B

#000000

#703840

#96626A

#BD979D

#4A1A21

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Celestial blue (Hex code #4A1A21)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #4A1A21 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #4A1A21; }
.colorMain { color: #4A1A21; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #4A1A21; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #214A1A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0B2407; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #407038; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #1A214A; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #070B24; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #384070; }
.fontColor0 { color: #4A1A21; }
.fontColor1 { color: #214A1A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0B2407; }
.fontColor3 { color: #407038; }
.fontColor4 { color: #1A214A; }
.fontColor5 { color: #070B24; }
.fontColor6 { color: #384070; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #4A1A21
    <div style="background-color: #4A1A21;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Celestial blue > #4A1A21

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#4A1A21
74, 26, 33
351°, 0.48, 0.20
351°, 0.65, 0.29

0.00, 0.65, 0.55, 0.71
0.04, 0.03, 0.02
20.27, 24.01, 6.51
0.16, -0.02, 0.11

Information about hex color #4A1A21
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:52Color close to Persian plum | Hex Code #700C05 | RGB 112, 12, 5

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/700C05

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#05700C

#004A05

#1D9625

#0C0570

#05004A

#251D96

#700C05

Triadic Colors

#701E05

#703005

#704205

#700510

#700522

#700534

#700C05

Analagous Colors

#056970

#00454A

#002124

#1D8E96

#41B4BC

#70DBE3

#700C05

Complementary Colors

#4A0500

#240200

#000000

#96251D

#BC4941

#E37870

#700C05

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Persian plum (Hex code #700C05)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #700C05 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #700C05; }
.colorMain { color: #700C05; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #700C05; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #05700C; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #004A05; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #1D9625; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0C0570; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #05004A; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #251D96; }
.fontColor0 { color: #700C05; }
.fontColor1 { color: #05700C; }
.fontColor2 { color: #004A05; }
.fontColor3 { color: #1D9625; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0C0570; }
.fontColor5 { color: #05004A; }
.fontColor6 { color: #251D96; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #700C05
    <div style="background-color: #700C05;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Persian plum > #700C05

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#700C05
112, 12, 5
4°, 0.91, 0.23
4°, 0.96, 0.44

0.00, 0.89, 0.96, 0.56
0.08, 0.04, 0.01
25.07, 42.20, 34.96
0.16, -0.07, 0.24

Information about hex color #700C05
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:48Color close to Medium purple | Hex Code #936D57 | RGB 147, 109, 87

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/936D57

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#57936D

#306D46

#89B99B

#6D5793

#46306D

#9B89B9

#936D57

Triadic Colors

#937757

#938157

#938B57

#936357

#935957

#93575F

#936D57

Analagous Colors

#577D93

#30566D

#153446

#89A8B9

#C7D7E0

#FFFFFF

#936D57

Complementary Colors

#6D4630

#462715

#200F05

#B99B89

#E0D0C7

#FFFFFF

#936D57

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Medium purple (Hex code #936D57)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #936D57 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #936D57; }
.colorMain { color: #936D57; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #936D57; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #57936D; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #306D46; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #89B99B; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #6D5793; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #46306D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9B89B9; }
.fontColor0 { color: #936D57; }
.fontColor1 { color: #57936D; }
.fontColor2 { color: #306D46; }
.fontColor3 { color: #89B99B; }
.fontColor4 { color: #6D5793; }
.fontColor5 { color: #46306D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9B89B9; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #936D57
    <div style="background-color: #936D57;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Medium purple > #936D57

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#936D57
147, 109, 87
22°, 0.26, 0.46
22°, 0.41, 0.58

0.00, 0.26, 0.41, 0.42
0.22, 0.21, 0.14
52.40, 11.34, 17.53
0.46, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #936D57
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:59Color close to Dark scarlet | Hex Code #56282F | RGB 86, 40, 47

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/56282F

CSS For background
This has the background
color

#2F5628

#14300F

#547C4C

#282F56

#0F1430

#4C547C

#56282F

Triadic Colors

#562928

#563028

#563828

#562837

#56283E

#562846

#56282F

Analagous Colors

#28564F

#0F302B

#020A08

#4C7C75

#7CA29D

#B8C9C6

#56282F

Complementary Colors

#300F14

#0A0203

#000000

#7C4C54

#A27C82

#C9B8BA

#56282F

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Dark scarlet (Hex code #56282F)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #56282F and its related colors
.body { background-color: #56282F; }
.colorMain { color: #56282F; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #56282F; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2F5628; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #14300F; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #547C4C; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #282F56; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0F1430; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #4C547C; }
.fontColor0 { color: #56282F; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2F5628; }
.fontColor2 { color: #14300F; }
.fontColor3 { color: #547C4C; }
.fontColor4 { color: #282F56; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0F1430; }
.fontColor6 { color: #4C547C; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #56282F
    <div style="background-color: #56282F;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Dark scarlet > #56282F

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#56282F
86, 40, 47
351°, 0.37, 0.25
351°, 0.53, 0.34

0.00, 0.53, 0.45, 0.66
0.06, 0.05, 0.04
26.10, 22.11, 4.99
0.21, -0.01, 0.11

Information about hex color #56282F
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:53Color close to Olive Drab | Hex Code #6B1014 | RGB 107, 16, 20

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/6B1014

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#146B10

#034500

#30912C

#10146B

#000345

#2C3091

#6B1014

Triadic Colors

#6B1B10

#6B2A10

#6B3A10

#6B1023

#6B1032

#6B1042

#6B1014

Analagous Colors

#106B67

#004542

#001E1D

#2C918D

#52B8B3

#85DEDA

#6B1014

Complementary Colors

#450003

#1E0001

#000000

#912C30

#B85257

#DE8589

#6B1014

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Olive Drab (Hex code #6B1014)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #6B1014 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #6B1014; }
.colorMain { color: #6B1014; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #6B1014; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #146B10; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #034500; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #30912C; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #10146B; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #000345; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #2C3091; }
.fontColor0 { color: #6B1014; }
.fontColor1 { color: #146B10; }
.fontColor2 { color: #034500; }
.fontColor3 { color: #30912C; }
.fontColor4 { color: #10146B; }
.fontColor5 { color: #000345; }
.fontColor6 { color: #2C3091; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #6B1014
    <div style="background-color: #6B1014;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Olive Drab > #6B1014

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#6B1014
107, 16, 20
357°, 0.74, 0.24
357°, 0.85, 0.42

0.00, 0.85, 0.81, 0.58
0.08, 0.04, 0.01
24.70, 39.91, 22.94
0.17, -0.05, 0.22

Information about hex color #6B1014
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:49Color close to Medium slate blue | Hex Code #7B584B | RGB 123, 88, 75

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/7B584B

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#4B7B58

#275533

#7BA185

#584B7B

#332755

#857BA1

#7B584B

Triadic Colors

#7B604B

#7B684B

#7B704B

#7B504B

#7B4B4E

#7B4B56

#7B584B

Analagous Colors

#4B6E7B

#274855

#0E262E

#7B97A1

#B6C3C8

#EEEEEE

#7B584B

Complementary Colors

#553327

#2E170E

#080301

#A1857B

#C8BAB6

#EEEEEE

#7B584B

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Medium slate blue (Hex code #7B584B)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #7B584B and its related colors
.body { background-color: #7B584B; }
.colorMain { color: #7B584B; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #7B584B; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #4B7B58; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #275533; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #7BA185; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #584B7B; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #332755; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #857BA1; }
.fontColor0 { color: #7B584B; }
.fontColor1 { color: #4B7B58; }
.fontColor2 { color: #275533; }
.fontColor3 { color: #7BA185; }
.fontColor4 { color: #584B7B; }
.fontColor5 { color: #332755; }
.fontColor6 { color: #857BA1; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #7B584B
    <div style="background-color: #7B584B;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Medium slate blue > #7B584B

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#7B584B
123, 88, 75
16°, 0.24, 0.39
16°, 0.39, 0.48

0.00, 0.28, 0.39, 0.52
0.15, 0.14, 0.10
44.13, 12.04, 12.86
0.38, -0.04, 0.09

Information about hex color #7B584B
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:59Color close to Army green | Hex Code #4B1D27 | RGB 75, 29, 39

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/4B1D27

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#274B1D

#0F2509

#48713D

#1D274B

#090F25

#3D4871

#4B1D27

Triadic Colors

#4B1D1F

#4B221D

#4B2A1D

#4B1D2F

#4B1D36

#4B1D3E

#4B1D27

Analagous Colors

#1D4B41

#09251F

#000000

#3D7166

#68988D

#9FBEB7

#4B1D27

Complementary Colors

#25090F

#000000

#713D48

#986872

#BE9FA6

#4B1D27

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Army green (Hex code #4B1D27)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #4B1D27 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #4B1D27; }
.colorMain { color: #4B1D27; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #4B1D27; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #274B1D; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0F2509; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #48713D; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #1D274B; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #090F25; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #3D4871; }
.fontColor0 { color: #4B1D27; }
.fontColor1 { color: #274B1D; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0F2509; }
.fontColor3 { color: #48713D; }
.fontColor4 { color: #1D274B; }
.fontColor5 { color: #090F25; }
.fontColor6 { color: #3D4871; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #4B1D27
    <div style="background-color: #4B1D27;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Army green > #4B1D27

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#4B1D27
75, 29, 39
347°, 0.44, 0.20
347°, 0.61, 0.29

0.00, 0.61, 0.48, 0.71
0.05, 0.03, 0.03
21.34, 23.34, 3.66
0.17, -0.01, 0.11

Information about hex color #4B1D27
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:54Color close to Liver | Hex Code #530A10 | RGB 83, 10, 16

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/530A10

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#10530A

#042D00

#287921

#0A1053

#00042D

#212879

#530A10

Triadic Colors

#53100A

#531C0A

#53280A

#530A1C

#530A28

#530A34

#530A10

Analagous Colors

#0A534D

#002D29

#000606

#217972

#43A098

#71C6BF

#530A10

Complementary Colors

#2D0004

#060001

#000000

#792128

#A0434B

#C67178

#530A10

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Liver (Hex code #530A10)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #530A10 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #530A10; }
.colorMain { color: #530A10; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #530A10; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #10530A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #042D00; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #287921; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0A1053; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #00042D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #212879; }
.fontColor0 { color: #530A10; }
.fontColor1 { color: #10530A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #042D00; }
.fontColor3 { color: #287921; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0A1053; }
.fontColor5 { color: #00042D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #212879; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #530A10
    <div style="background-color: #530A10;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Liver > #530A10

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#530A10
83, 10, 16
355°, 0.78, 0.18
355°, 0.88, 0.33

0.00, 0.88, 0.81, 0.67
0.05, 0.03, 0.01
18.05, 35.79, 16.77
0.13, -0.03, 0.17

Information about hex color #530A10
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:50Color close to Rose taupe | Hex Code #906A56 | RGB 144, 106, 86

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/906A56

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#56906A

#2F6A43

#88B698

#6A5690

#432F6A

#9888B6

#906A56

Triadic Colors

#907456

#907D56

#908756

#906056

#905756

#90565F

#906A56

Analagous Colors

#567C90

#2F566A

#143344

#88A6B6

#C6D5DC

#FFFFFF

#906A56

Complementary Colors

#6A432F

#442414

#1D0D04

#B69888

#DCCEC6

#FFFFFF

#906A56

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Rose taupe (Hex code #906A56)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #906A56 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #906A56; }
.colorMain { color: #906A56; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #906A56; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #56906A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #2F6A43; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #88B698; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #6A5690; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #432F6A; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9888B6; }
.fontColor0 { color: #906A56; }
.fontColor1 { color: #56906A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #2F6A43; }
.fontColor3 { color: #88B698; }
.fontColor4 { color: #6A5690; }
.fontColor5 { color: #432F6A; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9888B6; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #906A56
    <div style="background-color: #906A56;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Rose taupe > #906A56

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#906A56
144, 106, 86
21°, 0.25, 0.45
21°, 0.40, 0.56

0.00, 0.26, 0.40, 0.44
0.21, 0.20, 0.13
51.30, 11.69, 16.56
0.45, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #906A56
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:00Color close to Gray asparagus | Hex Code #46161E | RGB 70, 22, 30

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/46161E

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#1E4616

#0A2005

#3C6C32

#161E46

#050A20

#323C6C

#46161E

Triadic Colors

#461616

#461E16

#462616

#461626

#46162E

#461636

#46161E

Analagous Colors

#16463E

#05201B

#000000

#326C63

#5A9289

#8DB9B1

#46161E

Complementary Colors

#20050A

#000000

#6C323C

#925A63

#B98D94

#46161E

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Gray asparagus (Hex code #46161E)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #46161E and its related colors
.body { background-color: #46161E; }
.colorMain { color: #46161E; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #46161E; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1E4616; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0A2005; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #3C6C32; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #161E46; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #050A20; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #323C6C; }
.fontColor0 { color: #46161E; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1E4616; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0A2005; }
.fontColor3 { color: #3C6C32; }
.fontColor4 { color: #161E46; }
.fontColor5 { color: #050A20; }
.fontColor6 { color: #323C6C; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #46161E
    <div style="background-color: #46161E;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Gray asparagus > #46161E

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#46161E
70, 22, 30
350°, 0.52, 0.18
350°, 0.69, 0.27

0.00, 0.69, 0.57, 0.73
0.04, 0.03, 0.02
18.52, 24.43, 6.19
0.15, -0.01, 0.11

Information about hex color #46161E
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:55Color close to Bright green | Hex Code #67151C | RGB 103, 21, 28

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/67151C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#1C6715

#094103

#3A8D32

#151C67

#030941

#323A8D

#67151C

Triadic Colors

#671C15

#672915

#673715

#67152A

#671537

#671545

#67151C

Analagous Colors

#156760

#03413C

#001A18

#328D85

#5AB4AC

#8EDAD3

#67151C

Complementary Colors

#410309

#1A0002

#000000

#8D323A

#B45A62

#DA8E95

#67151C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Bright green (Hex code #67151C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #67151C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #67151C; }
.colorMain { color: #67151C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #67151C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1C6715; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #094103; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #3A8D32; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #151C67; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #030941; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #323A8D; }
.fontColor0 { color: #67151C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1C6715; }
.fontColor2 { color: #094103; }
.fontColor3 { color: #3A8D32; }
.fontColor4 { color: #151C67; }
.fontColor5 { color: #030941; }
.fontColor6 { color: #323A8D; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #67151C
    <div style="background-color: #67151C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Bright green > #67151C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#67151C
103, 21, 28
355°, 0.66, 0.24
355°, 0.80, 0.40

0.00, 0.80, 0.73, 0.60
0.07, 0.04, 0.02
24.75, 37.04, 17.10
0.18, -0.04, 0.20

Information about hex color #67151C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:51Color close to Apple green | Hex Code #8D6753 | RGB 141, 103, 83

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8D6753

CSS For background
This has the background
color

#538D67

#2D6741

#84B395

#67538D

#412D67

#9584B3

#8D6753

Triadic Colors

#8D7153

#8D7A53

#8D8453

#8D5D53

#8D5453

#8D535C

#8D6753

Analagous Colors

#53798D

#2D5367

#133140

#84A3B3

#C1D1DA

#FFFFFF

#8D6753

Complementary Colors

#67412D

#402213

#1A0B04

#B39584

#DACAC1

#FFFFFF

#8D6753

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Apple green (Hex code #8D6753)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8D6753 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8D6753; }
.colorMain { color: #8D6753; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8D6753; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #538D67; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #2D6741; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #84B395; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #67538D; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #412D67; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9584B3; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8D6753; }
.fontColor1 { color: #538D67; }
.fontColor2 { color: #2D6741; }
.fontColor3 { color: #84B395; }
.fontColor4 { color: #67538D; }
.fontColor5 { color: #412D67; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9584B3; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8D6753
    <div style="background-color: #8D6753;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Apple green > #8D6753

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#8D6753
141, 103, 83
21°, 0.26, 0.44
21°, 0.41, 0.55

0.00, 0.27, 0.41, 0.45
0.20, 0.19, 0.13
50.15, 11.80, 16.69
0.44, -0.06, 0.10

Information about hex color #8D6753
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:01Color close to Liver | Hex Code #53242A | RGB 83, 36, 42

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/53242A

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#2A5324

#112D0D

#4D7947

#242A53

#0D112D

#474D79

#53242A

Triadic Colors

#532624

#532E24

#533624

#532432

#53243A

#532442

#53242A

Analagous Colors

#24534D

#0D2D29

#010606

#477973

#75A09A

#AFC6C3

#53242A

Complementary Colors

#2D0D11

#060102

#000000

#79474D

#A0757A

#C6AFB2

#53242A

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Liver (Hex code #53242A)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #53242A and its related colors
.body { background-color: #53242A; }
.colorMain { color: #53242A; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #53242A; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2A5324; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #112D0D; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #4D7947; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #242A53; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0D112D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #474D79; }
.fontColor0 { color: #53242A; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2A5324; }
.fontColor2 { color: #112D0D; }
.fontColor3 { color: #4D7947; }
.fontColor4 { color: #242A53; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0D112D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #474D79; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #53242A
    <div style="background-color: #53242A;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Liver > #53242A

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#53242A
83, 36, 42
352°, 0.39, 0.23
352°, 0.57, 0.33

0.00, 0.57, 0.49, 0.67
0.06, 0.04, 0.04
24.48, 22.69, 6.14
0.20, -0.02, 0.11

Information about hex color #53242A
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:56Color close to Slate blue | Hex Code #6A0907 | RGB 106, 9, 7

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/6A0907

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#076A09

#004401

#1F9021

#09076A

#010044

#211F90

#6A0907

Triadic Colors

#6A1A07

#6A2A07

#6A3A07

#6A0716

#6A0726

#6A0736

#6A0907

Analagous Colors

#07686A

#004244

#001D1E

#1F8E90

#43B4B6

#72DBDD

#6A0907

Complementary Colors

#440100

#1E0100

#000000

#90211F

#B64543

#DD7472

#6A0907

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Slate blue (Hex code #6A0907)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #6A0907 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #6A0907; }
.colorMain { color: #6A0907; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #6A0907; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #076A09; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #004401; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #1F9021; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #09076A; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #010044; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #211F90; }
.fontColor0 { color: #6A0907; }
.fontColor1 { color: #076A09; }
.fontColor2 { color: #004401; }
.fontColor3 { color: #1F9021; }
.fontColor4 { color: #09076A; }
.fontColor5 { color: #010044; }
.fontColor6 { color: #211F90; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #6A0907
    <div style="background-color: #6A0907;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Slate blue > #6A0907

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Basic Bank Account & VISA
eccount.com/BasicBankAccount

No Credit Check Basic Bank Account with VISA card and instant approval

#6A0907
106, 9, 7
1°, 0.88, 0.22
1°, 0.93, 0.42

0.00, 0.92, 0.93, 0.58
0.07, 0.04, 0.01
23.04, 42.51, 31.69
0.15, -0.06, 0.23

Information about hex color #6A0907
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 20:51Color close to Plum | Hex Code #8E6A59 | RGB 142, 106, 89

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8E6A59

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#598E6A

#316843

#8CB499

#6A598E

#433168

#998CB4

#8E6A59

Triadic Colors

#8E7359

#8E7C59

#8E8459

#8E6159

#8E595A

#8E5962

#8E6A59

Analagous Colors

#597D8E

#315668

#153342

#8CA7B4

#CAD5DA

#FFFFFF

#8E6A59

Complementary Colors

#684331

#422415

#1B0C05

#B4998C

#DAD0CA

#FFFFFF

#8E6A59

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Plum (Hex code #8E6A59)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8E6A59 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8E6A59; }
.colorMain { color: #8E6A59; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8E6A59; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #598E6A; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #316843; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #8CB499; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #6A598E; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #433168; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #998CB4; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8E6A59; }
.fontColor1 { color: #598E6A; }
.fontColor2 { color: #316843; }
.fontColor3 { color: #8CB499; }
.fontColor4 { color: #6A598E; }
.fontColor5 { color: #433168; }
.fontColor6 { color: #998CB4; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8E6A59
    <div style="background-color: #8E6A59;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Plum > #8E6A59

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Basic Bank Account & VISA
eccount.com/BasicBankAccount

No Credit Check Basic Bank Account with VISA card and instant approval

#8E6A59
142, 106, 89
19°, 0.23, 0.45
19°, 0.37, 0.56

0.00, 0.25, 0.37, 0.44
0.21, 0.19, 0.14
51.15, 11.28, 14.59
0.45, -0.05, 0.09

Information about hex color #8E6A59
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

 

 

27/03/2013 20:57Color close to Eggplant | Hex Code #620B0C | RGB 98, 11, 12

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/620B0C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0C620B

#013C00

#258824

#0B0C62

#00013C

#242588

#620B0C

Triadic Colors

#62180B

#62270B

#62360B

#620B1A

#620B29

#620B38

#620B0C

Analagous Colors

#0B6261

#003C3B

#001615

#248887

#48AEAD

#78D5D4

#620B0C

Complementary Colors

#3C0001

#160000

#000000

#882425

#AE4849

#D57879

#620B0C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Eggplant (Hex code #620B0C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #620B0C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #620B0C; }
.colorMain { color: #620B0C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #620B0C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0C620B; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #013C00; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #258824; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0B0C62; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #00013C; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #242588; }
.fontColor0 { color: #620B0C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0C620B; }
.fontColor2 { color: #013C00; }
.fontColor3 { color: #258824; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0B0C62; }
.fontColor5 { color: #00013C; }
.fontColor6 { color: #242588; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #620B0C
    <div style="background-color: #620B0C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Eggplant > #620B0C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#620B0C
98, 11, 12
359°, 0.80, 0.21
359°, 0.89, 0.38

0.00, 0.89, 0.88, 0.62
0.06, 0.04, 0.01
22.02, 38.47, 25.06
0.15, -0.05, 0.21

Information about hex color #620B0C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 200 

 

27/03/2013 21:03Color close to Shadow | Hex Code #8A6647 | RGB 138, 102, 71

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8A6647

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#478A66

#246442

#75B090

#66478A

#422464

#9075B0

#8A6647

Triadic Colors

#8A7147

#8A7C47

#8A8847

#8A5B47

#8A5047

#8A474A

#8A6647

Analagous Colors

#476B8A

#244664

#0D273E

#7595B0

#AFC4D6

#F4F9FD

#8A6647

Complementary Colors

#644224

#3E240D

#170C02

#B09075

#D6C1AF

#FDF8F4

#8A6647

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Shadow (Hex code #8A6647)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8A6647 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8A6647; }
.colorMain { color: #8A6647; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8A6647; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #478A66; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #246442; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #75B090; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #66478A; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #422464; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9075B0; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8A6647; }
.fontColor1 { color: #478A66; }
.fontColor2 { color: #246442; }
.fontColor3 { color: #75B090; }
.fontColor4 { color: #66478A; }
.fontColor5 { color: #422464; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9075B0; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8A6647
    <div style="background-color: #8A6647;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Shadow > #8A6647

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#8A6647
138, 102, 71
28°, 0.32, 0.41
28°, 0.49, 0.54

0.00, 0.26, 0.49, 0.46
0.19, 0.18, 0.10
49.34, 9.69, 22.53
0.43, -0.07, 0.10

Information about hex color #8A6647
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:38Color close to Medium turquoise | Hex Code #492C2D | RGB 73, 44, 45

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/492C2D

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#2D492C

#102310

#556F54

#2C2D49

#101023

#54556F

#492C2D

Triadic Colors

#49302C

#49352C

#493A2C

#492C32

#492C37

#492C3C

#492C2D

Analagous Colors

#2C4948

#102322

#000000

#546F6E

#879695

#BCBCBC

#492C2D

Complementary Colors

#231010

#000000

#6F5455

#968787

#BCBCBC

#492C2D

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Medium turquoise (Hex code #492C2D)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #492C2D and its related colors
.body { background-color: #492C2D; }
.colorMain { color: #492C2D; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #492C2D; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2D492C; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #102310; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #556F54; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #2C2D49; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #101023; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #54556F; }
.fontColor0 { color: #492C2D; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2D492C; }
.fontColor2 { color: #102310; }
.fontColor3 { color: #556F54; }
.fontColor4 { color: #2C2D49; }
.fontColor5 { color: #101023; }
.fontColor6 { color: #54556F; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #492C2D
    <div style="background-color: #492C2D;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Medium turquoise > #492C2D

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#492C2D
73, 44, 45
358°, 0.25, 0.23
358°, 0.40, 0.29

0.00, 0.40, 0.38, 0.71
0.05, 0.04, 0.04
25.20, 13.55, 4.84
0.21, -0.02, 0.07

Information about hex color #492C2D
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:09Color close to Han purple | Hex Code #520B04 | RGB 82, 11, 4

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/520B04

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#04520B

#002C04

#187821

#0B0452

#04002C

#211878

#520B04

Triadic Colors

#521804

#522504

#523204

#52040A

#520417

#520424

#520B04

Analagous Colors

#044B52

#00282C

#000506

#187078

#37959E

#62BCC5

#520B04

Complementary Colors

#2C0400

#060000

#000000

#782118

#9E4137

#C56B62

#520B04

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Han purple (Hex code #520B04)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #520B04 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #520B04; }
.colorMain { color: #520B04; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #520B04; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #04520B; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #002C04; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #187821; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0B0452; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #04002C; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #211878; }
.fontColor0 { color: #520B04; }
.fontColor1 { color: #04520B; }
.fontColor2 { color: #002C04; }
.fontColor3 { color: #187821; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0B0452; }
.fontColor5 { color: #04002C; }
.fontColor6 { color: #211878; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #520B04
    <div style="background-color: #520B04;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Han purple > #520B04

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#520B04
82, 11, 4
5°, 0.91, 0.17
5°, 0.95, 0.32

0.00, 0.87, 0.95, 0.68
0.04, 0.03, 0.00
18.36, 32.66, 26.22
0.12, -0.05, 0.17

Information about hex color #520B04
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:04Color close to French lilac | Hex Code #866040 | RGB 134, 96, 64

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/866040

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#408660

#1F603D

#6CAC89

#604086

#3D1F60

#896CAC

#866040

Triadic Colors

#866C40

#867740

#868340

#865440

#864940

#864043

#866040

Analagous Colors

#406686

#1F4260

#0A243A

#6C8FAC

#A4BDD2

#E7F1F9

#866040

Complementary Colors

#603D1F

#3A200A

#130901

#AC896C

#D2B9A4

#F9EFE7

#866040

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to French lilac (Hex code #866040)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #866040 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #866040; }
.colorMain { color: #866040; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #866040; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #408660; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #1F603D; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #6CAC89; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #604086; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #3D1F60; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #896CAC; }
.fontColor0 { color: #866040; }
.fontColor1 { color: #408660; }
.fontColor2 { color: #1F603D; }
.fontColor3 { color: #6CAC89; }
.fontColor4 { color: #604086; }
.fontColor5 { color: #3D1F60; }
.fontColor6 { color: #896CAC; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #866040
    <div style="background-color: #866040;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > French lilac > #866040

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#866040
134, 96, 64
27°, 0.35, 0.39
27°, 0.52, 0.53

0.00, 0.28, 0.52, 0.47
0.17, 0.16, 0.08
47.22, 10.67, 23.77
0.41, -0.08, 0.10

Information about hex color #866040
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:39Color close to Tufts Blue | Hex Code #42292F | RGB 66, 41, 47

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/42292F

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#2F4229

#111C0D

#566850

#292F42

#0D111C

#505668

#42292F

Triadic Colors

#42292B

#422B29

#423029

#422933

#422937

#42293C

#42292F

Analagous Colors

#29423C

#0D1C18

#000000

#506863

#838E8C

#B5B5B5

#42292F

Complementary Colors

#1C0D11

#000000

#685056

#8E8386

#B5B5B5

#42292F

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Tufts Blue (Hex code #42292F)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #42292F and its related colors
.body { background-color: #42292F; }
.colorMain { color: #42292F; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #42292F; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2F4229; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #111C0D; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #566850; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #292F42; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0D111C; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #505668; }
.fontColor0 { color: #42292F; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2F4229; }
.fontColor2 { color: #111C0D; }
.fontColor3 { color: #566850; }
.fontColor4 { color: #292F42; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0D111C; }
.fontColor6 { color: #505668; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #42292F
    <div style="background-color: #42292F;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Tufts Blue > #42292F

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Interested in Japan?
www.meti.go.jp

If you are fan of Japanese culture Come visit this site to learn more!

#42292F
66, 41, 47
346°, 0.23, 0.21
346°, 0.38, 0.26

0.00, 0.38, 0.29, 0.74
0.05, 0.04, 0.04
23.44, 12.77, 0.79
0.19, 0.00, 0.06

Information about hex color #42292F
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:32Color close to Verdigris | Hex Code #44080D | RGB 68, 8, 13

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/44080D

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0D4408

#021E00

#236A1C

#080D44

#00021E

#1C236A

#44080D

Triadic Colors

#440D08

#441708

#442108

#440817

#440821

#44082B

#44080D

Analagous Colors

#08443F

#001E1B

#000000

#1C6A64

#3C9089

#68B7B0

#44080D

Complementary Colors

#1E0002

#000000

#6A1C23

#903C43

#B7686E

#44080D

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Verdigris (Hex code #44080D)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #44080D and its related colors
.body { background-color: #44080D; }
.colorMain { color: #44080D; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #44080D; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0D4408; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #021E00; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #236A1C; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #080D44; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #00021E; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #1C236A; }
.fontColor0 { color: #44080D; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0D4408; }
.fontColor2 { color: #021E00; }
.fontColor3 { color: #236A1C; }
.fontColor4 { color: #080D44; }
.fontColor5 { color: #00021E; }
.fontColor6 { color: #1C236A; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #44080D
    <div style="background-color: #44080D;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Verdigris > #44080D

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#44080D
68, 8, 13
355°, 0.79, 0.15
355°, 0.88, 0.27

0.00, 0.88, 0.81, 0.73
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
14.28, 31.36, 13.52
0.10, -0.03, 0.14

Information about hex color #44080D
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:04Color close to Cool gray | Hex Code #8C6747 | RGB 140, 103, 71

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8C6747

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#478C67

#246643

#75B291

#67478C

#432466

#9175B2

#8C6747

Triadic Colors

#8C7247

#8C7E47

#8C8A47

#8C5C47

#8C5047

#8C474A

#8C6747

Analagous Colors

#476C8C

#244766

#0D2840

#7596B2

#AFC5D8

#F4FAFF

#8C6747

Complementary Colors

#664324

#40240D

#190C01

#B29175

#D8C2AF

#FFF9F4

#8C6747

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Cool gray (Hex code #8C6747)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8C6747 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8C6747; }
.colorMain { color: #8C6747; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8C6747; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #478C67; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #246643; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #75B291; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #67478C; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #432466; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #9175B2; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8C6747; }
.fontColor1 { color: #478C67; }
.fontColor2 { color: #246643; }
.fontColor3 { color: #75B291; }
.fontColor4 { color: #67478C; }
.fontColor5 { color: #432466; }
.fontColor6 { color: #9175B2; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8C6747
    <div style="background-color: #8C6747;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Cool gray > #8C6747

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a Bank Account?
eccount.com/BadCreditAccount

Bad Credit? No Problem. Open an account today. No Credit Checks!

#8C6747
140, 103, 71
28°, 0.33, 0.41
28°, 0.49, 0.55

0.00, 0.26, 0.49, 0.45
0.19, 0.18, 0.10
49.81, 9.95, 23.19
0.43, -0.08, 0.10

Information about hex color #8C6747
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:40Color close to Teal blue | Hex Code #371C27 | RGB 55, 28, 39

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/371C27

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#27371C

#0A1106

#4A5D3D

#1C2737

#060A11

#3D4A5D

#371C27

Triadic Colors

#371C22

#371C1E

#371E1C

#371C2C

#371C30

#371C34

#371C27

Analagous Colors

#1C372C

#06110C

#000000

#3D5D50

#6A8479

#A3AAA7

#371C27

Complementary Colors

#11060A

#000000

#5D3D4A

#846A75

#AAA3A6

#371C27

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Teal blue (Hex code #371C27)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #371C27 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #371C27; }
.colorMain { color: #371C27; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #371C27; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #27371C; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0A1106; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #4A5D3D; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #1C2737; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #060A11; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #3D4A5D; }
.fontColor0 { color: #371C27; }
.fontColor1 { color: #27371C; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0A1106; }
.fontColor3 { color: #4A5D3D; }
.fontColor4 { color: #1C2737; }
.fontColor5 { color: #060A11; }
.fontColor6 { color: #3D4A5D; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #371C27
    <div style="background-color: #371C27;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Teal blue > #371C27

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Natwest PPI Refund Claims
reclaimppifrom-natwest.co.uk

Do Natwest Owe You a £3,000 Refund? Find Out Now If You Have a Claim!

#371C27
55, 28, 39
336°, 0.33, 0.16
336°, 0.49, 0.22

0.00, 0.49, 0.29, 0.78
0.03, 0.02, 0.03
17.80, 15.39, -1.91
0.15, 0.00, 0.06

Information about hex color #371C27
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:33Color close to Dark scarlet | Hex Code #571106 | RGB 87, 17, 6

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/571106

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#065711

#003107

#1B7D29

#110657

#070031

#291B7D

#571106

Triadic Colors

#571E06

#572C06

#573A06

#570608

#570616

#570624

#571106

Analagous Colors

#064C57

#002A31

#00090A

#1B707D

#3C95A4

#69BDCA

#571106

Complementary Colors

#310700

#0A0100

#000000

#7D291B

#A44A3C

#CA7669

#571106

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Dark scarlet (Hex code #571106)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #571106 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #571106; }
.colorMain { color: #571106; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #571106; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #065711; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #003107; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #1B7D29; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #110657; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #070031; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #291B7D; }
.fontColor0 { color: #571106; }
.fontColor1 { color: #065711; }
.fontColor2 { color: #003107; }
.fontColor3 { color: #1B7D29; }
.fontColor4 { color: #110657; }
.fontColor5 { color: #070031; }
.fontColor6 { color: #291B7D; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #571106
    <div style="background-color: #571106;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Dark scarlet > #571106

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#571106
87, 17, 6
8°, 0.87, 0.18
8°, 0.93, 0.34

0.00, 0.80, 0.93, 0.66
0.05, 0.03, 0.00
20.42, 31.87, 28.06
0.14, -0.06, 0.17

Information about hex color #571106
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:05Color close to Shadow | Hex Code #8A6545 | RGB 138, 101, 69

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8A6545

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#458A65

#236441

#73B08F

#65458A

#412364

#8F73B0

#8A6545

Triadic Colors

#8A7045

#8A7C45

#8A8845

#8A5A45

#8A4E45

#8A4548

#8A6545

Analagous Colors

#456A8A

#234664

#0C273E

#7394B0

#ACC3D6

#F0F7FD

#8A6545

Complementary Colors

#644123

#3E230C

#170B01

#B08F73

#D6C0AC

#FDF6F0

#8A6545

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Shadow (Hex code #8A6545)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8A6545 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8A6545; }
.colorMain { color: #8A6545; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8A6545; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #458A65; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #236441; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #73B08F; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #65458A; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #412364; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8F73B0; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8A6545; }
.fontColor1 { color: #458A65; }
.fontColor2 { color: #236441; }
.fontColor3 { color: #73B08F; }
.fontColor4 { color: #65458A; }
.fontColor5 { color: #412364; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8F73B0; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8A6545
    <div style="background-color: #8A6545;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Shadow > #8A6545

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Basic Bank Account & VISA
eccount.com/BasicBankAccount

No Credit Check Basic Bank Account with VISA card and instant approval

#8A6545
138, 101, 69
28°, 0.33, 0.41
28°, 0.50, 0.54

0.00, 0.27, 0.50, 0.46
0.19, 0.18, 0.10
49.05, 10.03, 23.31
0.43, -0.08, 0.10

Information about hex color #8A6545
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:40Color close to Lime green | Hex Code #33171C | RGB 51, 23, 28

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/33171C

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#1C3317

#050D04

#3C5936

#171C33

#04050D

#363C59

#33171C

Triadic Colors

#331717

#331B17

#332017

#331721

#331725

#33172A

#33171C

Analagous Colors

#17332E

#040D0B

#000000

#365953

#60807A

#95A6A3

#33171C

Complementary Colors

#0D0405

#000000

#59363C

#806065

#A69598

#33171C

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Lime green (Hex code #33171C)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #33171C and its related colors
.body { background-color: #33171C; }
.colorMain { color: #33171C; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #33171C; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #1C3317; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #050D04; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #3C5936; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #171C33; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #04050D; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #363C59; }
.fontColor0 { color: #33171C; }
.fontColor1 { color: #1C3317; }
.fontColor2 { color: #050D04; }
.fontColor3 { color: #3C5936; }
.fontColor4 { color: #171C33; }
.fontColor5 { color: #04050D; }
.fontColor6 { color: #363C59; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #33171C
    <div style="background-color: #33171C;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Lime green > #33171C

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#33171C
51, 23, 28
349°, 0.38, 0.15
349°, 0.55, 0.20

0.00, 0.55, 0.45, 0.80
0.03, 0.02, 0.02
15.32, 15.15, 2.70
0.13, -0.01, 0.07

Information about hex color #33171C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:34Color close to Purple taupe | Hex Code #500C0D | RGB 80, 12, 13

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/500C0D

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#0D500C

#012A00

#257623

#0C0D50

#00012A

#232576

#500C0D

Triadic Colors

#50160C

#50220C

#502D0C

#500C18

#500C24

#500C2F

#500C0D

Analagous Colors

#0C504F

#002A29

#000403

#237675

#469C9B

#75C3C2

#500C0D

Complementary Colors

#2A0001

#040000

#000000

#762325

#9C4648

#C37576

#500C0D

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Purple taupe (Hex code #500C0D)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #500C0D and its related colors
.body { background-color: #500C0D; }
.colorMain { color: #500C0D; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #500C0D; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0D500C; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #012A00; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #257623; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #0C0D50; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #00012A; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #232576; }
.fontColor0 { color: #500C0D; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0D500C; }
.fontColor2 { color: #012A00; }
.fontColor3 { color: #257623; }
.fontColor4 { color: #0C0D50; }
.fontColor5 { color: #00012A; }
.fontColor6 { color: #232576; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #500C0D
    <div style="background-color: #500C0D;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Purple taupe > #500C0D

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Natwest PPI Refund Claims
reclaimppifrom-natwest.co.uk

Do Natwest Owe You a £3,000 Refund? Find Out Now If You Have a Claim!

#500C0D
80, 12, 13
359°, 0.74, 0.18
359°, 0.85, 0.31

0.00, 0.85, 0.84, 0.69
0.04, 0.03, 0.01
18.23, 32.07, 19.04
0.13, -0.04, 0.16

Information about hex color #500C0D
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:06Color close to Shadow | Hex Code #8A6443 | RGB 138, 100, 67

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8A6443

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this (1 Vote)

#438A64

#216440

#70B08E

#64438A

#402164

#8E70B0

#8A6443

Triadic Colors

#8A7043

#8A7C43

#8A8843

#8A5843

#8A4C43

#8A4346

#8A6443

Analagous Colors

#43698A

#214564

#0B263E

#7092B0

#A8C1D6

#ECF5FD

#8A6443

Complementary Colors

#644021

#3E230B

#170B01

#B08E70

#D6BEA8

#FDF4EC

#8A6443

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Shadow (Hex code #8A6443)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8A6443 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8A6443; }
.colorMain { color: #8A6443; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8A6443; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #438A64; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #216440; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #70B08E; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #64438A; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #402164; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8E70B0; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8A6443; }
.fontColor1 { color: #438A64; }
.fontColor2 { color: #216440; }
.fontColor3 { color: #70B08E; }
.fontColor4 { color: #64438A; }
.fontColor5 { color: #402164; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8E70B0; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8A6443
    <div style="background-color: #8A6443;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Shadow > #8A6443

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#8A6443
138, 100, 67
28°, 0.35, 0.40
28°, 0.51, 0.54

0.00, 0.28, 0.51, 0.46
0.18, 0.17, 0.09
48.75, 10.39, 24.09
0.42, -0.08, 0.10

Information about hex color #8A6443
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:41Color close to Tufts Blue | Hex Code #42262B | RGB 66, 38, 43

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/42262B

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#2B4226

#0F1C0C

#51684C

#262B42

#0C0F1C

#4C5168

#42262B

Triadic Colors

#422626

#422A26

#422F26

#422630

#422634

#422639

#42262B

Analagous Colors

#26423D

#0C1C19

#000000

#4C6863

#7D8E8B

#B5B5B5

#42262B

Complementary Colors

#1C0C0F

#000000

#684C51

#8E7D80

#B5B5B5

#42262B

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Tufts Blue (Hex code #42262B)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #42262B and its related colors
.body { background-color: #42262B; }
.colorMain { color: #42262B; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #42262B; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #2B4226; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #0F1C0C; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #51684C; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #262B42; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #0C0F1C; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #4C5168; }
.fontColor0 { color: #42262B; }
.fontColor1 { color: #2B4226; }
.fontColor2 { color: #0F1C0C; }
.fontColor3 { color: #51684C; }
.fontColor4 { color: #262B42; }
.fontColor5 { color: #0C0F1C; }
.fontColor6 { color: #4C5168; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #42262B
    <div style="background-color: #42262B;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Tufts Blue > #42262B

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

Need a New Bank Account?
thinkmoney.co.uk/PersonalAccount

Open An Account With No Credit Checks Or Overdraft Charges.

#42262B
66, 38, 43
349°, 0.27, 0.20
349°, 0.42, 0.26

0.00, 0.42, 0.35, 0.74
0.04, 0.04, 0.04
22.44, 14.11, 2.17
0.18, -0.01, 0.07

Information about hex color #42262B
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:35Color close to Dark scarlet | Hex Code #57170B | RGB 87, 23, 11

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/57170B

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#0B5717

#003108

#237D31

#170B57

#080031

#31237D

#57170B

Triadic Colors

#57240B

#57300B

#573D0B

#570B0C

#570B18

#570B25

#57170B

Analagous Colors

#0B4B57

#002931

#00090A

#236F7D

#4695A4

#74BCCA

#57170B

Complementary Colors

#310800

#0A0200

#000000

#7D3123

#A45546

#CA8274

#57170B

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Dark scarlet (Hex code #57170B)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #57170B and its related colors
.body { background-color: #57170B; }
.colorMain { color: #57170B; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #57170B; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #0B5717; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #003108; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #237D31; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #170B57; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #080031; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #31237D; }
.fontColor0 { color: #57170B; }
.fontColor1 { color: #0B5717; }
.fontColor2 { color: #003108; }
.fontColor3 { color: #237D31; }
.fontColor4 { color: #170B57; }
.fontColor5 { color: #080031; }
.fontColor6 { color: #31237D; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #57170B
    <div style="background-color: #57170B;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Dark scarlet > #57170B

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

30 Second PPI Calculator
claims-helpline.org.uk/ppi-refund

What's Your PPI Claim Really Worth? Try Our 30 Second Test Find Out!

#57170B
87, 23, 11
9°, 0.78, 0.19
9°, 0.87, 0.34

0.00, 0.74, 0.87, 0.66
0.05, 0.03, 0.01
21.63, 29.21, 24.61
0.16, -0.06, 0.16

Information about hex color #57170B
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

27/03/2013 21:07Color close to Saddle brown | Hex Code #8B6545 | RGB 139, 101, 69

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/8B6545

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#458B65

#236541

#73B18F

#65458B

#412365

#8F73B1

#8B6545

Triadic Colors

#8B7145

#8B7C45

#8B8845

#8B5945

#8B4E45

#8B4548

#8B6545

Analagous Colors

#456B8B

#234765

#0C283E

#7395B1

#ACC3D8

#F0F8FE

#8B6545

Complementary Colors

#654123

#3E230C

#180C01

#B18F73

#D8C0AC

#FEF6F0

#8B6545

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Saddle brown (Hex code #8B6545)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #8B6545 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #8B6545; }
.colorMain { color: #8B6545; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #8B6545; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #458B65; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #236541; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #73B18F; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #65458B; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #412365; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #8F73B1; }
.fontColor0 { color: #8B6545; }
.fontColor1 { color: #458B65; }
.fontColor2 { color: #236541; }
.fontColor3 { color: #73B18F; }
.fontColor4 { color: #65458B; }
.fontColor5 { color: #412365; }
.fontColor6 { color: #8F73B1; }

Simple CSS for your website, using Hex color #8B6545
    <div style="background-color: #8B6545;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Saddle brown > #8B6545

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#8B6545
139, 101, 69
27°, 0.34, 0.41
27°, 0.50, 0.55

0.00, 0.27, 0.50, 0.45
0.19, 0.18, 0.10
49.15, 10.45, 23.47
0.43, -0.08, 0.10

Information about hex color #8B6545
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 

 

 

 

27/03/2013 21:36Color Bulgarian rose | Hex Code #480607 | RGB 72, 6, 7

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/name/bulgarian-rose

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#074806

#012200

#1B6E1A

#060748

#000122

#1A1B6E

#480607

Triadic Colors

#481006

#481B06

#482606

#480612

#48061D

#480628

#480607

Analagous Colors

#064847

#002221

#000000

#1A6E6D

#399493

#64BBB9

#480607

Complementary Colors

#220001

#000000

#6E1A1B

#94393A

#BB6465

#480607

Monochromatic Colors

Named Color: Bulgarian rose (Hex code #480607)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using named color Bulgarian rose (hex code
#480607) and its related colors
.body { background-color: #480607; }
.colorMain { color: #480607; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #480607; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #074806; }
.bgColor2 { background-color: #012200; }
.bgColor3 { background-color: #1B6E1A; }
.bgColor4 { background-color: #060748; }
.bgColor5 { background-color: #000122; }
.bgColor6 { background-color: #1A1B6E; }
.fontColor0 { color: #480607; }
.fontColor1 { color: #074806; }
.fontColor2 { color: #012200; }
.fontColor3 { color: #1B6E1A; }
.fontColor4 { color: #060748; }
.fontColor5 { color: #000122; }
.fontColor6 { color: #1A1B6E; }

Simple CSS for your website, using named color Bulgarian rose (hex code #480607)
    <div style="background-color: #480607;">This has the background color</div>

 

0 Like 44 TweetTweet 0

99Colors

Home > Color Names > Bulgarian rose > #480607

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#480607
72, 6, 7
359°, 0.85, 0.15
359°, 0.92, 0.28

0.00, 0.92, 0.90, 0.72
0.03, 0.02, 0.00
14.82, 32.86, 20.11
0.10, -0.04, 0.16

Information about color Bulgarian rose
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:

 250 

 

27/03/2013 21:44Color close to Teal blue | Hex Code #382014 | RGB 56, 32, 20

Page 1 of 3http://www.99colors.net/hex/382014

CSS For background
This has the background
color

Rate this

#143820

#041208

#305E3F

#201438

#080412

#3F305E

#382014

Triadic Colors

#382614

#382C14

#383214

#381A14

#381414

#38141A

#382014

Analagous Colors

#142C38

#040D12

#000000

#304F5E

#577584

#8AA0AB

#382014

Complementary Colors

#120804

#000000

#5E3F30

#846657

#AB958A

#382014

Monochromatic Colors

Hex Color: close to Teal blue (Hex code #382014)

Site-wide CSS for your website, using Hex color #382014 and its related colors
.body { background-color: #382014; }
.colorMain { color: #382014; }
.bgColor0 { background-color: #382014; }
.bgColor1 { background-color: #143820; }
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99Colors

Home > Hex Colors > Teal blue > #382014

Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#382014
56, 32, 20
20°, 0.47, 0.15
20°, 0.64, 0.22

0.00, 0.43, 0.64, 0.78
0.03, 0.03, 0.01
18.57, 10.06, 13.31
0.15, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #382014
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#22222D
34, 34, 45
240°, 0.14, 0.15
240°, 0.24, 0.18

0.24, 0.24, 0.00, 0.82
0.02, 0.02, 0.04
17.23, 3.03, -7.43
0.14, 0.02, 0.00

Information about hex color #22222D
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#341E11
52, 30, 17
22°, 0.51, 0.14
22°, 0.67, 0.20

0.00, 0.42, 0.67, 0.80
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
17.29, 9.05, 13.76
0.14, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #341E11
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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30 Second PPI Calculator
claims-helpline.org.uk/ppi-refund

What's Your PPI Claim Really Worth? Try Our 30 Second Test & Find Out!

#341E13
52, 30, 19
20°, 0.46, 0.14
20°, 0.63, 0.20

0.00, 0.42, 0.63, 0.80
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
17.33, 9.30, 12.33
0.14, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #341E13
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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Home | About | Hex Colors | RGB Colors | Color Names | .NET Colors | Color Palettes | Color Wheel

Search: hex / rgb / name  Go

i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#20202C
32, 32, 44
240°, 0.16, 0.15
240°, 0.27, 0.17

0.27, 0.27, 0.00, 0.83
0.02, 0.02, 0.04
16.28, 3.38, -8.17
0.13, 0.02, 0.00

Information about hex color #20202C
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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#351E13
53, 30, 19
19°, 0.47, 0.14
19°, 0.64, 0.21

0.00, 0.43, 0.64, 0.79
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
17.48, 9.81, 12.56
0.14, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #351E13
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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i.e. FF0000 or 255,0,0 or red

#0F0E18
15, 14, 24
246°, 0.26, 0.07
246°, 0.42, 0.09

0.38, 0.42, 0.00, 0.91
0.01, 0.01, 0.01
6.77, 3.50, -7.37
0.06, 0.02, 0.00

Information about hex color #0F0E18
HEX:
RGB:
HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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#351F13
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21°, 0.47, 0.14
21°, 0.64, 0.21

0.00, 0.42, 0.64, 0.79
0.03, 0.02, 0.01
17.79, 9.10, 12.96
0.14, -0.03, 0.06

Information about hex color #351F13
HEX:
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HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
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YUV:
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45, 26, 18
18°, 0.43, 0.12
18°, 0.60, 0.18

0.00, 0.42, 0.60, 0.82
0.02, 0.02, 0.01
14.97, 8.41, 9.80
0.12, -0.02, 0.05

Information about hex color #2D1A12
HEX:
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HSL:
HSV:

CMYK:
CIE XYZ:
CIE LAB:
YUV:
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9.5.5.1 Comparison of means between staining methods 1 & 2 
 
To compare distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals of stains generated in 

methods 1 and 2, a Mann Whitney test was conducted to test the null hypothesis that 

two unrelated (independent) sets of data have the same distribution. For stains 

generated in methods 1 and 2, results of the test indicated whether staining method 

had a significant effect on stain colour. Results are set out in figure 361. 

 

 
Figure 361 Mann Whitney test comparing distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals between 
staining methods 1 and 2 
 
 
The results indicated that the null hypotheses should be accepted with values of 

p>0.05, thus, R, G, B values and RGB totals of stains generated by different staining 

methods (SM 1 and 2) were statistically similar. Denim, paper and glass stains 

generated in method 1 were statistically similar to the corresponding denim, paper 

and glass stains generated in method 2. This suggests that the different methods used 

to generate and expose stains to extreme temperatures between 100oC – 250oC did 

not have an influence on stain appearance.  

 
9.5.5.2 Comparison of means between surfaces 
 
A further Kruskal-Wallis test was undertaken to compare distributions of R, G, B 

values and RGB totals of stains generated on different surfaces. The analysis tested 
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a null hypothesis that three unrelated (independent) sets of data have the same 

distribution. For stains generated in methods 1 and 2, results of the test indicated 

whether surface (denim, glass, paper) had a significant effect on stain colour. 

Results are set out in figure 362. 

 

 
Figure 362 Kruskal-Wallis test comparing distributions of R, G, B values and RGB totals between 
surfaces 
 
 
The results indicated that the null hypotheses should be rejected with p<0.05, 

indicating the R, G, B values and RGB totals for stains generated on different 

surfaces (denim, glass, paper) were not statistically similar. Denim stains, for 

example, were not statistically similar to glass or paper stains. This suggests, for 

stains exposed to temperatures between 100oC and 250oC that different surfaces 

stains were generated on had a statistically significant influence on stain appearance 

at the 95% significance level.   

 
Results of statistical tests (figures 361 and 362) conducted on stains exposed to 

environmental condition D confirmed that method of staining did not significantly 

influence stain colour but that surface stains were generated on did. These results 

confirmed visual observations discussed in section 9.5.5. 

 

Analysis of stains exposed to environmental condition D (exposure to high 

temperatures) has implications analysis of stains located in proximity to burning 
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events. Results indicated that, high temperatures are associated with dark intensities 

of stain colour. This may complicate or obscure identification of bloodstains at a 

crime scene where a fire has occurred. Stains generated on paper and glass exhibited 

particularly dark colours when exposed to high temperatures, whilst stains generated 

on denim retained lighter tan-brown colouring when exposed to the same 

temperatures. This suggests in the analysis of scenes surrounding a fire, stains 

generated on denim may be easiest to initially identify whilst identification of paper 

and glass stains will be considerably more difficult. Discolouration of stains, to the 

extent observed in stains set out in section 9.5, may have implications for 

identification of bloodstains at a scene. Awareness of the potential colours expected 

of stains exposed to high temperatures (i.e. proximity to a fire) can increase accuracy 

and confidence of identification, interpretation and subsequent analysis of evidence 

recovered in scenes exposed to these conditions. Implications of results for 

bloodstain pattern and crime scene analysis are discussed further in chapter 13.  

 

9.6 Environmental condition E (stains exposed to fire) 
 

Images and analysis of stains generated in environmental condition E are presented 

in section 9.6. 

 

9.6.1 Images of stains generated 
 
Images of individual stains exposed to environmental condition E are set out in 

figure 363. Images were generated by digitally scanning stains immediately 

following their removal from fire. Due to experimental limitations, stains were only 

generated on glass microscope slides. Eight stains were generated on slides and 

exposed to fire.  
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Figure 363 Images of stains exposed to environmental condition E 
 
 
9.6.2 Stain colour analysis  
 
Once stains had been digitally scanned, images were imported into colour analysis 

software to extract quantitative information about stain colour from the images. Each 

stain was analysed individually. Measurements from analysis are set out in figure 

364. Images of individual stains and blocks of corresponding hexadecimal colour for 

each stain are also included.  

 

Figure 364 outlines R, G and B values calculated from replicate stains (n = 8) 

generated and exposed to fire. R, G and B values were recorded below 50 for all 

stains. R, G and B values can range between a minimum of 000 and a maximum of 

255 so measurements below 50 are therefore very low. Measures of 000 represent the 

darkest possible intensity (black) for colour values and measures of 255 represent the 

lightest possible intensity (white). As R, G and B values were all recorded below 50 

this supports the observation in figure 364 of very dark intensities of colour in stains 

exposed to fire. Calculation of RGB totals confirmed the dark intensity of stains, 
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ranging from 74 – 126, out of a possible maximum RGB total of 765 (R255, G255, 

B255). This supports the observation that stains exposed to fire are significantly 

closer to an RGB expression of a black colour (R000, G000, B000) than a white 

colour (R255, G255, B255).  

 
Figure 364 Table of measurements recorded for stains generated on glass slides and exposed to 
environmental condition E (fire) 
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Figure 365 sets out the average ratio of R (33) to G (31) and B (35) values in stains 

exposed to fire. Results indicate that B values represented a slightly dominant 

component of RGB totals but that all colour values were expressed in relatively 

equal proportions. This suggests stains exposed to fire were not significantly 

orientated towards any particular R, G or B colour component and will appear grey 

in colour. Ratios of R, G and B values for the colour grey are typically expressed by 

fairly equal measures of R, G and B values as observed in stains exposed to fire 

(figure 364). Results indicate that stains exposed to fire will be characterised by dark 

grey colours.  

 
Figure 365 Average ratio of R to G to B values for stains exposed to fire 

 

Observations of stains exposed to environmental condition E (fire) has implications 

on the analysis of stains recovered from burning events. Results indicated that stains 

exhibited considerable discolourations following exposure to fire, exhibiting 

extremely dark shades of grey. Whilst previous observations on the effects of fire on 

bloodstains (Paonessa. 2005) focused on the reaction of stains chemically to fire 

exposure, results presented here form the first experimental analysis of the effects of 

fire on stain appearance. Results indicate visual identification of stains at a crime 

scene where a fire has occurred may be prevented or misled due to the considerable 

alterations observed in stain appearance. This should be considered in the analysis of 

scenes where burning events may have occurred. Observations may have an 

additional implication for crime scene reconstruction in the identification of ‘misfit’ 

stains. If stains exhibit colours normally associated with exposure to fire are 

recovered on objects in a location where there is no evidence of fire or a burning 
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event having taken place, stains may be identified as ‘misfit’ stains. This may mean 

the objects they are recovered from were previously located at the scene of a burning 

event and subsequently removed from their original location. An example of when 

this might occur is if a suspect took evasive action by setting fire to evidence at a 

scene but then returned to recover a particular item of evidence later, for example a 

bloodstained knife. Observations presented in section 9.6 can increase awareness and 

accuracy of identifying and interpreting stains in scenes that have been exposed to 

burning events. Implications of results for bloodstain pattern and crime scene 

analysis are discussed further in chapter 13.  

 

 

Observations from results generated across experimental stage 3 enhance and 

increase knowledge about the nature of stains exposed to a range of environmentally 

extreme conditions. Given the frequency of encountering crime scenes located 

outdoors (Cox. 1990) expanding an understanding of the natures of stains found in 

unusual or extreme environments is important. The most important observation from 

experimental stage 3 related to the range of colours observed for stains exposed to 

different environmental conditions. A comparison of these is discussed in chapter 

10. Overall, observations demonstrated the influence of extreme environmental 

conditions on stain appearance, exposure to which caused variations on colour and 

intensity of stains. Variations in intensity and strength of colour may affect the 

interpretation of bloodstain evidence and increasing familiarity with the type of 

variations and associated conditions in which they might be encountered is important 

for increasing the accuracy of bloodstain pattern analysis. The implications of results 

of experimental stage 3 for bloodstain pattern analysis and the subsequent process of 

crime scene reconstruction are discussed in chapter 13.    
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10. Synthesis of results of experimental stages 1, 2 & 3 
 
 
10.1 Calculation of mean R, G, B values and RGB total values 
 
Mean R, G, B and RGB total values were calculated from all stains generated in 

experimental stages 1, 2 and 3. Means were calculated for groups of stains according 

to environmental effects they had been exposed to. These effects were coded: 

 

A. Controlled temperature variations between -10oC and 50oC  

B. Natural climatic variations  

C. Exposure to snow 

D. Exposure to freezing conditions 

E. Exposure to ice 

F. Exposure to high temperatures between 100oC and 250oC 

G. Exposure to fire and burning 

 

Calculation of these mean values allowed general comparisons to be made between 

characteristics of stains exposed to different environmental conditions. It also 

produced an indication of the variability of stains exposed to each environmental 

condition and allowed identification of any overlaps in stain characteristics between 

stains exposed to different conditions. Mean values calculated for all stains exposed 

to each environmental condition are set out in figure 366.  

 
Stain 

Code 

Environmental 

Effect 

Experimental 

Stage 

R 

Value 

G 

Value 

B 

Value 

RGB 

Total 

A Temperature 1 211 50 68 329 

B Natural climate 2 124 101 82 306 

C Snow 3 139 61 75 274 

D Freezing 3 192 27 44 264 

E Ice 3 115 14 28 158 

F High temperatures 3 83 44 42 169 

G Fire 3 33 31 35 100 

 

Figure 366 Table of mean R, G, B and RGB total values calculated 
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10.2 Comparison of mean R, G, B and RGB total values 
 

Figure 367 provides a comparison of R, G, B and RGB total value means calculated 

(figure 366) for stains according to conditions of environmental exposure.  

 

Results indicate that the range of mean R and RGB total values calculated between 

stains exposed to different environmental conditions was considerable. This suggests 

that environmental conditions exert an observable influence on stain appearance. The 

implication of results for bloodstain pattern analysis is that environmental conditions 

at a scene and surrounding bloodstain generation should be considered during stain 

analysis. By altering stain appearance environmental conditions may influence the 

identification of bloodstains at a scene, leading to possible misidentification of stains 

or obscuring identification completely. This may lead to incomplete evidence 

recovery and subsequently inaccurate reconstructions of circumstances surrounding a 

bloodletting event.   

 

The maximum RGB total calculated was 329 for stains exposed to controlled 

temperature variations and the minimum RGB total calculated was 100, for stains 

exposed to fire and burning conditions. This indicated a range of 229 for mean RGB 

totals, which totals calculated for stains exposed to natural climatic variations (306), 

snow (274), freezing (264), ice (158) and high temperatures (169) all fell within. 

RGB totals are an indication of the intensity of stain colour with dark intensities 

characterised by low RGB totals and light intensities characterised by high RGB 

totals. Comparison of mean RGB totals indicated that stains exposed to controlled 

(A) and naturally occurring (B), relatively benign variations in environmental 

conditions exhibited lighter colour intensities than stains exposed to more extreme 

environmental conditions (C, D, E, F & G). Amongst stains exposed to extreme 

environmental conditions a further distinction between RGB totals was observed. 

Stains exposed to extremes of heat; high temperatures and fire (F & G) exhibited 

darker intensities than stains exposed to extremes of cold; snow, freezing conditions 

and ice (C, D & E). In forensic reality, these observations have implications for 

bloodstain analysis and investigation of crime scenes. In particular, awareness of the 

possible ranges in stain appearance and caution should be taken when attempting 

visual identification of stains at scenes located outdoors, or otherwise exposed to 
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environmental conditions. When encountering scenes exhibited signs of exposure to 

extreme environmental conditions, an awareness of type of exposure (whether cold 

or hot) can be cross-referenced with observations from experimental stages 1, 2 and 

3 to inform analysts of the order of alterations stains are likely to exhibit. 

Observations will improve accuracy of stain identification across environmentally 

exposed scenes.  

 

The maximum R-value calculated was 211 for stains exposed to controlled 

temperature variations (A) and the minimum R-value calculated was 33, for stains 

exposed to fire and burning conditions (G). This indicated a range of 178 for mean 

R-values, which values calculated for stains exposed to natural climatic variations 

(124), snow (139), freezing (192), ice (115) and high temperatures (83) all fell 

within. Ranges of G and B values between stains exposed to different environmental 

conditions were smaller than ranges of R-values. Maximum G-value calculated was 

101 for stains exposed to natural climatic variations (B) and the minimum G-value 

calculated was 14 for stains exposed to ice (E), indicating a range of 87 in G-values. 

Maximum B-value calculated was 82 for stains exposed to natural climatic variations 

(B) and the minimum B-value calculated was 28 for stains exposed to ice (E), 

indicating a range of 54 in B-values. Results indicate that across stains exposed to 

different environmental conditions, B and G values were lower in value and were 

less variable than R-values. This indicates that for stains exposed to all 

environmental conditions examined in experimental stages 1, 2 and 3, red colours 

were dominant. This has implications for forensic interpretations of suspected stains 

as bloodstains should retain and exhibit a dominance of R-values, regardless of 

environmental conditions they have been exposed to. The strength of orientation 

towards a red colour however varied between stains and this may also have 

implications for stain analysis. Ratios of R to G and B values give an indication of 

the strength of orientation or dominance of red colouring of stains. Visual 

comparison of ratios from figure 367 demonstrate that stains exposed to controlled 

temperature variations (A) and freezing conditions (D) exhibited the highest ratios of 

R to G and B values. The ratio of stains exposed to A was R211: G50: B68 and the 

ratio of stains exposed to D was R192: G27: B44. Stains exposed to these conditions 

were heavily dominated by R-values to the order of 143 (A) and 148 (D) 

respectively, indicating stains were strongly orientated towards red colours. Visual 
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comparison of ratios from figure 367 demonstrate that stains exposed to fire (G) 

exhibited the lowest ratio of R to G and B values; R33: G31: B35. Stains exposed to 

these conditions were not dominated by R-values, indicating stains were not 

orientated towards red colour. Implications of these observations in forensic reality 

are that differences in colour of stains are likely to be observed at scenes exposed to 

different environmental conditions, which may influence their identification. For 

example, stains exposed to fire and burning conditions will be least recognizable as 

red bloodstains. This could make identification of stains at scenes associated with 

fires more difficult than identification of stains at scenes involving freezing 

conditions, where stains are likely to be a more recognizable red colour.  
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Figure 367 Comparison of mean R, G, B and RGB total values calculated for stains according to environmental exposure, including ‘Temperature’ (stain code A), ‘Natural 

Climate’ (stain code B), ‘Snow’ (stain code C), ‘Freezing’ (stain code D), ‘Ice’ (stain code E), ‘High temperatures’ (stain code F) and ‘Fire’ (stain code G)	  	  
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Figure 368 presents the results of a Kruskal-Wallis test carried out on distributions 

of R, G, B and RGB total values across stains exposed to different environmental 

conditions to assess whether there was a significant effect of environmental 

condition on stain appearance. The results indicated that the null hypotheses should 

be retained (p>0.05 for each test) for distributions of G, B and RGB total values but 

rejected (p<0.05) for distributions for R-values. There is therefore a significant 

difference between R-values recorded in stains exposed to different environmental 

conditions at the 95% significance level. Results confirm that visual observations of 

variations in dominance of R-values and strengths of red colouring between stains 

(figure 367) are significant.  

 

Figure 368 Kruskal-Wallis test for comparison between distributions of R, G, B and RGB total values 

for ‘stain codes’ (categories of stains exposed to different environmental conditions) 
 

 
 

Variations in intensity and strength of colouring of stains may affect interpretation of 

bloodstain evidence by altering the ease with which analysts identify bloodstains. 

Comparison of results from experimental stages 1, 2 and 3 demonstrated that type of 

environmental condition stains are exposed to influences stain appearance. This has 

implications for the analysis of bloodstains at a crime scene and in particular, 

analysis of stains at scenes located outdoors and in other exposed locations. 

Implications of results for bloodstain pattern analysis and the subsequent process of 

crime scene reconstruction are discussed in chapter 13.    
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11. Experimental Stage 4 – Examining environmental 

influences on bloodstain drying time (under laboratory 

controlled conditions) 
 

11.1 Overview 

 
Experimental stage 4 consisted of a series of drying experiments designed to identify 

the strengths of influences on bloodstain drying time. The main influences on drying 

time are temperature, humidity, stained surface characteristics, blood volume and 

surface area of stain. The main focus of experimental stage 4 was examining the 

relationship between temperature and drying time. Bloodstains were generated on a 

variety of surfaces (paper, glass, denim fabric) and dried at the following temperature 

intervals: -10, 5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50oC. All other influences on 

drying time were closely controlled through experimental design, with the exception 

of humidity, which was impossible to control with the available equipment. Stains 

were observed regularly and temperature and humidity recorded at each observation. 

Once dry their drying times were recorded. The primary objective of stage 4 was to 

establish the influence of a) temperature on drying time with secondary objectives of 

exploring relationships between b) humidity and drying time and c) surface type and 

drying time.   

 

11.2 Materials 

 
The materials utilised for the experimental work in this chapter are set out in figure 
369. 
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Experimental equipment 
 

Additional specifications 

100ml whole Ovine blood With Alsever’s solution 
MESM Portable laboratory refrigerator With temperature range -10oC to 60oC 
Temperature & relative humidity data 
logger 

Ebro. VWR. EBI 20-TH1 

Paper Ryman’s A4 white laid paper, 100 gm2 
Glass microscope slides CellPath. 90o ground edges. 25.4 x 76.2 

mm. Thickness 1.0-1.2mm 
White denim cloth 100% cotton. Weight: 345g/metre 
Plain white record cards Ryman’s Silvine 127x77mm 
Thermo Scientific Finnpipette® F1 Variable 
Volume Single Channel Pipette 

Volume range between 1-10µl 

Plastic pipettes 10ml volume 
Biological waste disposal unit  
Digital timer  

Figure 369 Table of materials used in experimental stage 4 (Author. 2012) 

 

11.3 Methodology 

 

11.3.1 Pre-experimental fridge set up 

 

Prior to experimentation, the fridge was placed on its end, with the door opening 

towards the experimenter. This arrangement allowed horizontal shelves to be fixed 

within the fridge (figure 370), maximising the number of stain sets that could be 

simultaneously placed in the fridge.  Pieces of polystyrene, cut to size, were used as 

shelves. The decision to use polystyrene was due to its insulating nature, which 

would ensure the shelves maintained a relatively stable temperature in comparison to 

the metallic interior of the fridge. With the addition of shelves, the fridge could 

house 3 stain sets at a time. As there were three different surfaces to be stained at 

each temperature, stain sets for each surface were simultaneously dried according to 

temperature intervals.  
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11.3.2 Controlling stained surface characteristics 

 

Characteristics of surfaces that are stained are likely to influence drying time. During 

experimentation three surfaces were stained: paper, glass and denim fabric. Surfaces 

were purposefully chosen for their different characteristics. Throughout 

experimentation consistency within surface type was maintained by using exactly the 

same source and specification of paper type, glass microscope slides and denim 

fabric for each set of stains. 

 

In order to measure differences in surface roughness between the three surfaces, each 

surface was analyzed through Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Atomic force 

microscopy is a high-resolution scanning and imaging process during which a 

microscopic cantilever is run across the surface of a material (figure 371). As the 

cantilever traverses the surface an interaction occurs between the cantilever tip and 

surface, causing the cantilever to move up or down. Over the course of scanning an 

entire surface these interactions result in oscillations of the cantilever. These 

oscillations are measured by laser reflection. A laser is aimed at and subsequently 

reflected off the end of the cantilever and as reflections vary according to cantilever 

oscillation, their variance is detected and interpreted to produce an image of surface 

features.  

	  

Figure 370 Photograph of 
experimental fridge set-up 
 
(Author. 2012) 
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Figure 371 Sketch diagram of AFM set-up 

(Author. 2011) 

	  

AFM gives an assessment of surface roughness of surfaces scanned by calculating a 

roughness average (Ra) and ratio of surface area to projected surface area. The 

roughness average gives an indication of surface roughness by calculating the 

average size of peaks and valleys in the fabric surface. The higher the Ra value the 

higher the surface roughness. Calculated ratios of surface area to projected surface 

area can also give an indication of surface roughness. The ratio calculated of surface 

area to projected surface area compares the surface area of the scanned sample, 

taking into account all peaks and valleys with the projected fixed area displayed by 

the scan output image. For example a rough surface with multiple peaks and valleys 

may have a surface area 

	  

To prepare surfaces for AFM 1cm2 pieces of denim fabric and paper were selected 

and mounted onto ½-inch scanning electron microscope (SEM) stubs. The stubs 

were then placed into the AFM chamber and the mounted surfaces were then imaged. 

To image the glass surface no preparation was required and a new, clean, glass 

microscope slide was directly scanned by AFM.  

	  

	  

11.3.2 Controlling temperature 

 

Observations were primarily made during experimental stage 4 regarding stain 

drying time at a range of temperatures. Temperature was therefore the main 

independent variable and had to be closely controlled.  
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Drying time was examined across a temperature range that was considered to be 

climatologically natural. The chosen range minimum was -10oC to mimic a possible 

night time low and the chosen range maximum was 50oC to mimic a maximum day-

time high. Experimental temperatures were incrementally increased between the 

minimum (-10oC) and maximum temperature (50oC) through 5-degree intervals. This 

generated a set of stains dried at the following temperatures: -10oC, -5oC, 0oC, 5oC, 

10oC, 15oC, 20oC, 25oC, 30oC, 35oC, 40oC, 45oC and 50oC. Temperature was 

increased by incremental intervals, as had also been done during experimental stage 

1 (chapter 4), in order to maintain an experimental consistency between stages. 

Temperature was controlled throughout experimentation by drying stains in a 

portable laboratory refrigerator (figure 372), chosen for its ability to individually 

reach and sustain all designated temperature intervals within the chosen experimental 

range (-10oC to 50oC).   

              
 

Figure 372 Images of portable laboratory refrigerator (Author. 2011) 
 

To monitor temperature precisely within the refrigerator whilst stains were being 

dried and in order to record any potential temperature fluctuations during 

experimentation a digital thermometer and data logger was placed in the middle of 

the refrigerator. Prior to drying stains at each temperature interval the refrigerator 

was set to the required temperature and left for 2-3 hours to achieve the target 

temperature throughout. Stains were not generated and placed in the refrigerator until 

the digital thermometer indicated that each target temperature had been reached. 

Once stains had been placed in the refrigerator the digital thermometer was checked 

whenever stain observations were made to confirm the temperature was still at the 

target temperature.  
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11.3.3 Controlling humidity 

 

Within the experimental refrigerator, in which stains were dried, it was impossible to 

control humidity. Humidity levels fluctuated according to the range of temperatures 

stains were dried at, as well as during the course of a stain’s drying time at a 

particular temperature. Stains dried at different temperatures were exposed to 

different humidity levels whilst drying. In addition, several replicate experimental 

runs were conducted for each temperature which meant that stains dried across 

replicate runs at the same temperature, also experienced differences in humidity 

levels, between runs, whilst drying. 

 

Whilst the experimental focus of stage 4 was the relationship between temperature 

and drying, as exposure of stains to fluctuating humidity values was experimentally 

unavoidable – the influence of humidity on drying time had to be considered 

alongside the influence of temperature.  

 

In order to allow humidity values to be incorporated into analysis of stain drying 

time, records of humidity values and fluctuations were made throughout 

experimentation. A digital relative humidity data logger was placed in the middle of 

the experimental refrigerator in order to do so. Humidity was recorded a) when stains 

were initially placed into the refrigerator, b) whenever stain observations were made 

and c) when a stain was observed to be dry. All humidity values recorded for a stain 

were then used to calculate an ‘average’ humidity that that particular stain had been 

exposed to whilst drying.  

 

11.3.4 Controlling blood drop volume 

 

Volume of blood contained in a stain is a variable of influence on stain drying time. 

With the focus of stage 4 on examining the influences of the variables temperature 

(and humidity) on drying time however, the volume of blood used to generate each 

individual stain had to be controlled and kept consistent. In order to experimentally 

control the volume of blood in each stain a fixed volume pipette was used to generate 

bloodstains. The fixed drop volume was set to 10µl. A set of experimental runs was 

then conducted to observe drying times for stains of 10µl volume.  
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In order to allow some assessment of the order of influence of drop volume on stain 

drying time to be made a secondary set of experimental runs were conducted for 

stains generated from a different volume of blood. Stains dried in this secondary set 

were generated by plastic pipette with an average volume of 45µl.  

 

11.3.5 Controlling stain size 

 

Surface area of stain is another variable of influence on stain drying time. In order to 

experimentally control surface size of stains across all experimental runs stains were 

consistently generated onto surfaces from a height of 10cm. The tips of pipettes used 

to release blood drops to form stains were aligned to exactly 10cm above the upper 

side of each surface to be stained. 

 

11.3.6 Stain sets 

 

At each temperature interval a series of stain sets were generated across three 

different surfaces (paper, glass, denim fabric). Each stain set contained 6 replicate 

stains. This allowed any variability in drying times expressed across stains dried on a 

certain surface at the same temperature, to be identified. At each temperature interval 

three stains sets, each consisting of 6 replicate stains were generated (figure 373).  

 

   
 

Figure 373 Sketches of 6 replicate stains on a) paper slips b) glass slides & c) denim fabric (L-R) 

generated for drying at each temperature interval (Author. 2012) 

 

In total 234 individual bloodstains were generated in each experimental run, 

accounted for by 3 sets of 6 replicate stains at 13 temperature intervals. For each 

drop volume (10µl and 45µl) multiple experimental runs were completed. For stains 

generated from drops of 10µl volume five experimental runs were completed and for 
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stains generated from drops of 45µl volume two experimental runs were completed. 

This generated a total of 1170 individual bloodstains from 10µl drops and 468 

individual bloodstains from 45µl drops (figures 374 & 375).  
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Figure 374 1170 individual bloodstains generated from 10µl drops (Author. 2012) 
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Figure 375 468 individual bloodstains generated from 45µl drops 

(Author. 2012)  

 

 

11.3.7 Stain generation 

 

To generate the first set of stains the temperature of the fridge was adjusted to the 

first experimental temperature. A thin piece of insulating material was placed  

into the open side of the inner compartment of the fridge. The door was then shut and 

the fridge left for 2-3 hours to adjust to the target temperature. In the meantime, the 

surfaces to be stained were prepared for staining. This involved cutting rectangular 

swatches of paper and denim fabric and mounting glass microscope slides onto white 

record cards (figure 376).  
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Figure 376 Surfaces to be stained prepared for experimentation (Paper/Glass/Denim from L-R)                                                                                          

(Author. 2012) 

 

After 2-3 hours, the fridge was re-opened and the data logger checked to ascertain 

that the target temperature interval had been reached. Stains could then be generated. 

Whilst preparing the stains, the fridge was reclosed, to prevent any alteration in 

temperature.  

 

 
 

Figure 377 Fixed volume pipette set to deliver drops of 10µl volume 

                                                                              (Author. 2012) 

 

Using either a fixed volume (figure 377) or plastic pipette, a series of Ovine blood 

drops were deposited onto the paper, denim fabric and glass microscope slides from 

a height of 10cm to form six separate replicate stains on each. Fixed volume pipettes 

were used to generate 10µl volume stains and plastic pipettes were used to generate 

45µl volume stains. Once bloodstains had been generated, the remaining Ovine blood 

was returned to storage at a refrigerated 4oC. Generated stain sets were then placed in 

the experimental refrigerator.  

 

The time at which stains were placed in the fridge was noted and a digital timer set 

off to measure drying time of stains. The relative humidity and temperature were also 

recorded. The refrigerator was then closed and the stains left to dry. Stains were then 

observed at regular intervals until they were observed to be dry.  
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Measurements of relative humidity were taken whenever stain observations were 

made. As soon as a stain was observed to have dried the digital timer was consulted 

to record a total ‘drying time’ for each stain. Relative humidity measurements 

recorded during the course of each stain’s ‘drying time’ were then averaged to 

calculate the average humidity level each stain was dried at.  

 

Once stain sets had all dried at a certain temperature and final measurements of 

relative humidity and drying times had been recorded, the refrigerator was adjusted 

to the next experimental temperature and left for 2-3 hours to achieve that 

temperature throughout. Once the temperature had been reached, the process of stain 

generation was then repeated. This process was repeated to generate stain sets at all 

experimental temperature intervals: -10oC, -5oC, 0oC, 5oC, 10oC, 15oC, 20oC, 25oC, 

30oC, 35oC, 40oC, 45oC and 50oC, across multiple experimental runs, for stains of 

both 10µl and 45µl volumes. 

 

11.3.8 Stain generation order 

 

The logistics and costs of sourcing blood from an external supplier presented certain 

experimental limitations. It was necessary to incorporate these limitations into the 

process of experimental design, the order in which stains were generated and dried at 

different temperatures and subsequently too in the analysis of results. As blood was 

sourced from an external supplier there was inevitably some length of time between 

it being sampled from a donor animal and its delivery. In order for blood to remain 

experimentally viable over this time it was necessary to add a preservative (Alsevers) 

to it. Alsevers solution is an isotonic, balanced salt solution which when added to 

whole blood acts as a preservative.  

 

The addition of Alsevers extended the experimental shelf life of blood samples for 

up to 14-16 days. This was vital for experimental purposes as it was not possible, 

financially or logistically, to receive daily deliveries of fresh blood. The addition of 

Alsevers however introduced two vital extra considerations to the experimental 

design. Firstly, acting as a preservative, the addition of Alsevers to blood was 

expected to have a significant influence on bloodstain drying time. Secondly, by 

extending the shelf life of blood, throughout the course of experimental runs blood 
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used would vary in age. Both of these effects had to be considered during the design 

of experimental stage 4. 

 

When considering the effects of Alsevers, as a preservative, on lengthening stain 

drying time – although thought to be a significant influence, it was also thought that 

as all blood used contained Alsevers, the effect could be considered to be consistent 

across stain generation and throughout experimental runs. The effects of Alsevers on 

stain drying time could therefore be dealt with in discussion during the analysis of all 

results. The effects of bloodstains dried at different temperature intervals and 

experimental runs varying in age was dealt with through experimental design. The 

order in which temperature intervals were used to dry stains was varied within each 

experimental run (figure 378).  

 
 10µl volume stains 45µl volume stains 

Temperature 1st run 2nd run 3rd run 4th run 5th run 1st run 2nd run 

-10 2 13 13 6 15 14 1 

-5 5 12 14 13 14 2 2 

0 6 9 7 5 13 7 3 

5 9 8 4 8 12 8 4 

10 10 6 2 12 11 6 7 

15 11 6 15 3 10 8 8 

20 12 5 10 4 7 8 9 

25 13 5 9 12 7 9 2 

30 14 5 10 7 5 10 3 

35 14 4 7 12 5 11 3 

40 16 4 15 9 5 11 4 

45 16 3 10 9 3 14 4 

50 16 3 7 9 7 14 4 
 

Figure 378 Table outlining age of blood (in days) used to generate stains at each temperature interval, 

across the 5 experimental runs completed for 10µl volume stains and the 2 experimental runs 

completed for 45µl volume stains 

 

In the first experimental run for 10µl volume stains for example temperature was 

increased linearly in order from low to high (-10, -5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 

45 & 50oC) so that -10oC was the first temperature stains were dried at and 50oC the 

last. This meant that blood used at the lower temperatures was ‘fresher’ and 

‘younger’ in age than blood used at the higher temperatures. For the next 

experimental run for 10µl volume stains this order was reversed so that temperature 
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intervals were decreased linearly in order from high to low (50, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 

20, 15, 10, 5, 0, -5, -10oC) so that 50oC was the first temperature stains were dried at 

and -10oC was the last. For this second experimental run, this order of staining meant 

that blood used at the higher temperatures was ‘fresher’ and ‘younger’ in age than 

blood used at the lower temperatures. Three further experimental runs were 

completed for 10µl volume stains and in them the order in which different 

temperature intervals were set for stains to be dried at was randomised. A 

randomised order for generating stains was also applied to the two experimental runs 

completed for 45µl volume stains. Over the course of all experimental runs, by 

incorporating this ordering variability into the experimental design, it was thought 

that the effects of age of blood on stain drying time would be normalised.  

 

 

11.3.6 Drying time measurement 

 

Drying time was measured by recording the time at which stains were placed in the 

experimental refrigerator, immediately following their generation, and the time at 

which they were deemed to be dry. As even approximate drying times for stains at 

different temperatures were unknown prior to experimentation stains had to be 

checked at regular time intervals throughout the entire drying process, until they 

were observed to be dry. The intervals at which stains were checked varied for stains 

drying at different temperature intervals and according to observations made during 

these interval checks.  

 

For some temperatures, where drying time was expected to be long, perhaps in 

excess of 24 hours, there was no experimental logic for checking the state of stains 

every 5 minutes for example. Similarly, for temperatures where drying time was 

expected to be short, of an order of minutes, there was no experimental sense in only 

checking whether stains were dry after a couple of hours. As demonstrated through 

both of these scenarios, some method of roughly outlining suitable time intervals, for 

each temperature, to make regular observations at was therefore required.  

 

A series of four preliminary experimental runs, the results of which were not 

included in the final set of results collected or analysis of those results, were run to 
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establish very approximate drying times for stains at different temperatures. The 

results of these runs allowed estimates of sensible time intervals for checking and 

making observations about drying stains at different temperatures to be made. For 

example, for stains dried at 50oC an average drying time of 10-20 minutes was 

observed, during the full experimental runs therefore stains dried at 50oC were 

checked every 3-4 minutes. For another example, stains dried at -10oC were observed 

to take in excess of 24-36 hours to dry, so during the full experimental runs 

therefore, stains dried at -10oC were checked every 2-3 hours. The early results 

indicated by the preliminary runs ensured that, for each temperature interval, a set of 

routine observations to be made at regular and intelligently spaced time intervals 

could be prescribed. 

 

In addition to checking stains at regular time intervals, a further measure was 

incorporated into drying time measurement in order to increase the accuracy as of 

estimates as much possible.  

 

For temperatures where stains were only being checked regularly every couple of 

hours, observations had to be made regarding levels of stain dryness. If a stain was 

observed to be almost dry during a ‘routine’ observation, further observations were 

continued at more discrete time intervals (e.g. 15-30 minutes) until the stain was 

observed to be dry.  

 

11.4 Methodological limitations 

 

Drying time was estimated by observation, which meant that there was some 

inherent subjectivity in its estimation. The preliminary runs allowed practice 

observations to be made to increase accuracy in estimating when stains were fully 

dry. During preliminary runs, when some stains appeared from observation to be dry 

they were touch tested and smearing of the stains was attempted. On glass and paper 

surfaces it was observed that occasionally stains which appeared dry would 

minimally smear – suggesting that although they were extremely close to being 

completely dry, the process was not entirely complete. For the majority of stains, 

which were touched once it had been observed that they appeared to be dry, no 

smearing was observed or moistness detected. This meant that although the 
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subjectivity of the observation method was taken into account during the analysis 

and interpretation stages of examining results – for the purposes of experimentation, 

it was thought to be a sufficiently reliable method of estimating when stains were 

dry.  

 

It was not possible to attempt to touch test stains during the actual experimental runs 

to provide a secondary measure of testing whether they were dry or not – as any 

smearing of stains would have increased their surface area and influenced drying 

time. When interpreting drying times for denim stains it was also taken into account 

that the nature of the fabric meant that blood moved down into the fabric following 

impact and therefore only the dryness of blood on the upper and lower surface of the 

fabric could be assessed during the experiments.  
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12. Experimental Stage 4 – Results & Analysis 
 

12.1 Results tables 
 

Stains were generated from deposition of 10µl or 45µl volume blood drops onto a 

range of surfaces (paper, glass, denim) at a range of temperatures (-10oC, -5oC, 0oC, 

5oC, 10oC, 15oC, 20oC, 25oC, 30oC, 35oC, 40oC, 45oC & 50oC). Stains were 

generated in experimental runs. In each experimental run, six replicate stains were 

generated on each surface at each temperature, generating a total of 234 stains in an 

experimental run (78 stains per surface). Five separate experimental runs were 

conducted for 10µl stains and two separate experimental runs were conducted for 

45µl stains. This generated a total of 1170 individual 10µl stains (390 on each 

surface) and 468 individual 45µl stains (156 on each surface). Results for these 

individual stains are set out in appendix 4.  

 

For the purposes of analysis, a mean value was calculated from replicate stains (n = 

6) for each surface and temperature, within each run. Means calculated are presented 

in figures 379 – 385. Analysis of results generated during experimental stage 4 was 

based on these means.  
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12.1.1 Figure 379 Mean drying time results for 10µl stains (1st experimental run) 

Surface Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
Blood 
/days 

Diameter 
of Dried 

Stain /mm 

Drying 
Time 
/mins 

Highest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Lowest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Average 
Humidity 

/Rh 
Denim -10 2 11.5 540 96.9 78.8 86.3 

Glass -10 2 10.0 990 96.9 78.8 86.2 

Paper -10 2 8.5 1055 96.9 78.8 86.0 

Denim -5 5 10.0 420 90.2 87.5 88.9 

Glass -5 5 10.0 615 91.0 85.7 88.9 

Paper -5 5 8.5 938 91.0 82.0 86.6 

Denim 0 6 11.0 240 98.3 88.0 91.0 

Glass 0 6 9.5 810 98.3 84.7 89.8 

Paper 0 6 9.5 1560 98.3 83.5 89.7 

Denim 5 9 11.0 210 94.6 90.8 93.0 

Glass 5 9 10.0 730 94.6 90.8 93.0 

Paper 5 9 9.0 1290 94.6 90.7 92.7 

Denim 10 10 12.0 315 98.9 94.4 96.0 

Glass 10 10 9.5 530 98.9 94.1 96.0 

Paper 10 10 9.0 1035 98.9 93.7 95.9 

Denim 15 11 9.5 180 100.0 99.4 99.7 

Glass 15 11 9.5 510 100.0 99.4 99.6 

Paper 15 11 8.0 780 100.0 99.0 99.5 

Denim 20 12 10.0 330 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Glass 20 12 10.0 690 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Paper 20 12 9.5 1440 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Denim 25 13 9.0 150 100.0 94.2 97.1 

Glass 25 13 9.0 250 100.0 88.3 93.6 

Paper 25 13 8.0 297 100.0 87.1 92.1 

Denim 30 14 10.0 90 79.6 56.6 69.5 

Glass 30 14 10.0 100 79.6 56.6 69.4 

Paper 30 14 8.5 120 79.6 56.6 69.3 

Denim 35 14 10.0 50 59.6 49.1 54.4 

Glass 35 14 10.0 70 59.6 49.1 53.9 

Paper 35 14 9.0 75 59.6 49.1 53.3 

Denim 40 16 10.0 25 37.9 31.4 35.6 

Glass 40 16 9.0 37 38.4 31.4 36.1 

Paper 40 16 8.0 35 38.4 31.4 36.3 

Denim 45 16 10.0 20 37.3 30.6 34.0 

Glass 45 16 10.0 32 37.3 30.2 33.3 

Paper 45 16 9.0 32 37.3 30.2 33.3 

Denim 50 16 10.0 15 34.7 22.6 28.7 

Glass 50 16 10.5 25 34.7 22.6 29.5 

Paper 50 16 9.5 25 34.7 22.6 29.5 

!  
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12.1.2 Figure 380 Mean drying time results for 10µl stains (2nd experimental run) 

Surface Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
Blood 
/days 

Diameter of 
Dried Stain 

/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/mins 

Highest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Lowest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Average 
Humidity 

/Rh 
Denim -10 13 10.5 480 94.6 87.5 91.1 

Glass -10 13 10.5 584 94.6 87.3 89.3 

Paper -10 13 9.0 990 94.6 85.6 88.8 

Denim -5 12 10.5 450 95.0 91.7 93.4 

Glass -5 12 9.5 585 95.0 85.7 90.2 

Paper -5 12 9.0 900 95.0 85.7 89.0 

Denim 0 9 10.5 465 93.1 86.2 89.7 

Glass 0 9 10.0 720 93.1 84.9 88.0 

Paper 0 9 9.5 940 93.1 84.9 89.0 

Denim 5 8 10.5 465 100.0 91.3 96.0 

Glass 5 8 10.5 525 100.0 91.3 95.6 

Paper 5 8 8.5 855 100.0 91.3 94.8 

Denim 10 6 10.0 395 94.5 86.0 91.1 

Glass 10 6 10.0 534 94.8 86.0 91.3 

Paper 10 6 9.0 780 95.0 86.0 91.9 

Denim 15 6 10.0 300 96.0 84.4 91.0 

Glass 15 6 10.0 375 96.0 84.4 90.5 

Paper 15 6 8.5 494 98.0 84.4 92.1 

Denim 20 5 10.5 105 79.8 64.7 73.6 

Glass 20 5 10.0 230 83.0 64.7 78.6 

Paper 20 5 9.0 300 83.0 64.7 78.8 

Denim 25 5 10.0 95 78.3 62.4 70.2 

Glass 25 5 10.0 120 78.3 59.9 68.2 

Paper 25 5 9.0 145 78.3 59.9 66.8 

Denim 30 5 10.0 50 72.9 71.1 72.0 

Glass 30 5 9.0 80 72.9 58.7 66.7 

Paper 30 5 8.5 85 72.9 54.2 64.6 

Denim 35 4 9.0 45 56.2 35.9 46.1 

Glass 35 4 9.5 65 60.5 35.9 50.0 

Paper 35 4 9.0 65 60.5 35.9 50.0 

Denim 40 4 10.0 30 45.8 41.6 44.2 

Glass 40 4 10.0 45 45.8 33.0 41.4 

Paper 40 4 9.0 45 45.8 33.0 41.4 

Denim 45 3 11.0 25 41.1 23.7 30.7 

Glass 45 3 10.0 39 44.9 23.7 34.7 

Paper 45 3 10.0 40 44.9 23.7 33.7 

Denim 50 3 10.0 15 30.7 20.9 25.8 

Glass 50 3 9.0 28 36.6 20.9 28.8 

Paper 50 3 8.0 25 30.7 20.9 26.8 

!
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12.1.3 Figure 381 Mean drying time results for 10µl stains (3rd experimental run) 

Surface Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
Blood 
/days 

Diameter 
of Dried 

Stain /mm 

Drying 
Time 
/mins 

Highest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Lowest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Average 
Humidity 

/Rh 
Denim -10 13 9.5 510 86.7 83.5 85.1 

Glass -10 13 10.0 765 89.1 83.5 86.3 

Paper -10 13 9.5 1040 91.7 83.5 86.7 

Denim -5 14 11.0 600 86.1 69.7 77.9 

Glass -5 14 10.5 1118 87.7 69.7 82.6 

Paper -5 14 9.5 930 87.7 69.7 82.2 

Denim 0 7 10.5 345 100.0 77.8 86.8 

Glass 0 7 10.0 555 100.0 77.8 85.0 

Paper 0 7 9.5 760 100.0 77.8 85.3 

Denim 5 4 11.0 450 96.0 93.0 94.5 

Glass 5 4 10.5 550 96.0 89.8 92.7 

Paper 5 4 9.0 825 96.0 89.4 91.7 

Denim 10 2 10.0 380 93.2 84.6 90.0 

Glass 10 2 10.0 510 93.2 84.6 90.4 

Paper 10 2 9.5 760 93.2 84.6 91.0 

Denim 15 15 11.5 240 100.0 98.5 99.3 

Glass 15 15 10.5 675 100.0 96.9 98.6 

Paper 15 15 9.7 715 100.0 96.8 98.6 

Denim 20 10 10.5 210 94.3 93.7 94.0 

Glass 20 10 11.0 455 94.3 89.1 92.0 

Paper 20 10 9.5 355 94.3 89.8 92.6 

Denim 25 9 12.0 105 100.0 93.9 96.7 

Glass 25 9 10.0 210 100.0 94.7 97.6 

Paper 25 9 9.0 300 100.0 94.3 97.0 

Denim 30 10 11.0 60 67.7 37.8 55.3 

Glass 30 10 10.5 95 67.7 37.8 55.3 

Paper 30 10 9.5 108 67.7 37.8 55.5 

Denim 35 7 10.5 55 100.0 46.5 82.1 

Glass 35 7 10.0 88 100.0 46.5 87.5 

Paper 35 7 8.5 94 100.0 46.5 88.3 

Denim 40 15 10.0 35 56.3 49.2 52.8 

Glass 40 15 9.5 40 56.3 49.2 52.2 

Paper 40 15 9.0 50 56.3 49.2 51.8 

Denim 45 10 11.0 35 59.3 36.6 44.4 

Glass 45 10 10.0 38 59.3 34.3 42.5 

Paper 45 10 10.0 41 59.3 33.6 41.5 

Denim 50 7 11.5 20 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Glass 50 7 10.5 29 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Paper 50 7 9.5 30 100.0 100.0 100.0 

!  
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12.1.4 Figure 382 Mean drying time results for 10µl stains (4th experimental run) 

Surface Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
Blood 
/days 

Diameter 
of Dried 

Stain 
/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/mins 

Highest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Lowest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Average 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Denim -10 6 10.0 480 92.3 90.7 91.5 

Glass -10 6 10.0 690 92.3 88.7 90.6 

Paper -10 6 9.0 1080 92.3 87.3 90.2 

Denim -5 13 11.0 540 87.7 84.1 85.9 

Glass -5 13 10.0 660 87.7 84.1 85.9 

Paper -5 13 9.0 945 88.0 84.1 86.4 

Denim 0 5 10.5 360 93.8 87.1 90.5 

Glass 0 5 10.0 690 93.8 87.1 89.9 

Paper 0 5 9.0 960 93.8 87.1 89.4 

Denim 5 8 11.0 405 91.1 88.8 90.2 

Glass 5 8 10.0 655 91.8 88.8 90.7 

Paper 5 8 8.5 855 91.8 88.8 90.7 

Denim 10 12 10.0 360 96.7 59.1 83.0 

Glass 10 12 10.0 435 96.7 59.1 86.1 

Paper 10 12 9.0 565 96.7 59.1 86.8 

Denim 15 3 10.5 280 100.0 95.0 97.5 

Glass 15 3 10.0 463 100.0 95.0 98.1 

Paper 15 3 8.5 610 100.0 94.0 97.8 

Denim 20 4 10.5 465 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Glass 20 4 10.0 1200 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Paper 20 4 9.0 1560 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Denim 25 12 11.0 100 85.8 57.6 74.8 

Glass 25 12 10.0 175 85.8 57.6 78.4 

Paper 25 12 9.0 190 87.1 57.6 77.9 

Denim 30 7 11.0 120 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Glass 30 7 10.0 150 100.0 93.2 98.3 

Paper 30 7 9.0 195 100.0 89.4 96.5 

Denim 35 12 10.0 45 68.9 44.1 59.2 

Glass 35 12 10.5 65 68.9 44.1 60.5 

Paper 35 12 8.0 80 68.9 44.1 59.4 

Denim 40 9 10.0 33 100.0 59.1 84.8 

Glass 40 9 10.0 45 100.0 48.2 74.2 

Paper 40 9 9.0 50 100.0 47.8 71.1 

Denim 45 9 10.0 25 52.3 37.0 44.0 

Glass 45 9 10.0 40 52.3 37.0 42.7 

Paper 45 9 9.0 43 52.3 35.4 41.8 

Denim 50 9 10.0 15 48.6 36.9 42.2 

Glass 50 9 10.0 29 48.6 29.4 38.5 

Paper 50 9 9.0 30 48.6 27.5 37.6 

!  
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12.1.5 Figure 383 Mean drying time results for 10µl stains (5th experimental run) 

Surface Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
Blood 
/days 

Diameter 
of Dried 

Stain 
/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/mins 

Highest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Lowest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Average 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Denim -10 15 10.0 495 85.8 82.0 83.9 

Glass -10 15 10.0 670 95.8 85.8 88.0 

Paper -10 15 9.0 725 95.8 82.0 89.4 

Denim -5 14 10.5 410 83.6 81.9 82.7 

Glass -5 14 10.0 562 85.4 81.9 85.1 

Paper -5 14 9.0 605 88.2 81.9 84.7 

Denim 0 13 11.0 390 96.3 87.8 93.4 

Glass 0 13 10.0 570 96.3 87.8 94.0 

Paper 0 13 10.0 750 96.3 83.1 91.5 

Denim 5 12 10.0 500 92.3 82.8 89.4 

Glass 5 12 11.0 680 92.3 82.8 88.9 

Paper 5 12 9.0 810 92.6 82.8 89.5 

Denim 10 11 11.0 435 100.0 96.9 98.5 

Glass 10 11 10.0 600 100.0 85.9 94.3 

Paper 10 11 9.0 810 100.0 85.9 96.0 

Denim 15 10 10.0 135 99.1 93.9 96.3 

Glass 15 10 10.0 365 100.0 93.5 96.4 

Paper 15 10 9.0 570 100.0 93.5 96.6 

Denim 20 7 10.0 185 93.0 83.6 86.9 

Glass 20 7 10.0 218 93.0 83.6 87.6 

Paper 20 7 9.0 236 93.0 83.6 88.0 

Denim 25 7 10.5 120 89.2 77.3 84.4 

Glass 25 7 10.0 165 89.2 77.3 84.2 

Paper 25 7 9.0 165 89.2 77.3 84.2 

Denim 30 5 10.0 85 79.5 48.3 67.8 

Glass 30 5 10.0 105 79.5 48.3 69.2 

Paper 30 5 9.0 120 79.5 48.3 69.3 

Denim 35 5 10.0 50 77.0 56.0 66.5 

Glass 35 5 10.0 75 77.0 56.0 65.7 

Paper 35 5 9.0 83 77.0 56.0 65.1 

Denim 40 5 10.0 45 69.3 56.4 63.0 

Glass 40 5 10.0 55 69.3 56.4 63.6 

Paper 40 5 9.0 65 69.3 48.9 60.0 

Denim 45 3 9.5 23 67.7 48.8 55.4 

Glass 45 3 10.0 33 67.7 35.5 48.5 

Paper 45 3 9.0 32 67.7 36.3 49.0 

Denim 50 7 10.0 15 68.0 43.0 55.5 

Glass 50 7 10.5 28 68.0 33.5 44.6 

Paper 50 7 9.0 28 68.0 33.5 44.7 

!  
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12.1.6 Figure 384 Mean drying time results for 45µl stains (1st experimental run) 

Surface Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
Blood 
/days 

Drying 
Time 
/mins 

Highest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Lowest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Average 
Humidity 

/Rh 
Denim -10 14 660 75.4 68.1 71.8 

Glass -10 14 960 86.2 68.1 74.6 

Paper -10 14 880 82.6 68.1 73.6 

Denim -5 2 420 73.0 69.1 71.1 

Glass -5 2 1100 73.0 65.6 69.9 

Paper -5 2 1680 73.0 63.4 68.9 

Denim 0 7 630 69.7 61.2 66.5 

Glass 0 7 915 79.3 61.2 69.2 

Paper 0 7 1320 98.4 61.2 73.6 

Denim 5 8 660 93.5 83.6 85.8 

Glass 5 8 1200 93.5 83.0 85.2 

Paper 5 8 1320 93.5 83.0 85.2 

Denim 10 6 570 92.7 91.0 92.0 

Glass 10 6 960 92.7 88.9 91.2 

Paper 10 6 1380 94.3 88.9 92.0 

Denim 15 8 540 89.0 88.3 88.7 

Glass 15 8 780 91.6 88.3 89.6 

Paper 15 8 870 91.6 88.3 89.4 

Denim 20 8 560 97.2 91.3 94.8 

Glass 20 8 920 97.2 91.3 95.0 

Paper 20 8 950 98.0 91.3 95.6 

Denim 25 9 480 99.0 97.2 98.0 

Glass 25 9 1380 99.8 95.7 98.0 

Paper 25 9 910 99.8 95.7 98.0 

Denim 30 10 285 92.7 79.2 86.0 

Glass 30 10 315 92.7 69.7 82.0 

Paper 30 10 390 92.7 69.7 82.0 

Denim 35 11 150 60.9 42.7 54.0 

Glass 35 11 190 60.9 42.7 54.0 

Paper 35 11 163 60.9 42.7 54.2 

Denim 40 11 60 51.0 33.7 43.0 

Glass 40 11 70 51.0 33.1 43.0 

Paper 40 11 80 51.0 32.4 41.2 

Denim 45 14 50 34.1 25.5 31.0 

Glass 45 14 65 34.1 25.5 31.0 

Paper 45 14 65 34.1 25.5 31.0 

Denim 50 14 30 31.1 16.5 24.9 

Glass 50 14 43 31.1 16.5 23.5 

Paper 50 14 50 31.1 16.5 23.2 

!  
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12.1.7 Figure 385 Mean drying time results for 45µl stains (2nd experimental run) 

Surface Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
Blood 
/days 

Drying 
Time 
/mins 

Highest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Lowest 
Humidity 

/Rh 

Average 
Humidity 

/Rh 
Denim -10 1 840 97.5 67.6 82.0 

Glass -10 1 900 97.5 67.6 82.0 

Paper -10 1 995 97.5 67.6 78.8 

Denim -5 2 1000 98.5 64.7 82.0 

Glass -5 2 1113 98.5 64.7 81.0 

Paper -5 2 1245 98.5 64.7 80.0 

Denim 0 3 945 87.7 84.3 86.0 

Glass 0 3 1090 86.3 84.3 85.1 

Paper 0 3 1080 87.1 84.9 86.0 

Denim 5 4 480 87.7 79.9 83.5 

Glass 5 4 1255 87.7 79.9 83.4 

Paper 5 4 1335 87.7 79.9 83.4 

Denim 10 7 480 87.1 83.3 85.2 

Glass 10 7 1075 91.2 83.3 87.3 

Paper 10 7 1080 91.4 83.3 88.0 

Denim 15 8 435 91.7 91.4 91.5 

Glass 15 8 1010 91.7 87.1 89.8 

Paper 15 8 1200 91.7 83.7 89.3 

Denim 20 9 495 99.3 93.5 97.1 

Glass 20 9 1113 99.3 93.5 96.7 

Paper 20 9 1035 99.3 93.5 97.1 

Denim 25 2 555 89.1 60.6 76.0 

Glass 25 2 613 89.1 60.6 77.6 

Paper 25 2 630 89.1 60.6 78.1 

Denim 30 3 195 84.6 50.1 66.4 

Glass 30 3 255 84.6 50.1 70.0 

Paper 30 3 285 84.6 50.1 70.0 

Denim 35 3 150 78.8 30.1 54.5 

Glass 35 3 180 78.8 30.1 60.4 

Paper 35 3 210 78.8 30.1 60.4 

Denim 40 4 70 65.6 30.6 48.2 

Glass 40 4 80 65.6 30.6 47.8 

Paper 40 4 125 67.0 30.6 48.8 

Denim 45 4 60 69.8 30.1 50.0 

Glass 45 4 80 69.8 30.1 49.2 

Paper 45 4 88 69.8 30.1 47.1 

Denim 50 4 30 51.4 16.0 33.7 

Glass 50 4 37 51.4 16.0 31.0 

Paper 50 4 49 51.4 16.0 28.3 

!  
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12.2 Descriptive Statistics  
 

Results (set out in sections 12.1.1 – 12.1.7) were averaged across experimental runs 

to calculate single measurements of age of blood, stain diameter, drying time and 

humidity for each volume of bloodstain (10µl & 45µl), surface (denim, glass and 

paper) and temperature. An overall measure of mean drying time was also calculated 

for each stain volume and surface, to allow comparisons of the dependent variable 

(drying time) to be made between stains on all surfaces (section 12.3).  

 

12.2.1 10µl stains on Denim 

 

Figure 386 sets out mean measurements for 10µl stains on denim, across 13 

temperature intervals. Measurements at each temperature interval were calculated by 

averaging measurements recorded for 6 replicate stains at each temperature interval 

across 5 experimental runs; a total of 30 stains. Variables that exhibited the largest 

variations between temperature intervals were drying time and humidity. As 

temperature incrementally increased from -10oC to 50oC, drying time (minutes) 

decreased from 493 to 16 minutes and humidity decreased from 87.8 to 54.9%. 

Results indicated that for 10µl stains on denim, as temperature increased, humidity 

and drying time decreased considerably. Rates of decreases in humidity and drying 

time differed.  

 

For decreases in drying time, three distinct periods of change were identified. As 

temperature increased between -10oC and 10oC (5 intervals) drying time decreased 

by 103 minutes, between 10oC and 25oC (4 intervals) drying time decreased by 283 

minutes and between 25oC and 50oC (6 intervals) drying time decreased by 91 

minutes. Results indicate that the largest decrease in drying time occurred between 

10oC and 25oC, over the shortest number of temperature intervals. This observation 

supports a suggestion that temperature increases between 10oC and 25oC have a 

considerable effect on drying time, for 10µl stains on denim. Trends in decreasing 

humidity levels were more complicated to define. As temperature increased from -

10oC to 15oC, humidity fluctuated within a relatively high range between 85.1 (-5oC) 

and 96.2 (15oC). Fluctuations in humidity within this range broadly increased as 
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temperature increased. Between 20oC and 50oC, humidity was lower, decreasing 

from 89.0 (20oC) and 54.9 (50oC). Results appeared to suggest that alterations in 

temperature had a more consistent and therefore considerable effect on drying time 

than alterations in humidity.  

Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Stain 
Diameter 

/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 11 10 10 493 8.2 90.1 85.7 87.8 
-5 13 10 11 497 8.3 88.2 82.0 85.1 
0 8 10 11 385 6.4 95.9 84.8 90.1 
5 8 10 11 447 7.4 94.8 89.0 92.5 

10 8 10 10 390 6.5 96.2 82.1 90.8 
15 9 10 10 237 4.0 98.8 93.2 96.2 
20 7 10 10 244 4.1 92.1 86.0 89.0 
25 8 10 11 107 1.8 88.7 73.5 82.1 
30 7 10 10 79 1.4 80.0 64.0 73.6 
35 7 10 10 49 0.8 75.0 45.7 63.2 
40 9 10 10 35 0.6 66.8 50.9 60.3 
45 7 10 10 27 0.5 54.5 36.3 43.3 
50 7 10 10 16 0.3 60.9 49.2 54.9 

!
!

Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Stain 
Diameter 

/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 11 10 10 688 11.5 93.1 86.1 88.5 
-5 13 10 10 727 12.1 89.0 80.5 86.0 
0 8 10 10 640 10.7 95.9 84.4 89.2 
5 8 10 10 607 10.1 95.0 88.3 92.0 

10 8 10 10 520 8.7 96.3 79.4 90.7 
15 9 10 10 471 7.9 99.1 92.7 96.0 
20 7 10 10 529 8.9 92.8 84.8 89.8 
25 8 10 10 171 2.9 88.7 72.9 82.4 
30 7 10 10 107 1.8 80.0 59.6 72.4 
35 7 10 10 73 1.2 76.0 45.7 65.5 
40 9 10 10 46 0.8 66.8 46.2 57.1 
45 7 10 10 37 0.6 55.4 32.5 41.8 
50 7 10 10 28 0.5 62.3 45.1 52.2 

!
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!

 
 

Figure 386 Results for 10µl stains on denim, averaged from replicates (n = 30) at each temperature 
interval and across 5 experimental runs 
 
 

Figure 387 sets out a calculation of mean drying time for all 10µl stains on denim. 

Mean drying time was calculated as 231 minutes, with a minimum of 16 minutes and 

a maximum of 497 minutes across all 13 temperature intervals.  

 
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Drying time /mins 13 16 497 231 189.982 
Valid N (listwise) 13     

Figure 387 Calculation of minimum, maximum and mean drying time for 10µl stains on denim 
 
 
 
12.2.2 10µl stains on Glass 
 

Figure 388 sets out mean measurements for 10µl stains on glass, across 13 

temperature intervals. Measurements at each temperature interval were calculated as 

described in section 12.2.1. Variables that exhibited the largest variations between 

temperature intervals were drying time and humidity. As temperature incrementally 
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increased from -10oC to 50oC, drying time (minutes) decreased from 688 to 28 

minutes and humidity decreased from 88.5 to 52.2%. Results indicated that for 10µl 

stains on glass, as temperature increased, humidity and drying time decreased 

considerably. Rates of decreases in humidity and drying time differed.  

 

For decreases in drying time, two distinct periods of change were identified. As 

temperature increased between -10oC and 20oC (7 intervals) drying time decreased 

by 159 minutes, between 20oC and 50oC (7 intervals) drying time decreased by 501 

minutes. Results indicate that whilst drying time decreased as temperature increased 

between -10oC and 20oC, the largest decrease in drying time occurred between 20oC 

and 50oC. This observation supports a suggestion that temperature increases between 

-10oC and 50oC and particularly between 20oC and 50oC have an observable effect 

on drying time, for 10µl stains on glass. Trends in decreasing humidity levels were 

more complicated to define. As temperature increased from -10oC to 15oC, humidity 

fluctuated within a relatively high range between 82.4 (25oC) and 96.0 (15oC). 

Fluctuations in humidity within this range broadly increased as temperature 

increased. Between 20oC and 50oC, humidity was lower, decreasing from 89.8 

(20oC) and 52.2 (50oC). Results appeared to suggest that alterations in temperature 

had a more consistent and therefore considerable effect on drying time than 

alterations in humidity.  

Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Stain 
Diameter 

/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 11 10 10 493 8.2 90.1 85.7 87.8 
-5 13 10 11 497 8.3 88.2 82.0 85.1 
0 8 10 11 385 6.4 95.9 84.8 90.1 
5 8 10 11 447 7.4 94.8 89.0 92.5 

10 8 10 10 390 6.5 96.2 82.1 90.8 
15 9 10 10 237 4.0 98.8 93.2 96.2 
20 7 10 10 244 4.1 92.1 86.0 89.0 
25 8 10 11 107 1.8 88.7 73.5 82.1 
30 7 10 10 79 1.4 80.0 64.0 73.6 
35 7 10 10 49 0.8 75.0 45.7 63.2 
40 9 10 10 35 0.6 66.8 50.9 60.3 
45 7 10 10 27 0.5 54.5 36.3 43.3 
50 7 10 10 16 0.3 60.9 49.2 54.9 

!
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Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Stain 
Diameter 

/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 11 10 10 688 11.5 93.1 86.1 88.5 
-5 13 10 10 727 12.1 89.0 80.5 86.0 
0 8 10 10 640 10.7 95.9 84.4 89.2 
5 8 10 10 607 10.1 95.0 88.3 92.0 

10 8 10 10 520 8.7 96.3 79.4 90.7 
15 9 10 10 471 7.9 99.1 92.7 96.0 
20 7 10 10 529 8.9 92.8 84.8 89.8 
25 8 10 10 171 2.9 88.7 72.9 82.4 
30 7 10 10 107 1.8 80.0 59.6 72.4 
35 7 10 10 73 1.2 76.0 45.7 65.5 
40 9 10 10 46 0.8 66.8 46.2 57.1 
45 7 10 10 37 0.6 55.4 32.5 41.8 
50 7 10 10 28 0.5 62.3 45.1 52.2 
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Figure 388 Results for 10µl stains on glass, averaged from replicates (n = 30) at each temperature 
interval and across 5 experimental runs 
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Figure 389 sets out a calculation of mean drying time for all 10µl stains on glass. 

Mean drying time was calculated as 357 minutes, with a minimum of 28 minutes and 

a maximum of 727 minutes across all 13 temperature intervals.  

 
 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Drying time /mins 13 28 727 357 280.374 
Valid N (listwise) 13     

Figure 389 Calculation of minimum, maximum and mean drying time for 10µl stains on glass 

 
 

12.2.3 10µl stains on Paper 

 

Figure 390 sets out mean measurements for 10µl stains on paper, across 13 

temperature intervals. Measurements at each temperature interval were calculated as 

described in section 12.2.1. Variables that exhibited the largest variations between 

temperature intervals were drying time and humidity. As temperature incrementally 

increased from -10oC to 50oC, drying time (minutes) decreased from 962 to 28 

minutes and humidity decreased from 88.7 to 51.5%. Results indicated that for 10µl 

stains on paper, as temperature increased, humidity and drying time decreased 

considerably. Rates of decreases in humidity and drying time differed.  

 

For decreases in drying time, two distinct periods of change were identified. As 

temperature increased between -10oC and 20oC (7 intervals) drying time decreased 

by 321 minutes, between 20oC and 50oC (7 intervals) drying time decreased by 613 

minutes. Results indicate that whilst drying time decreased as temperature increased 

between -10oC and 20oC, the biggest decrease in drying time occurred between 20oC 

and 50oC. This observation supports a suggestion that temperature increases between 

-10oC and 50oC have an effect of drying time, for 10µl stains on paper. Between 

20oC and 25oC the largest single decrease in drying time (438 minutes) between two 

adjacent temperature intervals was recorded. This observation supports a suggestion 

that the most observable alterations in drying time occur as temperature increases 

above 20oC, for 10µl stains on paper. Trends in decreasing humidity levels were 

more complicated to define. As temperature increased from -10oC to 25oC, humidity 

fluctuated within a relatively high range between 81.8 (25oC) and 96.4 (15oC). 
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Fluctuations in humidity within this range did not appear to follow a general rule. 

Between 30oC and 50oC, humidity was lower, decreasing from 71.4 (30oC) to 41.2 

(45oC). Results appeared to suggest that alterations in temperature had a more 

consistent and therefore considerable effect on drying time than alterations in 

humidity. 

 

Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Stain 
Diameter 

/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 11 10 9 962 16.0 93.7 84.4 88.7 
-5 13 10 9 848 14.1 89.8 80.4 85.6 
0 8 10 10 877 14.6 95.9 83.2 88.8 
5 8 10 9 853 14.2 95.1 88.2 91.7 

10 8 10 9 739 12.3 96.3 79.4 91.6 
15 9 10 9 604 10.1 99.5 92.4 96.4 
20 7 10 9 641 10.7 92.8 85.1 90.2 
25 8 10 9 203 3.4 89.0 72.8 81.8 
30 7 10 9 127 2.1 80.0 57.4 71.4 
35 7 10 9 80 1.3 76.0 45.7 65.2 
40 9 10 9 52 0.9 66.8 44.3 55.4 
45 7 10 9 39 0.6 55.4 32.2 41.2 
50 7 10 9 28 0.5 60.9 44.7 51.5 

!
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Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 3 45 818 13.6 94.7 67.7 80.7 
-5 2 45 928 15.5 95.3 65.3 80.6 
0 4 45 906 15.1 85.5 81.4 83.6 
5 5 45 503 8.4 88.4 80.4 83.8 

10 7 45 491 8.2 87.8 84.3 86.1 
15 8 45 448 7.5 91.4 91.0 91.2 
20 9 45 503 8.4 99.0 93.2 96.8 
25 3 45 546 9.1 90.3 65.2 78.8 
30 4 45 206 3.4 85.6 53.7 72.0 
35 4 45 150 2.5 76.6 31.7 54.4 
40 5 45 69 1.2 63.8 31.0 47.6 
45 5 45 59 1.0 65.3 29.5 47.6 
50 5 45 30 0.5 48.9 16.1 32.6 

!
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!

 

Figure 390 Results for 10µl stains on paper, averaged from replicates (n = 30) at each temperature 
interval and across 5 experimental runs 
 

 

Figure 391 sets out a calculation of mean drying time for all 10µl stains on paper. 

Mean drying time was calculated as 465 minutes, with a minimum of 28 minutes and 

a maximum of 962 minutes across all 13 temperature intervals.  

 
 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Drying time /mins 13 28 962 465 377.876 
Valid N (listwise) 13     

Figure 391 Calculation of minimum, maximum and mean drying time for 10µl stains on paper 
 

 

12.2.4 45µl stains on Denim 

 

Figure 392 sets out mean measurements for 45µl stains on denim, across 13 

temperature intervals. Measurements at each temperature interval were calculated by 
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averaging measurements recorded for 6 replicate stains at each temperature interval 

across 2 experimental runs; a total of 12 stains. Variables that exhibited the largest 

variations between temperature intervals were drying time and humidity. As 

temperature incrementally increased from -10oC to 50oC, drying time (minutes) 

decreased from 818 to 30 minutes and humidity decreased from 80.7 to 32.6%. 

Results indicated that for 45µl stains on denim, as temperature increased, humidity 

and drying time decreased considerably. Rates of decreases in humidity and drying 

time differed.  

 

For decreases in drying time, three distinct periods were identified, between -10oC 

and 0oC, 5oC and 25oC and 30oC and 50oC. Between -10oC and 0oC drying times 

were high, fluctuating between 818 minutes (-10oC) and 928 minutes (-5oC). A large 

decrease of 403 minutes in drying time was recorded between 0oC and 5oC. Between 

5oC and 25oC drying time fluctuated between 503 minutes (5oC) and 546 minutes 

(25oC). Another large decrease in drying time was also recorded between 25oC and 

30oC of 340 minutes. Between 30oC and 50oC drying time was decreased by 176 

minutes. Results indicate that as temperature increased between -10oC and 50oC, 

drying time for 45µl stains on denim decreased, with two observable decreases in 

drying time occurring between 0oC and 5oC and 25oC and 30oC. Trends in decreasing 

humidity levels were more complicated to define. As temperature increased from -

10oC to 20oC, humidity fluctuated within a relatively high range between 80.6 (-5oC) 

and 96.8 (20oC). Fluctuations in humidity within this range increased as temperature 

increased. Between 25oC and 50oC humidity was lower, decreasing from 78.8 (25oC) 

to 32.6 (50oC). Results appeared to suggest that alterations in temperature had a more 

consistent and therefore considerable effect on drying time than alterations in 

humidity.  
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Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Stain 
Diameter 

/mm 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 11 10 9 962 16.0 93.7 84.4 88.7 
-5 13 10 9 848 14.1 89.8 80.4 85.6 
0 8 10 10 877 14.6 95.9 83.2 88.8 
5 8 10 9 853 14.2 95.1 88.2 91.7 

10 8 10 9 739 12.3 96.3 79.4 91.6 
15 9 10 9 604 10.1 99.5 92.4 96.4 
20 7 10 9 641 10.7 92.8 85.1 90.2 
25 8 10 9 203 3.4 89.0 72.8 81.8 
30 7 10 9 127 2.1 80.0 57.4 71.4 
35 7 10 9 80 1.3 76.0 45.7 65.2 
40 9 10 9 52 0.9 66.8 44.3 55.4 
45 7 10 9 39 0.6 55.4 32.2 41.2 
50 7 10 9 28 0.5 60.9 44.7 51.5 
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Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 3 45 818 13.6 94.7 67.7 80.7 
-5 2 45 928 15.5 95.3 65.3 80.6 
0 4 45 906 15.1 85.5 81.4 83.6 
5 5 45 503 8.4 88.4 80.4 83.8 

10 7 45 491 8.2 87.8 84.3 86.1 
15 8 45 448 7.5 91.4 91.0 91.2 
20 9 45 503 8.4 99.0 93.2 96.8 
25 3 45 546 9.1 90.3 65.2 78.8 
30 4 45 206 3.4 85.6 53.7 72.0 
35 4 45 150 2.5 76.6 31.7 54.4 
40 5 45 69 1.2 63.8 31.0 47.6 
45 5 45 59 1.0 65.3 29.5 47.6 
50 5 45 30 0.5 48.9 16.1 32.6 
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Figure 392 Results for 45µl stains on denim, averaged from replicates (n = 30) at each temperature 
interval and across 2 experimental runs 
 

 

Figure 393 sets out a calculation of mean drying time for all 45µl stains on denim. 

Mean drying time was calculated as 435 minutes, with a minimum of 30 minutes and 

a maximum of 928 minutes across all 13 temperature intervals.  

 
 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Drying time /mins 13 30 928 435 317.474 
Valid N (listwise) 13     

Figure 393 Calculation of minimum, maximum and mean drying time for 45µl stains on denim 
 

 

12.2.5 45µl stains on Glass 

 

Figure 394 sets out mean measurements for 45µl stains on glass, across 13 

temperature intervals. Measurements at each temperature interval were calculated as 

described in section 12.2.4. Variables that exhibited the largest variations between 

temperature intervals were drying time and humidity. As temperature incrementally 

increased from -10oC to 50oC, drying time (minutes) decreased from 908 to 37 

minutes and humidity decreased from 81.1 to 30.0%. Results indicated that for 45µl 

stains on glass, as temperature increased, humidity and drying time decreased 
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considerably. Rates of decreases in humidity and drying time differed.  

 

For decreases in drying time, three distinct periods of change were identified, 

between -10oC and 20oC, 20oC and 30oC and 30oC and 50oC. As temperature 

increased between -10oC and 20oC drying times were high, fluctuating between 908 

(-10oC) and 1248 (5oC). Large decreases in drying time were recorded between 20oC 

and 25oC (380 minutes) and 25oC and 30oC (445 minutes), indicating a total decrease 

in drying time between 20oC and 30oC of 825 minutes. Between 30oC and 50oC 

drying times decreased from 263 minutes (30oC) and 37 minutes (50oC). Results 

indicate that as temperature increased between -10oC and 50oC, drying time for 45µl 

stains on glass decreased, with the largest decreases in drying time occurring 

between 20oC and 30oC. Trends in decreasing humidity levels were more 

complicated to define. As temperature increased from -10oC to 20oC, humidity 

fluctuated within a relatively high range between 79.6 (-5oC) and 96.5 (20oC). 

Fluctuations in humidity within this range broadly increased as temperature 

increased. Between 20oC and 50oC, humidity was lower, decreasing from 80.2 

(20oC) to 30.0 (50oC). Results appeared to suggest that alterations in temperature had 

a more consistent and therefore considerable effect on drying time than alterations in 

humidity.  

 

Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 3 45 908 15.1 96.1 67.7 81.1 
-5 2 45 1111 18.6 95.3 64.8 79.6 
0 4 45 1068 17.8 85.4 81.4 83.2 
5 5 45 1248 20.8 88.4 80.3 83.6 

10 7 45 1061 17.7 91.3 84.0 87.8 
15 8 45 981 16.4 91.7 87.3 89.8 
20 9 45 1088 18.2 99.0 91.8 96.5 
25 3 45 708 11.8 90.4 65.0 80.2 
30 4 45 263 4.4 85.6 52.6 71.6 
35 4 45 177 3.0 76.6 31.7 59.6 
40 5 45 79 1.4 63.8 30.9 47.1 
45 5 45 78 1.3 65.3 29.5 46.9 
50 5 45 37 0.7 48.9 16.1 30.0 
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Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 3 45 981 16.3 95.6 67.7 78.2 
-5 2 45 1299 21.8 95.3 64.5 78.6 
0 4 45 1110 18.5 88.5 81.9 84.5 
5 5 45 1333 22.2 88.4 80.3 83.6 

10 7 45 1118 18.6 91.8 84.0 88.5 
15 8 45 1159 19.3 91.7 84.3 89.3 
20 9 45 1024 17.0 99.1 93.2 96.9 
25 3 45 665 11.1 90.4 65.0 80.6 
30 4 45 298 5.0 85.6 52.6 71.6 
35 4 45 204 3.4 76.6 31.7 59.6 
40 5 45 119 2.0 65.0 30.8 48.0 
45 5 45 85 1.4 65.3 29.5 45.1 
50 5 45 49 0.8 48.9 16.1 27.7 

!

 

Figure 394 Results for 45µl stains on glass, averaged from replicates (n = 30) at each temperature 
interval and across 2 experimental runs 
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Figure 395 sets out a calculation of mean drying time for all 45µl stains on glass. 

Mean drying time was calculated as 677 minutes, with a minimum of 37 minutes and 

a maximum of 1248 minutes across all 13 temperature intervals.  

 
 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Drying time /mins 13 37 1248 677 472.387 
Valid N (listwise) 13     

Figure 395 Calculation of minimum, maximum and mean drying time for 45µl stains on glass 

 

 
 
12.2.6 45µl stains on Paper 

 

Figure 396 sets out mean measurements for 45µl stains on paper, across 13 

temperature intervals. Measurements at each temperature interval were calculated as 

described in section 12.2.4. Variables that exhibited the largest variations between 

temperature intervals were drying time and humidity. As temperature incrementally 

increased from -10oC to 50oC, drying time (minutes) decreased from 981 to 49 

minutes and humidity decreased from 78.2 to 27.7%. Results indicated that for 45µl 

stains on paper, as temperature increased, humidity and drying time decreased 

considerably. Rates of decreases in humidity and drying time differed.  

 

For decreases in drying time, two distinct periods were identified, between -10oC and 

20oC and 20oC and 50oC. As temperature increased between -10oC and 20oC drying 

times were high, fluctuating between 981 (-10oC) and 1333 (5oC). A significant 

decrease in drying time was recorded between 20oC and 25oC (359 minutes). 

Between 25oC and 50oC drying times decreased from 665 minutes (25oC) to 49 

minutes (50oC). Results indicate that as temperature increased between -10oC and 

50oC, drying time for 45µl stains on paper decreased, with the largest decreases in 

drying time occurring between 20oC and 25oC. Trends in decreasing humidity levels 

were more complicated to define. As temperature increased from -10oC to 20oC, 

humidity fluctuated within a relatively high range between 78.2 (-10oC) and 96.9 

(20oC). Fluctuations in humidity within this range broadly increased as temperature 

increased. Between 25oC and 50oC, humidity was lower, decreasing from 80.6 
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(20oC) to 27.7 (50oC). Results appeared to suggest that alterations in temperature had 

a more consistent and therefore considerable effect on drying time than alterations in 

humidity.  

 

Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 3 45 908 15.1 96.1 67.7 81.1 
-5 2 45 1111 18.6 95.3 64.8 79.6 
0 4 45 1068 17.8 85.4 81.4 83.2 
5 5 45 1248 20.8 88.4 80.3 83.6 

10 7 45 1061 17.7 91.3 84.0 87.8 
15 8 45 981 16.4 91.7 87.3 89.8 
20 9 45 1088 18.2 99.0 91.8 96.5 
25 3 45 708 11.8 90.4 65.0 80.2 
30 4 45 263 4.4 85.6 52.6 71.6 
35 4 45 177 3.0 76.6 31.7 59.6 
40 5 45 79 1.4 63.8 30.9 47.1 
45 5 45 78 1.3 65.3 29.5 46.9 
50 5 45 37 0.7 48.9 16.1 30.0 
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Temperature 
/oC 

Age of 
blood 
/days 

Blood 
Volume 

/µl 

Drying 
Time 
/Mins 

Drying 
Time 
/hrs 

Maximum 
Humidity 

/% 

Minimum 
Humidity 

/% 

Average 
Humidity 

/% 
-10 3 45 981 16.3 95.6 67.7 78.2 
-5 2 45 1299 21.8 95.3 64.5 78.6 
0 4 45 1110 18.5 88.5 81.9 84.5 
5 5 45 1333 22.2 88.4 80.3 83.6 

10 7 45 1118 18.6 91.8 84.0 88.5 
15 8 45 1159 19.3 91.7 84.3 89.3 
20 9 45 1024 17.0 99.1 93.2 96.9 
25 3 45 665 11.1 90.4 65.0 80.6 
30 4 45 298 5.0 85.6 52.6 71.6 
35 4 45 204 3.4 76.6 31.7 59.6 
40 5 45 119 2.0 65.0 30.8 48.0 
45 5 45 85 1.4 65.3 29.5 45.1 
50 5 45 49 0.8 48.9 16.1 27.7 

!  

Figure 396 Results for 45µl stains on paper, averaged from replicates (n = 30) at each temperature 
interval and across 2 experimental runs 
 
 
 
Figure 397 sets out a calculation of mean drying time for all 45µl stains on paper. 

Mean drying time was calculated as 726 minutes, with a minimum of 49 minutes and 

a maximum of 1333 minutes across all 13 temperature intervals.  

 
 
 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Drying time /mins 13 49 1333 726 503.013 
Valid N (listwise) 13     

Figure 397 Calculation of minimum, maximum and mean drying time for 45µl stains on paper 
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12.3 Exploration of relationships between variables 

 
Once descriptive statistics for each volume of stains on each surface had been 

outlined, relationships between independent variables (temperature, humidity, age of 

blood, stain volume and surface) and the dependent variable (drying time) were 

examined collectively for all stains. The relationship between temperature and 

humidity was also examined.  

 
12.3.1 Temperature and drying time 

 

Figure 398 outlines the relationship between temperature and drying time for all 

stains on all surfaces. For all groups of stains, as temperature increased drying time 

decreased. As temperature increased, the range of drying temperatures between 

groups of stains also decreased. For stains generated between -10oC and 25oC ranges 

of drying times exhibited by different groups of stains at the same temperature 

interval were sizeable, with a maximum range of 922 minutes (15oC) and a minimum 

range of 488 minutes (-10oC). For stains generated between 30oC and 50oC these 

ranges were much smaller, with a maximum range of 219 minutes (30oC) and a 

minimum range of 33 minutes (50oC) between drying times at each temperature 

interval. At temperatures between 30oC and 50oC mean drying times for groups of 

stains maintained the same order. This order, from shortest to longest length of 

drying time was: 10µl stains on denim, 10µl stains on glass, 10µl stains on paper, 

45µl stains on denim, 45µl stains on glass and 45µl stains on paper. 

 

Observations offer confirmation of two relationships between temperature and 

drying time for stains generated in experimental stage 4. Firstly, results support a 

suggestion that as temperature increased between -10oC and 50oC, across all surfaces 

stain drying time decreased. Secondly, results suggest that at temperatures above 

30oC, the influence of temperature on stain drying time increased considerably.  
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Figure 398 Relationship between temperature (oC) and stain drying time (minutes) for all stains 

 
 
Figure 399 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test carried out on stains 

generated. The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric statistical method that tests a 

null hypothesis that three or more unrelated (independent) sets of data have the same 

distribution (Laerd Statistics. 2013). A non-parametric test was used as normality 

tests conducted on data from experimental stage 4 indicated strongly that datasets 

were not normally distributed (normality tests are included in appendix 4). For stains 

generated, results of the test indicated whether temperatures had a significant effect 

on drying times. Results indicated that the null hypothesis should be rejected. There 

is therefore a statistically significant difference between stain drying times at 

different temperatures, at the 99% significance level (p < 0.01). This confirms that 

temperature had a significant influence on stain drying time.  
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Figure 399 Kruskal-Wallis test for comparison between distributions of drying time across 

temperature intervals 
 
 

Empirical confirmation of the significance of influence of temperature on drying 

time substantially expands current understanding of influences on bloodstain drying 

time, which has implications for bloodstain pattern analysis and crime scene 

reconstruction in the future. Knowledge about influences on drying time had 

previously been limited to general acceptance of the influence of temperature on 

drying time (Laber. Epstein. 1983. Peschel et al. 2011) and two experimental 

attempts to verify the nature of this influence (Brady et al. 2002. Ramsthaler et al. 

2012). In both experimental studies, observations were limited to drying times 

recorded at three temperature intervals with results generally indicative of negative 

correlations between temperature and drying time. In one study (Brady et al. 2002), 

drying times were recorded at -3oC (87 minutes), 22oC (8 minutes) and 45oC (13 

minutes). Comparison of drying times at -3oC and 45oC supported a hypothesis that 

drying times are shorter at higher temperatures. Observation of a lower drying time 

at 22oC than at 45oC however confused conclusions about the temperature and 

drying time. With observations limited to three temperatures in the study it was 

consequently difficult to draw conclusions about the precise nature of the 

relationship between temperature and drying time. In the other study (Ramsthaler et 

al. 2012) observations were limited to measurements of drying time at 15oC (75-90 

minutes), 20oC (60-75 minutes) and 24oC (30 minutes). Although observations over 

this range clearly indicated a negative relationship between increases in temperature 

and decreases in drying time, they are limited in their extrapolation to a relatively 

small temperature range (range: 9oC).  

 

Results presented here represent the first empirical confirmation of a negative 

correlation between temperature and drying time, across such a large range of 

temperatures (-10oC to 50oC). They also present the first empirical confirmation that 

stains generated across a range of surfaces replicate this relationship. Results have 
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implications for future stain analysis and in particular, estimations of drying time for 

incorporation into crime scene reconstructions. An important aspect of crime scene 

reconstruction is to chronologically reconstruct the most probable sequence or 

circumstances surrounding generation of evidence during a bloodletting event. 

Being able to estimate time of stain deposition can assist in identifying the time a 

bloodletting event occurred, which may have consequences for other aspects of an 

investigation, or establishing the chronological order of different phases associated 

with multiple patterns identified within a complex bloodletting event. Empirical 

confirmation of the relationship between temperature and drying time through 

results generated in experimental stage 4 ultimately mean that temperatures recorded 

at a scene can be used to inform, with much greater accuracy than historically 

possible, estimated times of stain deposition. For example, consultation of results 

generated can provide analysts with an estimated drying time for a stain deposited 

on a particular surface at a particular temperature, within the limits of surfaces 

examined (paper, glass, denim) and as long as temperature at a scene is known. This 

will subsequently increase accuracy of temporal reconstructions of bloodletting 

events. 

 
 
12.3.2 Humidity and drying time 

 

Figure 400 outlines the relationship between humidity and drying time for all stains 

on all surfaces. As humidity increased drying time broadly increased. A significant 

difference in drying times was observed between humidity levels below and above 

80%. At humidity measures of below 80%, average drying times for all stains did not 

exceed 298 minutes (45µl stains on paper at 71.6% humidity). At humidity measures 

of above 80%, the majority of stains exhibited drying times in excess of 500 minutes, 

with a maximum of 1333 minutes (45µl stains on paper at 83.6% humidity). As 

humidity increased, the range of drying temperatures between groups of stains also 

increased. For stains generated at humidity levels below 80%, ranges of average 

drying times exhibited by different groups of stains at the same humidity level were 

limited. The maximum range in drying time between stains dried at the same 

humidity was 171 minutes at 71% humidity (45µl stains on paper dried at 71.6%: 

drying time of 298 minutes, 45µl stains on glass dried at 71.6%: drying time of 263 
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minutes and 10µl stains on paper dried at 71.4%: drying time of 127 minutes). For 

stains generated at humidity levels above 80%, ranges of drying times exhibited by 

different groups of stains at the same humidity were considerable. The maximum 

range in drying time between stains dried at the same humidity was 915 minutes at 

89% humidity (10µl stains on glass dried at 89.8%: drying time of 529 minutes, 10µl 

stains on denim dried at 89.0%: drying time of 244 minutes, 10µl stains on glass 

dried at 89.2%: drying time of 640 minutes, 45µl stains on glass dried at 89.8%: 

drying time of 981 minutes and 45µl stains on paper dried at 89.3%: drying time 

1159 minutes). The presence of such a range of drying times between groups of 

stains dried at the same humidity supports a suggestion that although humidity 

appeared to influence drying time, it did not appear to be the most influential 

variable on stain drying time. Other measurements of drying time between stains 

dried at the same humidity support this conclusion. For example for 10µl stains on 

denim and 45µl stains on glass both dried at 87.8% humidity, average drying times 

were 493 minutes and 1061 minutes respectively, a considerable difference of 568 

minutes. This particular example highlights the stronger influence volume of blood 

and surface type appears to exert on drying time over the influence of humidity. Two 

observations could be made regarding the relationship between humidity and drying 

time for stains generated in experimental stage 4. First, results appeared to support a 

suggestion that as humidity increased stain drying time increased. Secondly however, 

results also suggested, through analysis of drying times at the same humidity, that 

other variables may act as stronger influences on drying time than humidity.  
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Figure 400 Relationship between humidity (%) and stain drying time (minutes) for all stains 

 

Observations of the influence of humidity on stain drying time supports current 

acceptance of the general influence of humidity on bloodstain drying time (Laber. 

Epstein. 1983. Peschel. 2010). Results support a suggestion that whilst humidity 

does appear to influence drying time it does not appear to be as dominant an 

influence on drying time as other variables such as temperature, stain volume or 

surface type. This has implications for interpretations of drying time in forensic 

reality by indicating that whilst humidity should still be considered as a contributory 

influence on estimations of drying time, estimations should not be led by 

measurements of humidity.   
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12.3.3 Age of blood and drying time 
 

Figure 401 outlines the relationship between age of blood and drying time for all 

stains on all surfaces. Across data from all groups of stains, there does not appear to 

be any correlation between age of blood and drying time. This suggests that use of 

blood of different ages in experimental stage 4 did not influence drying time.  

 

 
Figure 401 Relationship between age of blood (days) and stain drying time (minutes) for all stains 

 
No previous experimental studies have examined the influence of age of blood on 

drying time. In forensic reality it would be highly unusual to encounter blood that 

was aged, i.e. not fresh, however, results of experimental stage 4 indicate that in 

specific cases where age of blood may be a consideration, it is unlikely to affect 

drying time. Age of blood should not therefore be considered during estimations of 

stain drying time for crime scene reconstruction. 
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12.3.4 Volume of blood and drying time 

 

Figure 402 outlines the distributions of mean drying times for 10µl and 45 µl volume 

stains. Stains generated from 45µl volumes exhibit longer drying times than stains 

generated from 10µl. Comparison of the lowest, median and highest drying times for 

each volume confirms this. Stains generated from 10µl volumes, on average, 

exhibited a shortest drying time of 16 minutes, a median drying time of 351 minutes 

and a longest drying time of 962 minutes. Stains generated from 45µl volumes, on 

average, exhibited a shortest drying time of 30 minutes, a median drying time of 613 

minutes and a longest drying time of 1333 minutes. Although measures of drying 

time for 45µl volume stains are greater than comparable measures for 10µl volume 

stains, there was a considerable overlap in drying times between different stains of 

both volumes. This indicated that volume of blood was not the sole influence on 

stain drying time and there was variability, caused by the influence of other 

variables, in drying times for stains of either volume.  

 

 
Figure 402 Relationship between volume of blood (µl) and drying time (minutes) for all stains 

 

Figure 403 presents the results of a Mann-Whitney test carried out on stains 

generated. The Mann-Whitney test is a non-parametric statistical method that tests a 

null hypothesis that two unrelated (independent) sets of data have the same 

distribution (Laerd Statistics. 2013). A non-parametric test was used as normality 
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tests conducted on data from experimental stage 4 indicated strongly that datasets 

were not normally distributed (normality tests are included in appendix 4). For stains 

generated, results of the test indicated whether volume of blood had a significant 

effect on drying times. The results indicated that the null hypotheses should be 

rejected. There is therefore a statistically significant difference between stain drying 

times for different volumes of blood, at the 99% significance level (p < 0.01). This 

confirms that volume of blood had a significant influence on stain drying time.  

 

          
Figure 403 Mann-Whitney test for comparison between distributions of drying time across 

temperature intervals 
           
 
Although it is generally accepted that volume of blood is an influence on drying time 

(Laber. Epstein. 1983) results presented in section 12.3.4 represent the first empirical 

confirmation of the relationship between increases in stain volume and increases in 

drying time. In forensic reality, implications of observations are limited as it is not 

currently possible to calculate the volume of blood contained in stains. Development 

of a method of accurately estimating volumes of blood at a scene would increase the 

implications of observations of influence of stain volume on drying time.   

 
 
12.3.5 Surface type and drying time 
 

Figure 404 sets out the relationship between stain type and drying time. Stains 

generated were classified according to volume and surface to allow comparison of 

distributions of drying time between surface types. Results indicate that for both 

volumes (10µl and 45µl) of stains denim stains exhibit the shortest drying times, then 

glass stains and finally paper stains which exhibit the longest drying times. Median 

drying times for 10µl stains increase from 237 minutes (denim) to 471 (glass) to 604 

(paper). Median drying times for 45µl stains increase from 491 (denim) to 908 

(glass) to 981 (paper). The trend indicated in figure 404 that denim stains exhibited 
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the shortest drying times, glass stains the medium length of drying times and paper 

stains the longest drying times is confirmed in figure 405, which outlines 

distributions of drying time for denim, glass and paper surfaces combined for 10µl 

and 45µl volume stains.  
 

 
Figure 404 Relationship between stain type and drying time (minutes) 

 

 
Figure 405 Distributions of drying time (minutes) for denim, glass and paper surfaces, combined for 

10µl and 45µl volume stains 
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Figure 406 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test carried out on stains 

generated to assess whether stain type (and therefore surface) had a significant effect 

on drying times. Results indicated that the null hypotheses should be rejected. There 

is therefore a significant difference between drying times recorded for different 

surfaces at the 95% significance level (p < 0.05). This confirms that surface type had 

a significant influence on stain drying time.  

 

      
Figure 406 Kruskal-Wallis test for comparison between distributions of drying time and stain type 

 
 

Empirical confirmation of the influence of surface type and characteristics on drying 

time enhances current understanding of influences on bloodstain drying time, which 

has implications for bloodstain pattern analysis and crime scene reconstruction in 

the future. Previous understanding of the influence of surface characteristics had 

been limited to general acknowledgment of their expected influence on stain drying 

time (Laber. Epstein. 1983. Peschel et al. 2011). Results presented in section 12.3.5 

represent therefore the first empirical confirmation of the influence of surface 

characteristics on bloodstain drying time. They demonstrated that amongst 

experimental surfaces, drying times varied significantly for stains generated on 

denim, glass and paper surfaces. This has implications in forensic reality for 

incorporating estimations of drying times for stains on different surfaces into 

chronological crime scene reconstructions. For example, bloodstains may be 

simultaneously deposited on both denim and paper surfaces at a scene. During 

interpretation of stains, if one stain (paper) is observed to still be wet whilst the 

other stain (denim) appears dry an inference may be made that the stain on denim 

was deposited prior to the stain on paper. Results demonstrate however that 

differential drying rates might be an influence of surface type, rather than order of 

deposition. Without taking into account surface type, comparisons of estimated 

drying times for stains generated on different surfaces for the purposes of 

reconstructing a chronology of staining events are therefore likely to be erroneous.  
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Empirical confirmation of the relationship between surface type and drying time 

underlines the importance of incorporating considerations about surface 

characteristics into estimations of drying time. Doing so will subsequently increase 

the accuracy of estimations of drying time and temporal reconstructions of 

bloodletting events. 

 

12.3.5.1 AFM images of surfaces for comparison of surface roughness 

 

Atomic Force Microscope imaging was used to calculate a measure of surface 

roughness (roughness average: Ra) for each surface used in experimental stage 4 

(denim, glass, paper). This was conducted to test for possible correlations between 

surface roughness and trends in stain drying time for different surfaces. Figures 407, 

408 & 409 outline AFM images and measures of surface roughness recorded for 

denim, glass and paper surfaces used in experimental stage 4. Results indicate that 

paper surfaces exhibited the highest surface roughness (338nm) whilst glass surfaces 

exhibited the lowest surface roughness (2.38nm). Drying time averages indicated that 

paper stains demonstrated the longest drying times, which supports a suggestion that 

surfaces with higher surface roughness exhibit longer stain drying times. Results of 

surface roughness for glass surfaces however contradict this rule. The roughness 

average measured for glass surfaces (2.38nm) was considerably lower than the 

roughness average for denim surfaces (158nm). If there was a relationship between 

surface roughness and drying time, denim stains should exhibit longer drying times 

than glass stains. Results in figures 404 & 405 demonstrate that this was not so, as 

there does not appear to be any clear relationship, in results recorded during 

experimental stage 4, between surface roughness and drying time.  
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12.3.5.1.a Denim – Roughness average (Ra): 158nm  

 

 
 

Figure 407 AFM images of denim surfaces generated during calculation of surface roughness average 
(Ra) 

 

12.3.5.1.b Glass – Roughness average (Ra): 2.38nm 

 

  
Figure 408 AFM images of glass surfaces generated during calculation of surface roughness average 
(Ra) 

 

12.3.5.1.c Paper – Roughness average (Ra): 338nm 

 

 
 

Figure 409 AFM images of paper surfaces generated during calculation of surface roughness average 
(Ra) 
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12.3.6 Temperature and humidity 
 
Figure 410 outlines the relationship between temperature intervals and humidity 

levels recorded during experimental stage 4. A relationship appears to be 

demonstrated between temperature and humidity. Between -10oC and 20oC, 

increases in temperature appeared to be associated with increases in humidity. 

Between 20oC and 50oC further increases in temperature appeared to be associated 

with more significant decreases in humidity. As it was not possible to control 

humidity during experimentation this relationship was an uncontrollable aspect of the 

experiment and interpretation of the separate relationships between temperature and 

drying time and humidity and drying time should consider the intrinsic relationship 

between temperature and humidity.  

 

 
Figure 410 Relationship between temperature intervals and humidity recorded during experimental 

stage 4 

 

 

Being able to conduct accurate estimations of stain drying time has considerable 

investigative use for reconstructing temporal aspects of bloodletting events. 

Estimations can assist with identification of approximate stain deposition times, 

which infer times associated with bloodletting events. They can also assist with 

developing chronologies for generation of individual stain patterns within a complex 
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crime scene. Increasing an understanding of influences on drying time improves the 

accuracy with which analysts can make drying time estimations. Observations from 

experimental stage 4 provided empirical confirmation of relationships between 

particular variables of influence and drying time, which can be used to inform and 

improve the accuracy of drying time estimations. Improving accuracy of drying time 

estimates will also increase the confidence that can be attached when extrapolating 

estimates to broader inferences about timings associated with events occurring at a 

crime scene. Implications of results for bloodstain pattern analysis and the 

subsequent process of crime scene reconstruction are discussed in chapter 13.    
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Section 3 
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13. Discussion and Synthesis 

 
13.1 Answering experimental hypotheses 
 

Hypotheses were developed to examine certain empirically unsubstantiated 

observations relating to physically altered bloodstains. The context for exploring 

these hypotheses was to enhance the scope for analysis and interpretation of 

physically altered bloodstain patterns and increasing incorporation of these stains 

into crime scene reconstruction. Informed by literature review a series of hypotheses 

were developed within three thematic groups. These groups broadly corresponded to 

investigating the influence of temperature on identification of bloodstains (A), the 

influence of a wider range of environmental variables on identification of bloodstains 

(B) and influences on drying time. Presentation and analysis of results from all four 

experimental stages, set out in section 2, allows for answering and discussion of 

specific hypotheses within each of these groups.  

 

13.1.1 Group A  
 

Hypotheses in group A specifically focused on exploring the relationship between 

temperature and chemical and visual identification of bloodstains. The relevance of 

this relationship to crime scene reconstruction resonates at both source and activity 

level levels of evidence interpretation.  

 

13.1.1.1 Source level interpretations of Bloodstain Pattern evidence 

 

Source level interpretations of Bloodstain Pattern evidence involve the identification 

and confirmation of the presence of blood at a scene. This provides investigators 

with an indication of involvement of stained objects, individuals or locations with a 

bloodletting event.  

 

Identification and confirmation of bloodstains at a scene is conducted via a two-step 

process of visual, then chemical identification. The implications of anything 

inhibiting or obscuring either visual or chemical identification are in the subsequent 
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risks of incomplete collection of evidence and misinterpretation or misidentification 

of blood evidence. Incomplete collection or misinterpretations of evidence are 

significant evidentiary issues as they may influence initial inferences of levels of 

“involvement” and mislead scrutiny of an investigation towards less directly 

involved parties. If considered within the more holistic context of the ‘forensic 

process’ the implications become even greater. Accurate identification of evidence 

serves as perhaps the most crucial investigative step, providing the point of entry for 

evidence into this process from which the investigative stages of evidence analysis, 

interpretation and ultimately presentation to court follow.  

 

The investigative importance of source level interpretations of blood pattern 

evidence emphasizes the vital importance of increasing awareness and understanding 

of any mechanisms that may inhibit or obscure the visual and/or chemical 

identification of bloodstains.  

 

13.1.1.2 Temperature and source level interpretations of Bloodstain Pattern 

evidence 

 

A limited number of experimental studies have commented on the influence of 

temperature on visual identification of bloodstains. In particular, observations 

focused on the perceived effects of cold temperatures on stain appearance (Brady et 

al. 2002. Leak. 2006. 2010. Morris. 2010). Discolourations observed in stains 

occurred to such a degree that initial interpretations of evidence as bloodstain 

patterns were prevented. If upheld, observations have obvious repercussions for the 

visual identification of bloodstains. In addition, a number of experimental 

observations have been made regarding the influence of temperature on chemical 

identification. The possibility of variations in temperature weakening stain responses 

to chemical tests (Lee. De Forest. 1976) and stimulating denaturing of internal 

components which may limit positive responses to chemical tests (Lovelock. 1953) 

have been noted. 

 

Hypotheses in group A were set out to test and develop observations regarding the 

influence of temperature on stain appearance and identification tests, from results 

generated in experimental stage 1. Results indicated that stains generated on denim, 
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paper and glass surfaces and dried at temperatures between -10oC and 50oC were all 

positively identified by Bluestar, Kastle-Meyer and Hemastix presumptive chemical 

tests. Exposing stains to temperatures within that range did not therefore appear to 

obscure chemical identification of bloodstains. Temperature did however influence 

stain appearance, causing visible alterations in colour. This means that for stains 

generated on paper, denim and glass at temperatures between -10oC and 50oC 

analysts can determine, from quantitative measures of colour the temperature at 

which stains were formed. At all temperatures the hypothesis that stains would 

exhibit higher R (red) values that G (green) or B (blue) values was supported. This 

meant that all stains retained a dominant hue of red. As temperature increased from -

10oC to 50oC however R-values and RGB totals decreased, indicating that stains at 

higher temperatures were characterised by much darker intensities of overall colour. 

Significantly, a large decrease in R-values was observed between the particular 

temperature intervals of 25oC and 30oC. This trend was observed in stains on each 

surface, denim, paper and glass.  

 

Source level implications of observations from stains generated in experimental stage 

1 are that variations in temperature between -10oC and 50oC exert a significant 

influence on stain appearance. This may complicate or obscure visual identification 

of bloodstains generated within this range. Temperature should therefore be 

considered when conducting visual searches for bloodstains, particularly when the 

ambient temperature at a scene is in excess of 25oC, where stain appearance is 

altered most dramatically. Variations in temperature between -10oC and 50oC did not 

influence chemical identification of stains and do not need to be considered when 

conducting chemical searches for bloodstains, when the temperature is between -

10oC and 50oC.  

 

13.1.1.3 Temperature and activity level interpretations of Bloodstain Pattern 

evidence 

 

Activity level interpretations of Bloodstain Pattern evidence provides investigators 

with an indication or inference of the mechanisms and circumstances by which blood 

evidence has been generated and deposited at a scene. The principles of evidence 

dynamics are applied to physical evidence to generate activity level interpretations. 
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Evidence dynamics refers to any activity or “influence that changes, relocates, 

obscures, or obliterates physical evidence, regardless of intent” (Chisum. Turvey. 

2000) between point of deposition and interpretation. Temperature conditions at a 

crime scene should be included in discussions on evidence dynamics and activity 

level propositions because as demonstrated by the results of experimental stage 1, 

they exert an influence on stain colour that changes and may obscure bloodstain 

evidence. This may complicate the process of interpreting and analysing bloodstains 

and contextualising their presence at a crime scene.  

Alteration of stain colour caused by temperature variations has two major activity 

level implications. It may lead to misidentification of bloodstains as other physical 

evidence or alternatively lead to complete lack of identification of stains. An 

illustration of the activity level implications of misidentification of stains is provided 

by a case example of stains observed in an extremely cold environment (Morris. 

2010). Stains had undergone such discolouration that they were ‘initially 

misidentified as brain tissue by first responders’ (Morris. 2010) (figure 411).  

IABPA News 27 Vol. 26, No. 2. June 2010

Figure 2. Closer view of bloodstains in figure 1 exhibiting puffy pink areas in the center which were
initially misidentified as brain tissue by first responders.

Figure 3. Appearance of flash frozen spattered bloodstains on top of snow.

 

Figure 411 Image of bloodstains observed in a cold environment that were initially misidentified as 

brain tissue on account of their pink puffy appearance (Morris. 2010) 

 

By identifying bloodstains as another type of physical evidence they will be 

excluded, at least initially, from bloodstain pattern analysis conducted at a scene. The 

investigative implications of mistakenly excluding bloodstain evidence from pattern 

analysis are significant. Bloodstain patterns correspond to particular bloodletting 

mechanisms or indicate movement of involved parties at a scene. Excluding a valid 

pattern from an investigation therefore results in an incomplete analysis of a crime 
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scene and risks leading to partial analysis of events and circumstances surrounding 

the presence of blood. A secondary implication of mistakenly identifying bloodstain 

evidence as another physical evidence, for example brain tissue, is that incorrect 

inferences will have to be made to explain the presence of the alternative evidence. 

In the particular example given (Morris. 2010) misidentification of bloodstains as 

brain tissue, due to temperature-led discolouration, would have led investigators to 

infer that a severe head injury had occurred. This is a prime example of how 

incorrect activity level interpretations, led by misidentifications of bloodstains due to 

temperature-induced alterations in colour, can mislead and confuse an investigation.  

Discolouration of stains, which results in a complete lack of identification of 

bloodstains as any type of evidence at all, also has implications for activity level 

interpretations of evidence. If recovery of blood evidence is incomplete, any 

evidence that is not identified cannot be incorporated into later evidential 

considerations. If for example bloodstains are generated by a particular mechanism 

and not recovered, investigators may not identify the involvement of that 

mechanism, if no other evidence of that mechanism occurring is collected from a 

scene. It is difficult to provide specific case-examples to demonstrate the scope of 

these implications, as the investigative repercussions are a complete lack of 

identification of any bloodstains at a scene, as blood or any other evidence. It 

inherently difficult to estimate the number of instances when evidence has been 

‘missed’ and evidence retrieval has been incomplete. Being able to determine the 

temperature stains were formed at, from quantitative measures of colour, allows 

analysts to reconstruct the time at which stains were generated, as long as 

temperature records for the period concerned are known. This demonstrates another 

activity level interpretation that is possible with knowledge of the influence of 

temperature on stain colour.  

The results of experimental stage 1 demonstrate the influence variations in 

temperature between a relatively limited range (-10oC to 50oC) had on bloodstain 

evidence. Extrapolating experimental findings to a case-scenario, temperature will 

therefore have an affect on source and activity level interpretations of bloodstain 

pattern evidence and temperature should therefore be an important consideration 

when conducting investigation and identification of stains at a scene.  
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13.1.2 Group B 
 

Hypotheses in group B specifically focused on exploring the relationship between 

exposure to a range of environmental conditions and chemical and visual 

identification of bloodstains from the results of experimental stages 1, 2 and 3. The 

relevance of these relationships impacts on both source and activity level 

interpretations of Bloodstain Pattern evidence, used in crime scene reconstruction.  

 

13.1.2.1 Exposure to environmental conditions and source level interpretations 

of Bloodstain Pattern evidence 

 

Section 13.1.1.1 emphasized the investigative importance of source level 

interpretations of blood pattern evidence and increasing awareness and 

understanding of any mechanisms that may inhibit or obscure the visual and/or 

chemical identification of bloodstains. Having established the effects of temperature 

on chemical and visual identification of bloodstains, hypotheses in group B focused 

on exploring the relationship between a wider range of environmental conditions and 

chemical and visual identification of bloodstains. 

 

A number of experimental studies have commented on the effects of exposing 

bloodstains to a range of environmental conditions on chemical identification of 

stains. Observations focused on the persistence of chemical identification tests in 

identifying stains, which have been exposed to extreme environmental conditions. 

Results of studies indicated that presumptive positive identifications of stains were 

not inhibited by exposures to long periods of environmental fluctuations (Lee. De 

Forest. 1976. Gurfinkel. Franklin. 1987. Waldoch. 1996. Adair et al. 2008), 

‘washing’ or soaking in water (Jain. Singh. 1984), fire and burning (Paonessa. 2005. 

Tontarski et al. 2009) or extreme heat (Lee. De Forest. 1976. Tontarski et al. 2009. 

Quickenden et al. 2004). Theses observations were upheld by results of experimental 

stages 2 and 3, in which stains were exposed to a range of similar environmental 

conditions. Conditions included longitudinal exposures to naturally variable 

environmental fluctuations, freeze-thaw mechanisms, snow and freezing conditions, 

high temperatures and fire. The implications for crime scene investigators is that 
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these environmental conditions do not need to be considered an obstacle to 

presumptive positive chemical identification of bloodstains at scenes where 

environmental conditions are variable and possibly extreme in nature.  

 

A limited number of experimental studies have commented on the influence of 

exposing bloodstains to a range of environmental conditions on visual identification 

of bloodstains. Observations of the effects of longitudinal exposure to natural 

occurring environmental fluctuations (Cox. 1990. Anderson et al. 2005. Leak. 2010) 

indicated that exposure might cause discolouration of stains and removal or 

obscuring of stains due to the effects of prolonged exposure to precipitation. If 

upheld, observations have repercussions for the visual identification of bloodstains 

exposed to such conditions. Observations of the effects of freezing temperatures on 

stain appearance (Eckert. James. 1993. Brady et al. 2002. Morris. 2010) indicated 

that discolourations in stains occurred to such an extent that initial identifications of 

bloodstains were prevented. Again, if upheld, observations have repercussions for 

the visual identification of bloodstains. Observations of the effects of burning on 

stain appearance (Eckert. James. 1993. Paonessa. 2005) indicated that burning can 

cause significant discolouration of stains, which if upheld by observations from 

experimental stage 3 would have repercussions for visual identifications of stains 

exposed to such conditions. The effects of freeze-thaw mechanisms and extreme heat 

on stain appearance have not previously been studied but were also included in 

experimental stage 3 as it was thought they might also affect stain appearance.  

 

Hypotheses in group B were set out to test and develop observations regarding the 

influence of these environmental conditions on stain appearance, from results 

generated in experimental stages 2 and 3. Results indicated that stains generated on 

denim, paper and glass surfaces and exposed to naturally variable environmental 

conditions for different longitudinal periods exhibited significant differences in 

colour to stains generated in laboratory-controlled conditions. Although stains did 

not differ significantly according to average RGB totals, stains exposed to natural 

climate variations were characterised by much lower R-values and higher G and B 

values than laboratory generated stains. This meant that stains generated in 

experimental stage 2 were much closer to grey and brown colours than the red 

colours demonstrated by stains generated in laboratory conditions. This has source 
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level implications for the identification of stains exposed to the environment for any 

length of time.  

 

Results indicated that the appearance of stains generated on denim, paper and glass 

surfaces and exposed to extreme environmental conditions (freeze-thaw, freezing, 

snow, high temperatures and fire) varied according to environmental conditions. 

Stains exposed to cold extremes (freezing and snow) exhibited very high R (red) 

values and very high ratios (60-90%) of R (red) to G (green) and B (blue) values. 

The ratios observed for R to G and B values, for stains exposed to freezing 

conditions, were the highest ratios recorded amongst stains exposed to the range of 

environmental conditions outlined in experimental stage 1 (temperatures between -

10oC and 50oC), experimental stage 2 (longitudinal exposure to environmental 

fluctuations) and experimental stage 3 (freeze-thaw, high temperatures and fire). This 

supported the hypotheses that stains exposed to snow and freezing conditions would 

exhibit significant differences in colour to stains generated in laboratory-controlled 

or exposed for prolonged periods to natural climatic fluctuations. Confirmation of 

strong orientations in stain colour in freezing conditions towards the brightest, most 

vivid hues of red observed across stains exposed to a range of environmental 

conditions supports prior observations of the effects of freezing temperatures on stain 

appearance (Eckert. James. 1993. Brady et al. 2002. Morris. 2010). Source level 

implications of observations are that exposure to freezing conditions exerts a 

significant influence on stain appearance. This may complicate or obscure visual 

identification of bloodstains generated in these circumstances. Temperature should 

therefore be considered when conducting visual searches for bloodstains, particularly 

in outdoor scenes where surfaces may be frozen, as stain appearance may be altered 

dramatically. For stains generated on snow, changes in colour were recorded over 

time and stains became pinker, appearing to dissipate through the snow. This 

confirmed previous observations of pink colouring in stains on snow (Leak. 2006. 

Morris. 2010) and has source level implications by potentially obscuring 

identification of stains on snow.   

 

Stains exposed to hot extremes (high temperatures and burning) exhibited low R 

(red) values and very low ratios of R (red) to G (green) and B (blue) values. The 

ratios observed for R to G and B values, for stains exposed to hot environmental 
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conditions, were the lowest ratios (average R %: 49%) recorded amongst stains 

exposed to the range of environmental conditions outlined in experimental stage 1 

(temperatures between -10oC and 50oC), experimental stage 2 (longitudinal exposure 

to environmental fluctuations) and experimental stage 3 (freeze-thaw, high 

temperatures and fire). This supported the hypotheses that stains exposed to high 

temperatures and burning conditions would exhibit significant differences in colour 

to stains generated in laboratory-controlled or exposed for prolonged periods to 

natural climatic fluctuations. Confirmation of strong orientations in stain colour in 

extreme conditions of heat towards the darkest hues of red, brown and black 

observed across stains exposed to a range of environmental conditions supports prior 

observations of the effects of hot temperatures on stain appearance (Eckert. James. 

1993. Paonessa. 2005). Source level implications of observations are that exposure 

to hot temperatures and fire exerts a significant influence on stain appearance. This 

may complicate or obscure visual identification of bloodstains generated in these 

circumstances. Temperature should therefore be considered when conducting visual 

searches for bloodstains, particularly at scenes where temperatures have been high or 

where there is evidence of accidental or intentional burning, as stain appearance may 

be altered dramatically. Results across experimental stages 1-3 indicated that whilst 

stains generated on all surfaces exhibited higher R values than G or B values, within 

each environmental condition the intensity of red colouring varied between paper, 

denim and glass. This has source level implications for identification of stains across 

a range of surfaces.  

 

13.1.2.2 Exposure to environmental conditions and activity level interpretations 

of Bloodstain Pattern evidence 

 

Section 13.1.1.3 emphasized the investigative importance of activity level 

interpretations of blood pattern evidence and increasing awareness and 

understanding of any mechanisms that may inhibit or obscure the visual and/or 

chemical identification of bloodstains. Environmental conditions at a crime scene 

should be included in discussions on evidence dynamics and activity level 

propositions because as demonstrated by the results of experimental stages 2 and 3, 

they exert an influence on stain colour that changes and may obscure bloodstain 
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evidence. This may complicate the process of interpreting and analysing bloodstains 

and contextualising their presence at a crime scene.  

 

Alteration of stain colour caused by different environmental conditions has activity 

level implications. It may lead to misidentification of bloodstains as other physical 

evidence or alternatively lead to complete lack of identification of stains, if for 

example stains are removed. An illustration of the activity level implications of 

misidentification of stains is provided by a case example of stains observed in an 

extremely cold environment (Morris. 2010) described in 13.1.1.3. By misidentifying 

bloodstains they may be excluded, at least initially, from bloodstain pattern analysis 

conducted at a scene. Excluding a pattern or set of stains from an investigation 

results in an incomplete analysis of a crime scene and risks leading to partial analysis 

of events and circumstances surrounding the presence of blood. A lack of 

identification of bloodstains as any type of evidence at all, also has implications for 

activity level interpretations of evidence. If recovery of evidence is incomplete, any 

evidence that is not identified cannot be incorporated into later evidential 

considerations.  

 

In experimental stage 2 several findings have particular relevance for activity level 

interpretations of bloodstain evidence. Results confirmed the hypothesised ability to 

quantitatively distinguish stains that have been exposed to natural environmental 

fluctuations for a minimum of a month from stains that have been freshly generated, 

on the basis of colour. This has particular importance for activity level 

interpretations. It allows analysts to determine the whether stains are fresh or not, 

which can be used to infer and reconstruct temporal aspects surrounding a 

bloodletting event. There were no significant differences recorded between stains 

exposed to different periods of climatic conditions, or between stains exposed for 

different lengths of time. This means for stains generated on denim, paper and glass 

it is not possible to determine quantitatively, on the basis of colour, how old stains 

are. Certain results of experimental stage 3 also have implications for activity level 

interpretations of evidence. For stains exposed to freezing conditions the colour of 

stains generated on room temperature surfaces and then exposed to freezing 

conditions was significantly different to the colour of stains generated on frozen 
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surfaces. An example of how this could influence activity level interpretations can be 

illustrated by a hypothetical scenario of interpretation of stains at a scene located 

outdoors to infer time of deposition. In this hypothetical scenario, add the 

consideration that the ambient temperature only dips below freezing overnight. 

Through an analysis of the colour of stains identified at the scene it would be 

possible to infer whether stains were deposited whilst stained surfaces were above 

(daytime) of below (night-time) freezing. Observations of the distinctive nature of 

stains exposed to burning conditions also can assist with activity level 

interpretations. Identification of stains exposed to burning can be used to infer, in 

instances where fire is not expected to have occurred naturally, post bloodletting 

actions of a suspect attempting to remove evidence from a scene.  

 

The results of experimental stages 2 and 3 demonstrate the influence a variety of 

environmental conditions had on bloodstain evidence. Extrapolating experimental 

findings to a case-scenario, environmental conditions can be observed to have an 

affect on both source and activity level interpretations of bloodstain pattern evidence 

and should therefore be an important consideration when conducting investigation 

and identification of stains at a scene.  

 

13.1.3 Group C 
 

Hypotheses in group C focused on determining the relationships between 

temperature, humidity, drop volume, surface characteristics and bloodstain drying 

time. The relevance of these relationships to crime scene reconstruction is 

demonstrated during activity level interpretations of evidence.  

 

13.1.3.1 Influences on activity level interpretations of drying time 

 

Activity level interpretations of bloodstain drying time provide investigators with an 

indication of the circumstances and specifically chronology associated with 

bloodletting events. This assists with temporal aspects of crime scene reconstruction, 

which include making inferences about the order in which different stain patterns 

were generated and establishing an estimated time of blood deposition. A 
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hypothetical scenario demonstrates the investigative advantage of being able to 

determine a chronological order for different stain patterns. In a case where a suspect 

claims he attacked a victim in self-defence and bloodstains from both the victim and 

suspect are identified at an associated scene, determining that blood shed by the 

suspect was deposited some significant time after blood deposited by the victim may 

cast reasonable doubt on this defence. Activity level implications of being able to 

accurately estimate stain drying time is that an estimation can then be made, for 

stains which are still wet, as to the upper possible limit of time of blood deposition. 

This allows investigators to identify windows of time when bloodletting events are 

most likely to have occurred. Knowledge of these windows can then be used to 

corroborate or refute suspect and alibi witness testimonies centred on particular 

timings associated with a crime event. If stain-drying time is inherently variable due 

to an interaction of a range of influences, in order to still accurately incorporate 

drying time estimates into activity level interpretations of deposition times, the 

nature of these influences needs to be empirically established.  

 

A limited number of experimental studies have explored a range of influences, 

including temperature, humidity, stain volume and surface characteristics on 

bloodstain drying time. Studies have particularly focused on the influence of 

temperature on drying time (Brady et al. 2002. Peschel et al. 2011. Gardner. Griffin. 

2010. Laber. Epstein. 1983. Ramsthaler et al. 2012). Only two of these studies  

(Brady et al. 2002. Ramsthaler et al. 2012) attempted to empirically examine 

variations in drying time with both observing that as temperature increased, drying 

time decreased and that the relationship was consistent across a range of stained 

surfaces. Both studies were limited however in their comparisons of drying time at 

three random temperatures and did not attempt to examine drying times variations 

across consistently incremental increases in temperature. Others studies have posited 

the influence of temperature on drying time more generally (Peschel et al. 2011. 

Laber. Epstein. 1983. Gardner. Griffin. 2010). If upheld, these observations have 

repercussions for the use of estimated stain drying times in activity level 

interpretations of evidence. Observations about the influence of other variables such 

as humidity, stain volume and surface characteristics on stain drying time have also 

been reported. An understanding of the nature of influence of each on stain drying 

time has implications for the integration of stain drying time into activity level 
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interpretations. In large, these observations were limited to general observations of 

influence (Peschel et al. 2011. Laber. Epstein. 1983) and did not empirically 

establish the significance or direction of influence of each on drying time, with the 

exception of observations regarding stain volume where it was noted that ‘larger 

[volume] stains dried faster than smaller stains’ (Gardner. Griffin. 2010: 258).    

 

13.1.3.2 Temperature and activity level interpretations of drying time 
 

Hypotheses in group C were set out to test and develop these observations, from 

results generated in experimental stage 4. Results indicated that for stains generated 

and dried on denim, paper and glass surfaces at temperature intervals between -10oC 

and 50oC, there was a statistically significant negative correlation between increases 

in temperature and decreases in drying time. Confirmation of variations in stain 

drying time caused by variations in temperature has a major activity level 

implication. If stain-drying times were universal, observation of a wet stain at a 

scene would indicate that the stain was deposited within the limits of the known 

drying time, regardless of the ambient temperature. Results from experimental stage 

4 confirmed however that at each temperature interval this drying time limit varies. 

Analysis of a stain to estimate drying time and possible time of deposition should 

therefore only be carried out if the ambient temperature is also considered.  

 

The negative correlation observed between temperature and drying time supports a 

suggestion that if wet stains are observed at a hot temperature, time between 

deposition and identification is short, e.g. 15 minutes. Conversely, if wet stains are 

observed at a cold temperature, time between deposition and identification is longer, 

e.g. 500 minutes. At temperatures between -10oC and 50oC average and upper drying 

time limits were calculated for each temperature interval and a range of surfaces at 

each temperature. Even relatively small variations in temperature at a scene 

significantly influenced drying times. This is the first instance of drying times being 

empirically established across this temperature range. Calculation of these limits has 

implications for activity level interpretations, whereby as long as ambient 

temperature is known, investigators can now make discrete predictions of stain 

drying time for stains generated on denim, paper and glass surfaces. For example, if 

ambient temperature at a scene is measured as -10oC, consultation of results from 
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experimental stage 4 indicate that at -10oC a 10µl stain on denim takes on average 

500 minutes to dry. Discovery of wet stains on denim at the scene therefore indicates 

that stains were deposited no longer than 500 minutes prior to discovery. Discovery 

of dry stains on denim at the scene indicates that stains were deposited longer than 

500 minutes prior to discovery. Results confirm it is possible to conduct these 

activity level interpretations at all temperatures between -10oC and 50oC, for stains 

generated on paper, denim and glass surfaces. This is the first time the possibility of 

doing so has been empirically established. Overall, results indicate that calculations 

of stain drying times can and should be adjusted according to ambient temperature at 

a scene to achieve accurate quantitative estimations of temperature-specific upper 

drying time limits, which can be used to infer activity level interpretations of time of 

stain deposition.  

 

Further observations of the influence of temperature on drying time demonstrated 

that within the temperature range -10oC to 50oC, significant changes in drying time 

were associated with particular temperature intervals. Drying times between -10oC 

and 25oC exhibited greater variability than drying times between 30oC and 50oC. 

Calculations of drying time at temperatures below 25oC for the purposes should 

therefore be interpreted as slightly more indicative than exacting calculations of 

drying time, compared to calculations of drying time at temperatures above 30oC.  

 

13.1.3.3 Humidity and activity level interpretations of drying time 
 

Observations from experimental stage 4 appeared to support suggestions that 

humidity is a general influence on drying time (Peschel et al. 2011. Gardner. Griffin. 

2010. Laber. Epstein. 1983). As humidity increased drying time appeared to 

increase, however the influence of humidity on drying time did not appear as strong 

as the influence of temperature on drying time. Drying times were more variable at 

specific humidity levels than they were at specific temperature intervals. It was also 

noted that humidity and temperature variables were closely related. To a certain 

extent it was therefore difficult to determine the order of influence humidity exerts 

on stain drying time compared to the influence of temperature. Overall comparison 

of the strength of relationships between temperature and drying time and humidity 

and drying time however supports a suggestion that whilst humidity should be 
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considered during activity level interpretations of drying time it does not appear as 

dominant an influence on drying time as temperature.  

 

13.1.3.4 Surface characteristics and activity level interpretations of drying time 
 

Observations from experimental stage 4 support previously unproven suggestions 

(Peschel et al. 2011. Gardner. Griffin. 2010. Laber. Epstein. 1983) that drying times 

vary significantly according to surface type stained. When all other variables are 

consistent, stains deposited on paper surfaces exhibited the longest drying times, then 

stains on glass surfaces and finally stains deposited on denim surfaces that exhibited 

the shortest drying times. Use of a stain to estimate possible time of deposition must 

therefore take account of the types of surface stained at a scene. In the context of 

attempting to analyse multiple stains at a scene to infer a chronology of bloodletting 

events, this is a particularly pertinent result. When equal volumes of blood are 

simultaneously deposited on different surfaces at the same temperature, after some 

time whilst stains on one surface may be dry, on another surface they may remain 

wet. Without knowledge of the significant influence of surface characteristics on 

drying time, a temptation is presented to infer that the stain that is still wet was 

deposited after the stain that was dry. Results of experimental stage 4 indicate that 

this would be an incorrect inference to make without considering the influence of 

surface characteristics on drying time. When attempting to reconstruct the 

chronology of bloodletting mechanisms at a scene, investigators must incorporate an 

awareness of differential rates of drying between surfaces into their reconstructions. 

There was no indication of a relationship between surface roughness and drying 

times between paper, denim and glass surfaces. Further experimental work must be 

conducted to identify the characteristics of a surface, which significantly influence 

differential stain drying times. 

 

13.1.3.5 Stain volume and activity level interpretations of drying time 
 

Observations from experimental stage 4 support previous observations of a positive 

correlation between stain volume and drying time (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). 

However, as it is not possible to establish volume of stains at a scene, the scope for 

incorporating observations of stain volume into activity level interpretations of 

drying time is extremely limited.  
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Results from experimental 4 and answering of hypotheses in group C demonstrate 

that when stains are analysed for the purposes of estimating drying time and 

subsequently providing temporal activity level reconstructions, the influence of 

several variables must be incorporated into calculations. These variables include 

ambient temperature, humidity, surface characteristics and stain volume.  

 

Results indicate that measurements of ambient temperature provide the strongest 

individual prediction variable for stain drying time. A quantitative method of 

predicting drying time from ambient temperatures between -10oC and 50oC was 

produced and can be used in the future analysis of stains generated on paper, glass or 

denim surfaces to inform activity level interpretations of blood evidence. It is not 

sufficient however to base a reconstruction of stain deposition time at a scene purely 

on the basis of ambient temperature and each contributing variable must still be 

considered and incorporated into any predictions of drying time.  

 

 

13.2 Implications of results for Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) 
 

Experimental results and answering of hypotheses demonstrate that it is possible to 

identify a series of objective criteria for the identification, analysis and interpretation 

of physically altered bloodstains (PABs). The development of such criteria is based 

on the discovery that blood, once exposed to environmental conditions, reacts to the 

influences it encounters in a predictable and quantifiable manner. These reactions 

were measured through alterations to stain appearance and behaviour, two 

characteristics instrumental to the identification and interpretation of stains (Wonder. 

2001). This had not been established previously for bloodstains and the implication 

of results therefore is that they significantly enhance the possibility of including 

considerations of environmental influence in source and activity level interpretations 

of bloodstain evidence and subsequent crime scene reconstructions. The aim of crime 

scene reconstruction is to create an accurate and objective account of the presence 

and circumstances surrounding the generation of evidence (Chisum. Turvey. 2000. 

Fratini et al. 2006). The development and extension of objective criteria to new 
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aspects of bloodstain pattern analysis increases the scope for conducting accurate and 

objective crime scene reconstructions from bloodstain evidence.  

 

The implications of results for BPA resonate particularly in two specific aspects of 

bloodstain pattern analysis, in source and activity level interpretations of stains based 

on appearance and in activity level interpretations of stains based on behaviour.  

 

13.2.1 Implications of results for analysis of stain appearance 

 

Visual identification of bloodstains is often the initial step in confirming the presence 

of bloodstains at a scene (Wonder. 2001), which all other stages of analysis and 

interpretation follow. Results impact on visual identifications (source level analysis) 

of stains by demonstrating the variety of stain colours that may be encountered 

across environmental conditions. This should be considered by analysts conducting 

visual searches for bloodstain evidence at any scene but particularly at scenes where 

environmental conditions are extreme or there is evidence that they may have been 

extreme at some stage. Examples of these stains being encountered in the past (Brady 

et al. 2002. Morris. 2010) indicated that a lack of empirical knowledge and 

subsequent failure in recognising environment-led variability of stain appearance led 

to misidentification of bloodstains. As outlined in 13.1.1.1 misidentification or lack 

of identification of stains has significant repercussions for both source and 

subsequently activity level interpretations of evidence and therefore the entire 

process of crime scene reconstruction. Developing methods of enhancing the 

identification of stains is demonstrably vitally important. It is impossible to estimate 

how many other similar alterations to stain appearance may have led to incomplete 

or inaccurate source level interpretations of bloodstains in the past but results set out 

here can be used to minimise the risks of inaccurate interpretations in the future.  

 

Results comprise the first quantitative method of analysing stains generated at 

different temperatures according to colour and R, G and B values. In a recent 

experimental study (Thanakiatkrai et al. 2013) an attempt was made to similarly 

quantify colours of ageing stains for development as a smartphone application as a 

tool for estimating the age and therefore time of deposition of a stain. The 

implications of the discovery of a significant relationship between temperature and 
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quantitative measures of stain colour, in research presented here, are that these 

results too could be incorporated in the future into a smartphone application (figure 

412). This application would have to incorporate methods of digitally capturing and 

analysing bloodstains in order to derive numerical values of their ‘colour’ with a 

calibration tool for taking into account the background colour of a stained surface.  

 

 

Figure 412 Mock-up of possible smartphone 

application designed for rapid quantitative 

colour analysis of bloodstains 

(Author. 2013) 

 

Development of such an application would offer a quantitatively robust, relatively 

cheap, easy-to-use and portable tool for identifying physically altered bloodstains. 

This would facilitate at least two possible extrapolations of results to future source 

(1) and activity (2) level interpretations of stains based on appearance. First, when 

encountering a suspected bloodstain that exhibits significant discolouration to 

obscure initial identification as a bloodstain, inputting ambient temperature and 

environmental factors recorded at a scene alongside quantitative measures of colour 

would allow the colour of the suspected stain to be quantitatively compared to 

expected colour values for the input conditions. This has implications for future 

source level analyses by providing analysts with a quick tool for verifying whether a 

suspect stain is likely to be blood or not, given associated environmental conditions. 

Secondly, inputting an image of a stain and quantitative measures of the colour of 

that stain would allow a calculated identification of the temperature stains of that 

colour are expected at. This has implications for activity level analyses by providing 

analysts with an indication of the environmental circumstances the stain was 

deposited in. If those environmental circumstances do not approximate the 

conditions at time of identification, analysts may be able to identify time of 

deposition with knowledge of environmental conditions and fluctuations in these 

conditions over time prior to stain identification. This could contribute significantly 
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to temporal reconstructions of bloodletting events. A further implication of results to 

activity level interpretations of physically altered bloodstains is provided by the 

finding that stains exposed to extreme conditions, such as fire, freezing and 

longitudinal periods of exposure, can be quantitatively distinguished from stains 

exposed to more benign environmental conditions. As extreme conditions, in many 

cases where these conditions are observed they are unlikely to have occurred 

naturally and may therefore result from a suspect purposefully attempting to remove 

or obscure evidence (Pye. 2004). By enhancing quantitative information available to 

analysts to allow them to determine whether stains have been exposed to extreme or 

natural environmental conditions, results have implications for inferring post-event 

suspect activity.  

 

13.2.2 Implications of results for analysis of stain behaviour 

 

Analysis of stain behaviour, in particular drying time, can assist investigators in 

establishing and reconstructing temporal circumstances surrounding stain generation 

(Ramsthaler et al. 2012. Nakao et al. 2013). Experimental work conducted in 

research established quantitative measures of drying time for stains generated on 

three surfaces (glass, paper and denim) at temperatures between -10oC and 50oC. 

Although several studies had previously empirically established drying times at a 

number of temperatures (Brady et al. 2002. Ramsthaler et al. 2012) these studies 

were somewhat limited by number and range of temperatures they examined drying 

time at. Results generated in experimental stage 4 therefore represent the most 

thorough examination of drying time and environmental influences on drying time 

conducted to date. The implication of establishing these results for the process of 

BPA is that they can now significantly enhance the reconstruction of temporal 

aspects of a bloodletting event, from stain analysis. By establishing drying times at 

particular temperatures and for the range of surfaces tested, results allow analysts, 

with knowledge of ambient temperature at a scene to make activity level 

interpretations upon discovery of either wet or dry stains at a scene. A basic 

illustration follows that discovery of a wet stain indicates the stain was deposited 

within a window of time lower than the known drying time for the specific surface 

and ambient temperature. Discovery of a dry stain indicates the stain was deposited 

within a window of time higher than the known drying time for the specific surface 
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and ambient temperature. The implications of empirically establishing the 

relationships between temperature, surface type and quantitative measures of drying 

time are that these results could be incorporated in the future into a predictive tool 

for estimations of stain deposition time or age, which would significantly increase 

the accuracy with which analysts make these estimations.  

 

With relevance for both source and activity interpretations, investigative implications 

of results will be demonstrated across all stages of the ‘forensic process’, from crime 

scene to court room. Source level interpretations will impact directly on stages of 

evidential preservation, collection, validation and identification and indirectly (by 

dictating levels of evidence recovery) on the limits of subsequent activity level 

interpretations in stages of evidential analysis, interpretation and presentation. 

 

 

13.3 Limitations of results  
 

Despite the likelihood of encountering physically altered bloodstains at a crime 

scene, they have historically not formed the focus for empirical development within 

the discipline of BPA. Results generated by experimental research demonstrate 

however that there is significant potential for further incorporating quantitative 

analysis and interpretation of PABs into BPA and crime scene reconstruction. 

Despite the obvious implications of results for the potential expansion and 

enhancement of certain aspects of BPA, it should be acknowledged however that 

there were significant limitations inherent to the experimental design that may 

prevent the immediate extrapolation of findings to real-life analyses.  

 

One of the major limitations of observations regarding the influence of 

environmental conditions on stain appearance is that experimental surfaces were 

somewhat ‘ideal’ in their unstained states. Paper and denim surfaces were white in 

colour whilst glass slides were transparent, mounted on white card. The use of white 

backgrounds facilitated the quantitative analysis of subtle variations in stain colours 

between environmental conditions. In real forensic scenarios it more likely that stains 

will be encountered on a range of coloured surfaces than on white or clear surfaces, 
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which undoubtedly should be considered in any subsequent interpretations of stain 

colour. In order to validate relationships observed for ‘ideal’ surfaces between stain 

appearance and environmental conditions, further experimental work must be 

conducted on the effects of environmental conditions on the appearance of stains on 

coloured surfaces. It has been suggested it may be possible to overcome the 

interference of underlying surface colour with measurements of the colour of stains 

generated on them by extracting bloodstains from the surface to performing remote 

colour analysis (Thanakiatkrai et al. 2013). Whilst this may offer a solution in the 

future to overcome the problem of currently being limited to extrapolating results to 

white and clear surfaces, further experimental work is undoubtedly required before 

the colour of stains generated on coloured surfaces can be interpreted in the same 

manner.  

 

Although three distinct experimental stages were designed to provide exposure of 

stains to as broad and varied a range of environmental variables as possible, 

mimicking a number of scenarios that stains might be encountered in, and including 

the sheer complexity of potential combinations of variables presenting themselves in 

forensic reality, placed a certain restriction on experimental design. Within any 

individual scene there may also be scene-specific variations to consider, for example 

the presence of a radiator or air-conditioning unit within a room may generate a 

microclimatic effect, exerting a particular influence on bloodstains in the room 

according to their proximity to them. Within the scope of the experimental work 

presented in this study it was not possible to examine the complete range of potential 

environmental scene variables or examine the interactions of microclimatic features 

with bloodstains across a scene. Future extrapolation of observations and results 

presented in this study must simultaneously take account of specific variables 

presenting themselves in association with individual scenes.  

 

Several limitations presented themselves during the imaging and measurement of 

stain colour. These limitations concerned a lack of uniformity and unexpected 

physical alterations observed in stains exposed to certain environmental conditions, 

and how these influenced the accuracy of measuring average values of stain colour. 

The experimental method outlined for capturing average colour values for stains was 

limited in the extent to which it could incorporate these effects.  
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Stains generated on glass in experimental stage 2 (both longitudinal and monthly 

samples) showed evidence of physically cracking, during exposure to environmental 

conditions, resulting in a ‘crazed’ appearance (figures 170 & 246). The extent of 

cracking varied between sets of glass stains but was not observed in stains generated 

on paper and denim or in stains generated on glass and exposed to other 

environmental conditions. Where blood stains exhibited this effect, the formerly 

continuous body became fractured, exposing cracks through which the white 

background emerged. According to the chosen experimental stain imaging method, 

these areas or white colour were included in the fixed area sampled for stain colour 

averages, artificially lowering the colour average of glass stains generated in stage 2. 

Within the limitations of the experimental work conducted it was not possible to 

adjust the imaging method to exclude white areas from affected stains. Whilst 

therefore the effect and its potential effect on colour averages for these stains was 

acknowledged, development of a method of imaging crazed stains to obtain the most 

accurate quantitative measures of colour should be reserved for future studies.  

 

Other stains demonstrated a lack of uniformity that may have limited the accuracy of 

calculating stain colour values. Certain stains generated in experimental stage 1, on 

glass slides, exhibited evidence of blood spilling between slides onto the background 

card slides were mounted on (figures 61, 67, 73, 79, 91, 94 & 97). The effect of this 

spilling meant that in some stains there was a risk that dried blood on the background 

would increase colour averages measured for these stains, as background colour 

effectively contributed to producing a measurement of the colour of two overlapping 

stains. The risk of this lack of uniformity affecting colour measurements was 

minimised by generating six replicate stains in each sample set and utilising an 

average colour value (from replicates) in subsequent analysis and interpretation. The 

maximum number of stains affected by this overlapping effect, in any one sample 

set, was two stains. It was felt that this was a relatively small number that would not 

substantially influence average colour values calculated from a minimum of 6 stains.  

 

Further experimental limitations related to observations of stain drying time and 

should be included when considering the extrapolation of results to real forensic 

scenarios. Drying time measurements were limited by two factors, the inclusion of a 
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preservative in experimental blood sourced and measurement of stain drying times 

across only three surfaces (paper, denim and glass). Although not empirically 

established prior to experimentation, it was expected that the addition of a 

preservative to blood would lengthen stain-drying time to some extent. Due to 

experimental limitations it was not possible to perform a comparative experimental 

run with fresh blood to establish any difference, in drying times, caused by addition 

of a preservative. Further comparative experimental runs will be necessary therefore 

before drying time measurements for each surface and temperature can be verified 

for extrapolation to real forensic scenarios. The limitations of restricting observations 

of drying time to three surfaces can be overcome by replication of the experimental 

methods to a wider range of surfaces and on a case-specific basis (Peschel et al. 

2011). For example, if estimating stain drying times in a hypothetical case involving 

stains generated on a wooden table, broad information on drying times for wooden 

surfaces as well as drying times for the specific wood, polish, varnish etc involved in 

the case in question could be used in combination to estimate drying time and time of 

deposition. The broader estimates of stain drying times on wood could be used to 

infer an estimated drying time until a case-specific examination could be conducted 

to more narrowly estimate drying times in the case-specific scenario.   

 

13.4 The “path forward” for BPA research 
 

The importance of conducting experimental studies in bloodstain pattern analysis, in 

order to identify objective methods and criteria for furthering the discipline’s 

development has been reiterated in the aftermath of the 2009 NAS report. Criticism 

levelled at the discipline in the report focused on querying the scientific foundations 

of the discipline (Mnookin et al. 2011) and the purported emphasis on ‘experience 

over scientific foundation’ (NAS. 2009: 178). Whilst it has since been acknowledged 

that certain aspects of this criticism appear contradictory and inaccurate, in response 

the discipline must nonetheless endeavour to demonstrate and reinforce the robust, 

replicable scientific principles which guide practitioners in aspects of bloodstain 

pattern analysis. The discipline should seize the opportunity to answer these 

criticisms now, to prevent repetitions of them in the future.  
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Results presented in experimental research conducted here on physically altered 

bloodstains demonstrate the possibility of establishing new objective criteria for stain 

analysis in a commonly encountered but problematic area of BPA. Results, once 

subjected to peer-review and close scrutiny by the more general ‘scientific 

community’ will form the foundations for further, more complex and case-specific 

work in this field. This is the direction the development of the discipline needs to 

continue in, empirically examining the underlying scientific principles in question 

first before layering analysis and development of techniques, through experimental 

work, to add the case-specific relevance required by individual scenarios. At both 

levels of development, criteria must be subjected to peer-review, in both academic 

and practitioner-based environments. Ensuring practising analysts are proficient and 

universally accept with these criteria is essential to success of their future application 

across the discipline.  

 

Areas of the discipline for which objective criteria are currently lacking, or are in the 

process of development, should be identified and acknowledged as areas about which 

source & activity level propositions and crime scene reconstructions should be very 

cautiously, if at all, made.  
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14. Conclusions 
 

14.1 Summary of research  
 

The focus of research was to examine the potential to collect quantitative 

observations about bloodstains that have been physically altered through interactions 

with a range of environmental variables and conditions. These stains are identified as 

Physically Altered Bloodstains (PABs) (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). In the context of 

analysis of outdoor crime scenes and scenes that may have been intentionally 

interfered with, the likelihood of encountering stains which exhibit physical 

alterations is high (Pye. 2004. Bevel. Gardner. 2008).  

 

The potential for environmentally forced interactions to alter the appearance and 

behaviour of bloodstains has implications for increasing the complexity of their 

identification and analysis. These implications are largely based on the principles of 

evidence dynamics and an appreciation that “any influence that changes, relocates, 

obscures, or obliterates physical evidence, regardless of intent” has a consequence 

for subsequent interpretation and analysis of that evidence (Chisum. Turvey. 2000). 

Alterations may, for example, obscure, prevent or mislead identification of stains, 

which limits further analysis of them as physical evidence associated with a 

bloodletting event. Improving the ability of analysts to identify and interpret 

physically altered evidence has important consequences therefore for increasing 

overall accuracy of evidence analysis. Amongst practitioners this has been 

recognised with calls for a much more concerted and focused effort to “validate 

inclusion of [PABs] in source/activity level analysis” (Gardner. Griffin. 2010). 

Despite the likelihood of encountering PABs in forensic reality and observations 

about the potential for alterations to obstruct or mislead analysis of bloodstains, 

attempts to develop empirical understandings of PABs have remained, historically, 

limited. Research presented in this thesis represents the first empirical attempt to 

substantially develop an understanding of the nature of PABs, their interactions with 

environmental variables and perhaps most importantly, the potential for extrapolating 

quantitative observations about PABs to future source and activity level 

interpretations of bloodstain pattern evidence.  
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Through a series of experimental stages, stains were exposed to a range of 

environmental conditions, of varying complexity, designed to reflect different 

forensic scenarios. Once stains had been exposed to environmental conditions, a 

series of quantitative observations regarding stain appearance and behaviour were 

made. Observations indicated that bloodstains respond in a predictable manner to 

environmental conditions they are exposed to. This has implications for Bloodstain 

Pattern Analysis (BPA) as it confirms the possibility and potential for developing 

quantitative methods for the identification, interpretation and analysis of PABs.  

 

14.2 Empirical observations 
 

From empirical observations three main conclusions about PABs could be made: 

 

I. Environmental conditions influence bloodstain appearance in a predictable 

manner 

II. Environmental conditions influence bloodstain behaviour in a predictable 

manner 

III. Quantitative observations of environmental influences on bloodstain 

appearance and behaviour can be extrapolated to the identification, 

interpretation and analysis of PABs 

 
 
 
I. Environmental influences on stain appearance 
 

 
Results of experimental research demonstrated that environmental conditions exert a 

considerable influence on bloodstain appearance and specifically colour of stains.  

 

I.i Temperature and stain appearance 

 

Observations indicated that temperature exerted a strong influence on bloodstain 

colour, which was observable between even relatively minor variations (5oC 

intervals) of temperature. When exposed to a range of controlled temperature 
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variations between -10oC and 50oC, stains generated on glass, paper and denim 

surfaces all retained red orientations of colour. However, depending on the 

temperature stains were exposed to stains varied considerably according to intensity 

and strength of red colouring. Low temperatures were associated with light 

intensities of bright red colours whilst high temperatures within the experimental 

range were associated more with darker intensities of red and red-brown colours. 

Observations also indicated that stain appearance was most dramatically altered at 

temperatures above 25oC. The temperature range over which alterations in stain 

colour occurred was not considered extreme (-10oC to 50oC) and encountering 

scenes exposed (naturally) to temperatures outside of this range would be considered 

rare in forensic reality. Results provide the first empirically established observations 

of variations of bloodstain colour according to temperature.  

 

I.ii Longitudinal exposure to climatic variations and stain appearance 

 

Observations following exposure of stains to natural climatic variations for 

longitudinal periods indicated exposure caused a marked alteration in stain 

appearance. Stains exposed to environmental fluctuations for a minimum period of 

one month were characterised by grey and brown colourings, compared to the red, 

red-brown colour of ‘fresh’ stains. This observation was consistent with previous 

observations recorded of ageing blood naturally progressing through a series of 

colour changes from red to reddish brown and eventually dark brown and black 

(James et al. 2005). As length of exposure was increased, stain colour did not appear 

to undergo further alterations however, which indicates it not possible to determine 

length of exposure from stain colour, beyond determining whether stains were ‘fresh’ 

or not. These results provide the first example of empirical support for the possibility 

of determining an estimation of whether an exposed stain if fresh or aged from 

quantitative measurements of stain colour.  

 

I.iii Extreme environmental conditions and stain appearance 

 

Observations indicated exposing stains to extreme environmental conditions (snow, 

fire, freezing conditions, high temperatures) caused significant alterations to stain 

colour. This represents the first empirical confirmation of previously anecdotal 
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suggestions of the influence of extreme conditions on stain appearance (Morris. 

2010). Comparison of stains exposed to different conditions indicated that it was 

possible to approximately identify types of environmental conditions stains have 

been exposed to, on the basis of quantitative measures of colour. Results constitute 

the first empirical evidence of the effects of extreme environmental influences on 

bloodstains through quantitative measures of colour.  

 
 
II. Environmental influences on stain behaviour 

 
 
Results of experimental explorations of environmental influences on stain drying 

time indicated that the main influences on drying time are temperature, surface 

characteristics and volume of blood. Whilst the influence of these variables on 

drying time is generally accepted, quantitative confirmation of the relationships 

between the main variables of influence and drying time has not previously been 

established. Experimental results presented represent only the third attempt to 

quantify influences on drying time and of those three, is the most complex in terms 

of the range of variables it incorporated into experimental design. Results indicate 

that the main variables of influence on drying time are temperature, surface 

characteristics and stain volume. Observations indicate it may be possible to develop 

quantitative estimates of drying time for stains generated at a particular temperature 

and on a particular surface.  

 
 
III. Extrapolation of observations to the identification, 

interpretation and analysis of PABs 
 

Observations regarding the effects of environmental variables and conditions on 

bloodstain appearance and behaviour can be extrapolated and considered with 

relevance to their implications for the identification, interpretation and analysis of 

PABs.  
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III.i Identification of Physically Altered Bloodstains (PABs) 

 

The identification of bloodstain evidence at a crime scene is based, primarily, on 

visual identifications of bloodstains. As such, the identification of stains is ordinarily 

limited to source level interpretations of evidence, providing investigators with an 

indication of “where a [bloodletting] incident” occurred (Boonkhong et al. 2010). 

Observations of the influence of environmental conditions on stain appearance have 

implications for these source level interpretations as alterations to appearance may 

obscure or mislead visual identification of stains. Case-specific anecdotes 

demonstrate that in forensic reality, significant alterations in colour can lead to 

misidentification of bloodstain evidence (Morris. 2010) or may prevent its 

identification altogether. By establishing a quantitative record of alterations observed 

in stain colour following exposure to a range of environmental variables and 

conditions, the research presented here can be used to better inform predictions and 

expectations of stain colour, given the environmental conditions at a particular crime 

scene. The consequences will be an improvement in the accuracy of identification of 

physically altered bloodstains.  

 

In addition, empirical observations also demonstrate that the identification of 

physically altered bloodstains can contribute to activity level interpretations of 

evidence. Observations indicated it is possible to differentiate stains exposed to 

different environmental conditions on the basis of quantitative measures of colour. 

This has implications for assisting in the identification of ‘misfit’ stains. For 

example, imagine the hypothetical identification of a stain on a surface, which 

quantitative analysis of colour demonstrates has been exposed to a particular 

environmental condition, e.g. burning. If the environmental conditions at the location 

in which it was recovered to do not appear to mirror the environmental conditions 

expected, the stain may be identified as ‘misfit’ to it’s environmental surroundings. 

Inferences can then be made that the surface has been moved since staining and 

provide evidence of the presence of the stain (and stained surface) at a different 

location and environment. The suggestion, based on evidence presented in thesis, of 

the possibility of making these kinds of activity level inferences on the basis of 

quantitative analysis of bloodstain colour is completely novel.  
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III.ii Interpretation and analysis of Physically Altered Bloodstains (PABs) 

 

The interpretation and analysis of bloodstain evidence contributes an explanation of 

the activities and circumstances surrounding the generation and presence of evidence 

at a scene. Observations establishing the predictable nature of environmental 

influences on stain behaviour can be incorporated into the interpretation and analysis 

of PABs to increase the accuracy of these activity level interpretations of evidence.  

 

In particular, observations regarding the influence of temperature on drying time can 

contribute to activity level interpretations. Estimations of drying time are particularly 

useful in assisting analysts to construct a depositional timeframe for bloodstain 

evidence identified at a scene, which can contribute significantly to making more 

general temporal inferences about a crime event. Empirical observations 

demonstrated that one of the strongest influences on drying time was temperature. 

Drying times for stains generated on paper, glass and denim were recorded at 5oC 

temperature intervals between -10oC and 50oC. These provide, for the first time, a 

range of surface-specific quantitative indications of bloodstain drying times at 

specific temperatures. The major implication of these measurements is that by 

extrapolation to a hypothetical crime scene, with knowledge of type of surface and 

ambient temperature, analysts can make more informed and accurate estimations of 

drying time.  

  

Observations also indicate that interpretations of stain appearance can provide 

evidence of exposure of stains to particular environmental conditions and rough 

estimates of length of exposure, such as indicating whether a stain is ‘fresh’ or may 

have been exposed to environmental conditions for some length of time. An example 

of where being able to quantitatively identify when stains have been exposed to a 

particular environmental condition may become particularly relevant is inferring the 

involvement of particular evasive actions taken by a suspect to remove and obliterate 

evidence, for example by setting fire to a scene or item of evidence. This work 

presents, for the first time, evidence for the potentially successful extrapolation of 

quantitative measures of colour to activity level interpretations and inferences about 

suspect activity.  
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14.3 Conclusion 
 

Despite the likelihood of analysts encountering Physically Altered Bloodstains and 

their potential investigative value, empirical understandings of PABs are currently 

significantly under-developed. This has implications for limiting the accuracy with 

which they can be identified, interpreted and analysed as well as limiting their 

potential contribution to source and activity level interpretations of evidence. 

Empirical research outlined in this thesis represents the first concerted attempt to 

derive and relate quantitative measures of environmentally forced alterations to stain 

appearance and behaviour to specific environmental variables and conditions. 

Observations made establish that physically altered bloodstains respond in 

predictable ways to environmental influences and that these responses can be 

quantitatively measured. The implication of this finding means that there is huge 

scope for developing predictive and interpretative tools based on the analysis of 

alterations in stain appearance and behaviour. It demonstrates that not only is 

increasing an awareness of the nature of PABs important for improving overall 

accuracies in identification, interpretation and analysis of bloodstains but that PABs 

can advance the complexity of activity level interpretations made from stain analysis.  

 

Recent criticisms levelled at the discipline of BPA (and forensic science more 

generally) have focused on the perceived lack of empirical support for inferences and 

claims made by investigators, following their analysis of evidence. In order to reduce 

the vulnerability of the discipline to such criticisms, it is essential to promote and 

establish an empirical body of supportive evidence. At present, understanding of 

PABs in particular is limited to case-specific and anecdotal observations and as such 

inclusion of inferences based on PABs in scene analysis would be justifiably 

vulnerable to such criticisms. Identification, in this thesis, of quantitative 

relationships between environmental influences and stain characteristics 

demonstrates however how these criticisms can be undermined and overturned by 

undertaking experimental work which unequivocally demonstrates the rationale 

behind inferences made from stain analysis.   
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A final underlining of the importance of developing interpretations of PABs is 

consideration of stain interpretation within the context of the ‘forensic process’. 

Successful progression of physical evidence from collection at a crime scene to 

presentation in a courtroom is dependent upon the chronological processing of 

evidence through a series of investigative stages. These stages are represented by 

preservation & collection, validation & identification, analysis, interpretation and 

finally presentation of evidence. With implications for source and activity level 

interpretations of evidence, physical altered bloodstains impact on multiple steps in 

this process. Most crucially perhaps, physically alterations to bloodstains may 

obscure their identification, which prevents subsequent analysis, interpretation and 

presentation of evidence. The importance of improving interpretations of PABs 

therefore resonates throughout the ‘forensic process’. 
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